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The Need for an Agile Workforce

Organizations are now competing in two markets, one for their products and services and one for the talent required to produce or perform them. An organization’s success in its business markets is determined by its success in the talent market. At the very time that business markets are expanding, talent markets seem to be shrinking. As the knowledge required to build products and deliver services increases, the retention of experienced employees becomes critical to improving productivity and time to market. In areas such as software development and nursing, the shortage of talent is so great that companies are beginning to offer incentives that were once only available to executives or professional athletes. In every domain of business, executives know that their ability to compete is directly related to their ability to attract, develop, motivate, organize, and retain talented people.

Yet the people-related challenges of the business stretch far beyond recruiting and retention. Competing for talent and recruiting the best is not enough, and focusing just on winning the “talent wars” can be damaging to the organization [Pfeffer 01]. As agility in responding to continual change in technological and business conditions has become critical to success, organizations must strive to create learning environments capable of rapidly adjusting to the changes engulfing them. A critical component of agility is a workforce with the knowledge and skills to make rapid adjustments and the willingness to acquire new competencies. In fact, an agile workforce may reduce some of the stress currently being experienced as a talent shortage.

Organizations have attempted to apply many different techniques in their efforts to move towards strategic human capital management. They combine downsizing with restructuring, apply reengineering or process improvement, improve information sharing, clearly communicate the organization’s mission, institute employee involvement programs, establish formal complaint resolution procedures, institute gain-sharing or other incentive plans, emphasize the importance of training the workforce, formalize performance management and feedback processes, perform job or work analysis and design, support job rotation, begin to establish...
team-based work designs, retrain employees to meet changing demands, provide flexible work arrangements, address diversity issues, conduct formal mentoring programs, and align business and human resources strategies [Mirvis 97, Becker 98, Becker 96]. What many organizations lack is a framework for implementing these advanced practices.

### People Capability Maturity Model® Framework

The People Capability Maturity Model® (People CMM®) is a tool that helps you successfully address the critical people issues in your organization. The People CMM employs the process maturity framework of the highly successful Capability Maturity Model® for Software (SW-CMM®) [Paulk 95] as a foundation for a model of best practices for managing and developing an organization’s workforce. The Software CMM has been used by software organizations around the world for guiding dramatic improvements in their ability to improve productivity and quality, reduce costs and time to market, and increase customer satisfaction. Based on the best current practices in fields such as human resources, knowledge management, and organizational development, the People CMM guides organizations in improving their processes for managing and developing their workforce. The People CMM helps organizations characterize the maturity of their workforce practices, establish a program of continuous workforce development, set priorities for improvement actions, integrate workforce development with process improvement, and establish a culture of excellence. Since its release in 1995, thousands of copies of the People CMM have been distributed, and it is used worldwide by organizations, small and large, such as IBM, Boeing, BAESystems, Tata Consultancy Services, Ericsson, Lockheed Martin and QAI (India) Ltd.

The People CMM consists of five maturity levels that establish successive foundations for continuously improving individual competencies, developing effective teams, motivating improved performance, and shaping the workforce the organization needs to accomplish its future business plans. Each maturity level is a well-defined evolutionary plateau that institutionalizes new capabilities for developing the organization’s workforce. By following the maturity framework, an organization can avoid introducing workforce practices that its employees are unprepared to implement effectively.

### Structure of This Document

This document describes the People CMM, the key practices that constitute each of its maturity levels, and information on how to apply it in guiding organizational improvements. It describes an organization’s capability for developing its workforce at each maturity level. It describes how the People CMM can be applied as a standard for assessing workforce prac-
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tices and as a guide in planning and implementing improvement activities. This document provides guidance on how to interpret its practices. It also presents case studies of organizations that have used the People CMM.

The first part of the document describes the rationale and evolution of the People CMM, the concepts of process maturity, the structure of the model, how to interpret the model’s practices, and case studies of results. The second part of the document contains the key practices of the People CMM—the individual, managerial, and organizational practices that contribute to maturing workforce capability. These practices describe an evolutionary improvement path from ad hoc, inconsistently performed practices, to a mature, disciplined development of workforce competencies, just as the CMM for Software describes an evolutionary improvement path for the software processes within an organization. The third and final part of this document contains the appendices. Each of these parts of the document is described in the following paragraphs.

The Content of the People CMM

Part One of the People CMM consists of six chapters:

- **Chapter 1: The Process Maturity Framework** chapter offers a broad view of the model, describes how the People CMM establishes an integrated system of workforce practices that matures through increasing alignment with the organization’s business objectives, performance, and changing needs; and provides a background on the process maturity framework adopted by the People CMM.

- **Chapter 2: Overview of the People CMM** describes the maturity levels, or evolutionary plateaus at which the organization’s practices have been transformed to achieve a new level of organizational capability, and presents a description of characteristic behavior of organizations at each maturity level.

- **Chapter 3: The People CMM Process Areas** chapter introduces the process areas in the model.

- **Chapter 4: The Architecture of the Model** chapter describes the components of the model, including maturity levels, goals, and practices, which ensure that the implementation of process areas is effective, repeatable, and lasting. It introduces the typographical conventions used throughout the model.

- **Chapter 5: The Interpreting the Model** chapter provides insight into the meaning of the model for your organization.

- **Chapter 6: The Using the Model** chapter explains the ways in which your organization can use the model.
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Part Two contains the Process Areas of the People Capability Maturity Model. Part Two describes the practices that correspond to each maturity level in the People CMM. It is an elaboration of what is meant by maturity at each level of the People CMM and a guide that can be used for organizational improvement and assessment. For those who want to get a quick sense of the practices, without the rigor that is needed in applying them, an abridgment of the practices is provided in Appendix D.

Each maturity level provides a layer in the foundation for continuous improvement of the organization’s workforce capability. Achieving each level of the maturity model institutionalizes a different component of workforce capability, resulting in an overall increase in the workforce capability of the organization. Each process area comprises a set of goals that, when satisfied, stabilize an important component of workforce capability. Each process area is described in terms of the practices that contribute to satisfying its goals. The practices describe the infrastructure and activities that contribute most to the effective implementation and institutionalization of the process area.

Each section in Part Two presents the process areas within each of these maturity levels:

- Process Areas for Maturity Level 2: Managed
- Process Areas for Maturity Level 3: Defined
- Process Areas for Maturity Level 4: Predictable
- Process Areas for Maturity Level 5: Optimizing

The five Appendices of the People CMM are as follows:

- Appendix A: The References appendix provides full citations to any information cited in the People CMM.
- Appendix B: The Acronym List appendix defines acronyms used in the People CMM.
- Appendix C: The Glossary appendix defines terms used in the People CMM that are not adequately defined in the context of this model by the Webster’s American English dictionary.
- Appendix D: The Practice-to-Goal Mappings for People CMM Process Areas describes the People CMM, the maturity levels and the process areas that correspond to each maturity level of the P-CMM, and the goals and practices in each process area. No informative material is given other than the process area purpose, goals, and practices. This view of the model is convenient when you want to quickly understand the content and flow of large portions of the model or are intimately familiar with it.
- Appendix E: The Change History appendix provides a historical view of the People CMM in its earlier releases.
This document is targeted to anyone involved in the workplace, but especially at those responsible for managing or developing the workforce, implementing advanced workforce practices, nurturing teams, or transforming organizational culture. This document is especially useful for a business undergoing critical organizational changes such as downsizing, a merger, rapid growth, or change in ownership. It is useful to managers and supervisors who want guidance for managing their people. It is useful to individuals trying to improve the workforce practices of their organizations, as well as to those attempting to assess the maturity of these practices in organizations.

This document complements Watts Humphrey's *Managing Technical People* [Humphrey 97a] by formalizing and expanding the maturity framework described in that book. It also complements the *Capability Maturity Model for Software* [Paulk 95] by addressing the workforce improvement practices necessary to ensure long-term continuous improvement. While the People CMM complements the *Capability Maturity Model for Software*, its applicability is not limited to software-intensive organizations. The practices of the People CMM can be applied in any organization, regardless of its business focus, size, or location.

This document does not describe all of the work being done by the authors or the Software Engineering Process Management Program of the Software Engineering Institute (SEI). For instance, the SEI supports a People CMM Lead Assessor track within the SEI Appraiser program to ensure an adequate supply of experts for conducting People CMM-based assessments. For further information regarding the SEI, its work with CMMs, or any of its associated products, contact:

SEI Customer Relations  
Software Engineering Institute  
Carnegie Mellon University  
5000 Forbes Ave  
Pittsburgh PA 15213-3890  
Tel: +1-412-268-5800  
Fax: +1-412-268-5758  
E-Mail: customer-relations@sei.cmu.edu  
WWW: http://www.sei.cmu.edu  
http://seir.sei.cmu.edu

The SEI maintains a listing of authorized People CMM Lead Assessors on its Web site. See http://www.sei.cmu.edu/managing/pcmm-listing.html
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For more information about the People CMM Lead Assessor Program or training on the People CMM, contact:

Sally Miller
Carnegie Mellon University
Software Engineering Institute
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
412 / 268-5678
E-mail: sal@sei.cmu.edu

Palma Buttiles-Valdez
TeraQuest Metrics, Inc.
12885 Research Blvd.
Suite 107
Austin, TX 78750
512 / 219-9152
E-mail: palma@teraquest.com

Bill Hefley
Q-Labs, Inc.
305 S. Craig St., Suite 300
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
724 / 935-8177
E-Mail: bill.hefley@q-labs.com

Feedback Information

The People CMM is a living document, shaped by the needs of organizations’ rapidly evolving workplaces. Over four hundred change requests helped shape this version of the People CMM.

The SEI continues to solicit feedback from its customers. We are very interested in your ideas for improving these products. You can help these products continually improve.

See the SEI Web site for information on how to provide feedback:

http://www.sei.cmu.edu/cmm-p/

Instructions for requesting changes to the People CMM and a change request form are also contained in Appendix E. Change requests can be submitted by email to:

p-cmm-change@sei.cmu.edu
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Part One — The People Capability Maturity Model: Background, Concepts, Structure, and Usage

This overview presents an introduction to the People Capability Maturity Model (People CMM) and the background for developing such a model. It describes the concepts of a maturity framework and how this framework can be applied to developing the workforce capability of an organization. The structure of the P-CMM is described. In addition, advice for interpreting and using the P-CMM and its practices is provided to help an organization apply the P-CMM in its setting.
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1 The Process Maturity Framework

“When human capital owners [employees] have the upper hand in the market, they do not behave at all like assets. They behave like owners of a valuable commodity...They are investors in a business, paying in human capital and expecting a return on their investment.”

[Davenport 99]

“As other sources of competitive success have become less important, what remains as a crucial differentiating factor is the organization, its employees, and how it works.”

[Pfeffer 94]

“Successful firms will be those most adept at attracting, developing, and retaining individuals with the skills, perspectives, and experience necessary to drive a global business.”

[Ulrich 97a]

“Personnel attributes and human resource activities provide by far the largest source of opportunity for improving software development productivity.”

[Boehm 81]

“After product size, people factors have the strongest influence in determining the amount of effort required to develop a software product.”

[Boehm 00]

1.1 What Is the People CMM?

The People Capability Maturity Model® (People CMM®) is a roadmap for implementing workforce practices that continuously improve the capability of an organization’s workforce. Since an organization cannot implement all of the best workforce practices in an afternoon, the People CMM introduces them in stages. Each progressive level of the People CMM produces a
unique transformation in the organization’s culture by equipping it with more powerful practices for attracting, developing, organizing, motivating, and retaining its workforce. Thus, the People CMM establishes an integrated system of workforce practices that matures through increasing alignment with the organization’s business objectives, performance, and changing needs.

The People CMM was first published in 1995 [Curtis 95], and has successfully guided workforce improvement programs in companies such as Boeing, Ericsson, Lockheed Martin, Novo Nordisk IT A/S, and Tata Consultancy Services [Vu 01, Martin-Vivaldi 99, Miller 00, Curtis 00, Keeni 00]. Although the People CMM has been designed primarily for application in knowledge-intensive organizations, with appropriate tailoring it can be applied in almost any organizational setting.

The People CMM’s primary objective is to improve the capability of the workforce. Workforce capability can be defined as the level of knowledge, skills, and process abilities available for performing an organization’s business activities. Workforce capability indicates an organization’s:

- readiness for performing its critical business activities,
- likely results from performing these business activities, and
- potential for benefiting from investments in process improvement or advanced technology.

In order to measure and improve capability, the workforce in most organizations must be divided into its constituent workforce competencies. Each workforce competency represents a unique integration of knowledge, skills, and process abilities acquired through specialized education or work experience. Strategically, an organization wants to design its workforce to include the various workforce competencies required to perform the business activities underlying its core competency [Prahalad 90]. Each of these workforce competencies can be characterized by its capability—the profile of knowledge, skills, and process abilities available to the organization in that domain.

The People CMM describes an evolutionary improvement path from ad hoc, inconsistently performed workforce practices, to a mature infrastructure of practices for continuously elevating workforce capability. The philosophy implicit the People CMM can be summarized in ten principles.

1. In mature organizations, workforce capability is directly related to business performance.
2. Workforce capability is a competitive issue and a source of strategic advantage.
3. Workforce capability must be defined in relation to the organization’s strategic business objectives.
4. Knowledge-intense work shifts the focus from job elements to workforce competencies.
5. Capability can be measured and improved at multiple levels, including individuals, workgroups, workforce competencies, and the organization.

6. An organization should invest in improving the capability of those workforce competencies that are critical to its core competency as a business.

7. Operational management is responsible for the capability of the workforce.

8. The improvement of workforce capability can be pursued as a process composed from proven practices and procedures.

9. The organization is responsible for providing improvement opportunities, while individuals are responsible for taking advantage of them.

10. Since technologies and organizational forms evolve rapidly, organizations must continually evolve their workforce practices and develop new workforce competencies.

Since the People CMM is an evolutionary framework, it guides organizations in selecting high-priority improvement actions based on the current maturity of their workforce practices. The benefit of the People CMM is in narrowing the scope of improvement activities to those vital few practices that provide the next foundational layer for developing an organization’s workforce. By concentrating on a focused set of practices and working aggressively to install them, organizations can steadily improve their workforce and make lasting gains in their performance and competitiveness.

The People CMM has proven popular because it allows organizations to characterize the maturity of their workforce practices against a benchmark being used by other organizations. Many workforce benchmarks focus on employee attitudes and satisfaction rather than workforce practices. Although attitudes and satisfaction are important predictors of outcomes such as turnover, they do not always provide the guidance necessary for identifying which practices should be improved next. In contrast, the staged framework of the People CMM helps organizations prioritize for their improvement actions. In addition, since the People CMM treats workforce development as an organizational process, improved workforce practices are easier to integrate with other process improvement activities.

1.2 Why Do We Need a People CMM?

Forty years ago people feared that technology would reduce the need for educated workers, leaving large segments of the population unemployed. The opposite occurred. In fact, the demand for educated workers exceeds the supply. In the knowledge economy, companies are competing in two markets, one for its products and services and one for the talent required to develop and deliver them. With current low unemployment, the talent market is all the more competitive.
Recruiting and retention are now as important as production and distribution in the corporate business strategies of knowledge-intense companies. Although most companies understand the importance of attracting and retaining talent, many lack a coherent approach to achieving their talent goals. Further, most lack a vision of how to integrate a system of practices to achieve their workforce objectives.

The practices required to attract, develop, and retain outstanding talent have been understood for decades. In his acclaimed book, *The Human Equation*, Jeffrey Pfeffer of the Stanford Graduate School of Business identified seven principles of workforce management that distinguished companies exhibiting the largest percentage stock market returns over the past quarter century [Pfeffer 98]. These principles included:

1. employment security,
2. selective hiring of new personnel,
3. self-managed teams and decentralization of decision making,
4. comparatively high compensation contingent on organizational performance,
5. extensive training,
6. reduced status distinctions and barriers, and
7. extensive sharing of financial and performance information.

These principles characterize organizations that no longer expect employees to merely execute orders, but rather to act as independent centers of intelligent action coordinated toward a common purpose. Deep technical and business knowledge is required to make rapid decisions that are not only correct, but are also consistent with decisions made by colleagues. Recruiting for outstanding technical talent is critical, but it is not enough since business knowledge can only be developed within an organization. Thus, the development and coordination of a modern workforce requires an integrated set of practices that address attracting, developing, organizing, motivating, and retaining outstanding individuals.

The benefit of better workforce practices has been demonstrated empirically in numerous studies [Becker 98, Huselid 95, Mavrinac 95, Labor 93, Kling 95, Appleby 00, Delaney 96]. Those organizations employing an integrated human resources strategy represent a significantly higher proportion of world-class companies [Abbleby 00]. In some cases, even mere reputation signals regarding an organization’s human resources practices have been positively associated with increases in share prices [Hannon 96].

Welbourne and Andrews examined 136 non-financial organizations that first offered their stock (i.e., made their initial public offerings) on the U.S. stock market in 1988 [Welbourne 96]. They looked at the value that these firms placed on their employees, and determined that human resource value is indeed positively and significantly related to firm survival. The average survival probability for all organizations in the study was 0.70. Those organizations that placed a
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high level of value on their employees had a 0.79 probability of survival compared to a survival probability of only 0.60 of those firms who placed less value on their employees. When considering employee compensation and rewards, an organization that had high levels of employee value and employee compensation and rewards increased its survival probability to 0.92, while firms that scored low on both measures lowered their chance of organizational survival to 0.34. Thus, workforce practices were shown to have a significant effect on the survival of these firms.

Analysis of several different samples throughout the 1990s show strong support for a very positive relationship between high performance workforce practices and organization’s financial performance [Becker 98]. This research shows that a one standard deviation improvement of a firm’s workforce practices resulted in approximately a 20 percent increase in shareholder value and a significant reduction in voluntary departure rates. A study of workforce practices in almost 1000 firms across all major industries showed that “a one standard deviation increase in use of such practices is associated with … a 7.05 percent decrease in turnover [i.e., employee departure rate] and, on a per employee basis, $27,044 more in sales and $18,641 and $3,814 more in market value and profitability, respectively” [Huselid 95, US dollars]. Companies with the best workforce practices have been shown to outperform other firms in growth of profits, sales, earnings, and dividends [Hansen 89, Kravetz 88].

These practices are usually considered integral to a total quality management (TQM) program, and are included as criteria in quality models such as the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award (MBNQA) [Baldrige 01] or the European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM®) Excellence Model [EFQM 99]. Research into the MBNQA has indicated that the inclusion of human resource management is critical in the cause-and-effect chain starting with strategic planning [Wilson 00]. This research has shown that the strategic planning factor in the MBNQA influences human resource management, which in turn influences process management, which directly influences both financial results and customer satisfaction. Thus, human resource management is an indirect link to these key external performance measures.

Over the last several decades, business books and the trade press have flooded managers with workforce practices each demonstrated to produce benefits in at least some applications. These practices include competency-modeling, 360° performance reviews, Web-enabled learning, knowledge management, team-building, cool space, participatory decision making, incentive-based pay, mentoring, meeting management, and empowered work. Many of these practices have been actively applied for over a decade. Nevertheless, many organizations have moved slowly on improving their workforce practices.

If these practices have been well known for a decade or more, why have so many organizations failed to implement them? The fundamental impediments have been a lack of management commitment, and a piecemeal, unintegrated approach to adoption. Consequently, the People CMM was designed to integrate workforce practices into a system and involve management
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early in their deployment. The People CMM presents the development of a capable workforce as a process with well-understood practices that can be implemented in stages as the organization matures.

1.3 What Is the Process Maturity Framework?

The original concept for a process maturity framework was developed by Watts Humphrey and his colleagues at IBM® in the early 1980s. In his 27 years at IBM, Humphrey noticed that the quality of a software product was directly related to the quality of the process used to develop it. Having observed the success of total quality management in other parts of industry, Humphrey wanted to install a Shewart-Deming improvement cycle (Plan-Do-Check-Act) into a software organization as a way to continually improve its development processes.

However, organizations had been installing advanced software technologies for a decade using methods akin to the Shewart-Deming cycle without much success. Humphrey realized that the Shewart-Deming cycle must be installed in stages to systematically remove impediments to continuous improvement. Humphrey’s unique insight was that organizations had to eliminate implementation problems in a specific order if they were to create an environment that supported continuous improvement guided by Deming’s principles.

The staged structure that underlies the maturity framework was first elaborated by Crosby in Quality is Free [Crosby 79]. Crosby’s quality management maturity grid describes five evolutionary stages in adopting quality practices in an organization. This framework was adapted to the software process by Ron Radice and his colleagues working under the direction of Humphrey at IBM [Radice 85]. Crosby’s original formulation was that the adoption of any new practice by an organization would occur in five stages: the organization would become aware of the new practice, learn more about it, try it in a pilot implementation, deploy it across the organization, and achieve mastery in its use.

The original formulation of the maturity framework in IBM [Radice 85] adopted Crosby’s approach of evolving each process through these five stages. However, Humphrey realized organizations were not succeeding in long-term adoption of improved software development practices when they applied this maturity framework to individual practices or technologies. Humphrey identified serious impediments to long-term adoption that had to be eliminated if improved practices were to thrive in an organization. Since many of these problems were deeply ingrained in an organization’s culture, Humphrey realized that he had to formulate an approach that addressed the organization, not just its individual processes.

Humphrey wanted software organizations to continually improve their software development processes and he wanted these improvements to be based on statistical information about how
each critical process was performing. However, he had observed that improved software
development practices did not survive unless an organization’s behavior changed to support
them. Consequently, he designed the process maturity framework to enable an organization to
achieve a state of continuous process improvement in five stages. Because of this staging, the
process maturity framework is more than a process standard comprising a list of best practices.
Rather, it integrates improved practices into a staged model that guides an organization through a
series of cultural transformations, each of which supports the deployment of more sophisticated
and mature development processes.

At the first level of maturity, the Initial Level, an organization has no consistent way of
performing its work. Since most work processes are ad hoc, they are constantly reinvented on
each project, and frequently appear chaotic. Without well-understood ways of conducting their
work, managers have no reliable basis for estimating the effort required to complete a project. In
a rush to overly aggressive deadlines, the project staff begin cutting corners on sound
engineering practices and making mistakes that are not detected until it is much more time
consuming and costly to remove them. As a result, projects lose control of their schedule, costs,
and product quality. Since work is chronically over-committed in low maturity organizations,
their results depend largely on the skills of exceptional individuals and on excessive overtime.
Executives in these organizations often hail their people as their most important asset, belying
the fact that immature organizations have few assets or processes that add value to the efforts of
their people.

A fundamental premise underlying the process maturity framework is that a practice cannot be
improved if it cannot be repeated. In an organization’s least mature state, proven practices are
repeated only sporadically. The most common impediment to repeatability is a committed
delivery date that the software staff can not meet regardless of how sophisticated their skills or
technology. Other particularly wicked impediments are uncontrolled requirements changes that
devastate the original planning. The first step in helping an organization improve its maturity is
focused on helping organizations remove the impediments that keep them from repeating
successful software development practices.

At the second level of maturity, organizations must establish a foundation on which they can
deploy common processes across the organization. Before being able to successfully implement
many advanced practices, management must first establish a stable environment in which to
perform professional work. They must ensure that people are not constantly rushing about pell-
mell, cutting corners, making mistakes from hasty work, and fighting the fires that characterize
over-committed organizations. Until basic management control is established over daily work,
no organization-wide practices have any chance of being deployed successfully since no one has
the time to master them. The primary objective of a level 2 environment is to enable people to
repeat practices they have used successfully in the past. To enable this repeatability, managers
must get control of commitments and baselines. The effort to establish a repeatable capability is
the effort to establish basic management practices locally within each unit or project. Only when
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this management discipline is established will the organization have a foundation on which it can deploy common processes.

At the third level of maturity, the organization identifies its best practices and integrates them into a common process. Once people are able to perform their work at the Repeatable Level using practices they have found to work, the organization has the ability to identify which practices work best in its unique environment. These practices are documented and integrated into a common process that is then trained to the entire organization. Measures of the critical practices in this process are defined and collected into repository for analysis. When the organization defines a standard process for performing its business activities, it has laid the foundation for a professional culture. Most organizations report the emergence of a common culture as they achieve Level 3. This culture is based on common professional practices and common beliefs about the effectiveness of these practices.

At the fourth level of maturity, the organization begins managing its processes through the data that describes its performance. The performance of the organization’s critical processes is characterized statistically so that the historical performance of the process can be used to predict and manage its future performance. The premise underlying this quantitative management is that if a well-understood process is repeated you should get essentially the same result. If the result obtained deviates significantly from the organization’s experience, the cause needs to be determined and corrective action taken if necessary. Since business processes are now managed by numbers rather than just by milestones, the organization can take corrective action much earlier. When the organization’s processes are managed quantitatively, its performance becomes much more predictable. When the organization can characterize the performance of its processes quantitatively, it has profound knowledge that can be used to improve them.

At the fifth and highest level of maturity, the organization uses its profound, quantitative knowledge to make continuous improvements in its processes. Based on its data, the organization can identify which processes can most benefit from improvement actions. These improvements can involve actions ranging from adjustments to processes to the deployment of new technologies. In addition, the organization uses its data to identify its most persistent defects. The root causes of these defects in are analyzed and actions are taken to eliminate their occurrence in the future. Change management becomes a standard organizational process and process improvement becomes perpetual throughout the organization. Since the organization has competent people performing trusted processes, it empowers people throughout the organization to attempt continuous improvements to their work processes and to propose organizational changes for those improvements that would appear to have the broadest benefits.

In the abstract, the maturity framework builds an environment in which:

- practices can be repeated,
- best practices can be rapidly transferred across groups,
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- variations in performing best practices are reduced, and
- practices are continuously improved to enhance their capability.

The process maturity framework assumes that each practice has a risk to its successful adoption that is directly related to the maturity of the organization’s existing base of practices. One important premise of the model is that sophisticated practices should not be attempted until the foundation of practices required to support them has been implemented. Thus, the practices at each level of maturity prepare the organization for adopting practices at the next level. This staging of process maturity levels is unique in the organizational change literature and provides much of the framework’s power for improving organizations.

1.4 How Did the Process Maturity Framework Spread?

The U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) is the world’s largest software customer, spending over $30 billion per year on software during the 1980s. At that time, software projects constantly seemed to be in crisis mode and were frequently responsible for large delays and overruns in defense systems. To address this software crisis on a national scale, the DoD funded the development of the Software Engineering Institute (SEI), a federally-funded research and development center (FFRDC), at Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh, PA. Humphrey brought his process maturity concepts to the SEI in 1986, where he founded its Software Process Program. Shortly after arriving, he received a request from the U.S. Air Force to develop a method for assessing the capability of its software contractors. With assistance from Mitre, the SEI elaborated the process maturity framework [Humphrey 88] and developed a questionnaire [Humphrey 87] to aid in appraising the maturity of a software organization’s development practices. The first complete formulation of the process maturity framework underlying the CMM was presented in Managing the Software Process [Humphrey 89].

Through software process assessments, workshops, and extensive review, the SEI evolved Humphrey’s process maturity framework into the Capability Maturity Model® for Software (SW-CMM®) [Paulk 95]. Version 1 of the Capability Maturity Model for Software was released after extensive national review in August 1991, and Version 1.1 [Paulk 93a, 93b] was released in January 1993. A more recent version that integrates CMM-based approaches for improving both software and systems engineering processes, CMM Integration (CMMI®) [CMMI 00] was released in late 2000.

In the early 1990s, the DoD began using the maturity framework for evaluating the capability of software contractors. By 1994, the U.S. Air Force had determined that mature organizations met their contractual commitments more reliably [Flowe 94]. Although aerospace contractors were adopting the CMM out of competitive necessity, commercial industry also began adopting the CMM in the early 1990s. Numerous case studies have been reported by companies such as Boeing, Ericsson, Lockheed Martin, Motorola, Tata Consultancy Services, Telcordia.
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Technologies, and Texas Instruments, demonstrating that improvements guided by the CMM improved productivity and quality results [Vu 01, Mobrin 97, Major 98, Pitterman 00, Keeni 00, Herbsleb 94]. Research studies have also consistently shown similar results regarding improved productivity, increased quality, and reductions in cycle time [Herbsleb 94, Flowe 94, Krishnan 00, Harter 00].

This history of productivity and quality improvement in software has been riddled with silver bullets. Complex, advanced technologies were usually implemented in a big bang that often proved too large for the organization to absorb. The SW-CMM achieved widespread adoption because it broke the cycle of silver bullets and big bangs. At each stage of its evolutionary improvement path, the SW-CMM implemented an integrated collection of management and development practices that the organization was prepared to adopt. Each level of maturity established a new foundation of practices on which more sophisticated practices could be implemented in later stages. More importantly, each level shifted the organization’s culture one step further away from its initial frenzied state toward an environment of professionalism and continuous improvement.

Today, the SW-CMM is widely used for guiding software process improvement programs both in the U.S. and abroad. Although originally adopted by aerospace firms, the SW-CMM is now used in commercial software and information systems organizations. After reviewing improvement results from 14 companies, the SEI found that software process improvement programs guided by the CMM achieved an average return on investment of $5.70 saved for every $1 invested on SW-CMM-based improvement [Herbsleb 94].

The success of the SW-CMM generated an interest in applying maturity principles to other activities within an organization. The SEI has coordinated the development of a CMMI framework for guiding the joint improvement of both software and systems engineering processes [CMMI 00]. The process maturity framework has also been applied successfully for maturing the practices used by those who acquire software systems. As use of the SW-CMM began to spread in the early 1990s, software organizations began requesting similar guidance for improving their workforce practices.

1.5 Why Did the People CMM Emerge in the Software Industry?

The process maturity framework was designed for application to practices that contribute directly to the business performance of an organization, that is, to the organization’s capability for providing high-quality products and services. Since the capability of an organization’s workforce is critical to its performance, the practices for managing and developing them are excellent candidates for improvement using the maturity framework. Thus, the People CMM has been designed to increase the capability of the workforce, just as the SW-CMM increased the capability of the organization’s software development processes.
Knowledge is the raw material of software development. Although software tools can help record and manage knowledge, they do not create and apply it. Perhaps no industry in history has been as knowledge intense as software development, an industry whose only product is proceduralized knowledge. Not surprisingly, the level of talent on a software project is often the strongest predictor of its results [Boehm 81], and personnel shortfalls are one of the most severe project risks [Boehm 87]. Performance ranges among professional software engineers routinely exceed 20 to 1 [Curtis 81, Sackman 68, Valett 89]. Although the presence of an extraordinary individual on a project can have dramatic impact, there are not enough “wizards” to staff more than a handful of the projects in most organizations [Curtis 88].

Much of a professional software developer’s time is spent learning through such activities as reading manuals, discussing design issues with colleagues, building prototypes to test ideas, and attending organized learning experiences such as seminars and conferences. The pace of technical change and the depth of knowledge required to implement complex systems require extensive investment in personal learning. Increasing the capability of software developers is necessary to:

- meet growing demand for software while faced with a talent shortage,
- master the accelerating pace of change in technology, programming languages, and business applications, and
- increase the reliability of software systems, especially in life-critical and business-critical applications.

A serious shortage of software professionals, which grew dramatically during the 1990s, seriously exacerbates these problems. Initially, the availability of offshore software talent to support outsourcing of software development or to apply themselves as visiting workers quelled the perceived talent crisis. However, by the late 1990s, turnover rates among software companies in countries such as India had risen to as much as 30% annually as these companies began competing for increasingly scarce talent within their borders [Ember 01]. The shortage became even more pronounced when considering the needs for available talent with skills in the latest technologies. The shortage of software talent has created a constellation of problems, including:

- high turnover,
- loss of critical system knowledge,
- escalating salaries and benefits,
- staffing shortfalls,
- increased workloads, overtime, and stress,
- increasing product and service costs, and
- unfinished work.

Until the talent shortage of the 1990s, the software industry largely ignored workforce issues. Rather, continual cost and schedule overruns on projects and critical system failures dominated
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the attention of software executives. Attempts to fix the “software crisis” with better technology yielded disappointing results through the 1970s and 1980s. By the mid-1980s, the software industry realized that its primary problem was a lack of discipline, both in project management and in software development practices. Since the beginning of the 1990s, the SW-CMM has guided many software organizations in improving their management and development processes. Even during the early stages of adopting the SW-CMM, the software community realized the process maturity framework constituted a unique approach to organizational development that could be applied in areas other than software development.

From the very beginning, many organizations found, while assessing their software development practices, that they also suffered serious shortcomings in workforce management. These workforce-related problems included inadequate training, inaccurate performance feedback, crowding, lack of career opportunities, and noncompetitive compensation. Many software organizations discovered that improvements to their development practices required significant changes in the way they managed people, changes that were not fully accounted for in the SW-CMM. Most improvement programs were focused on process or technology, not people. In response to requests from many software organizations, the SEI initiated a project to produce a model for improving workforce practices guided by the principles underlying the CMM.
2 Overview of the People CMM

2.1 Organizational Maturity

The People CMM is an organizational change model. It is designed on the premise that improved workforce practices will not survive unless an organization’s behavior changes to support them. The People CMM provides a roadmap for transforming an organization by steadily improving its workforce practices. As do all Capability Maturity Models, the People CMM consists of five maturity levels, or evolutionary stages, through which an organization’s workforce practices and processes evolve. At each maturity level, a new system of practices is overlaid on those implemented at earlier levels. Each overlay of practices raises the level of sophistication through which the organization develops its workforce. Within this environment individuals experience greater opportunity to develop their career potential and are more motivated to align their performance with the objectives of the organization.

From the perspective of the People CMM, an organization’s maturity is derived from the workforce practices routinely performed inside it, and the extent to which these practices have been integrated into an institutionalized process for improving workforce capability. In a mature organization, responsible individuals perform repeatable workforce practices as ordinary and expected requirements of their positions. The more mature an organization, the greater its capability for attracting, developing, and retaining the talent it needs to execute its business.

The People CMM is a process-based model which assumes that workforce practices are standard organizational processes that can be continuously improved through the same methods that have been used to improve other business processes. The People CMM is constructed from workforce practices and process improvement techniques that have proven effective through application in many organizations. The only unique characteristic of the People CMM is its staged framework for introducing and steadily improving successful workforce practices.

Any Capability Maturity Model® derived from Humphrey’s original maturity framework integrates principles from three domains: the targeted domain of processes, total quality management practices, and organizational change. First, the CMM was designed to help an
organization adopt best practices in a targeted domain. The CMM for Software targeted software engineering processes, while the People CMM targets workforce management processes. Second, processes in the targeted domain are continuously improved to become more effective and predictable using Total Quality Management concepts pioneered by Deming, Juran, Crosby, and others. Third, the CMM constitutes a unique approach to organizational development that introduces these practices in stages (maturity levels) to create a succession of changes in the organization’s culture.

Changing an organization’s culture through staged improvements to its operating processes is a unique approach to organizational development. These cultural changes provide much of the CMM’s power for implementing lasting improvements and distinguish it from other quality and process improvement standards. Although many process standards can transform an organization’s culture, few include a roadmap for implementation. Consequently, organizations often fail to implement the standard effectively because they attempt to implement too much too soon and do not lay the right initial foundation of practices.

The culture of an organization is reflected in the shared values and resulting patterns of behavior that characterize interactions among its members. Successful improvement programs guided by the People CMM change the fundamental attributes of its culture—its practices and behaviors. As an organization adopts the practices that satisfy the goals of the People CMM’s process areas, it establishes the shared patterns of behavior that underlie a culture of professionalism dedicated to continuous improvement. Not surprisingly, most organizations report dramatic cultural changes as they progress through the People CMM’s maturity levels.

### 2.2 Maturity Levels in the People CMM

A capability maturity model (CMM®) is constructed from the essential practices of one or more domains of organizational process. The People CMM concerns the domain of workforce management and development. A CMM describes an evolutionary improvement path from an ad hoc, immature process to a disciplined, mature process with improved quality and effectiveness.
All CMMs are constructed with five levels of maturity. A maturity level is an evolutionary plateau at which one of more domains of the organization’s processes have been transformed to achieve a new level of organizational capability. Thus, an organization achieves a new level of maturity when a system of practices has been established or transformed to provide capabilities and results the organization did not have at the previous level. The method of transformation is different at each level, and requires capabilities established at earlier levels. Consequently, each maturity level provides a foundation of practices on which practices at subsequent maturity levels can be built. In order to be a true CMM, the maturity framework underlying a model must use the principles established in Humphrey’s maturity framework for transforming the organization at each level.

| Maturity Level | A maturity level represents a new level of organizational capability created by the transformation of one or more domains of an organization’s processes. |

The People CMM applies the principles underlying Humphrey’s maturity framework to the domain of workforce practices. Each of the People CMM’s five maturity levels represents a different level of organizational capability for managing and developing the workforce. Each maturity level provides a layer in the foundation for continuous improvement and equips the organization with increasingly powerful tools for developing the capability of its workforce. The nature of the transformation imposed on the organization’s workforce practices to achieve each level of maturity is depicted in Figure 2.1.
2.3 Behavioral Characteristics of Maturity Levels

The People CMM stages the implementation of increasingly sophisticated workforce practices across these maturity levels. With the exception of the Initial Level, each maturity level is characterized by a set of interrelated practices in critical areas of workforce management. When institutionalized and performed with appropriate regularity, these workforce practices create new capabilities within the organization for managing and developing its workforce.

2.3.1 The Initial Level—Maturity Level 1

Organizations at the Initial Level of maturity usually have difficulty retaining talented individuals. Even though many low maturity organizations complain about a talent shortage, the inconsistency of their actions belies whether they actually believe it [Rothman 01]. Low maturity organizations are poorly equipped to respond to talent shortages with anything other than slogans and exhortations. Despite the importance of talent, workforce practices in low maturity organizations are often ad hoc and inconsistent. In some areas, the organization has not defined workforce practices, and, in other areas, it has not trained responsible individuals to perform the practices that exist. Organizations at the Initial Level typically exhibit four characteristics:
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1. Inconsistency in performing practices,
2. Displacement of responsibility,
3. Ritualistic practices, and

Generally, managers and supervisors in low maturity organizations are ill prepared to perform their workforce responsibilities. Their management training is sparse and, when provided, tends to cover only those workforce practices with the greatest legal sensitivity. The organization may typically provide forms for guiding workforce activities such as performance appraisals or position requisitions. However, too often little guidance or training is offered for conducting the activities supported by these forms. Consequently, managers are left to their own devices in most areas of workforce management.

Low maturity organizations implicitly assume that management skill is either innate or is acquired by observing other managers. However, if managers are inconsistent in managing their people, nascent managers will be learning from inconsistent role models. Management capability should ultimately be defined as a competency just as other critical skill sets are required by the organization. However, in launching People CMM-based improvements, managers must be held accountable for performing basic workforce practices even though their personal methods for performing them may differ.

Since low maturity organizations rarely clarify the responsibilities of managers, inconsistencies are to be expected. Consequently, how people are treated depends largely on personal orientation, previous experience, and the individual “people skills” of their manager, supervisor, or team leader. While some managers perform their workforce responsibilities diligently, others perform some workforce activities with little forethought and ignore other responsibilities altogether. Studies have consistently shown that one of the major causes for voluntary turnover is related to individual’s relationships with their manager or supervisor.

Managers in low maturity organizations rarely share a common vision about the fundamental responsibilities of management. They perceive management to be about producing results, not about producing people who produce results. Although managers in low maturity organizations accept responsibility for the performance of their unit, many do so without understanding how to manage the collective performance of those in the unit. In particular, they often lack skill and place little emphasis in evaluating and improving the capability and performance of those who report to them.

Many managers in low maturity organizations consider workforce activities to be administrivia—something less than the real work of managers. As a consequence of this attitude, workforce activities such as performance appraisals and job candidate interviews are often performed hastily without adequate preparation. Responsibility for other workforce practices such as recruiting for open positions and identifying training needs are displaced to Human
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Resources or other staff groups. This displacement reflects a refusal to accept personal responsibility for the capability of the unit or the people in it. These actions are characteristic of managers who have not been properly prepared for their responsibilities in managing people.

If an organization does not establish clear policies for managing its workforce, it should not be surprised when some managers hold attitudes more characteristic of an era when unskilled workers were considered interchangeable. Although these attitudes are counterproductive in knowledge intense organizations, many managers have come from educational environments where they focused intently on developing their own skills and were not rewarded for developing the skills of others. From the perspective of the People CMM, individuals own responsibility for developing their knowledge and skills. However, management owns responsibility for ensuring that the people in a unit have the skills required to perform their work and for providing opportunities to develop these skills.

In immature organizations, many workforce practices are performed with little or no analysis of their impact. Recruiting campaigns, classroom training, and bonuses are among the many practices that are performed more as a ritual of organizational life than as processes that have been designed to achieve specific and measurable results. In the worst case, the failure to evaluate workforce practices ensures the failure to detect occasions when their impact is counterproductive to their intended effect. Consequently, ritualism can be as damaging to organizational effectiveness as inconsistency.

When an organization fails to proactively develop its workforce, career-oriented people pursue their own agendas. Mediocre performance and high turnover are typical when organizations provide few financial or career incentives for individuals to align themselves with the organization’s business objectives. Loyalty declines when individuals do not perceive the organization to be a vehicle by which they will achieve their career aspirations. In these circumstances individuals perceive the organization as an opportunity for developing specific skills that, once developed, will be used to pursue career opportunities elsewhere.

Constant churn in the workforce diminishes its capability. Although some turnover, or voluntary attrition, may be necessary or even beneficial, high turnover limits the level of skill available in the workforce, limiting an organization’s ability to improve its performance. Improvement programs guided by the People CMM are most often initiated when an organization faces a talent shortage exacerbated by an inability to attract or retain talented individuals. The first step in changing this state of affairs is to get managers to take responsibility for the capability and development of those who report to them.
2.3.2 The Managed Level—Maturity Level 2

The workforce practices implemented at the Managed Level focus on activities at the unit level. The first step toward improving the capability of the workforce is to get managers to take workforce activities as high priority responsibilities of their job. They must accept personal responsibility for the performance and development of those who perform the unit’s work. The practices implemented at Maturity Level 2 focus a manager’s attention on unit-level issues such as staffing, coordinating commitments, providing resources, managing performance, developing skills, and making compensation decisions. Building a solid foundation of workforce practices within each unit provides the bedrock on which more sophisticated workforce practices can be implemented at higher levels of maturity.

An important reason for initially concentrating on practices at the unit level is founded on the frequent failure of organization-wide improvement programs. These programs often fail because they were thrust on an unprepared management team. That is, managers were struggling with problems that were not addressed by organizational changes. They often lacked the experience and skill needed to implement sophisticated practices. Consequently, Maturity Level 2 focuses on establishing basic practices within units that address immediate problems and prepare managers for implementing more sophisticated practices at higher levels. It is difficult to implement organization-wide practices if managers are not performing the basic workforce practices required to manage their units.

Focusing at the unit level first also establishes a foundation in managing performance that can be enhanced with more sophisticated practices at higher levels. If people are unable to perform their assigned work, sophisticated workforce practices will be of little benefit to individuals or the organization. In a Maturity Level 2 organization, managers are vigilant for any problems that hinder performance in their units. Frequent problems that keep people from performing effectively in low-maturity organizations include:

- Work overload
- Environmental distractions
- Unclear performance objectives or feedback
- Lack of relevant knowledge, or skill
- Poor communication
- Low morale

The effort to ensure that workforce practices are performed in each unit begins when executive management commits the organization to continuously improve the knowledge, skills, motivation, and performance of its workforce. Executive management manifests these commitments in policies and provides the resources needed to support unit-level implementation of basic workforce practices. Executive management reinforces this commitment by performing
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basic workforce practices with their immediate reports and by subsequently holding all managers accountable for the performance of workforce practices within their respective units.

Through policies and accountability, executive management communicates that managers are to accept personal responsibility for ensuring that workforce practices are implemented effectively within their units. Individuals responsible for performing workforce practices are expected to develop repeatable methods for activities such as interviewing job candidates or providing performance feedback. Although managers or groups may differ in how they perform workforce activities, those working within a unit are able to develop consistent expectations about how they will be treated. In addition, the regularity with which practices are performed in each unit, regardless of the method or style, is the first step in creating greater consistency across the organization.

In applying the People CMM it is important to distinguish between management and managers. There are responsibilities that need to be managed and there are people called managers, but there is no required one-to-one mapping between them. Although we will often refer to “managers” in describing responsibilities for workforce practices at Maturity Level 2, these practices could be performed by team leaders, human resources specialists, trainers, peers, or others depending on how responsibilities are allocated within the organization. At any level of maturity, some, perhaps many, workforce practices may be performed by individuals or groups who are not “managers”. As the organization matures beyond Maturity Level 2, an increasing number of workforce practices will be performed by someone other than a manager.

As an organization achieves Maturity Level 2, units become stable environments for performing work. Units are able to balance their commitments with available resources. They can manage their skill needs, both through acquiring people with needed skills and through developing the skills of those already in the unit. Managers are focused on managing individual performance and coordinating individual contributions into effective unit performance. At Maturity Level 2, an organization’s capability for performing work is best characterized by the capability of units to meet commitments. This capability is achieved by ensuring that people have the skills needed to perform their assigned work and that performance is regularly discussed to identify actions that can improve it.

One of the first benefits organizations experience when they implement improvements guided by the People CMM is a reduction in voluntary turnover. At Maturity Level 2, the People CMM addresses one of the most frequent causes of turnover—poor relations with their boss. When people begin to see a more rational work environment emerge in their unit, their motivation to stay with the organization is enhanced. As their development needs are addressed, they begin to see the organization as a vehicle through which they can achieve their career objectives.
2.3.3 The Defined Level—Maturity Level 3

Organizations at the Repeatable Level find that, although they are performing basic workforce practices, there is inconsistency in how these practices are performed across units and little synergy across the organization. The organization misses opportunities to standardize workforce practices because the common knowledge and skills needed for conducting its business activities have not been identified. At Maturity Level 2, units are identifying critical skills to determine qualifications for open positions, evaluate training needs, and provide performance feedback. However, there is no requirement at Maturity Level 2 for identifying common attributes among these skills across units or for determining the practices that are most effective in developing them.

Once a foundation of basic workforce practices has been established in the units, the next step is for the organization to develop an organization-wide infrastructure atop these practices that ties the capability of the workforce to strategic business objectives. The primary objective of the Defined Level is to help an organization gain a competitive advantage from developing the various competencies that must be combined in its workforce to accomplish its business activities. These workforce competencies represent critical pillars supporting the strategic business plan, since their absence poses a severe risk to strategic business objectives. In tying workforce competencies to current and future business objectives, the improved workforce practices implemented at Maturity Level 3 become critical enablers of business strategy.

The concept of workforce competencies implemented in the People CMM differs from the concept of “core competency” popularized by Prahalad and Hamel [Prahalad 90]. Core competency refers to an organization’s combination of technology and production skills that create its products and services and provide its competitive advantage in the marketplace. In the People CMM, workforce competencies reside one level of abstraction below an organization’s core competency, as shown in Figure 2.2. Each workforce competency represents a distinct integration of the knowledge, skills, and process abilities required to perform some of the business activities contributing to an organization’s core competency. The range of workforce competencies an organization must integrate depends on the breadth and type of business activities composing its core competency. Therefore, these workforce competencies are a strategic underpinning of the organization’s core competency.
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Figure 2.2. — Hierarchy of Competency Abstractions

By defining process abilities as a component of a workforce competency, the People CMM becomes linked with the process frameworks established in other CMMs and with other process-based methods, such as business process reengineering. A process ability is demonstrated by performing the competency-based processes appropriate for someone at an individual’s level of development in the workforce competency. To define the process abilities incorporated in each workforce competency, the organization defines the competency-based processes that an individual in each workforce competency would be expected to perform in accomplishing their committed work. Within a workforce competency, a competency-based process defines how individuals apply their knowledge, perform their skills, and apply their process abilities within the context of the organization’s defined work processes.

At Maturity Level 3, the organization builds an organization-wide framework of workforce competencies that establishes the architecture of the organization’s workforce. Each workforce competency is an element of the workforce architecture, and dependencies among competency-based processes describe how these architectural elements interact. Thus, the architecture of the workforce must become an element of the strategic business plan. Workforce practices become mechanisms through which this architecture is continually realigned with changes in business objectives. The architecture of the organization’s workforce must evolve as business conditions and technologies change.

Since workforce competencies are strategic, the organization must develop strategic workforce plans for ensuring the required capability in each of its current or anticipated workforce competencies. These plans identify the actions to be taken in acquiring and developing the level of talent needed in each workforce competency. The People CMM makes no assumption about whether the organization sustains these workforce competencies internally or acquires them through partnerships, alliances, independent contracting, or outsourcing.

The aggregated level of knowledge, skills, and process abilities available within a competency community determines an organization’s capability in that workforce competency. The members of the organization’s workforce who share common knowledge, skills, and process abilities of a particular workforce competency constitute a competency community. The capability of an organization’s business processes is, in part, determined by the extent to which competency communities can translate their collective knowledge, skills, and process abilities into work performance. Maturity Level 3 establishes the infrastructure for defining measures of capability, in preparation for capability being quantitatively managed at Maturity Level 4.

At the Defined Level, the organization adapts its workforce practices to its business needs by focusing them on motivating and enabling development in its workforce competencies. Once workforce competencies are defined, training and development practices can be more systematically focused on developing the knowledge, skills, and process abilities that compose
them. Further, the existing experience in the workforce can be organized to accelerate the
development of workforce competencies in those with less skill and experience. Graduated
career opportunities are defined around increasing levels of capability in workforce
competencies. The graduated career opportunities motivate and guide individual development.
The organization’s staffing, performance management, compensation, and other workforce
practices are adapted to motivate and support development in workforce competencies.

When the processes to be performed by each workforce competency are defined, the
organization has a new foundation for developing workgroups. Competency-based processes
form a basis for defining workgroup roles and operating processes. Rather than just relying on
the interpersonal coordination skills developed at Maturity Level 2, workgroups can now
organize themselves by tailoring and applying standard competency-based processes. The ability
to use defined processes simplifies coordination within the workgroup, since it no longer rests
solely on the interpersonal skills of group members to figure out how to manage their mutual
dependencies.

Competent professionals demand a level of autonomy in performing their work. To best utilize
competent professionals, the organization must create an environment that involves people in
decisions about their business activities. Decision-making processes are adjusted to maximize the
level of competency applied to decisions, while shortening the time required to make them.
Individuals and workgroups should be provided with the business and performance information
needed to make competent decisions. A participatory culture enables an organization to gain
maximum benefit from the capability of its workforce competencies while establishing the
environment necessary for empowering workgroups.

A common organizational culture typically develops as the organization achieves the Defined
Level. This culture is best described as one of professionalism, since it is built from common
understanding of the knowledge and skills that need to be developed to achieve superior levels of
performance and a definition of the competency-based processes that such individuals perform.
Since these workforce competencies are strategic to the business, the organization reinforces
their importance by developing and rewarding them. As a result, the entire workforce begins
sharing responsibility for developing increasing levels of capability in the organization’s
workforce competencies. The workforce practices implemented at Maturity Level 2 are now
standardized and adapted to encourage and reward growth in the organization’s workforce
competencies.

### 2.3.4 The Predictable Level—Maturity Level 4

An organization at the Defined Level has established an organizational framework for
developing its workforce. At the Predictable Level, the organization manages and exploits the
capability created by its framework of workforce competencies. The organization is now able to
manage its capability and performance quantitatively. The organization is able to predict its capability for performing work because it can quantify the capability of its workforce and of the competency-based processes they use in performing their assignments.

The framework of workforce competencies enables the organization to better exploit the capabilities of its workforce. There are at least three ways in which this framework can be exploited. First, when competent people perform their assignments using proven competency-based processes, management trusts the results they produce. This trust enables the organization to preserve the results of performing competency-based processes and develop them as organizational assets to be reused by others. In essence, people trust the asset because they trust the methods through which it was produced. When these assets are created and used effectively, learning spreads more rapidly through the organization and productivity rises when reuse replaces redevelopment.

Second, this trust also gives managers the confidence they need to empower workgroups. Managers will transfer responsibility and authority for committed work into workgroups only if they believe the members of the workgroup are competent to perform the work and use processes that have been proven effective. When the organization achieves Maturity Level 3, the conditions required for empowerment—competent people, effective processes, and a participatory environment—are established. In achieving Maturity Level 4, management senses less risk in empowering workgroups and is willing to delegate increasingly greater levels of authority for managing day-to-day operations and for performing some of their own workforce practices. Increasingly free of managing operational details, managers at Maturity Level 4 are able to turn their attention to more strategic issues.

Third, when members of each workforce competency community have mastered their competency-based processes, the organization is able to integrate different competency-based processes into a single multidisciplinary process. At Maturity Level 3, individuals performing different competency-based processes manage their mutual dependencies by defining points of coordination. However, their competency-based work is performed largely in isolation of each other’s competency-based processes. However, when competency-based processes have been institutionalized, the organization can begin integrating different competency-based processes into a multidisciplinary process that better integrates the work of several workforce competencies. An example would be the integration of software and hardware design processes into a single product design process where the different competency-based processes are interwoven at every point where they share a potential dependency. Such multidisciplinary processes have proven to accelerate business results.

In addition to exploiting the possibilities enabled by the competency framework, the organization begins to manage its capability quantitatively. Within each unit or workgroup, the performance of competency-based processes most critical for accomplishing business objectives is measured. These measures are used to establish process performance baselines that can be used for
managing competency-based processes and assessing the need for corrective action. The creation and use of these baselines and associated measures is similar to methods underlying Six Sigma programs. Although Six Sigma techniques can be used at any level of maturity, the full sophistication of a Six Sigma approach is best enabled at Maturity Level 4. Members of a competency community have immediate data for evaluating their performance and deciding on the need for corrective actions. The immediate availability of process performance data also contributes to the rationale for empowering workgroups to manage their business activities.

The organization uses the data generated by competency-based processes to establish process capability baselines for its critical competency-based processes. These baselines can be used for planning, for targeting improvements, and for predicting the organization’s capacity for work. The organization evaluates the impact of workforce practices and activities on the capability of competency-based processes and takes corrective action when necessary. Process capability baselines and associated analyses are used as inputs for workforce planning.

The combined availability of workforce capability baselines and process capability baselines for competency-based processes enables both unit and organizational performance to become more predictable. These data allow management to make more accurate predictions about future performance and better decisions about tradeoffs involving workforce capability or process performance issues. The quantitative management capabilities implemented at Maturity Level 4 provide management with better input for strategic decisions, while encouraging delegation of operational details to those at lower organizational levels.

2.3.5 The Optimizing Level—Maturity Level 5

At the Optimizing Level, the entire organization is focused on continual improvement. These improvements are made to the capability of individuals and workgroups, to the performance of competency-based processes, and to workforce practices and activities. The organization uses the results of the quantitative management activities established at Maturity Level 4 to guide improvements at Maturity Level 5. Maturity Level 5 organizations treat change management as an ordinary business process to be performed in an orderly way on a regular basis.

Although several individuals may be performing identical competency-based processes, they frequently exhibit individual differences in the methods and work styles they use to perform their assignments. At Maturity Level 5, individuals are encouraged to make continuous improvements to their personal work processes by analyzing their work and making needed process enhancements. Similarly, workgroups are composed of individuals who each have personalized work processes. To improve the capability of the workgroup, these personal work processes must be integrated into an effective operating procedure for the workgroup. Improvements at the individual level should be integrated into improvements in the workgroup’s operating process. Mentors and coaches can be provided to guide improvements at both the individual and
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workgroup levels. Simultaneously, the organization continually seeks methods for improving the capability of its competency-based processes.

Although individuals and workgroups continually improve their performance, the organization must be vigilant to ensure that performance at all levels remains aligned with organizational objectives. Thus, individual performance needs to be aligned with the performance objectives of the workgroup and unit. Units need to ensure their performance is aligned with the objectives of the organization. At Maturity Level 5, the process performance data collected across the organization is evaluated to detect instances of misalignment. Further, the impact of workforce practices and activities is evaluated to ensure they are encouraging rather than discouraging alignment. Corrective action is taken to realign performance objectives and results when necessary.

Inputs for potential improvements to workforce practices come from many sources. They can come from lessons learned in making improvements to the workforce activities within a unit, from suggestions by the workforce, or from the results of quantitative management activities. The organization continually evaluates the latest developments in workforce practices and technologies to identify those with the potential to contribute to the organization’s improvement objectives. Data on the effectiveness of workforce practices that emerged from quantitative management activities are used to analyze potential performance improvements from innovative workforce practices or proposed changes to existing practices. Innovative practices that demonstrate the greatest potential for improvement are identified and evaluated in trial applications. If they prove effective, they are deployed throughout the organization.

The workforce capability of Maturity Level 5 organizations is continually improving. This improvement occurs through both incremental advances in existing workforce practices and adoption of innovative practices and technologies that may have a dramatic impact. The culture created in an organization routinely working at the Optimizing Level is one in which everyone strives to improve their own capability, and contributes to improvements in the performance of their workgroup, unit, and the organization. Workforce practices are honed to support a culture of performance excellence.
3 People CMM Process Areas

3.1 Process Area

Each maturity level of the People CMM, with the exception of the Initial Level, consists of three to seven process areas. Each process area (PA) identifies a cluster of related practices that, when performed collectively, achieve a set of goals considered important for enhancing workforce capability. Each process area organizes a set of interrelated practices in a critical area of workforce management, such as staffing, compensation, or workgroup development. Each of these areas constitutes an important organizational process. The process areas at each level of maturity create an inter-linked system of processes that transform the organization’s capability for managing its workforce.

| Process Area | A cluster of related practices that, when performed collectively, satisfy a set of goals that contribute to the capability gained by achieving a maturity level. |

Process areas identify the capabilities that must be institutionalized to achieve a maturity level. They describe the practices that an organization should implement to improve its workforce capability. The process areas within each of the five maturity levels of the P-CMM are displayed in Figure 3.1.
### 3.2 The Process Areas of the People CMM

#### 3.2.1 The Initial Level—Maturity Level 1

There are no process areas at the Initial Level of maturity. Although workforce practices performed in Maturity Level 1 organizations tend to be inconsistent or ritualistic, virtually all of these organizations perform processes that are described in the Maturity Level 2 process areas. Some of these processes are legally mandated. Organizations that do not achieve the goals of each of the Maturity Level 2 process areas are performing as Maturity Level 1 organizations.
3.2.2 The Managed Level—Maturity Level 2

To achieve the Managed Level, Maturity Level 2, managers begin performing basic people management practices—such as staffing, managing performance, and making adjustments to compensation—as a repeatable management discipline. The organization establishes a culture focused at the unit level for ensuring that people are able to meet their work commitments. In achieving Maturity Level 2, the organization develops the capability to manage skills and performance at the unit level.

The process areas at Maturity Level 2 are Staffing, Communication and Coordination, Work Environment, Performance Management, Training and Development, and Compensation. These six process areas are briefly described in the following paragraphs. High-level relationships among these process areas are depicted in Figure 3.2.

![Figure 3.2 — Relationships among Maturity Level 2 process areas](image)

**Staffing**

*The purpose of Staffing is to establish a formal process by which committed work is matched to unit resources and qualified individuals are recruited, selected, and transitioned into assignments.* Staffing is positioned as the primary process area at Maturity Level 2 since staffing decisions provide an organization’s greatest opportunities to influence performance. All other
practices designed to improve the capability of the workforce must start from the baseline of talent brought into positions within the organization. Managers balance the unit’s work commitments with its available staff, since few organizational processes are able to demonstrate their potential benefits in organizations that are chronically overworked. Managers take responsibility for recruiting talent for open positions and they coordinate with organizational recruiting activities, both internally- and externally-focused. A formal selection process is developed to ensure thorough and fair evaluation of the skills and other qualifications of each candidate. Mechanisms are established for transitioning people into new positions, among assignments, or if necessary, out of the organization.

**Communication and Coordination**

*The purpose of Communication and Coordination is to establish timely communication across the organization and to ensure that the workforce has the skills to share information and coordinate their activities efficiently.* Communication and Coordination establishes the initial basis for developing and empowering workgroups. This process area establishes a culture for openly sharing information and concerns across organizational levels and among dependent units. Prior to having the defined processes that aid the development of workgroups at Maturity Level 3, workgroup performance depends on people having the skills required to coordinate their activities and manage shared dependencies. Prior to the availability of defined processes, the interpersonal communication and coordination skills need to be developed to provide a foundation for the structured development of workgroups at higher levels.

**Work Environment**

*The purpose of Work Environment is to establish and maintain physical working conditions and to provide resources that allow individuals and workgroups to perform their tasks efficiently without unnecessary distractions.* The work environment must be managed to ensure it supports the committed work of those in the organization. This process area focuses on both the resources provided for performing work, and the physical conditions under which the work is performed. Management must balance expenditures on resources and environment with justifications based on the work being performed. Managers monitor resource needs and environmental conditions that affect their unit and mitigate those problems judged to present serious risks to health, safety, or efficiency.
Performance Management

The purpose of Performance Management is to establish objectives related to committed work against which unit and individual performance can be measured, to discuss performance against these objectives, and to continuously enhance performance. The primary focus of performance management is on the continual discussion about the performance of work to identify ways to improve it. Discussions of performance focus not only on the individual, but also on work processes, resources, and any other issues that can be addressed to improve performance. The discussion of performance occurs in the context of measurable objectives those individuals or workgroups are trying to achieve in their work. These objectives are linked to committed work. The role of performance appraisal is primarily to record the results of performance for use as input to decisions about adjustments to compensation, personal development planning, staffing, promotion, and other workforce activities. Performance problems are managed and outstanding performance is recognized.

Training and Development

The purpose of Training and Development is to ensure that all individuals have the skills required to perform their assignments and are provided relevant development opportunities. The primary focus of Training and Development is on removing the gap between the current skills of each individual and the skills required to perform their assignments. Each unit develops a training plan to ensure that all individuals have the skills required by their assignment. Once individuals have the necessary skills to perform current assignments, they may focus their development activities on other objectives.

Compensation

The purpose of Compensation is to provide all individuals with remuneration and benefits based on their contribution and value to the organization. The organization must formulate a compensation strategy that motivates and rewards the skills and behaviors the organization considers vital to its success. Compensation represents the only process area at the Managed Level whose execution is coordinated by actions at the organizational level. Compensation must be coordinated primarily through centralized activity in order to establish a sense of equity in the system. Once the workforce perceives the system to be equitable, it can be adjusted to motivate the development of needed skills and better alignment of individual performance with that of the workgroup, unit, or organization. Periodic adjustments to compensation are reviewed to ensure they are equitable and consistent with the organization’s strategy and plan.
3.2.3 The Defined Level—Maturity Level 3

To achieve the Defined Level, Maturity Level 3, the organization identifies and develops the knowledge, skills, and process abilities that constitute the workforce competencies required to perform its business activities. The organization develops a culture of professionalism based on well-understood workforce competencies. In achieving Maturity Level 3, the organization develops the capability to manage its workforce as a strategic asset.

The process areas at Maturity Level 3 are Competency Analysis, Workforce Planning, Competency Development, Career Development, Competency-Based Practices, Workgroup Development, and Participatory Culture. These seven process areas are briefly described in the following paragraphs. High-level relationships among these process areas are depicted in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3 — Relationships among Maturity Level 3 process areas
Competency Analysis

The purpose of Competency Analysis is to identify the knowledge, skills, and process abilities required to perform the organization’s business activities so that they may be developed and used as a basis for workforce practices. The organization maintains descriptions of knowledge, skills, and process abilities composing each workforce competency in a repository. These descriptions are periodically reassessed to ensure they remain current with the organization’s technologies and business activities. The work processes used by capable individuals in each workforce competency are defined and updated as necessary. Competency information regarding an individual’s capability in the workforce competencies relevant to their work or career is collected and maintained. From this competency information, resource profiles of the organization’s level of capability in each of its workforce competencies can be determined.

Workforce Planning

The purpose of Workforce Planning is to coordinate workforce activities with current and future business needs at both the organizational and unit levels. Workforce Planning ties the organization’s workforce activities directly to its business strategy and objectives. Through workforce planning, the organization identifies the workforce it needs for its current and future business activities and plans the actions to be taken to ensure the required workforce is available when needed. Strategic workforce plans provide those responsible for workforce activities in units with a reference for ensuring that they perform their responsibilities with an understanding of how the unit’s workforce activities contribute to the business.

Competency Development

The purpose of Competency Development is to constantly enhance the capability of the workforce to perform their assigned tasks and responsibilities. The workforce competencies identified in Competency Analysis and the needs identified in Workforce Planning provide the foundations for the organization’s competency development program. Graduated training and development opportunities are designed to support development in each of the organization’s workforce competencies. Individuals actively pursue competency development opportunities that support their individual development objectives. The organization uses the existing experience in its workforce as an asset for developing additional capability in each of its workforce competencies through practices such as mentoring. Mechanisms are established to support communication among the members of a competency community.
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Career Development

*The purpose of Career Development is to ensure that individuals are provided opportunities to develop workforce competencies that enable them to achieve career objectives.* A personal development plan is created and periodically updated for each individual. Opportunities for training and other career-enhancing activities are made available. Progress against individual development plans is tracked. Graduated career opportunities and promotion criteria are defined to motivate growth in the organization’s workforce competencies. Promotion activities are performed on a periodic and event-driven basis. Individuals are periodically counseled about career options, and opportunities for advancement are communicated to them.

Competency-Based Practices

*The purpose of Competency-Based Practices is to ensure that all workforce practices are based in part on developing the competencies of the workforce.* The staffing, performance management, compensation, and related workforce practices established through performing the activities of process areas at the Managed Level need to be adjusted to support the organization’s focus on developing workforce competencies. Workforce activities that had focused primarily on unit concerns at the Managed Level are re-oriented by adjusting them to include concerns that are strategic to shaping the organization’s workforce and the workforce competencies needed in the workforce. As a result of incorporating an organizational orientation in the performance of workforce activities, the performance of activities should become more consistent across units.

Workgroup Development

*The purpose of Workgroup Development is to organize work around competency-based process abilities.* As used in the People CMM, a workgroup is a collection of people who work closely together on tasks that are highly interdependent to achieve shared objectives. Work and workgroups are designed to maximize the interdependency of tasks within the workgroup and to minimize dependencies with other workgroups. Workgroups tailor competency-based processes for use in planning and performing their business activities. Workgroups tailor the defined roles incorporated in the processes and assign them to workgroup members. Responsible individuals manage workgroup performance and track the status of work. When a workgroup’s business activities are complete, it is disbanded using an orderly process that preserves its assets, completes required workforce activities, and ensures appropriate work assignments for each of its departing members.
The purpose of a Participatory Culture is to ensure a flow of information within the organization, to incorporate the knowledge of individuals into decision-making processes, and to gain their support for commitments. Establishing a participatory culture lays the foundation for building high-performance workgroups. Establishing a participatory culture begins with providing individuals and workgroups with information about organizational and unit performance and how their performance contributes, in addition to information needed to perform their committed work. Individuals and workgroups use defined processes for making decisions and for resolving conflicts and disputes.

3.2.4 The Predictable Level—Maturity Level 4

To achieve the Predictable Level, Maturity Level 4, the organization quantifies and manages the capability of its workforce and their competency-based processes, in addition to exploiting the opportunities afforded by defined workforce competencies. The organization creates a culture of measurement and exploits shared experience. At Maturity Level 4, the organization has the capability to predict its performance and capacity for work.

The process areas at Maturity Level 4 are Competency Integration, Empowered Workgroups, Competency-Based Assets, Quantitative Performance Management, Organizational Capability Management, and Mentoring. These six process areas are briefly described in the following paragraphs. High-level relationships among these process areas are depicted in Figure 3.4.

Competency Integration

The purpose of Competency Integration is to improve the efficiency and agility of interdependent work by integrating the process abilities of different workforce competencies. Competency Integration interweaves different competency-based processes to achieve a seamless process-based interaction among individuals from different competency communities. These integrated competency-based processes provide more tightly interlaced interactions to allow problems among product, service, or work dependencies to be identified and corrected much earlier. Competency Integration involves analyzing work to identify opportunities to integrate the processes used by different workforce competencies. These integrated competency-based processes are defined and work situations are tailored for their use. Workforce practices and activities such as staffing, performance management, compensation, and the work environment are adjusted to support multi-disciplinary work using integrated competency-based processes.
Empowered Workgroups

The purpose of Empowered Workgroups is to invest workgroups with the responsibility and authority for determining how to conduct their business activities most effectively. Empowerment involves delegating responsibility and authority for work results to a workgroup and training its members in the skills and processes required for working in an empowered environment. Empowered workgroups are managed as an entity, rather than as individuals. The work environment is adjusted to support empowered performance by workgroups. Empowered workgroup members accept increasing responsibility for the performance of workforce practices such as recruiting, selection, performance management, reward, training, development, and compensation activities that are appropriate to the structure and function of the empowered workgroup. Workgroup performance and contributions to it are considered in making individual compensation decisions, as well as in recognizing and rewarding outstanding performance.

Competency-Based Assets

The purpose of Competency-Based Assets is to capture the knowledge, experience, and artifacts developed in performing competency-based processes for use in enhancing capability and performance. A competency-based asset captures knowledge, experience, or artifacts developed
in performing competency-based processes within an organization. A competency-based asset is a bundle of information or an artifact that has been prepared in standard format and made available for widespread use. As an organizational asset, it becomes a component of one or more workforce competencies. Competency-Based Assets involves encouraging individuals and workgroups to capture and share the information and artifacts developed from performing competency-based processes. Selected bundles of information or artifacts are organized into competency-based assets that can be reused in performing business activities. Workforce practices and activities are adjusted to encourage the development and use of competency-based assets.

**Quantitative Performance Management**

The purpose of Quantitative Performance Management is to predict and manage the capability of competency-based processes for achieving measurable performance objectives. Individuals and workgroups determine which competency-based processes contribute most to achieving unit objectives and set measurable objectives for the performance of these processes. Committed work is estimated and planned using process performance baselines developed from past performance of the relevant competency-based processes. A quantitative performance management strategy is developed for identifying, measuring, and analyzing the performance of the competency-based processes that most contribute to achieving unit objectives. Performance data are collected and analyzed according to the strategy. The performance of competency-based processes are brought under quantitative control. Corrective actions are taken when the performance of competency-based processes deviates significantly from performance objectives.

**Organizational Capability Management**

The purpose of Organizational Capability Management is to quantify and manage the capability of the workforce and of the critical competency-based processes they perform. The organization’s capability in a specific workforce competency is assessed from the number of individuals in a competency community and the aggregated level of knowledge, skill, and process ability that they possess. Data regarding competency development trends are defined and collected, and trends are compared to objectives in the strategic workforce plan. The organization evaluates the impact of its workforce practices on capability in each of its workforce competencies. Organizational Capability Management also involves characterizing the process capability of critical competency-based processes through process performance baselines and quantitative performance models. These capability results are used in planning and managing the performance of competency-based processes. The impact of workforce practices on the capability and performance of competency-based processes is quantified and managed and the results of these analyses are used in organizational decisions. The results of these analyses are used in adjusting workforce practices to improve their impact on performance and results.
Mentoring

The purpose of Mentoring is to transfer the lessons of greater experience in a workforce competency to improve the capability of other individuals or workgroups. Mentoring relationships are designed for accomplishing specific objectives. At the Defined Level, mentoring and coaching is informal, and the knowledge and skills imparted by the mentor are defined more by their experience and judgement than by a documented combination of knowledge, skills, and process abilities to be imparted. At Maturity Level 4, mentoring activities are organized around the knowledge, skills, and process abilities to be imparted. Mentoring activities are also used to deploy competency-based assets. Criteria are developed for selecting mentors and those chosen are trained for their assignments.

3.2.5 The Optimizing Level—Maturity Level 5

To achieve the Optimizing Level, Maturity Level 5, everyone in the organization is focused on continuously improving their capability and the organization’s workforce practices. The organization creates a culture of product and service excellence. At Maturity Level 5, the organization continuously improves its capability and deploys rapid changes for managing its workforce.

The process areas at Maturity Level 5 are Continuous Capability Improvement, Organizational Performance Alignment, and Continuous Workforce Innovation. These three process areas are briefly described in the following paragraphs. High-level relationships among these process areas are depicted in Figure 3.5.
Continuous Capability Improvement

The purpose of Continuous Capability Improvement is to provide a foundation for individuals and workgroups to continuously improve their capability for performing competency-based processes. Continuous Capability Improvement involves enterprise-wide support for individuals and workgroups as they focus on improving their capability in the performance of competency-based processes. Individuals focus on the capability of their personal methods for performing competency-based processes. They engage in learning activities to improve their personal work processes. Workgroups focus on improving the capability and performance of their operating processes by continuously improving the integration of the personal work processes performed by workgroup members.

Organizational Performance Alignment

The purpose of Organizational Performance Alignment is to enhance the alignment of performance results across individuals, workgroups, and units with organizational performance and business objectives. Organizational Performance Alignment builds on the analyses of competency-based processes initiated in the Quantitative Performance Management and Organizational Capability Management process areas. Where those analyses focused narrowly on process performance, analyses of performance alignment expand this focus to evaluate how the various components of performance fit together across workgroups, units, and the entire organization. Practices within this process area knit together a complete picture of performance within the organization and how the integration of its various business activities are affected by workforce practices and activities. These analyses allow management to align performance across the entire enterprise and to use workforce activities strategically to achieve organizational business objectives.

Continuous Workforce Innovation

The purpose of Continuous Workforce Innovation is to identify and evaluate improved or innovative workforce practices and technologies, and implement the most promising ones throughout the organization. Responsible individuals are continually encouraged to make improvements to their performance of workforce activities. A group is assigned responsibility for coordinating continuous improvements to the organization’s workforce practices. Recommendations for adopting innovative or improved workforce practices can come as lessons learned while improving the performance of workforce activities, suggestions from the workforce, or as analyses of best practices at other organizations. The most promising innovations are evaluated in trial use and, if successful, are implemented across the organization. The effectiveness of these improved practices is evaluated quantitatively and the results are communicated to the workforce.
3.3 Process Area Threads in the People CMM

Process areas in the People CMM reside at a single maturity level. However, some process areas are linked across maturity levels by common areas of concern that the People CMM was designed to address. These links cause workforce practices established at a maturity level to be transformed by one or more process areas at higher maturity levels. For instance, the Training and Development practices that were established at Maturity Level 2 are transformed into Competency Development practices at Maturity Level 3. There are four areas of concern that are addressed by process areas linked across maturity levels in the People CMM.

1. Developing individual capability
2. Building workgroups and culture
3. Motivating and managing performance
4. Shaping the workforce

The conceptual structure of the People CMM is a matrix that crosses the primary areas of concern in managing the workforce with the organizational transformations associated with the maturity levels. The areas of concern constitute objectives that the People CMM was designed to address. These objectives are addressed in a different way at each maturity level. The maturity levels represent substantive changes in how the organization addresses these areas of concern. The cultural shift achieved at each maturity level is attained by transforming the organization’s workforce practices to support the objectives of the new level. The four areas of concern, and the process areas linked across maturity levels to address them, are displayed in Figure 3.6.

3.3.1 Developing Individual Capabilities

The effort to develop individual capabilities begins at the Managed Level by identifying the immediate training needs of people in each unit (Training and Development). If individuals have the knowledge and skill required to perform their committed work, then they can use training opportunities for developing skills needed for possible future assignments. The focus at Maturity Level 2 is on ensuring that individuals have the skills needed to accomplish their committed work.

At the Defined Level, the focus shifts from the skills needed in individual units to concern for the workforce competencies the organization needs to accomplish its current and strategic business objectives. The organization identifies the knowledge, skills, and process abilities that constitute its workforce competencies (Competency Analysis). It then establishes an organization-wide development program to help individuals gain capability in the workforce competencies most relevant to their assignment and career (Competency Development).
At the Predictable Level, the organization establishes mechanisms for exploiting the opportunities created by the formation and organization of its workforce competencies. For instance, the results of performing competency-based processes are preserved as assets that can be used to transfer knowledge and capability to others who share the workforce competency (Competency-Based Assets). Mentors use competency-based assets and other competency development materials to achieve defined objectives in assisting those with less experience in developing their capability (Mentoring).

At the Optimizing Level, the focus shifts to continuous improvement of an individual’s capability. People can initiate an individual program to continuously improve the personal work processes through which they perform competency-based processes (Continuous Capability Improvement). People are empowered to make changes in their personal work processes that they believe will improve their performance. The lessons they learn can be recommended to the organization for incorporation into defined competency-based processes.

Figure 3.6 — Process Threads in the People CMM
3.3.2 Building Workgroups and Culture

The effort to improve coordination and interaction among people begins at the Managed Level with a focus on improving interpersonal communication skill (Communication and Coordination). People develop more effective methods for coordinating dependencies in their work and for conducting meetings. These are the initial skills required for developing effective workgroups. In the absence of defined processes, the organization’s ability to manage dependencies in its business activities depends on the interpersonal skills of its employees. The focus at Maturity Level 2 is on coordination among individuals within units to establish a local capability to manage dependencies in committed work.

Practices at the Defined Level establish an organizational capability for coordinating work dependencies that is built on the foundation afforded by the coordination skills of individuals. At Maturity Level 3, the organization seeks to reduce the coordination burden on its workforce by defining the work processes used in each workforce competency. A competency-based process defines how individuals within a specific workforce competency apply their knowledge, perform their skills, and apply their process abilities within the context of an organization’s defined business processes. These competency-based processes also provide the next foundation for developing workgroups. That is, a workgroup’s operating processes are composed in part from competency-based processes and the roles defined for performing them (Workgroup Development). In addition, the organization develops a participatory culture by increasing the availability of information for making decisions and involving the workforce in decisions that affect their work (Participatory Culture). A participatory culture allows the organization to gain its fullest benefit from the capability of its workforce and establishes the foundation for empowerment.

At the Predictable Level, the organization begins to exploit the capabilities offered by its foundation of competency-based processes. When each competency community has defined and mastered its work processes, the organization can move beyond coordinating work dependencies through the formally defined interfaces among competency communities that were established at Maturity Level 3. At Maturity Level 4, the organization integrates and interweaves the competency-based processes of different workforce competencies into a multidisciplinary process to increase the efficiency with which they manage work dependencies (Competency Integration). When managers trust the capability of both the people and the competency-based processes they are using, they are ready to empower workgroups. The organization empowers workgroups with the autonomy to manage their work processes and perform some of their workforce activities (Empowered Workgroups).

At the Optimizing Level, workgroups continually improve their operating processes by improving the integration of the personal work processes used by their workgroup members (Continuous Capability Improvement). Lessons learned in improving a workgroup’s operating processes are reviewed to determine if they constitute improvements to be adopted in the competency-based processes of one or more workforce competencies. Thus, practices at
Maturity Level 5 seek to continually improve the integration and performance of work among individuals and workgroups.

### 3.3.3 Motivating and Managing Performance

At the Managed Level, the practices for motivating and managing performance are focused on individual performance within the context of the unit’s committed work. Each unit establishes an environment that has adequate work resources and does not impede or distract from job performance (Work Environment). Performance objectives are established at both the unit and individual levels (Performance Management). Periodic discussions are held about the performance of work to identify opportunities to improve it. Unacceptable performance is managed and recognition is provided for outstanding performance. A compensation strategy is defined that includes performance in making adjustments in compensation (Compensation). The compensation must be evaluated and adjusted for equity to ensure it provides a credible foundation for motivating performance and growth.

At the Defined Level, performance is managed in part as a level of capability in a workforce competency. The capability of a workforce competency community is defined in relation to levels of knowledge, skill, and process ability. The workforce practices established at the Managed Level are adapted to motivate the development of additional capability in one or more workforce competencies (Competency-Based Practices). In particular, the compensation system is adjusted to include growth in workforce competencies as a consideration in making adjustments to compensation. In addition, the organization establishes a set of graduated career opportunities designed to motivate and reward people for developing additional capability in their chosen workforce competencies (Career Development).

At the Predictable Level, the organization understands and controls performance quantitatively. Since the members of each competency community are performing similar competency-based processes, the organization can quantify the capability of these processes and compare current performance to past results (Quantitative Performance Management). This ability to quantify performance allows individuals and workgroups to develop quantitative expectations about their future performance that can be used both for planning and managing work. Individuals and workgroups use the measures emerging from the performance of their competency-based processes to evaluate their performance against expected results at the process event level. Analyzing these measures against past process performance affords greater prediction of future results and tighter control on when corrective action needs to be taken.

At the Optimizing Level, the organization uses its quantitative process performance results to ensure that performance at all levels of the organization is aligned with organizational business objectives (Organizational Performance Alignment). Performance data is used to evaluate whether performance is aligned across individuals, workgroups, and units. The effect of
workforce practices on performance is evaluated quantitatively to ensure these practices are motivating aligned performance. When necessary, corrective action is taken to bring performance objectives, quantitative process results, and the impact of workforce practices into alignment with organizational objectives.

### 3.3.4 Shaping the Workforce

The effort to shape the workforce to meet business needs begins at the Managed Level by establishing basic practices for recruiting, selecting among job candidates, and orienting people into new assignments (Staffing). The practices implemented at Maturity Level 2 help shape the workforce at the unit level by ensuring that people have the skills to perform the unit’s committed work.

At the Defined Level, the organization begins shaping the workforce by identifying the workforce competencies required to achieve its strategic business objectives. The organization develops a strategic workforce plan by identifying the level of capability it needs in each workforce competency (Workforce Planning). Within each workforce competency, the organization plans for the workforce activities required to meet its capability objectives. Units are expected to contribute to accomplishing these strategic plans as they conduct their workforce activities. Thus, at Maturity Level 3, workforce activities established in the units at Maturity Level 2 are performed with an understanding of how they contribute to strategic objectives at Level 3.

At the Predictable Level, the organization quantifies the capability of its workforce and uses these data to manage its development (Organizational Capability Management). The organization tracks progress in reaching targeted capability levels in each of its workforce competencies and takes corrective action where necessary. The organization quantitatively evaluates the impact of its workforce practices on achieving the strategic workforce objectives established in its workforce plans.

At the Optimizing Level, the organization continually searches for innovative practices or technologies to help improve the capability and motivation of its workforce (Continuous Workforce Innovation). Innovative practices or technologies are selected and evaluated in trial applications to determine if they can make measurable improvements. The organization has developed standard mechanisms for deploying changes and improvements across the organization. Thus, the continuous improvement of workforce capability is institutionalized at Maturity Level 5.
4  The Architecture of the People CMM

4.1 Structural Components of the People CMM

This chapter describes the structure of the People CMM. It describes the model’s structure, the maturity levels, the process areas that correspond to each maturity level of the People CMM, and the goals and practices in each process area. The glossary in Appendix C contains definitions of terms, including those described in this section and others.

The relationships among the structural components of the People CMM are illustrated in Figure 4.1. Organizational capability describes the level of knowledge, skills, and process abilities in the organization’s workforce and the ability of the workforce to apply these to improving business performance. Organizational capability contributes to an organization’s performance and its ability to achieve business objectives. It is an important predictor of business performance. While not a structural component found in the People CMM, an organization’s workforce capability is indicated by its maturity level.

The components of the structure of the People CMM include the following:

- Maturity levels
- Process areas
- Goals
- Practices

The architectural structure of the People CMM is depicted in Figure 4.1. Practices represent guidelines for satisfying process area goals, which in turn provide the objectives and scope of a process area. Process areas contribute the means by which the organization is transformed at each maturity level to produce a new organizational capability. Each of these components is described in the following sections. Chapter 5 addresses the interpretation of these components.
4.2 Maturity Levels

The People CMM consists of five maturity levels that lay successive foundations for continuously improving talent, developing an effective workforce, and successfully managing the human capital of an organization. Each maturity level is a well-defined evolutionary plateau that establishes and institutionalizes a level of capability for improving the workforce within the organization. The five maturity levels provide the top-level structure of the People CMM.

Each maturity level is composed of several process areas (PAs). Each process area contains a set of goals that, when satisfied, establish that process area’s ability to affect workforce capability. Process areas and their goals are described in the following sections.
4.3 Process Areas

Each process area organizes a set of interrelated practices in a critical area of workforce management, such as staffing, compensation, or workgroup development. Each of these areas constitutes an important organizational process. The process areas at each level of maturity create an inter-linked system of processes that transform the organization’s capability for managing its workforce.

| Process Area (PA) | A cluster of related practices that, when performed collectively, satisfy a set of goals that contribute to the capability gained by achieving a maturity level. |

Each process area contains a set of goals that, when satisfied, establish that process area’s ability to affect workforce capability. Process areas identify both the capabilities that must be institutionalized to achieve a maturity level, and the practices that an organization should implement to improve its workforce capability.

As introduced in Chapter 3, there are 22 process areas in the 5 maturity levels in the People CMM. With the exception of the Initial level (Level 1), each maturity level is composed of several process areas. Process areas have been defined to reside at a single maturity level. Figure 4.2 shows each of these 22 process areas and their respective maturity levels. For example, one of the process areas for Maturity Level 2 is Performance Management.

Each process area contains:

- a brief description of the process area
- the goals for the process area
- the practices of the process area
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maturity Level</th>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>Process areas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 5 Optimizing  | Continuously improve and align personal, workgroup, and organizational capability | Continuous Workforce Innovation  
Organizational Performance Alignment  
Continuous Capability Improvement |
| 4 Predictable | Empower and integrate workforce competencies and manage performance quantitatively | Mentoring  
Organizational Capability Management  
Quantitative Performance Management  
Competency-Based Assets  
Empowered Workgroups  
Competency Integration |
| 3 Defined     | Develop workforce competencies and workgroups, and align with business strategy and objectives | Participatory Culture  
Workgroup Development  
Competency-Based Practices  
Career Development  
Competency Development  
Workforce Planning  
Competency Analysis |
| 2 Managed     | Managers take responsibility for managing and developing their people | Compensation  
Training and Development  
Performance Management  
Work Environment  
Communication and Coordination  
Staffing |
| 1 Initial     | Workforce practices applied inconsistently | | |

Figure 4.2 — Process Areas of the People CMM

### 4.4 Goals

Each process area contains three to five goals stating the objectives it was designed to accomplish. These goals constitute the requirements an organization should satisfy in implementing the workforce practices in a process area. Collectively they indicate the scope, boundaries, and intent of the process area. Goals apply to only one process area and address the
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unique characteristics that describe what must be implemented to satisfy the purpose of the process area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process Area</th>
<th>Goal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>An organizational state to be achieved by implementing the practices of a process area.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Goals apply to only one process area and address the unique characteristics that describe what must be implemented to satisfy the purpose of the process area. The goals of a process area summarize the states that must exist for that process area to have been implemented and institutionalized. “Implemented and institutionalized" implies that these states have been implemented in an effective and lasting way. The extent to which the goals have been accomplished is an indicator of how much capability the organization has established and institutionalized at that maturity level–its workforce capability.

When the goals of all process areas included at a maturity level have been satisfied, the organization will have achieved the maturity level and established a new level of capability in managing its workforce. The path to achieving this new level of workforce management capabilities is indicated by the set of goals associated with each process area. The goals of a process area summarize a state that exists when an organization has implemented the practices of that area. Goal achievement can be used to determine whether an organization has effectively implemented a process area. A process area has not been satisfactorily implemented until all its goals accurately describe the organization’s behavior or state of affairs.

Goals are required model components that are to be achieved by an organization’s planned and implemented processes. The statement of each goal is a required model component. Required components are considered essential to achieving process improvement in a given process area. They are used in assessments to determine process area satisfaction and organizational process maturity. As required model components, goals are used in assessments to determine whether a process area is satisfied.

In adapting the practices of a process area to a specific unit, success in satisfying the goals can be used to determine whether the adaptation is a reasonable rendering of the practices. Similarly, when assessing or evaluating alternative ways to implement a process area, the goals can be used to determine if the alternative practices satisfy the intent of the process area.
Each process area contains a number of implementation goals and a single institutionalization goal. An example of an implementation goal from the Performance Management process area is “The performance of committed work is regularly discussed to identify actions that can improve it.”

4.5 Practices

Each process area is described in terms of the *practices* that contribute to satisfying its goals. The practices, when collectively addressed, accomplish the goals of the process area. The workforce practices in each process area provide guidance for improving an organization’s capability to manage and develop its workforce. These practices have been selected for inclusion because they contribute to satisfying process area goals. However, they are neither an exclusive or exhaustive list of the practices an organization might implement in pursuing the goals of a process area. Nevertheless, when the recommended workforce practices are performed collectively, the organization should achieve the collective states described by the goals of the process area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice</th>
<th>A subprocess within a process area that contributes to achieving a process area goal.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Treating workforce practices as subprocesses highlights the importance of integrating them into an effective process, rather than mandating their performance as mindless bureaucracy. When workforce practices are treated as processes, the entire paraphernalia of process analysis and improvement becomes available for implementing and improving workforce practices. The People CMM is a process-based approach to staging the implementation and improvement of workforce practices.

Practices are expected model components. Expected components describe what practices an organization that is achieving a set of goals will typically implement. The practices are meant to guide individuals and groups implementing improvements or performing assessments. Either the practices as described, or acceptable alternatives to them, must be present in the planned and implemented processes of the organization before goals can be considered satisfied.

“Practice” is used throughout the People CMM to refer to standard, defined workforce management processes. These processes may be defined at various organizational levels and
varying degrees of formality, depending on the practice and its associated maturity level. “Activities” refer to actions taken by individuals, in workgroups or units, or by the organization to implement these practices.

A practice describes an activity that is considered important in achieving the specific goal to which it is mapped. The practices describe the activities expected to result in achievement of the goal of a process area. The practices describe the elements of infrastructure and workforce practice that contribute most to the effective implementation and institutionalization of their process area. For example, a practice from the Performance Management process area is “Performance objectives based on committed work are documented for each individual on a periodic or event-driven basis.”

Within each process area, the practices describe the activities and infrastructure that contribute most to the effective implementation and institutionalization of the process area. Figure 4.3 depicts the mapping of practices to goals. Some of these practices in each process area implement workforce practices, and are mapped to implementation goals. Other practices establish the support needed to institutionalize their performance, and are mapped to a single institutionalization goal in each process area. Thus, the practices in each process area are organized to address implementation and institutionalization of the expected state described by the goals. This organization of implementation and institutionalization practices group and order the practices in a sequence helpful for organizations using them. A focus on both implementation and institutionalization of a process area ensures that the effect of the process area on organizational capability is effective, repeatable, and lasting.

Appendix D provides a detailed mapping of the practices of the People CMM to the goals of each process area. These practice-to-goal mappings can be used for comprehending the structure of the model, for guiding the implementation of improvement activities, and for evaluating the satisfaction of goals during an assessment. These mappings are suggestive of the strongest relationships between practices and goals.

4.5.1 Implementation Practices

Within each process area, the implementation practices are grouped into the Practices Performed category. The Practices Performed in each process area describes those practices that should typically be implemented to achieve the goals of the process area. Practices Performed is the largest category of practices because they describe the actual implementation of the process areas.
4.5.2 Institutionalization Practices

Institutionalization practices are practices that help to institutionalize the implementation practices in the organization’s culture so that they are effective, repeatable, and lasting. These institutionalization practices, taken as a whole, form the basis by which an organization can institutionalize the implementation practices (described in the Practices Performed section of the process area). Institutionalization practices are equally important, however, for they address what must be done to support and institutionalize the process areas.

The institutionalization practices are organized into four categories. The Commitment and Ability to Perform practices describe prerequisites for implementing each process area. Measurement and Analysis and Verifying Implementation practices determine if prerequisites have been met and processes have been institutionalized. The categories of institutionalization practices contained in each process area are:

Figure 4.3 — Implementation and Institutionalization Practices Mapped to Process Area Goals
Commitment to Perform describes the actions the organization must take to ensure that the activities constituting a process area are established and will endure. Commitment to Perform typically involves establishing organizational policies, executive management sponsorship, and organization-wide roles to support practices to develop workforce capability.

Ability to Perform describes the preconditions that must exist in the unit or organization to implement practices competently. Ability to Perform typically involves resources, organizational structures, and preparation to perform the practices of the process area.

Measurement and Analysis describes measures of the practices and analysis of these measurements. Measurement and Analysis typically includes examples of measurements that could be taken to determine the status and effectiveness with which the Practices Performed have been implemented.

Verifying Implementation describes the steps to ensure that the activities are performed in compliance with the policies and procedures that have been established. Verification typically encompasses objective reviews and audits by executive management and other responsible individuals.

4.5.3 Practice Statements

Each practice consists of a single sentence, often followed by a more detailed description. These practices state the fundamental policies, procedures, and activities to be established for the process area. The practices describe “what” is to be done, but they should not be interpreted as mandating “how” the goals should be achieved. Alternative practices may accomplish the goals of a process area. The practices should be interpreted rationally to judge whether the goals of the process area are effectively, although perhaps differently, achieved.

Practices are presented in a hierarchical format, as shown in Figure 4.4, which depicts an example page of practices from a process area.
Individually conducting Performance Management activities receive the preparation needed to perform their responsibilities.

1. Individuals responsible for documenting or discussing performance receive the preparation needed to perform their responsibilities.

2. Those responsible for recognition and reward activities receive the preparation needed to perform their responsibilities.

Examples of preparation to perform recognition and reward activities include the following:

- Awareness of, and orientation to, the organization's recognition and reward system
- Training in the organization's recognition and reward practices
- Understanding guidelines for fairly applying recognition and reward criteria

### Practices Performed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Practice 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Measurable performance objectives based on committed work are established for each unit.

---

**Practice Statement**

The practices state the fundamental policies, procedures, and activities for the process area. They are identified in bold and are numbered within each category of practices. For example, the first practice in Practices Performed is identified as Practice 1, while the first practice in the Ability to Perform category is identified as Ability 1.
Subpractices

Subpractices, also known as subordinate practices, are listed beneath the practices. Subpractices describe activities one would expect to find implemented for the practice. Subpractices are detailed descriptions that provide guidance for interpreting the practices. The subpractices can be used to help determine whether or not the practices are implemented satisfactorily.

Subpractices are informative model components that help model users understand the goals and practices and how they can be achieved. Subpractices may be worded as if prescriptive, but are actually an informative component in the model that provides details that help model users get started in thinking about how to approach practices and goals. Subpractices are detailed descriptions that provide guidance for interpreting practices. For example, a subpractice from the Performance Management process area is “Performance objectives for each individual are drawn from and are consistent with their work commitments.”

Supplementary information

Supplementary information includes notes (or elaborations), examples, and references to other process areas. Supplementary information appears in shaded boxes following the practices or subpractices. The following is an example of a note, or an elaboration, which also contains a reference. In this example, Practice-to-Goal Mappings are defined as illustrating the relationships between the practices of each of the 22 process areas in the People CMM and the relevant process area goals.

Refer to Appendix D for the Practice-to-Goal Mappings, which illustrates the relationships between the practices of each of the 22 process areas in the People CMM to the relevant process area goals. As described above, the goals of a process area summarize the states that must exist for that process area to have been implemented in an effective and lasting way. The specific practice-to-goal mappings can be used for comprehending the structure of the model, for guiding the implementation of improvement activities, and for evaluating the satisfaction of goals during an assessment.
Other forms of supplementary information include the following:

- Definitions of terms - Terms that are italicized within a note indicate that this is the first use of the term. Definitions are provided within the note, and can also be found in the Appendix C containing the Glossary.

- Examples – Examples provide informative assistance in interpreting a practice. For example, the Measurement and Analysis practices contain examples of measurements that could be taken to determine the status and effectiveness with which the Practices Performed have been implemented. These examples are not intended to be prescriptive or exhaustive. The organization’s workforce activities or other reference sources [Becker 01, Cascio 00, Ulrich 97b, Fitz-Eng 95, Yeung 97] can provide sources of applicable measures.

- References - References are informative model components that direct the user to additional or more detailed information in this or another related process area.

### 4.6 Required, Expected, and Informative Components

The components of the People CMM can be grouped into three categories:

- required components
- expected components
- informative components

Goals are *required model components* that are to be achieved by implementing improved workforce processes. Required components are considered essential contributors to the organizational capability achieved at the maturity level where its process area is located. Goals are used in assessments to determine process area achievement and organizational maturity.

Practices are *expected model components*. Expected components describe the practices an organization will typically implement to achieve the process area goals. They are meant to guide individuals and groups in implementing improvements or performing assessments. Either the
practices, as described, or acceptable alternatives to them must be present with a frequency appropriate to a reasonable implementation of the practice before goals can be considered achieved. Only the statement of the practice is an expected model component. Any supplementary information associated with the practice is considered to be *informative model components*.

Supplementary information, such as subpractices, notes, and references, are *informative model components* that help those using the People CMM understand the goals and practices and how they can be achieved. Informative components provide details that help explain or elaborate approaches to implementing and institutionalizing the practices and goals.

This chapter has presented the structure of the People CMM. The following chapter provides guidance on interpreting the model.
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5 Interpreting the People CMM

5.1 Applying Professional Judgement

Professional judgment is critical in making informed use of the People CMM. A model is a simplified representation of the world. Capability Maturity Models (CMMs) contain the essential elements of effective processes for one or more disciplines. Like other CMMs, the People CMM provides high-level guidance for developing the organization’s process (i.e., “what” should be implemented), but it does not provide a detailed description of the practices the organization will implement (i.e., “how” it should be implemented in any given organizational setting). A CMM specifies the practices that could be implemented to achieve its goals, but it does not specify details about how these practices should be implemented within the organization.

5.1.1 Organizational Factors

Organizational factors, such as size, regional and organizational culture, and business objectives, must be considered when implementing and institutionalizing the practices of the People CMM. When applying the People CMM in a particular context, a reasonable interpretation must be made of how these practices might be implemented. The People CMM must be interpreted flexibly when applying it to smaller organizations or unusual business circumstances, so that unreasonable or needlessly bureaucratic activities are not implemented. For instance, small organizations may implement the practices without the infrastructure needed by large organizations. A small organization may have one individual filling the multiple roles of president, regional sales manager, human resources manager, product evangelist, and janitor; while, in a larger organization, one or more specialists may fill each of these roles.

Another organizational factor that should be considered when using the People CMM as guidance or in an assessment setting is the composition of the workforce. Individuals have many different relationships with an organization. Some are full-time employees, others may be part-time or casual employees, and other individuals may be contractors or other forms of affiliates,
while other individuals may be on loan or visiting from another organization. In applying the practices to these various categories of individuals, decisions must be made about how to appropriately apply these practices to all individuals in each of these categories. For some individuals, such as certain contract employees, selected practices relating to their training and development, as well as practices relating to their compensation, may not the responsibility of the organization that they are currently supporting, but rather are the responsibility of their originating organization.

Professional judgment must be used when interpreting the practices and how they contribute to the goals of a process area. In particular, the process areas may map in complex ways to the practices and associated activities used in an organization. The process areas describe a set of interrelated objectives that all organizations should achieve, regardless of their size, locations, or products. The practices contained in process areas constitute recommendations for achieving the objectives that have proven effective in many types of organizations, and therefore are expected to work in most organizations implementing the People CMM. Although process areas depict behavior that should characterize any organization, the practices of the People CMM must be interpreted in light of an organization’s structure, the nature of its workforce, the organization’s business environment, and other circumstances.

5.1.2 Goodness of Workforce Practices

Since there are several ways to implement most workforce practices, should the “goodness” of a workforce practice be evaluated during an assessment of an organization’s workforce practices? The People CMM does not place “goodness” requirements on workforce practices, although it does establish minimal criteria for a “reasonable” practice in some situations. The objective of the People CMM is to implement practices that provide a foundation for systematic improvement of organizational capability and performance over time, based on the organization’s business needs. Once such practices are in place, the organization will adjust them to improve their effectiveness. These adjustments must be performed with an understanding of how the practices work in a particular business context, rather than by an externally imposed notion of “goodness”.

“Goodness” is both a matter of interpretation and degree. Complying with a reasonable practice does not necessarily imply that the practice is efficient in achieving its purpose or that the unit or organization is guaranteed good performance. There may be many factors influencing both organization and unit success whose impact masks the benefit of a workforce practice. For example, a successful unit that builds a product no one buys is a business failure, regardless of how well the workforce is trained. Accordingly, we discourage evaluation of a workforce practice for “goodness”, since it is beyond the scope of most assessment teams to make that judgment.
What then are the criteria for a reasonable workforce practice? A reasonable practice is one that should contribute to building workforce capability under most circumstances. For example, if a manager took a unit out for a beer after work on Fridays to implement a practice for seeking their opinions on working conditions (which is a practice that might support the goals of the Communication and Coordination process area), would that constitute a reasonable practice? It could certainly be documented and consistently followed. Some might argue that it is effective for loosening people up to talk about things that concern them. However, “taking the unit out for a beer” would typically not be judged to be a reasonable practice for seeking input on working conditions, because in many locations it leaves the organization legally liable if a participating member of the unit were to have an automobile accident on the way home. Since many people like to go straight home after work or do not drink, going for a beer after work may not guarantee that everyone has had an opportunity to express opinions on working conditions. Professional judgment is necessary to make such distinctions about the reasonableness of a practice.

Nothing in the People CMM is intended to restrict or override sound executive judgement in designing and managing an organization. The People CMM is designed as a tool that guides the implementation of practices to assist the organization in achieving its business goals. Organizations will always live in the midst of a tension between implementing the full set of practices described in the People CMM, and tailoring what they feel to be a minimally adequate set of practices for their organization. The resolution of this tension lies in the goals of each process area. Goals are the requirements, and organizations should insist on implementing an adequate set of practices for achieving the goals. The practices included in the People CMM provide them with a description of the practices they would expect to find in an adequate set.

5.2 Interpreting the Practices

Each process area in the People CMM describes a set of practices that when implemented accomplish the goals outlined for that process area. The intention in defining these practices is not to require or espouse a specific method of performing workforce practices, organizational structure, separation of responsibilities, or management approach. Rather, the intention is to describe the essential elements of an effective program for developing and motivating the workforce. The practices are intended to communicate principles that apply to a variety of organizations, are valid across a range of typical business activities, and will remain valid over time. Therefore, the approach is to describe the principles and leave implementation decisions up to each organization, according to its culture and its staff.

In describing practices, the People CMM seeks to delineate the “what” and not the “how”. These practices describe the “whats” in broad terms so that organizations are left great leeway in creatively implementing the “hows”. For example, the People CMM might indicate that individual performance should be reviewed on a periodic basis. However, it would not specify how often, what dimensions should be reviewed, who provides input, or how a performance
discussion should be performed. Decisions about how practices should be implemented are left up to the organization.

Although the practices described in the People CMM are meant to be independent of any particular implementation, examples of specific practices are consistently used in elaborating the practices to improve clarity. These examples typically list numerous methods for implementing a practice or numerous issues an organization may have to address in implementing a practice. However, these examples are not intended to be prescriptive or exhaustive. They are merely included to provide informative assistance in interpreting a practice.

To provide workforce practices that apply to a wide a range of situations, some of the practices are intentionally stated without many implementation details to allow flexibility. Throughout the practices, nonspecific phrases like “affected individuals”, “adequate”, “as appropriate”, and “as needed” are used. The use of such nonspecific terms allows for the widest possible interpretation and application of the practices. In many cases, examples are provided for nonspecific terms, at least for the first use of the term. These phrases may have different meanings for two different organizations, for two units in a single organization, or for one unit at different points in its life cycle. Each unit or organization must interpret these nonspecific phrases for its own situation. These nonspecific phrases are used so that goals and practices can be interpreted in light of an organization’s business objectives.

Certain phrases and conventions were used to provide continuity and consistency among the process areas. The major phrases and conventions are described below, arranged by category of practice.

5.2.1 Commitment to Perform

*Policy* statements generally refer to establishing, maintaining, and following a written, organizational policy for the practices of that process area. This emphasizes the connection between organizational commitment and the practices performed in workgroups and units. Policies typically do not provide implementation details, but merely commit the organization to comply with a set of guiding practices and behaviors in the area covered by the policy.
An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for coordinating activities at the organizational level. This coordination role may involve defining common procedures; assisting units in defining their own procedures; reviewing unit-level activities for compliance with laws, regulations, policies, and the like; collecting and sharing experience across the organization; or providing advice, when asked. In some cases, these responsibilities for organizational coordination may be divided across multiple groups, such as competency ownership teams with responsibilities for organization-wide coordination within each workforce competency community.

### 5.2.2 Ability to Perform

**Resources and Funding**

An Ability to Perform practice reflects the need for adequate resources and funding for the activities covered by the process area. These resources and funding generally fall into five categories: adequate personnel, adequate funding, adequate time, access to special skills, and access to tools. Tools that may be of use in performing the activities of the process area are listed as examples. The term “funding” is used, rather than “budgets”, to emphasize that having a budget is not sufficient, but whether the funding resources have been appropriately expended on their intended purposes.
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**Preparation needed to perform responsibilities**

The People CMM addresses an individual’s preparation to perform the practices relevant to their responsibilities. This context is somewhat broader than might normally be considered when using the term *training*. Training is provided to make an individual or workgroup proficient through specialized instruction and practice. Training may include informal, as well as formal, vehicles for transferring knowledge and skills to the staff. While classroom training is commonly used by many organizations to build the knowledge, skills, and process abilities of their employees, the People CMM also accommodates other techniques, such as facilitated video, computer-aided instruction, mentoring and apprenticeship programs, guided self-study, and knowledge gained from previous experience. Preparation to perform one’s responsibilities can be gained through training, mentoring, prior experience, or other forms of learning, but the individuals must possess the knowledge skills, and process abilities necessary to perform their responsibilities.

**Orientation**

In some process areas, the workforce needs to understand the practices that will affect them, such as in Compensation and Performance Management. *Orientation* is used broadly to indicate the level of knowledge or skills being transferred is less than would be expected to be transferred to someone who was being prepared to perform the practices. Orientation is an overview or introduction to a topic for those overseeing, working with, or being affected by the individuals responsible for performing in the topic area.

**Defined and documented**

At maturity levels 3, 4, and 5, the workforce practices to be implemented need to be *defined and documented* so that greater consistency can be achieved across the organization in implementing workforce practices. Thus, at Maturity Level 3 workforce practices begin being treated as standard organizational processes.
Prerequisite items

Some process areas require documents or materials to exist as inputs for the practices to be performed. For example, workforce competency descriptions and competency-based processes are a prerequisite for Competency Development. In keeping with the People CMM philosophy of highlighting the vital few practices, not all prerequisite items are listed for each process area. The People CMM incorporates practices only for those prerequisites that have been found to be particularly critical for implementing the process area.

5.2.3 Practices Performed

In contrast to the institutionalization practices, Practices Performed shows great structural variability, because the implementation activities for the process area vary in level of detail, organizational focus (e.g., unit or organization), and need for planning and documentation. Some generalizations are highlighted below.

Plans

*Plans* require management commitment, both from the standpoint of creating them and ensuring that they are followed. The practice for a plan requires that it be developed or revised and that the activities of the process area be based on it.

Certain practices call for establishing and maintaining a strategy. For example, at Maturity Level 4, process areas that implement quantitative management activities only on selected practices require a quantitative management strategy. The practice for such a strategy also requires that it be developed or revised and that the activities of the process area be based on it.
According to a documented procedure

A documented procedure is usually needed so that the individuals responsible for a task or activity are able to perform it in a repeatable way. Documented procedures are critical for learning from experience. Unless the procedures used are documented, it is difficult for someone to determine exactly how the results were achieved and what might bring better results. When used as a component of preparing responsible individuals, documented procedures contribute to greater consistency in learning and performing a workforce practice.

The formality and level of detail of a documented procedure can vary significantly, from a hand-written desk procedure for a responsible individual, to a formal standard operating procedure used throughout the organization. The formality and level of detail depends on who will perform the task or activity (e.g., individual or workgroup), how often it is performed, the importance and intended use of the results, the maturity level of the organization, and the intended recipients of the results.

Establish and Maintain

The People CMM includes practices and goals that establish and maintain specified artifact(s). This phrase connotes a meaning beyond its component terms; it includes its use and documentation as well as periodic updating. For example, “The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for conducting its Performance Management activities” means that not only must a policy be formulated and documented, but also it must be used throughout the organization, and periodically reviewed and updated to remain current with the organization’s changing conditions.

5.2.4 Measurement and Analysis

The Measurement and Analysis practices describe basic measurement activities that are necessary to determine status related to the Practices Performed. Measurements that are inherently part of the activities of the process area are described in the informative material included in the Practices Performed.
Status

Some measures need to be taken to indicate the implementation status of the practices the organization has chosen to implement to comply with its policy in a particular area. These measures typically concern such issues as the level or frequency of performance, the effort or cost of performance, or the breadth of the organization through which the practices have been implemented. They are measures that support management tracking of compliance and performance.

Effectiveness

Some measures are collected to evaluate the effectiveness of the practices in use. In many cases, effectiveness measures are not collected for Maturity Level 2 process areas since differences in how practices are implemented among units will make it difficult to perform effectiveness analyses. However, the greater organization-wide consistency in implementing practices at Maturity Levels 3 through 5 provide a more effective foundation for evaluating the efficiency of the practices implemented. These measures allow an organization to determine whether corrective actions or improvements need to be made to practices to achieve fuller benefit from their implementation.

Aggregation of unit measures to the organizational level

Some information needs to be aggregated and analyzed at the organizational level in order to support the goals of a process area. For instance, compensation information needs to be aggregated and analyzed at the organizational level to support the organization’s efforts in establishing and maintaining equity in its compensation system.
5.2.5 Verifying Implementation

The Verifying Implementation practices generally relate to verifying compliance with organizational policies and oversight by executive management.

- **Verifying compliance**: A responsible individual should verify that responsible individuals are performing appropriate practices in compliance with the organization’s policies and stated values, and that these activities comply with relevant laws and regulations. This responsibility is a process assurance function that reports compliance to executive management and can identify needs for corrective action.

- **Executive management review on a periodic basis**: The primary purpose of periodic reviews by executive management is to provide awareness of, and insight into, workforce activities at an appropriate level of abstraction and in a timely manner. The time between reviews should meet the needs of the organization and may be lengthy, as long as adequate mechanisms for reporting exceptions are available.

  The scope and content of executive management reviews will depend on which executive is involved in the review. Reviews by the executive responsible for all human resource activities of an organization are expected to occur on a different schedule, and address different topics, than a review by the chief executive of the organization. Executive management reviews would also be expected to cover different topics, or similar topics, at a higher level of abstraction than unit-level reviews.

5.3 Organizational Roles and Structure

Although the People CMM recommends practices that are independent of specific organizational structures and models, its practices consistently use terminology related to organizational structure and roles that may differ from those implemented in any specific organization. The following sections describe the various concepts related to organizational roles and structures that are necessary for interpreting the practices of the People CMM.
5.3.1 Organizational Roles

A role is a cluster of defined responsibilities that may be assumed by one or more individuals. There does not need to be a one-to-one correspondence between roles and individuals. One person could perform multiple roles, or separate individuals could perform each role. Various individuals are responsible for the workforce activities within an organization. These individuals include executive managers; managers at all levels, including workgroup leaders, line managers, and matrix managers; the individuals within the organization themselves; and the human resources function.

The following descriptions of roles are frequently used in the practices:

**Executive manager**

An executive manager fulfills a management role at a high enough level in an organization that the primary focus is the long-term vitality of the organization, rather than operational issues related to specific products and services. An executive manager provides and protects resources for long-term improvement of the workforce processes.

Executive management, as used in the People CMM, can denote any manager who satisfies the above description, up to and including the head of the whole organization. As used in the practices, the term “executive management” should be interpreted in the context of the process area and the units and organization under consideration. The intent is to include specifically those executive managers who are needed to fulfill the leadership and oversight roles essential to achieving the goals of the process area.

**Manager**

A manager fulfills a role that encompasses providing technical and administrative direction and control to individuals performing tasks or activities within the manager’s area of responsibility. The traditional functions of a manager include planning, resourcing, organizing, directing, and controlling work within an area of responsibility.
Several terms are used in the People CMM to denote the individuals who perform the various roles required to execute the business of the organization. “Individuals” are those who are focus or recipients of workforce practices and activities. Thus, while the people who report to a manager are the “individuals” affected by the workforce activities the manager performs, the manager is an “individual” affected by the workforce activities performed by the manager’s supervisor.

The workforce refers to the collection of individuals that comprise the organization. Since most managers are themselves “individuals” affected by the workforce activities of their managers, managers are included when “workforce” is used.

In some practices, the term “individuals” is meant to identify specific people within the organization when used in qualified and bounded expressions such as “responsible individuals”, or “individuals responsible for improving”).

At the Managed Level, organizational role(s) are assigned responsibility for assisting and advising units in performing the practices of each process area. At the Defined Level and beyond, organizational role(s) are assigned responsibility for coordinating activities within a process area or a workforce competency across the organization.

These responsible individuals, whether they are process owners or competency managers, may be members of the human resources function or they may reside within the organization itself. Regardless of their placement in the organizational structure, these individuals exercise organization-wide responsibilities for their assigned processes or workforce competencies.
Examples of individuals who might be assigned responsibility for process- or competency-related activities could include the following:

- members of the human resources function
- members of the training or development functions
- organizational competency management group

The human resources function is the collection of responsibilities within an organization that coordinates workforce practices and activities at the organizational level. They typically focus on devising practical, effective ways to manage employer-employee relations. Their responsibility is directed toward, but not limited to, the recruiting, selection, hiring, and training of employees and the formulation of policies, procedures, and relations with employees or their representatives.

Generally, the concerns of the human resources function encompass recruiting and hiring practices, benefits, classification and compensation, employment, performance management, labor relations, staff services, and training and development, as well as facilitating the development of improved workforce practices. The scope of the responsibilities of the human resources group depends largely on the size and type of business of the organization. The use of the term “human resources” is intended to imply any staff function responsible for the implementation of workforce practices in a particular area of concern, even if the responsible individual(s) does not reside in a human resources department.
The human resources function also shares the responsibility for verification and measurement of the organization’s workforce activities with management and serves in a quality assurance role for the organization’s workforce processes.

Throughout an organization’s process improvement efforts, the human resources function maintains these common administrative roles. However, some aspects of the role of the human resources function change as the organization and its staff change due to improvements in workforce capabilities. For example, as the organization’s workforce capability increases, the human resources function shares responsibility for process and individual improvement with management and individuals.

### 5.3.2 Organizational Structure

The People CMM does not specify any organizational structure. It uses an organization’s existing structure and provides a framework for the organization to improve its capability to make use of and develop its workforce; thus, improving its workforce capability.

The fundamental concepts of organization, unit, and workgroup must be understood to properly interpret the practices of the People CMM. The following paragraphs define the use of these concepts in the People CMM.

**Organization**

An organization is an entity within a company or other collective structure (e.g., major sector of a corporation, government agency, branch of service, or nonprofit entity). It has an identifiable executive manager(s) who has the responsibility for the operations, practices, and performance of the organization. Most frequently, an organization is contained within a single site and has a local human resources function, but this is not always true. An organization is the entity in which an improvement program is applied.
**Unit**

A *unit* is a single, well-defined organizational component (e.g., a department, a section, a project, etc.) within an organization that typically has an individual who assigned management or supervisory responsibility for its activities.

The term “unit” is used to refer to any organizational entity that is accountable to a specified individual (usually a manager) responsible for accomplishing a set of performance objectives that can only be met through collective action. A workgroup may constitute the lowest level unit, but the lowest level units often consist of several workgroups. “Unit” is a recursive concept, since units may be composed from other units cascading down the organization. For instance, a division may be a unit consisting of departments, each of which may be a unit consisting of programs, each of which may be a unit consisting of projects, and so on.

**Workgroup**

A *workgroup* is a collection of people who work closely together on tasks that are highly interdependent to achieve shared objectives. A workgroup reports to a responsible individual who may be involved in managing its day to day activities. In the People CMM, an “*empowered workgroup*” refers to a workgroup that is granted a level of autonomy in managing and performing its work and may perform some of its own workforce practices. Not all workgroups develop into empowered workgroups.

**Empowered workgroup**

An *empowered workgroup* is a workgroup that works closely together on tasks that are highly interdependent to achieve shared objectives, and exercises considerable autonomy in managing and conducting their business activities. They may also be granted a level of responsibility for performing some of the workforce activities internal to the workgroup.
Another group commonly referred to in the People CMM is described below:

**Human resources function**

The People CMM does not dictate an organizational structure or placement for the human resources function. See Section 5.3.1 for a discussion of the roles that may influence the organizational structure of the human resources function. Other organizational factors, such as those discussed in Section 5.1.1, affect the size and structure of the human resources function.

## 5.4 Institutionalization Issues

CMMs are unique among process standards in providing guidance for institutionalizing the practices recommended in the model. The history of improvement programs is replete with failures that were caused when the performance of improved practices decayed over time. This decay often occurred because the organization had not provided the support necessary to sustain the use of the practices over time or through changes in executives, in managers and or in business conditions. The People CMM provides four categories of practices to establish the different conditions required to institutionalize practices: Commitment to Perform, Ability to Perform, Measurement and Analysis, Verifying Implementation. Some of these practices exhibit different attributes at different maturity levels.

### 5.4.1 Maturity Level 2 Procedures versus Maturity Level 3 Defined Practices

At Maturity Level 2, the practice in Commitment to Perform (typically Commitment 1) that concerns establishing an organizational policy describes high level guidance for conducting the practices performed in the process area. The policy often mandates that procedures be developed for implementing the practices of a process area, and it may indicate some of the functions or activities to be covered in the procedures. However, it does not specify the details of the procedures to be developed for implementing the practices in the process area. Different managers or units may implement the practices in different ways using different procedures, provided that the procedures they use comply with the guidance provided in the policy.

At Maturity Levels 3, 4, and 5, the final practice included in Ability to Perform category indicates that the practices and procedures to be implemented should be defined and documented. The objective is to specify these practices as standard organizational processes that can be learned and applied consistently by any responsible individual in the organization. The transition from Maturity Level 2 to high levels of maturity involves evolving from local procedures within units to standard organizational processes, practices, and procedures.
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Procedures mandated by policies at Maturity Level 3 (Commitment to Perform) would typically be implemented at the organizational level and would become part of the defined and documented practices provided to responsible individuals as guidance for performing their workforce activities.

5.4.2 Defined, But Not Quantified or Optimized

The People CMM describes a system of practices that are required by the institutionalization goal to be defined and documented. The institutionalization goal included in each process area at Maturity Levels 4 and 5 requires that the practices implemented in achieving the goals of the process area be “performed as defined organizational processes” (a Maturity Level 3 attribute), but not quantified for predictability or optimized through continual improvement.

At Maturity Level 4, the organization is able to predict its capability for performing work because it can quantify the capability of its workforce and of the competency-based processes they use in performing their assignments. The practices that are quantified at Maturity Level 4 are most frequently competency-based processes. Some workforce practices may be quantified in order to determine their effect on the capability of the workforce or of the competency-based processes being performed. However, this quantification is not required of all workforce practices, only those most likely to impact capability results. The selection of these workforce practices is best handled through selection procedures in the relevant Practices Performed, rather than as a requirement in the institutionalization goal.

At Maturity Level 5, some workforce practices may be selected for improvement. However, not all workforce practices are required to undergo continual improvement. Therefore, the goals of the process areas at Maturity Levels 3, 4, and 5 require that practices be defined. However, further improvement of these practices through quantification or optimization is the province of actions taken in the Practices Performed at Maturity Levels 4 and 5 to achieve the implementation goals of the process areas.

5.5 Maturity Level Concerns

5.5.1 Maturity Level Three is Enough!

Section 3.2 described how the organization’s capability to achieve four critical objectives evolves as it matures. Some organizations have chosen to end their maturity growth at the Defined Level. That is, they believe they have achieved a stable operating state after having defined their workforce competencies.
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However, Maturity Level 3 is not a stable state. Without constant updating and renewal, the definition of the organization’s workforce competencies will become obsolete, and responsible individuals will stop using them when performing workforce activities. This degrades the organization’s capability back to the Managed Level, and eventually it may devolve back to the Initial Level. The organization and its business environment constantly change. The maturity level most capable of helping the organization manage change is the Optimizing Level, where change management is treated as a standard business process. The decision about which maturity level to attain is an executive management decision, but management should not be deceived that they have achieved a steady operating state at any level.

Continuing to pursue higher levels of maturity can be a natural outcome of achieving a level and wondering how to exploit the opportunities for improved results. Once an organization achieves Maturity Level 2, managers will start requesting standard descriptions of skills for position descriptions, for assessing training needs, for evaluating performance, and for similar responsibilities. These standard descriptions are exactly what Competency Analysis provides and it saves managers’ time in performing their workforce activities, while providing excellent reference material on career and promotional opportunities to the workforce. Similarly, once the workforce is using competency-based processes, the next logical steps are to measure and ultimately improve them. When the organization is focused on business benefit, they typically find that higher levels of maturity allow them to better exploit the opportunities afforded by accomplishments at lower maturity levels.

5.5.2 Level Fever

One of the great dangers in using Capability Maturity Models as guides for improvement is “level fever”. When an organization succumbs to level fever, attaining the maturity level becomes more important than achieving the business benefits attained through improved practices. Consequently, preparing for a formal assessment becomes more important than ensuring that the practices implemented actually provide useful results.

Striving for a level has both benefits and risks. Since the attainment of a maturity level represents a significant achievement for the organization, everyone is motivated to implement the full set of improved practices. The exhilaration of achieving a level motivates the organization to pursue the next level. However, the organization must ensure that the practices implemented in pursuit of higher maturity levels are creating beneficial changes. Otherwise, the organization is adding bureaucracy that eventually will have to be dismantled.

Level fever is most often created when maturity level designations become part of business or contract award evaluations. The use of maturity ratings has mostly been confined to the use of the CMM for Software (SW-CMM®) or CMM Integration (CMMI™) to evaluate the capability of software or system development contractors. However, the People CMM may become part of
a competitive evaluation process when the capability and longevity of a workforce is critical to contract success, such as in outsourcing.

When maturity ratings are part of the candidate evaluation process, tremendous pressure is placed on an assessment team. Weaknesses or opportunities for improvement that should have been raised in the assessment may get suppressed because of the substantial revenues at stake. Weak practices can be evaluated as strengths so as not to affect the eventual maturity rating. Under these circumstances, maturity ratings can lose their credibility, and concerns over weak assessments incorrectly get translated into concerns regarding the validity of the People CMM as a guide for improvement.

A better use of maturity models for evaluating suppliers treats the model as a method for risk analysis. That is, the contracting organization will evaluate candidate suppliers against the process areas at a targeted maturity level and compare their profiles of strengths and weaknesses against the goals of each process area. The contracting organization then determines which supplier’s profile of practices presents the fewest risks, and incorporates these results as input into the contract award decision. Thus, the maturity profile, not the maturity level, is included with cost and other important decision criteria. In fact, the winning supplier can be given an incentive in the contract to make improvements to the weaknesses identified in an assessment.

### 5.5.3 Skipping Maturity Levels

Some organizations try to skip to higher maturity levels by implementing measurement, empowerment, or continuous improvement practices without building the infrastructure of practices provided by lower maturity levels of the model. Although skipping levels is tempting, experience indicates that it normally leads to a failed improvement program. In fact, it can actually damage the organization if the workforce builds expectations for changes that are not fully deployed when the program unravels.

Consider a situation where an organization is trying to implement a sophisticated compensation scheme tying bonuses to business results at the team, unit, and organizational levels. If the organization has not established a foundation of equitable compensation, measurable performance objectives, timely performance feedback, and open communication of business results, the scheme risks failure.

Similarly, consider an organization that declares its intention to empower teams. If managers have not developed trust in the capability of the people and the processes they are using, managers will continue to exert control over matters that workgroups believe are under their authority. These situations create frustration and cynicism in the workforce. These problems could have been avoided by first developing the foundation of lower maturity practices required to make the higher maturity practices credible and effective.
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 Skipping levels is counterproductive because each maturity level forms a necessary foundation upon which the next level can be built. The People CMM was designed to develop the supporting foundation needed to ensure that higher level practices could achieve their full impact on improving workforce capability. Processes without the proper foundation fail at the very point they are needed most – when under stress – and they provide no basis for future improvement.

5.5.4 Ignoring Process Areas

Some organizations may want to declare a process area to be non-applicable in their environments. Process areas should not be dropped from concern hastily. In the extreme, this practice can result in dropping process areas that the organization finds difficult to implement, regardless of the implications for other process areas or for the organization’s benefits from their ongoing improvement program. Because these process areas form systems of mutually supporting practices, it is difficult to identify which process area is an obvious candidate for being ignored.

As an example, consider the Competency Integration process area at the Predictable Level. The Competency Integration process area is focused on improving the efficiency and agility of interdependent work by integrating the process abilities of different workforce competencies. An organization might argue that it has only one area of workforce competency and, therefore, Competency Integration is irrelevant to its business practices. However, such organizations often integrate people from their support staffs into workgroups dominated by a single workforce competency. For instance, a marketing person may be integrated with a service delivery group. If these situations are frequent, the collective implementation of practices in Competency Integration may offer substantial improvements in operational costs, productivity, or cycle time.

In general, all process areas should be treated as being relevant to an improvement program unless no appropriate application can be found for the practices of the process area. Such an analysis should consider not only the process area as a stand-alone entity, but should also consider it in terms of other related process areas. The threads that link process areas across maturity levels were presented in Figure 3.6. Ignoring a process area may put the effectiveness of other higher-maturity process areas in its thread at risk by removing critical foundational practices. Similarly, the effectiveness of other process areas at the same maturity level may be affected because a critical component of the system of practices typically installed at that maturity level is missing when a process area is ignored. For example, Competency Analysis is not only essential for supporting the implementation of other Defined Level process areas, such as Workforce Planning, Competency Development, Career Development, and Competency-Based Practices, but it also provides a foundation for practices at higher maturity levels, including Competency-Based Assets and Continuous Capability Improvement. The People CMM is designed as a system of practices, and the integrity of the system is critical to its successful implementation.
5.5.5 Implementing Practices Out of Maturity Level Sequence

Although skipping entire maturity levels will eventually hamper an improvement program, the model does not restrict an organization from implementing a workforce practice at a high maturity level than the level currently being pursued. If the organization believes that it can derive substantial benefit from a practice several levels higher because it addresses immediate needs or problems, then the organization might elect to proceed with implementation. However, the organization must be cautious of the risks introduced by the absence of any foundational practices at lower levels on which the higher maturity practice might have ordinarily been built.

The maturity levels in the People CMM describe characteristic patterns of practices and behaviors. Each level forms a foundation on which an organization can build workforce practices effectively and efficiently at succeeding maturity levels. However, an organization can occasionally benefit from implementing processes described at a higher maturity level even though it has not satisfied all the process areas at a lower maturity level. That is, if practices critical to the performance of the higher maturity practice have not been implemented, then its effectiveness may be at risk. Once the foundation of supporting practices has been laid, a high maturity practice has a much higher likelihood of successful deployment, even if other lower maturity practices are still being implemented.

Even if the foundational practices are in place, a high maturity practice may be at risk if the culture has not evolved sufficiently to provide enduring support for the practice. For instance, practices involving the type of empowerment instituted at Maturity Level 4 may be at risk if the prevailing culture is shaped by trying to implement basic management responsibility and control at Maturity Level 2. For this reason, organizations should be conservative in the number of high maturity practices it introduces out of order. Failed practices cast doubt over the effectiveness of the entire improvement program.

The People CMM should not be interpreted as prohibiting practices or activities from higher maturity levels that the organization finds beneficial. For example, workgroup empowerment practices are not discussed in the People CMM until the Predictable Level, yet organizations at the Initial Level may have implemented self-managed teams for some activities. Similarly, a less mature organization may be able to train its workforce in areas that would correspond to workforce competencies (Defined Level), provide team-based incentives (Predictable Level), or use mentors (Predictable Level). The organization should evaluate the effectiveness of these practices in light of the risks created by and cracks in the foundation of practices that should be implemented to support them.

If the organization sees the opportunity to benefit from a higher maturity practice and can support its performance, then the organization should implement it. However, the ability to implement practices from higher maturity levels does not imply that maturity levels can be skipped without risk. There is risk in implementing practices without the proper foundation.
developed at lower maturity levels. For example, the team-building literature contains many examples of programs to empower teams that failed [Mohrman 95]. These failures often occurred because the foundation in communication skills, participatory culture, and adjustments to compensation practices had not been properly developed. Similarly, many innovative motivational practices fail to work effectively in an environment where there are no objective performance criteria or where basic performance management practices are performed inconsistently. Similarly, rushing to implement skills-based management systems that constitute an implementation of the organization’s workforce competencies at the Defined Level, can prove ineffective when the organization has no history of identifying skill needs for training or selection at the Managed Level.

The maturity framework as represented in the People CMM is a resilient and proven guide for improving an organization’s capability. It must be implemented with common sense and good management judgement. It is intended to be neither exclusive nor exhaustive in guiding improvements to workforce practices. Its guidance needs to be adapted to each organization, but its principles have proven effective over a large range of organizational types and sizes.
6 Using the People CMM

6.1 Uses of the People CMM

The People CMM helps organizations to:

- characterize the maturity of their workforce practices
- guide a program of continuous workforce development
- set priorities for immediate actions
- integrate workforce development with process improvement
- establish a culture of professional excellence

The value of the People CMM is in the way that organizations use it. The People CMM can be applied by an organization in two primary ways:

- as a guide in planning and implementing improvement activities, and
- as a standard for assessing workforce practices.

Since most of the experience gained to date in applying the People CMM has been in the software and information technologies industries, this chapter will present numerous examples from those industries. However, the lessons learned in these industries should be relevant to most other segments of industry and government as well. Since its release in 1995, the People CMM has been used throughout the United States, Canada, Europe, Australia, and India to guide and conduct organizational improvement activities. It has been used world-wide by both small and large commercial organizations, and by government organizations. As of 2001, adoption rates for the People CMM appear to be highest in India, where high turnover and increasing salary pressures are forcing software organizations to address workforce issues. In India, the People
CMM has been referred to as the “weapon of choice against the brain drain.” [Crane 01]. Organizations reported to be using the People CMM in India include American Express, Atos Origin India, CG Smith, Cognizant Technology Solutions, Datamatics, Hughes Software Systems Ltd., i-Flex, IBM Global Services India, Intelligroup, KPMG India, Mastek Limited (IT), Oracle, QAI (India) Ltd., Philips Software Center Ltd., RS Software (India) Ltd., Samsung, Siemens Information Systems Limited, Tata Consultancy Services, Tata Elxsi Ltd. (TEL) and Wipro.

Organizations in North America, Europe, and Australia that have used the People CMM include Lockheed Martin [Miller 00], Boeing [Vu 01, Porter 01], BAE Systems [Chaffee 96], Ericsson [Martín-Vivaldi 99], IBM Global Services [Paulk 01a, Paulk 01b], Novo Nordisk IT A/S (NNIT) [Curtis 00], Citibank, the U.S. Army, and Advanced Information Services Inc. (AIS), the winner of the 1999 IEEE Computer Society Software Process Achievement Award [Paulk 01a, Paulk 01b, Vu 01, Ferguson 99, Seshagiri 00]. According to a recent survey of high-maturity software organizations, more than 40% of the Level 4 and Level 5 organizations, as measured by the Software CMM, are also using the People CMM to support their ongoing efforts in organizational improvement [Paulk 01b].

Humphrey [97a] describes the use of the People CMM in an organizational improvement program. The following section shows how the People CMM can be used to support such an improvement program. It introduces the People CMM as a source of guidelines for improving the capability and readiness of an organization's workforce in the context of the Initiating, Diagnosing, Establishing, Acting, and Learning (IDEAL SM) model for process improvement. It is called the IDEAL Model after the first letters in each of its five phases: Initiating, Diagnosing, Establishing, Acting, and Learning. This chapter presents the IDEAL approach [Gremba 97], provides an introduction to the two ways that organizations can use the People CMM, and discusses issues in implementing a People CMM-based improvement program.

### 6.2 The IDEAL Life Cycle Model for Improvement

The IDEAL model is an organizational improvement model that serves as a roadmap for initiating, planning, and guiding improvement actions. This model for improvement programs is grounded in several years of experience with and lessons learned from software process improvement programs. This model is a life cycle for organizing the phases of an improvement program. The IDEAL model defines a systematic, five-phase, continuous process improvement
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approach, with a concurrent sixth element addressing the project management tasks that span the five phases. Figure 6.1 depicts five phases of the IDEAL life cycle for an improvement program:

- Initiating - establish support and responsibilities for improvement
- Diagnosing - identify the problems to be solved
- Establishing - select and plan specific improvement activities
- Acting - design, pilot, implement, and institutionalize improvements
- Learning - identify improvements in IDEAL-based activities

![Figure 6.1 – The IDEAL\textsuperscript{SM} Model](image)

Figure 6.1 – The IDEAL\textsuperscript{SM} Model
6.3 People CMM as a Guide for Improvement

The People CMM provides guidance for implementing practices in an organization. Two levels of guidance are provided by the People CMM:

1. Maturity levels and process areas within each maturity level provide guidance on a strategy for developing the organization over time.
2. Practices within the process areas provide guidance on practices that the organization can employ to solve explicit problems or shortcomings in its workforce practices.

In providing guidance, the People CMM does not specify the explicit workforce practices to be implemented. Rather, it sets a framework for selecting and tailoring practices to the organization’s history, culture, and environment. There are many professional sources that describe specific methods for workforce practices such as performance management, team building, and training. When implementing workforce practices and activities within an organization, the practices and activities adopted should be tailored to fit the needs and the culture of the organization. As described in Section 4.6, practices in the People CMM are expected model components. While the People CMM describes the practices that an organization that is achieving a set of goals will typically implement, it does not prescribe how they must be implemented in an organization. The culture of the organization, as well as the regional or national culture where the organization is located, should be considered when implementing workforce practices. Studies have shown that performance is higher when practices are congruent with the national culture [Newman 96].

Deploying improved workforce practices can best be accomplished as a component of a change management, or organizational improvement, program. The People CMM does not provide guidance on how to implement the improvement program itself. The People CMM is a roadmap for organizational growth and can be implemented with a model of how to conduct an improvement program. A model for conducting improvement programs, the IDEAL SM model, was presented in Section 6.2.

Besides providing guidance, the People CMM can also be used as a tool to support checking or validating improvement efforts. One way that this can be done is to apply the People CMM as a benchmark to compare against planned workforce practices and activities. AT&T’s prior experiences with the People CMM provide an example of such use. Within AT&T, an internal team was chartered to develop and propose a human resources plan that would address the competency needs of their business. This team was focused on developing an "integrated
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approach to recruiting, developing, and motivating” AT&T staff [Yochum 96]. The People CMM was used as a means of validating their planned efforts.

Another way that the People CMM can be used to guide and check progress of improvements is as a measurement of progress. The People CMM has been used as a key measure of progress in organizations. One example is in the Balanced Scorecard framework [Kaplan 92]. The Balanced Scorecard framework is being applied by AIS to “communicate, implement, and manage the AIS business strategy” [Seshagiri 00]. AIS established five categories of strategic objectives in their Balanced Scorecard framework, including financial or how should the organization appear to its shareholders, customer or how must the organization appear to its customers, employee or how must the organization develop and manage its workforce, internal business process or which business processes must the organization excel at, and learning and growth or how must the organization sustain its ability to change and improve. Aligning each of these five strategic objectives should lead to increased organizational performance, not only against each objective, but also overall. Figure 6.2 shows the strategic alignment of these objectives.

The AIS Balanced Scorecard is shown in Figure 6. 3. Of the five categories of strategic objectives in the AIS Balanced Scorecard, the People CMM has direct impact on three of the five categories: employee, internal business process, and learning and growth. Highlighted portions of this scorecard show impacts of the People CMM in two ways. The first, which is shown circled in this figure, shows the use of results of a comparison or benchmark of organizational practices against the People CMM as a specific measurement of outcomes. The second, shown in italics, shows those components, outcomes and drivers, within the scorecard affected by
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategic Objectives</th>
<th>Strategic Measurements Core Outcomes</th>
<th>Strategic Measurements Performance Drivers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Financial</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistently meet or exceed shareholder expectations for</td>
<td>Employee target ratio of gross revenue to base salary</td>
<td>Designated expenses' target reduction in expense to revenue ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- revenue growth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- profitability</td>
<td>Projects' profitability target</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- return on investment</td>
<td>Increase in shareholder equity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Customer</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistently meet or exceed customer expectations for</td>
<td>Customer responses indicating value &quot;achieved&quot;</td>
<td>Defect-free deliveries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- defect free and on-time delivery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- value for products and services</td>
<td>Statements of Work lost due to not meeting customer time to market goals</td>
<td>On-time or ahead of schedule deliveries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- achieving time-to-market goals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Employee</strong></td>
<td>Employee responses and assessment indicating P-CMM Repeatable Level Key Process Areas fully satisfied</td>
<td>Disciplined, repeatable, and stable work force practices documented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistently meet or exceed employee expectations for</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- compensation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- communication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- work environment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- performance management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- career development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Internal Business Process</strong></td>
<td>Projects with actual effort and schedule less than committed effort and schedule</td>
<td>Projects planned and managed according to their defined process which is an approved tailoring of the AIS organization defined process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projects achieve predictable results for effort, schedule, and defects within known range of AIS organization defined process capability</td>
<td>Components, modules, programs with zero integration test defects</td>
<td>Components with target percent of defects removed before compile and test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineers achieve the highest possible quality in the design, code phases of a component, module or program</td>
<td>New products or product enhancements with documented quality better than its predecessor</td>
<td>Process Improvement Proposals submitted and implemented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Learning and Growth</strong></td>
<td>Engineers achieving training goals</td>
<td>Engineers acquire new skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment in people, process and technology enables achievement of customer, employee, and shareholder satisfaction goals</td>
<td>Engineers align their career goals with company goals</td>
<td>Engineers achieving career plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineers improve productivity continuously</td>
<td>Engineers use the Personal Software Process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 6.3 – AIS Balanced Scorecard*

(Adapted from [Seshagiri 00] with permission)
practices from the People CMM. Resulting outcomes would be employee satisfaction, continual process improvement, and competency growth and alignment between individuals and the organization.

Not only can these impacts be seen in the organizational balanced scorecard framework, but also it can be traced into actions at the individual level to bring about performance to achieve the objectives of the Balanced Scorecard framework. At AIS, the Balanced Scorecard strategic objectives feed into the objectives for each individual in their assigned position. This objective setting begins a performance management cycle by establishing individual accountability in their positions. The performance management cycle is closed when performance is examined and improvement goals and individual performance ratings are identified. When individual development plans are deployed across the organization, these improvement goals will feed into each individual's development plan. Thus, individual's actions are aligned with the organization’s goals to achieve the objectives set in the Balanced Scorecard framework.

The core outcomes in the Employee portion of the AIS Balanced Scorecard shows the use of the People CMM in an assessment setting. The following paragraphs describe the use of the People CMM as the basis for performing organizational assessments.

6.4 People CMM as a Basis for Assessments

The People CMM provides a standard against which the workforce practices of an organization can be assessed. People CMM-based assessments typically fit within the first two phases of the IDEAL life cycle, as follows:

1. Initiating phase
   - Set improvement context within the organization
   - Establish sponsorship for a People CMM-based improvement program
   - Establish People CMM-based improvement infrastructure with responsibility for acting on assessment results

2. Diagnosing phase
   - Appraise the strengths and weaknesses of the organization’s current workforce practices
   - Develop improvement program recommendations and document assessment results
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The People CMM-based Assessment Method [Hefley 98] supports organizations in using the People CMM to guide improvements in their workforce practices. A People CMM-based assessment is only one component of a successful improvement program. It supports organizations in assessing their current people management practices. It is a diagnostic tool designed to achieve the following objectives:

- Identify strengths and weaknesses in workforce practices against a community standard
- Build consensus around the fundamental workforce problems facing the organization
- Prioritize improvement needs so that the organization can concentrate its attention and resources on a vital few improvement actions
- Galvanize the organization to take action on needed improvements immediately following the assessment

Formal organizational assessments using the People CMM as a benchmark have been conducted in India, the United States, Europe, and Australia. Organizations that have used the People CMM to implement improvement typically point to one or more of three major reasons to initiate these efforts:

- The organization wanted to establish a baseline understanding of their workforce practices to enable appropriate improvement or to meet specified organizational goals, such as becoming an “Employer of Choice”.
- The organization needed to cope with the results of an organizational merger, transition, or change in ownership by providing insights into issues such as blended cultures and merged policies, procedures, and processes.
- The organization was working to sustain or accelerate attainment of higher maturity levels (as measured using a CMM focusing on the software or systems domains) via solid workforce practices. This include organizations using the CMM for Software (SW-CMM) [Pauk 95], the Systems Engineering CMM (SE-CMM) [Bate 95], and the CMMI [CMMI 00]. According to a recent survey of high-maturity software organizations, more than 40% of these Level 4 and Level 5 organizations, as measured by the Software CMM, are also using the People CMM [Pauk 01b], although not all of these organizations have yet chosen to engage in a formal People CMM-assessment.

A People CMM-based assessment may be conducted by itself, or jointly with some other assessment of the organization, such as an employee opinion assessment or software process assessment, such as a CMM-Based Appraisal for Internal Process Improvement (CBA IPI) [Dunaway 96]. The assessment team for a People CMM-based assessment typically would include, at a minimum, one SEI-authorized People CMM Lead Assessor, someone who would be
involved in making People CMM-related improvements, and someone from the human resources function. A single person may fill more than one of these roles.

A People CMM-based assessment looks at the workforce practices as actually performed across the organization. The People CMM assessment team determines whether a practice is implemented broadly across the organization and is institutionalized. The assessment team determines whether the goals and intent of each process area have been implemented. However, they need not assess process areas for maturity levels that are clearly beyond the current maturity of the organization.

The results of a People CMM-based assessment are presented as a profile of the organization’s strengths and weaknesses against the process areas of the People CMM. The maturity level of an organization is the lowest maturity level for which all of the process areas have been successfully implemented. When combined with the practices of the People CMM as guidance, the results of the assessment indicate the practices or process areas that the organization should consider when initiating an improvement program.

In the future, the People CMM will help an organization compare the maturity of its workforce practices with the state of the practice across industry. The People CMM will be used as a benchmark through industry-wide data from People CMM-based assessments that are submitted to a common repository, the People CMM Assessment Repository (PCAR). These data will provide an indication of trends in the industry, in addition to providing a benchmark.

Several classes of People CMM-based assessments can be performed. Each class of assessment method is most appropriate for distinct usage scenarios, as shown in Figure 6.4. Key differentiating attributes for assessment classes include:

- Scope of the assessment
- The degree of confidence in the assessment outcomes
- The generation of ratings
- Assessment cost and duration

Organizations select the class and type of assessment appropriate to their needs. An organization that is committed to improvement, but that needs help in identifying improvement actions, may choose to perform a gap analysis, rather than a formal assessment. A People CMM assessment may also be appropriate for such an organization, as it provides the most rigorous examination of
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an organization’s workforce practices and activities and it serves both to diagnose and to build broad buy-in for continual improvement. Questionnaire-based assessments are most appropriate for organizations seeking to identify problem areas to gain support for improvement or for those organizations performing an interim assessment to measure improvement progress. The following paragraphs describe each of these assessment types.

6.4.1 People CMM-Based Assessment Method

In order to measure the capability and maturity of an organization's workforce practices, an appraisal method has been developed for the People CMM. The People CMM-Based assessment method [Hefley 98] was released in 1998, after having been piloted for three years. This method describes the requirements and techniques for performing a People CMM-based assessment. This method is a diagnostic tool that supports, enables, and encourages an organization’s commitment to improving its ability to attract, develop, motivate, organize, and retain the talent needed to steadily improve its organizational capability. The method helps an organization gain insight into its workforce capability by identifying the strengths and weaknesses of its current practices related to the People CMM. The method focuses on identifying improvements that are most beneficial, given an organization’s business goals and current maturity level.

The People CMM Assessment Method was designed to observe seven principles. These principles include:

1. Use of a process reference model, specifically the People CMM
2. Application of a documented assessment method that is compliant with the CMM Appraisal Framework [Masters 95]
3. Establishment of executive management sponsorship for improvement activities, including the assessment
4. Focus the assessment on the organization’s business goals
5. Strict confidentiality and non-attribution for assessment participants
6. Collaborative team approach to the assessment and subsequent improvement actions
7. Focus on follow-up actions for continual improvement
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>People CMM-Based Assessment Method</th>
<th>Joint Assessment</th>
<th>Questionnaire-Based Assessment</th>
<th>Gap Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assessment Type</strong></td>
<td>Class A</td>
<td>Class A</td>
<td>Class B</td>
<td>Class C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Class A</strong></td>
<td>1. Rigorous and in-depth investigation of workforce practices 2. Basis for improvement activities</td>
<td>1. Rigorous and in-depth investigation of practices, both for workforce practices and the process in the joint domain 2. Basis for improvement activities</td>
<td>1. Initial (first-time) 2. Incremental (partial) 3. Self-assessment</td>
<td>1. Initial (first-time) 2. Self-assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Usage Mode</strong></td>
<td>Thorough coverage; strengths and weaknesses for each PA investigated; robustness of method with consistent, repeatable results; provides objective view</td>
<td>Thorough coverage; strengths and weaknesses for each PA investigated across multiple domains; robustness of method with consistent, repeatable results; provides objective view</td>
<td>Organization gains insight into own capability; focuses on areas that need most attention; promotes awareness and buy-in</td>
<td>Organization gains insight into own capability; provides a starting point to focus on areas that need most attention; promotes buy-in and ownership of results through participation in analysis and planning; typically inexpensive; short duration; rapid feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advantages</strong></td>
<td>Demands significant resources</td>
<td>Demands significant resources</td>
<td>Does not emphasize depth of coverage and rigor and cannot be used for maturity level rating</td>
<td>Risk of participant biases influencing results; not enough depth to ensure completeness; does not emphasize rigor and cannot be used for maturity level rating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disadvantages</strong></td>
<td>Executive management of the organization</td>
<td>Executive management of the organization</td>
<td>Any internal manager</td>
<td>Any internal manager sponsoring an improvement effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sponsor</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.4 – Characteristics of People CMM Assessment Classes
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>People CMM-Based Assessment Method</th>
<th>Joint Assessment</th>
<th>Questionnaire-Based Assessment</th>
<th>Gap Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assessment Type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team Size</td>
<td>4-10 persons + assessment team leader</td>
<td>4-10 persons per domain + assessment team leader(s)</td>
<td>1-6 persons + assessment team leader</td>
<td>3-12 (recommended) + facilitator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team Qualifications</td>
<td>Experienced</td>
<td>Experienced</td>
<td>Moderately experienced</td>
<td>Limited experience, except for the facilitator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment Team Leader Requirements</td>
<td>Lead assessor</td>
<td>Lead Assessors</td>
<td>Lead assessor</td>
<td>Person trained in People CMM and method</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.4 – Characteristics of People CMM Assessment Classes (continued)

A formal People CMM assessment is divided into four phases:

1. Preparing phase – preparing for the assessment
2. Surveying phase – conducting the workforce practices survey
3. Assessing phase – conducting the onsite assessment
4. Reporting phase – reporting the assessment results

Figure 6.5 – People CMM Assessment Phases
Each phase of a People CMM assessment includes multiple tasks, which are detailed in the Method Description [Hefley 98]. Although these phases are sequential, tasks included in some phases may overlap with tasks in subsequent phases. A typical schedule of these phases is presented in Figure 6.5. The length of the boxes does not indicate the total time required by the phase, but the calendar time during which the phase will typically occur. For instance, the onsite assessment is designed to take one to two weeks, or longer depending on the scope of the assessment, and these weeks will typically occur beginning in the fourth month after the organization has initiated its assessment preparations.

Only an authorized People CMM lead assessor may lead a formal People CMM assessment. The assessment team is comprised of a SEI-authorized People CMM Lead Assessor and a number of trained assessment team members. A People CMM assessment team should consist of at least four team members (including the lead assessor), and should generally not include more than eight team members. A People CMM assessment is a highly collaborative process among all members of the assessment team. Only team members are involved in evaluating questionnaire responses, reviewing documentation, conducting assessment interviews, consolidating assessment data, developing findings, and rating maturity. The Lead Assessor is responsible for coordinating the process and involving team members in all the assessment activities required for them to fully contribute to the findings and ratings.

A People CMM assessment team must meet specified qualification criteria, which include at least one member must be an SEI-authorized People CMM Lead Assessor, at least one member must be from the organization being assessed, and at least one team member should have substantial experience in human resources management, staffing, or implementing workforce training, policies, and practices. Team members must each have the knowledge, skills, and ability to contribute effectively to assessment activities, including training in the People CMM and the assessment method. Team members are selected so that their combined experience and skills match what is required for the planned assessment.

As each improvement cycle completes, it is important to begin the next cycle with a diagnosis of the organization at that point in time. The IDEAL model recognizes this as the learning phase leads directly into the next diagnosing phase. These recurring diagnoses can serve to measure the progress and organizational learning that has been accomplished, determine the effectiveness of institutionalization of workforce practices, and to identify future improvement needs. The organization’s workforce practices should be reassessed periodically and action plans developed to address the assessment findings. These periodic reassessments should be scheduled to meet organizational business needs, the schedules of its improvement cycle(s), or as needed to ensure
ongoing commitment and involvement in continual improvement. An organization should examine their rationale for performing these reassessments and determine if a formal, rigorous assessment following the People CMM Assessment Method or lighter-weight assessments based on sampling process areas and selected areas of the organization will provide the best insight to support their needs.

6.4.2 Joint Assessments

A People CMM-based assessment can be conducted as a stand-alone assessment, as described in the previous section, or as a joint assessment using other CMMs (SW-CMM [Paulk 95], SE-CMM [Bate 95], or CMM for Software Acquisition (SA-CMM®) [Ferguson 96]).

When a People CMM-based assessment is conducted jointly with another CMM-based assessment, data for the People CMM-based assessment should be gathered separately, since the unit of study is not a project, as it typically is during a process-focused assessment. Because of its content, the People CMM focuses on organizational units such as business units, sections, and departments, and how workforce practices are conducted within these units. Even so, a People CMM-based assessment uses many of the same conventions as a CBA IPI [Dunaway 96]. For example, both assessments are performed by a trained assessment team, both collect initial data using questionnaires, both observe confidentiality regarding non-attribution of the information obtained, and both interview people at different levels of the organization. The results of a People CMM-based assessment might be presented at the same time as those of a process assessment, but they should be presented as a separate analysis of the organization and a separate maturity level rating must be given for the workforce capability of the organization.

6.4.3 Questionnaire-Based Assessments

A questionnaire-based assessment is an alternative assessment method for organizations seeking to gain insight into their capability. A questionnaire-based assessment is less rigorous than a full assessment, as it is based solely on the questionnaire data and does not collect the corroboration of practices from extensive interviews, as is done in a formal assessment. It is best applied as an initial, first time, or incremental (i.e., partial) self-assessment, which allows the organization to focus on areas that need the most attention. Awareness of, and buy-in to, the improvement activities is promoted through participation in the questionnaire process.
Typically, questionnaire or survey participants attend a survey administration session where they receive an explanation of the People CMM and its assessment process. A SEI-authorized Lead Assessor, together with an assessment team member from the organization, conducts the session. The lead assessor or designee delivers a short presentation describing the People CMM, the purpose of the survey, and its role in the assessment process. During this session, questionnaires are administered to participants. Although several options may be offered for completing the survey (such as in a group session, individually outside of a group session, or online), participants typically complete their questionnaires in a group session where assessment team members are available to help them understand the intent of the questions and to provide directions for responding. When they are completed, questionnaires are collected and sent for scoring. Questionnaires and scoring services are available as part of the SEI-authorized assessment kits.

Responses to the People CMM Survey are scored and prepared into summary reports that describe the results for both the individual and the manager questionnaires. These reports provide assessment team members with information about the consistency with which workforce practices are performed and about the major issues related to them. For each question, the report provides both summary statistical data and any written comments related to that question. No rating decisions are made based solely on survey responses.

Responses are analyzed and a summary presentation is delivered to the organization. If the organization is conducting a survey-only assessment, this task will complete its process. The data from the surveys can be used to estimate the results of a full assessment, but they do not constitute a basis for assigning the organization a maturity rating. Those responsible for making improvements will use the results of the surveys to prioritize improvement activities and move into the Establishing phase of the IDEAL model.

6.4.4 Gap Analyses

A gap analysis is an organizational analysis that examines the organization’s workforce activities against a benchmark standard (in this case, the People CMM), and identifies the gaps or shortcomings. This analysis is conducted as a guided workshop, led by a qualified facilitator. A People CMM Lead Assessor or another individual with People CMM knowledge and group facilitation skills would lead participants through this workshop format. The format is a combination of training and organizational self-assessment. It includes both training in the People CMM model and a guided self-evaluation of the organization.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STAFFING</th>
<th>Current State</th>
<th>Proposed Improvements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Responsible individuals plan and coordinate the staffing activities of their units in accordance with documented policies and procedures.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Each unit analyzes its proposed work to determine the effort and skills required.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Individuals and workgroups participate in making commitments for work they will be accountable for performing.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>Each unit documents work commitments that balance its workload with available staff and other required resources.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>Position openings within a unit are analyzed, documented, and approved.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>Position openings within the organization are widely communicated.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>Units with open positions recruit for qualified individuals.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>External recruiting activities by the organization are planned and coordinated with unit requirements.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.6 – Example of a People CMM Gap Analysis Worksheet
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The self-assessment component uses the practices of the People CMM as a benchmark to compare against organizational norms. Current practices are identified and proposed improvements are developed by the team. One example of a template to support this analysis is shown in Figure 6.6. Proposed improvements are reviewed, agreed to, and prioritized by the assessment team. The results of the workshop can be used by an organization as a base line for a People CMM-based improvement program.

Other forms of quick-look, or incremental, Class C assessments could be performed within an organization that is seeking an initial baseline to measure their workforce practices against those of the People CMM. Such light assessments normally require minimal days of effort; are typically based on interviews with management, the human resources function, and workforce; and give only a snapshot of the people-related capabilities of the organization.

6.5 Implementing a People CMM-Based Improvement Program

In the following paragraphs, an approach to conducting a People CMM-based improvement program will be presented through the phases of the IDEAL model.

6.5.1 Planning and Executing an Improvement Project

One of the clearest lessons that we have learned is that successful improvement programs must be run like any other project. That is, they must have plans, their progress must be tracked, and someone must be held accountable for their performance. The IDEAL model presents a proven life cycle that can be used to manage and guide an improvement program in the same way that a standard development life cycle is used within a software development project.

As previously discussed, the first stage of IDEAL is the Initiating phase, wherein executive support is engaged and the infrastructure for improvement is organized. The most common reason for the failure of improvement programs is lack of executive support. Any improvement program should not be initiated until executive support is ensured. The effort often begins with one or more briefings to executives. These briefings should include information about

- the benefits of People CMM-based improvements, such as reduced turnover or departure rates and greater readiness to perform in fast-paced environments
- a description of the proposed responsibilities, effort, and schedule involved in the improvement program
- executive responsibilities under the People CMM and in supporting the improvement program
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Once executive support is ensured, the infrastructure for improvement should be organized. There are several groups that should be created to run the improvement program. The program should be run from an improvement group; process group, such as a software engineering process group (SEPG); or some other entity that reports to line management in the organization. If no such group exists, then one should be created explicitly for making workforce-related improvements.

A core improvement group should report to a Management Steering Committee that oversees and approves the improvement effort. This group should have representation both from line operations and from the human resources function. It should have immediate knowledge of how various workforce-related practices are being performed within the organization and a vision for improving the current practices. The steering group must also have authority to commit some of their own people to improvement activities.

Once executive support and an infrastructure for improvement have been established, the organization then prepares to enter the Diagnostic phase. During this phase, the organization conducts a People CMM-based assessment and develops the findings and recommendations. People CMM-based assessments have been discussed in Section 6.3.

With the assessment results in hand, the organization is ready to enter the Establishing phase. When moving beyond the Initial Level, many organizations have reported that two problems must be addressed. These two problems were:

- Defining their workforce process as an understood system of workforce practices
- Delivering appropriate management and supervisory training to develop skills in their workforce processes

For organizations that have achieved the Managed Level, the improvement team selects, during the Establishing phase, several of the most pressing problems for action and gets the Management Steering Committee to approve this strategic selection. Since the organization can absorb only a limited amount of change at one time, only the most serious problems should be chosen for action.

An action team should then be organized to address identified problem(s). The members of the action team should be chosen to ensure that it contains expertise both in the problem and in the method of solution. For instance, an action team addressing performance management in an organization should have people who understand the criteria against which performance should be measured, how best to work with the workforce in analyzing job performance, the methods of evaluating job performance, what kind of recognition and rewards motivate members of the workforce, and other related topics that are covered in the Performance Management key process area.
One of the first duties of the team is to develop an action plan that addresses planned improvements in their problem area. Developing and tracking such an action plan is one of the distinguishing factors of successful improvement teams. Another success factor is coordinating the plans and activities of the action teams to ensure that they do not degrade the organization’s existing processes or negatively impact other improvements. To ensure that the action team stays on a successful trajectory, the team should be facilitated by someone from the core improvement group.

Once an action team has developed a basic plan for its activities, it launches into the *Acting* phase. The action team should identify best workforce practices that are already being used in the organization and build around them. Additional practices can be identified to implement a new process which complement and build on current best practice. Any proposed workforce practices should be reviewed by the action team with those who are expected to implement them. The core implementation group and the Management Steering Group should continually review the plans, activities, and progress of the action team during this phase.

As described in the Continuous Workforce Innovation process area, the improved practices that have been defined should be tested to ensure that they work as expected before being installed across the organization. After a successful trial has been conducted, then the practices can be implemented across the organization and institutionalized. Institutionalization implies that there is enough infrastructure developed in the organization to ensure that the practices are continually practiced even with the inevitable movement of people to new responsibilities and the assignment of new people.

When an action team has completed implementing practices in its assigned areas of concern, then the organization can complete the IDEAL cycle with the *Learning* phase. In this phase, each action team assesses their lessons learned in developing and implementing their improvements, and the improvement group determines how the process of future improvement efforts can be enhanced. They then begin planning the next implementation of an IDEAL cycle to make the next round of improvements. Since executive support should remain strong if a successful implementation has been completed, the improvement team can begin planning the next People CMM-based assessment.

IDEAL is a repeating cycle that establishes a continuous improvement capability within the organization. The IDEAL cycle is an expanded version of the Shewart-Deming plan-do-check-act improvement cycle. As such, it has much in common with other total quality management improvement activities. The use of IDEAL with workforce improvements implies that many of the same principles that have been used for improving other aspects of organizational life can be used in improving the development of the workforce.
6.5.2 Integrating Maturity-Based Improvement Programs

People CMM-based improvement efforts can be integrated with other maturity-based improvement programs, primarily because they build on the same integral frameworks. The following paragraphs discuss integrating People CMM-based improvements with SW-CMM-based improvement efforts and with CMMI-based improvement efforts.

6.5.2.1 Integrating with SW-CMM-based Improvement

The People CMM applies the essential elements of a capability maturity model to the workforce practices of the organization. Therefore, organizations that have some experience in applying another process-focused CMM, such as the SW-CMM for improving their software development processes, will find the People CMM to be compatible with an improvement philosophy they have already adopted.

Using the SW-CMM and People CMM together in an improvement program begs the question of whether the organization should synchronize its maturity levels on the two models. Maturity growth on one model does not require or restrict maturity growth on the other. However, maturity growth on either model assists or accelerates maturity growth on the other. Experience has shown that applying the People CMM has accelerated other process improvement activities [Porter 01, Vu 01, Tondon 00].

Both models begin at Maturity Level 2 by emphasizing the responsibility of project or unit managers for installing basic discipline in their environments. Creating this basic discipline using either model aids in creating the management attitudes that support growth in the other model. Basic management discipline will enable both the process of developing software or the process of developing the workforce.

At Maturity Level 3, the analysis of knowledge and skills and the determination of core competencies requires an understanding of the work being performed. Thus, it is probably best for an organization to define its software process before it begins defining the knowledge, skills, and process abilities required by the competencies involved in executing its defined organizational set of standard processes. This may be the area of dependency between the two models. Certainly, the concepts of an organization-wide way of performing technical activities and of an organization’s core competencies fit well together, each supporting development in the other. The People CMM activities for defining and developing workforce competencies elaborate and extend the required training program activities described in the SW-CMM.

At Maturity Level 4, the data being generated by the software process provide an excellent source of information on whether the development of knowledge and skills is being effective, and where shortfalls might exist. That is, a mature software process will provide data that can be
used in analyzing the trends that form the core of managing the organization’s competency development and performance alignment. At the same time, the development of high-performance, competency-based teams instills the kind of empowerment and increased employee satisfaction that has been observed in high maturity organizations [Billings 94, Paulk 95, Wigle 99, Yamamura 99].

At Maturity Level 5, both models emphasize establishing continuous improvement as an ordinary process. Both models also seek to engage individuals in making the continuous improvement of their own work a personal objective. Thus, at the Optimizing Level, the models begin to merge in their search for ways to improve performance continuously. At this level, the capability of the process will probably be difficult to distinguish from the capability of the workforce.

Since both the SW-CMM and People CMM share similar underlying philosophies about how to change and mature an organization, it should not be surprising that they support each other at each level of maturity. The challenge for an organization initiating an improvement program that has both SW-CMM and People CMM components is to integrate an improvement strategy that allows improvements guided by one model to help create an environment that supports improvements guided by the other model. At the same time, the organization must always balance the amount of change being undertaken so that the workforce is not inundated with change activities that interfere with conducting the organization’s business. An organization that can balance these tensions and improvement strategies will find that it has a powerful competitive advantage in a well-defined process being executed by a well-prepared and motivated workforce.

6.5.2.2 Integrating with CMMI-based Improvement

The purpose of Capability Maturity Model (CMM®) IntegrationSM is to provide guidance for improving an organization's processes and its ability to manage the development, acquisition, and maintenance of products and services. CMM Integration places proven practices into a structure that helps organizations assess their organizational maturity and process area capability, establish priorities for improvement, and guide the implementation of these improvements.

There are no existing plans to integrate the People CMM into CMMI [CMMI 00], either directly or by extensions. Currently, the CMMs that have been integrated in CMMI all concern behavior performed in projects or on behalf of projects, whereas the People CMM concerns behavior performed continuously throughout the organization. Nevertheless, the People CMM (Version 2) has adopted some of the advances made in the CMMI framework. The People CMM is being produced only in a staged representation. After lengthy review of the literature on programs to improve workforce practices, the authors determined that these programs often fail when workforce practices are not introduced as a system, but rather are deployed in isolation. For
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instance, efforts to install empowered workgroups are likely to fail if compensation practices continue to reward individual performance without recognizing contribution to workgroup performance and success. The staged representation is best suited for integrating practices from various domains into an overall program for improving the capability of the workforce.

People CMM improvement programs can be integrated with improvement programs guided by CMMI. The People CMM’s focus on process abilities in workforce competencies at Maturity Level 3 and quantitative performance management practices at Maturity Level 4 will make integrating these various models much easier. Another area where the models reinforce each other is in the area of support to integrated product and process development (IPPD) teams. Because of its inherent subject matter, the People CMM presents a more detailed model for the evolutionary development of workgroups or teams. CMMI, including the IPPD extensions, and the People CMM both focus on process-based workgroup development at Maturity Level 3. The IPPD extensions to CMMI are each supported by several processes areas in the People CMM as shown in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CMMI Process Area</th>
<th>People CMM Process Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Project Management</td>
<td>Workgroup Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Competency Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Teaming</td>
<td>Communication and Coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Workgroup Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Environment for Integration</td>
<td>Work Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Communication and Coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compensation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Workgroup Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Participatory Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Workforce Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Competency Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Competency-Based Practices</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.7 – People CMM Process Areas that Support the CMMI IPPD Extensions
Part Two — Process Areas of the People Capability Maturity Model

Part Two describes the practices that correspond to each maturity level in the People CMM. It is an elaboration of what is meant by maturity at each level of the People CMM and a guide that can be used for organizational improvement and assessment. For those who want to get a quick sense of the practices, without the rigor that is needed in applying them, an abridgment of the practices is provided in Appendix D.

Each maturity level provides a layer in the foundation for continuous improvement of the organization’s workforce capability. Achieving each level of the maturity model institutionalizes a different component of workforce capability, resulting in an overall increase in the workforce capability of the organization. Each process area comprises a set of goals that, when satisfied, stabilize an important component of workforce capability. Each process area is described in terms of the practices that contribute to satisfying its goals. The practices describe the infrastructure and activities that contribute most to the effective implementation and institutionalization of the process area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process Areas for Maturity Level 2: Managed</th>
<th>107</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Process Areas for Maturity Level 3: Defined</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Areas for Maturity Level 4: Predictable</td>
<td>401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Areas for Maturity Level 5: Optimizing</td>
<td>549</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
People
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The Managed Level — Maturity Level 2

Process Areas at the Managed Level focus on establishing a foundation of basic workforce practices that can be continuously improved to develop the capability of the workforce. This foundation of practices is initially built within units to instill a discipline for managing people and to provide a supportive work environment with adequate work resources. The unit balances work commitments with available resources. Qualified people are recruited, selected, and transitioned into assignments within the unit. Performance objectives are established for the committed work, and performance is periodically discussed to identify actions that can improve it. Individuals develop skill interpersonal communication skills to ensure that work dependencies are coordinated effectively. The knowledge and skills required for performing assignments are identified and appropriate training and development opportunities are provided. The compensation is based on an articulated strategy and is periodically adjusted to ensure equity. The process areas at Maturity Level 2 include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process areas</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Staffing</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication and Coordination</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work Environment</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance Management</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training and Development</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compensation</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Staffing

A process area at Maturity Level 2: Managed

Purpose
The purpose of Staffing is to establish a formal process by which committed work is matched to unit resources and qualified individuals are recruited, selected, and transitioned into assignments.

Description
Staffing is positioned as the primary process area at Level 2 since staffing decisions provide an organization’s greatest opportunities to influence performance. All other practices designed to improve the capability of the workforce must start from the baseline of talent brought into the organization. Few organizational processes are able to demonstrate their potential benefits in organizations that are chronically overworked because of poor staffing practices.

Staffing involves processes related to balancing the workload with available resources, recruiting, selecting among candidates for open positions, entering or leaving the organization, and transitioning into new positions.

Matching committed work to available resources begins with analyzing proposed work to determine the skills and effort required to perform it. Individuals and workgroups then make commitments based on their assessment of the effort and resources required to satisfy commitments. The unit negotiates commitments with affected parties to balance the committed work with the resources available in the unit for performing the work. These commitments are then documented so that they can be used in other business and workforce activities.

Recruiting activities begin when positions are opened. Tasks to be performed by individuals filling these open positions, and the characteristics of candidates who would be capable of performing the tasks, are listed. These open positions are communicated to the unit’s workforce so that they can aid in recruiting and screening qualified
candidates. The openings are also internally posted and communicated to external sources of qualified candidates. Responsible individuals within a unit ensure the unit is active in recruiting to meet its staffing needs. The status of recruiting activities is reviewed periodically. Lessons learned about recruiting approaches and sources are periodically assessed.

A list of qualified candidates is drawn from the results of recruiting efforts. A selection strategy is developed based on the characteristics of the position to be filled. A short list of the most qualified candidates is chosen for further consideration. The skills and experience of the candidates on the short list are thoroughly evaluated against position criteria through reference checks and other methods decided in advance. The rights and dignity of the candidates are respected throughout the selection process. Appropriate individuals in the unit participate in the selection process. Ultimately, the candidate best fitting the position criteria is selected.

The organization coordinates its activities to attract selected candidates. Transition activities are conducted to assist individuals in adjusting to either their new position or to the organization if they are a new hire. The results of the selection process are reviewed and success is measured on a periodic basis.

Outplacement activities involve determining the basis for selecting individuals to be discharged and applying these criteria consistently to all affected employees. The rights and dignity of those discharged from the organization are respected throughout the process. When individuals are discharged for unsatisfactory performance or other valid causes, the reasons are documented and discussed. When individuals voluntarily resign from the organization, the reasons for their resignation are sought and corrective actions are taken, if necessary.
Goals

Goal 1 Individuals or workgroups in each unit are involved in making commitments that balance the unit’s workload with approved staffing.

Goal 2 Candidates are recruited for open positions.

Goal 3 Staffing decisions and work assignments are based on an assessment of work qualifications and other valid criteria.

Goal 4 Individuals are transitioned into and out of positions in an orderly way.

Goal 5 Staffing practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as managed processes.

Commitment to Perform

Commitment 1 The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for conducting its Staffing activities.

Issues typically addressed in the policy include:

1. Staffing activities comply with the business objectives and stated values of the organization.
2. Staffing activities comply with all applicable laws and regulations.
Examples of relevant laws and regulations include the following:

- Requirements to verify the right to work (i.e., citizenship, work permits, etc.)
- Regulations regarding workplace inclusiveness, such as Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) requirements or access for the disabled, such as the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements
- Other regulatory mandates, such as conflict of interest, licensing, or certification
- National, state, and local laws and regulations

3. Individuals or workgroups in each unit are involved in making commitments for the work that they will be held accountable for accomplishing.

4. Workloads are balanced with the staff available to perform the work.

5. Responsibilities for initiating, conducting, and approving all staffing decisions are assigned.

6. Appropriate procedures are defined, documented, and used.

These procedures are intended to define a minimal set of staffing activities. The purpose of these procedures is to keep those in units who are responsible for staffing from having to invent their own procedures. Providing standard procedures is not intended to reduce the flexibility of units to perform staffing activities best suited to their unit’s needs. Using or tailoring standard procedures provides units with the guidance for conducting their staffing activities in compliance with applicable laws, regulations, and organizational policies.

The human resources function or other appropriate professionals should review all such procedures to ensure they

- Are consistent with relevant laws, regulations, and organizational policies
- Respect the rights and dignity of individuals and groups

Staffing procedures are established and maintained for:

- making commitments for work to be accomplished;
- declaring positions to be open;
- documenting open position needs, including identified selection criteria;
recruiting internal and external candidates;
■ announcing the availability of positions;
■ developing a list of qualified candidates;
■ evaluating and selecting the candidate whose skills and other qualifications best fit the identified selection criteria of the open position;
■ conducting background and reference checks;
■ communicating outcomes to candidates, both positive and negative;
■ handling confidential selection information;
■ transitioning selected candidates into their new position;
■ orienting selected candidates to the organization;
■ handling retirements;
■ transferring internal candidates, including releasing them from their current positions;
■ handling voluntary resignation;
■ notifying the workforce about periods for outplacements and resignations;
■ handling job abandonment;
■ discharging individuals for unsatisfactory performance or cause;
■ out-processing and conducting exit interviews with terminating employees;
■ processing workforce reductions and outplacement; and
■ ensuring appropriate distribution, use, and retention of staffing documentation, including granting access to, and ensuring confidentiality of, these staffing data.

7. The rights and dignity of individuals are to be protected during all staffing activities.

8. Reasons for voluntary separation from the organization are identified.

9. Staffing practices and activities comply with relevant laws, regulations and organizational policies.
Commitment 2  
An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for assisting and advising units on Staffing activities and procedures.

Examples of individuals who might assist or advise units on staffing activities and procedures include the following:

- Human resources or other appropriate professionals
- Workload or planning experts
- Resource managers
- Recruiters
- Legal staff
- Trainers

Ability to Perform

Ability 1  
Within each unit, an individual(s) is assigned responsibility and authority for ensuring that Staffing activities are performed.

Examples of individuals who may be assigned responsibility for various Staffing activities include the following:

- A member of the human resources function or other appropriate professionals
- The unit manager or assistant
- A staffing or work allocation committee
- A project or group leader
- An empowered team

Ability 2  
Adequate resources are provided for performing Staffing activities.

1. Documented business plans, budgets, or similar guidance are available that indicate the work to be assigned to each unit and the budget available for staffing to perform the assigned work.
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Staffing

2. Where feasible, experienced individuals who have expertise in Staffing methods and procedures are made available for conducting Staffing activities.

3. Resources to support Staffing activities are made available.

Examples of resources to support Staffing activities include the following:

- Guidelines for estimating workloads
- Templates for job or task descriptions
- Templates for recruiting announcements
- Instruments used in the selection process
- Candidate folders including resumes, recommendations, and correspondence
- Copies of policies such as recruiting travel, relocation, benefits, and transition
- Standard forms for documenting Staffing activities

4. Support for Staffing activities is made available.

Examples of support for Staffing activities include the following:

- Recruiting trips
- Announcements and advertising
- Candidate interview trips
- Finder’s fees
- Time for interviewing and evaluating candidates
- Staff involvement in staffing processes
- Orientation courses and materials

5. Adequate funding is provided for the approved positions within a unit.

Adequate funding for positions involves funding for all components of compensation and any other non-Work Environment-related funding needs.
Ability 3  Individuals performing Staffing activities receive the preparation in methods and procedures needed to perform their responsibilities.

Examples of methods in which individuals may receive training include the following:

- Laws and regulations governing selection and employment
- Position, workload, and task analysis
- Staffing procedures required by organizational policy
- Developing and weighting selection criteria
- Interviewing skills
- Selection techniques and candidate evaluation
- Orienting and transitioning individuals into new positions

Ability 4  Individuals participating in Staffing activities receive appropriate orientation in Staffing practices.

Examples of issues to be imparted through orientation include the following:

- Laws and regulations governing staffing
- Organizational policies governing staffing
- Selection methods and criteria

Practices Performed

Practice 1  Responsible individuals plan and coordinate the staffing activities of their units in accordance with documented policies and procedures.

1. Unit staffing activities are based on the effort and skills required to accomplish the unit’s committed work.

2. Unit staffing activities are planned and tracked.
3. Unit staffing activities are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies and procedures.

4. Unit staffing activities are defined and conducted with the assistance and approval of human resources or other groups with organizational responsibility for staffing practices and activities.

5. Unit staffing activities are reviewed with appropriate levels of management, as required.

**Practice 2**

**Each unit analyzes its proposed work to determine the effort and skills required.**

Examples of sources of a unit’s proposed work include the following:

- The organization’s strategic business plan or objectives
- Divisional or departmental business plans or objectives
- A unit’s approved business plan or objectives
- A project’s statement of work, work breakdown structure, or plan
- Responsibilities allocated to a unit as part of a larger project or organizational undertaking
- Anticipated flow of work
- Standard organization-wide activities
- A documented agreement with higher organizational levels about the type and amount of work to be undertaken

1. A unit’s proposed work is analyzed to determine the types of tasks and effort required to perform them.

Examples of factors to be considered in analyzing workload include the following:

- Length of a workday and workweek
- Regulations and expectations about overtime
- Choices among methods for performing the work
- Primary tasks that constitute the work
- Amount of effort required to perform these tasks
- Cognitive and physical characteristics of these tasks
2. The types of skills needed to perform proposed work are identified.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples of factors this analysis should consider include the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Match of skills to required tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Experience available in needed skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Typical productivity of people at different experience levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Length of time typically required to fill open positions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Performance expectations regarding the proposed work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Practice 3**

**Individuals and workgroups participate in making commitments for work they will be accountable for performing.**

1. Responsible individuals in each unit identify the scope of the proposed work to be performed and the work products or services to be produced, and communicate this information to those who will perform the work.

   The purpose of this practice is to ensure that the people doing the work have a common understanding of the work to be performed and work products to be produced.

2. Individuals are involved in reviewing the work proposed for a unit and, when appropriate, approving the inputs (such as requirements) that initiate the work.

3. Individuals or workgroups are involved in analyzing how work should be allocated within the unit.

4. Individuals or workgroups are involved in estimating the resources, effort, and schedule required to accomplish the work that they have been allocated.

5. Individuals or workgroups negotiate to balance their workload with anticipated resources and time.

6. Individuals or workgroups establish commitments they will be held accountable for meeting.

   A commitment is a pact that is freely assumed, visible, and expected to be kept by all involved.
7. Individuals or workgroups participate in reviewing and approving the work commitments made by the unit.

8. Individuals or workgroups are involved in reviewing progress against commitments and, when necessary, making changes to the commitments regarding their work.

9. Individuals or workgroups participate in replanning committed work that could alter their commitments.

Practice 4 Each unit documents work commitments that balance its workload with available staff and other required resources.

1. Each unit’s committed work incorporates, and is consistent with, the commitments established by individuals or workgroups within the unit.

2. Units make commitments for which they expect to have adequate staffing or other required resources.

Units can make commitments for which their current staffing and other required resources are inadequate, if needed resources have been approved and are expected to be obtained in sufficient time to meet commitments. If a unit makes commitments in the absence of a plan that provides the required staffing or makes available resources in sufficient time to meet the commitments, business and workforce risks should be identified and communicated.

If chronic overtime results from over-committed work, corrective action to reduce excessive overtime should be planned and tracked to closure, unless continuing overtime is acceptable to members of a unit. Even when members of a unit accept or request overtime, the levels of overtime worked should be monitored and corrective action taken.
3. Each unit’s commitments are negotiated with those to whom the unit is accountable.

Examples of those to whom the unit may be accountable include the following:

- Management
- A program or project
- Other units with which the unit shares dependencies
- Internal or external customers

4. If the number and type of staff required to accomplish the committed work are not available, potential position openings are identified.

Refer to Practice 6 for information regarding the analysis, documentation, and approval of potential position openings.

5. If potential positions required for performing proposed work are not opened, commitments are adjusted accordingly.

6. Each unit documents its commitments to form the basis for its staffing, performance management, compensation, and other business or workforce activities.

Practice 5 Individual work assignments are managed to balance committed work among individuals and units.

1. Individual workloads are periodically evaluated to ensure they are balanced, and adjustments are made to individual commitments as needed to improve balance and avoid overload.

2. When an individual’s committed work is nearing completion, opportunities are sought to apply their effort to other business activities in their current unit or in other units.

3. When individuals are responsible for committed work in several units, those to whom their responsibilities report coordinate to:
   - ensure the combined commitments do not create work overload,
   - coordinate expectations for timing of work and results,
   - resolve conflicts among work commitments, and
allocate the responsibilities for workforce activities involving the affected individual(s), as appropriate.

Practice 6  Position openings within a unit are analyzed, documented, and approved.

1. When the committed or proposed work exceeds the unit’s current capacity, the unit proposes to open positions for additional staff.

2. Tasks to be performed by each open position are identified and documented.

3. Characteristics of candidates who are capable of performing the tasks involved in each open position are defined and documented.

Examples of relevant characteristics may include the following:

- Job-related knowledge
- Task-related skills, including the critical skills needed by successful candidates to perform assigned tasks (Critical skills are those skills that, if not performed effectively, could jeopardize the successful performance of assigned tasks.)
- Work habits
- Ability to work in groups or teams
- Development potential within the organization
- Years of relevant experience
- Related accomplishments
- Education, as evidenced by degrees or training certificates
- Willingness to accept the tasks, job characteristics, and work conditions of the position

4. The primary source(s) for filling each open position is determined.

Examples of sources for filling positions may include the following:

- Internal recruiting
- External recruiting
- Temporary or contract staff
- Consultants
5. Position openings are approved according to a documented procedure based on:
   - increased workload,
   - budget,
   - departed staff, or
   - other relevant criteria.

Practice 7  Position openings within the organization are widely communicated.

1. Appropriate mechanisms are selected and used for communicating open positions.

   Communication is intended to be made to those in the relevant population who may have the characteristics of candidates capable of performing the tasks. In some cases, the organization may focus its communications activities because the relevant candidate pool is narrow. Examples of those who may receive focused communication of position openings include the following:
   - Potential candidates with highly-specialized qualifications.
   - Potential candidates for critical positions who have been prepared through succession planning.
     Refer to Practice 8 of the Workforce Planning process area for information regarding succession planning.
   - Potential candidates internal to the organization.

2. Open positions are communicated throughout the organization so that qualified individuals can apply for the opening.

3. Open positions within a unit are regularly communicated to members of the unit so that they can assist in recruiting qualified candidates.

Practice 8  Units with open positions recruit for qualified individuals.

1. The individual(s) responsible for a unit’s staffing activities coordinate actions taken to attract qualified candidates for open positions.

2. Units coordinate requirements for open positions with recruiting resources at the organizational level, if they exist, and the unit’s activities are performed within the recruiting context established by the organization.
Each unit is responsible for meeting its commitments, and therefore is ultimately responsible for filling the positions required to perform committed work. The unit should take an active role in identifying and attracting individuals qualified to fill open positions.

3. Within the context of organizational activities, the unit takes action to use both internal and external mechanisms, as appropriate, to attract qualified individuals.

4. Individuals in a unit are encouraged to identify and attract qualified candidates for open positions, as appropriate.

Practice 9  
**External recruiting activities by the organization are planned and coordinated with unit requirements.**

1. Responsibilities for external recruiting activities are coordinated between the unit and the organization, and recruiting activities are planned.

External recruiting activities can be conducted either by members of the unit or by the organization, depending on the source of candidates being approached. When the organization takes responsibility for approaching a source of candidates, it should represent both current and anticipated needs of units in the organization.
2. Likely sources of candidates who are qualified for open positions are identified.

Examples of sources of likely candidates include the following:

- Universities
- Technical schools
- Trade publications
- Bulletin boards
- Advertisements
- Professional, trade, or honorary societies
- Professional conferences and trade shows
- Minority recruitment sources
- Professional recruiters
- Colleagues
- Other relevant sources

3. Position openings are communicated to external sources through relevant media.

4. A designated individual(s) follows up with external sources to aid in contacting qualified candidates.

5. Interest from qualified candidates is coordinated with units that have open positions.

Practice 10  **A selection process and appropriate selection criteria are defined for each open position.**

1. Selection criteria are defined from:
   - the tasks, job characteristics, and work conditions of the open position,
   - characteristics of candidates who are capable of performing the work responsibilities of the open position,
   - other skill needs of the unit or organization, and
   - other staffing objectives of the organization.
2. Activities for evaluating the qualifications and fitness of each candidate against the selection criteria are defined.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples of activities for evaluating candidates include the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Individual interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Group interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Formal structured interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Presentations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sample tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Reviews of the candidate’s portfolio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Selection center exercises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Biographical/experience inventories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Job-related tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Other appropriate methods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. The selection activities defined are organized into a selection process for the open position.

4. The selection activities and process are reviewed by an appropriate individual from the human resources function to ensure that they respect the rights and dignity of each candidate chosen for further consideration and that they are consistent with all laws, regulations, and organizational policies governing selection decisions.

5. The selection process is communicated to the existing workforce and candidates involved.

**Practice 11**

Each unit, in conjunction with its human resources function, conducts a selection process for each position it intends to fill.

1. A list of candidates for each position is drawn from recruiting activities, maintained throughout the selection process, and retained for future use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples of uses for this retained list include the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Reports of staffing activities required by laws and regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Analyses to determine the most effective sources of candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Analyzing factors influencing recruiting success and failure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. A set of qualified candidates is invited to undergo further evaluation through the selection process.

3. The selection process is performed to generate information regarding candidates’ qualifications and fitness relative to the identified selection criteria for the position.

4. Candidates are provided information regarding the tasks, job characteristics, and work conditions of the position that would help them evaluate their own suitability for the position.

5. The selected candidate’s background and references are checked according to a documented procedure.

6. Appropriate members of the unit participate in the selection process and provide input to the selection decision.

7. Documentation from the selection process is systematically maintained according to a documented procedure.

Issues covered in the procedure might include the following:

- What information will be maintained
- How long documentation will be maintained
- Who has access to the documentation
- How documents may be inspected and challenged
- How documentation security will be maintained
- How the documentation may be used

Practice 12 Positions are offered to the candidate whose skills and other qualifications best fit the open position.

1. The identified selection criteria are consistently applied to all candidates involved in the selection process.
2. All qualified candidates are compared regarding their relative fitness for the open position, and the candidate whose skills and other valid attributes best fit the open position is selected.

Although position-relevant skills are usually the most important criteria for selecting among candidates, other valid criteria may be considered in making a decision. Examples of other valid criteria may include the following:

- Potential learning curve in acquiring critical skills
- Breadth of skills beyond those required by the open position
- Experience within a particular domain of work or market segment
- Likelihood of developing good working relationships with other members of a group or unit
- Orientation to important business objectives
- Potential to grow in the position or organization
- Organizational objectives for shaping the workforce

3. Timely feedback is provided to all candidates regarding the results of the selection process.

**Practice 13**  
The organization acts in a timely manner to attract the selected candidate.

1. The hiring process is designed to respond within sufficient time to attract selected candidates.

2. Within reason and fairness to the existing workforce, the hiring unit attempts to coordinate the arrangements for the position with the attributes and expectations of the selected candidate.

3. Terms of the offer are negotiated with the selected candidate in accordance with the documented policies of the organization.

Usually, the human resources staff handles the terms of the offer. However, those in the hiring unit who are responsible for administering compensation decisions should be a party to these negotiations, since the outcome of these negotiations can create imbalances in the unit’s compensation and benefits profile.
Examples of the terms of the offer that can be negotiated include the following:

- Job level and title
- Salary and benefits
- Probationary period
- Relocation
- Training
- Assignment and tasks
- Office arrangements
- Privileges
- Other appropriate issues

Practice 14  The selected candidate is transitioned into the new position.

1. Responsibilities are assigned for transition activities.

Examples of transition activities include the following:

- Relocation planning
- House-hunting
- Setting up a computing environment
- Preparing an office and required equipment
- Selecting an orientation mentor
- Meeting existing members of the unit
- Orientation to the job
- Orientation to the organization

2. Transition activities are planned and performed.
3. When individuals transition among work assignments within the organization, workforce activities involving them are either completed or transitioned with them, as appropriate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transitions among work assignments may occur within or across units. Examples of workforce activities for which responsibilities must be transitioned appropriately include the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Establishing new work commitments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Recording the results of performance against completed commitments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Orienting to new work activities or a new unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Identifying training needs related to new assignments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Establishing new performance objectives</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Orientation to the organization is provided to the newly assigned individual.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples of information typically presented in an orientation include the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Business objectives and stated values of the organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Company and organizational structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The organization’s business (i.e., the products, software, or services it provides)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Relevant policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Employee benefits and services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Computing and information facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Other appropriate issues</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Orientation to the unit and job responsibilities is provided to the newly assigned individual.

Each newly assigned individual typically receives job orientation through a number of mechanisms during their transition period. These mechanisms can include the following:

- Orientation sessions
- Learning activities
- On-the-job training
- Guidance from people in the unit

Examples of information typically presented in a job orientation include the following:

- Description of initial tasks
- People in the unit
- Ordinary unit processes and procedures
- Job-related knowledge
- Location of resources, such as computing facilities, information sources, and supplies
- Upcoming events and schedules
- Other appropriate issues

**Practice 15**  
Representative members of a unit participate in its staffing activities.

1. Unless their participation in specific staffing activities is inappropriate, members of the unit participate in staffing activities.

The knowledge and experience of individuals in a unit should be incorporated into the unit’s staffing activities and decisions. In some cases, it may be impractical to include all members of a unit in a specific staffing activity; however, representative members should be selected to participate.
Examples of staffing activities in which members of the unit can participate include the following:

- Analyzing tasks
- Identifying characteristics of qualified candidates
- Recruiting
- Referring potential candidates
- Screening potential candidates
- Evaluating qualified candidates
- Making selection decisions
- Checking references
- Attracting selected candidates
- Mentoring or orienting newly assigned individuals
- Other relevant activities

Examples of reasons why it may be inappropriate for some or all members of a unit to participate in specific staffing activities include the following:

- Lack of knowledge required for providing useful input to a specific staffing decision
- Exposure to confidential information
- Protection of privacy
- Security

2. In some cases, members of a unit may be invited to participate in staffing activities based on relevant characteristics.
Examples of relevant characteristics on which members of a unit might be selected to participate in staffing activities include the following:

- Technical experience or expertise
- Organizational tenure
- Membership in appropriate groups
- Knowledge of relevant laws and regulations
- Selection by other members of the unit
- Availability
- Preparation for participating in staffing activities

3. Each unit periodically reviews the status of its staffing activities with all members of the unit.

4. Each unit reviews and documents lessons learned from its staffing activities.

Practice 16  **Workforce reduction and other outplacement activities, when required, are conducted according to the organization’s policies and procedures.**

Examples of reasons for outplacement include the following:

- Workforce reductions
- Workforce restructuring
- Loss of budget or work
- Shifts in skill needs
- Changes in location of facilities

1. The criteria for retaining or releasing individuals are defined in each unit where a workforce reduction or other outplacement activities are planned.
Examples of criteria for retaining or releasing individuals include the following:

- Unit’s activities and workload
- Tasks to be performed
- Job characteristics
- Skill requirements
- Individual performance results

2. The identified criteria are consistently applied to all individuals subject to workforce reductions or other outplacement actions.

3. Workforce reduction and outplacement activities are reviewed to ensure that they respect the rights and dignity of each individual and that they are consistent with all applicable laws (e.g., the Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act, Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA), Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), etc.), regulations, and organizational policies governing staffing and discharge decisions.

4. Workforce reduction and outplacement activities are communicated to those affected.

5. Individuals to be discharged from a unit are made aware of open positions within the organization, when appropriate.
6. The discharge of individuals from the organization is handled according to a documented procedure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples of issues that might be included in the documented procedure include the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Methods for identifying individuals to be discharged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Documentation required to justify or support discharge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Methods for reviewing and approving discharge decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• How individuals will be informed of their discharge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Actions to be taken during the discharge process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Disposition of personal and organizational property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Appropriate access to work premises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Severance package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Outplacement assistance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Communication concerning outplacement(s) is made to individuals or workgroups who might be affected by them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples of information to be communicated concerning outplacement include the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Timing of the outplacement(s) and its extent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Causes for the outplacement, if appropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Support being provided to outplaced individuals, if appropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• In the case of multiple outplacements, the status of whether outplacements will continue or whether they have been completed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8. The secure status of essential individuals the unit or organization intends to retain is reinforced through direct communication.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples of information to be communicated to those not subject to outplacement include the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Statements of job security, where appropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Strong messages of commitment to individuals or workgroups that the unit or organization intends to retain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Practice 17 Discharges for unsatisfactory performance or other valid reasons are conducted according to the organization’s policies and procedures.

1. Individuals are informed of behaviors that could result in discharge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples of reasons for discharge could include the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Unsatisfactory performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Misconduct</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Refer to Practices 10 through 12 of the Performance Management process area for information regarding communication about unsatisfactory performance.

2. Actual behaviors or performance that could result in discharge are documented and discussed with the affected individual.

3. The decision to discharge an individual is reviewed and approved by appropriate managers and the human resources function before action is taken.

4. The discharge of an individual from the organization is handled according to a documented procedure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples of issues that might be included in the procedure include the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Documentation required to justify or support discharge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Methods for reviewing and approving discharge decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• How individuals will be informed of their discharge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Actions to be taken during the discharge process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Disposition of personal and organizational property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Appropriate access to work premises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Severance package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Limits on the information that can be provided about the individual’s former employment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Communication concerning the discharge is made to individuals or workgroups who might be affected by it.
Practice 18  Causes of voluntary resignation from the organization are identified and addressed.

Although voluntary resignation for reasons such as retirement, family move, or caring for family members may not result from organizational or unit problems, other causes, such as poor working conditions, lack of training, lack of career opportunities, unchallenging work, better compensation elsewhere, stress, or work/life balance issues, represent conditions the unit or organization should address to retain the workforce.

1. Cause(s) for voluntary resignation and improvements that could be made to the unit or organization are identified through exit interviews, personal discussions with the departing individual, or through other appropriate means.

2. The departing individual may be offered an opportunity to talk with someone, other than the person to whom they have been responsible, about the causes for their voluntary departure.

Examples of other people that the departing individual might talk with include the following:

- A higher level manager
- A lateral manager
- A representative from the human resources function or another similar group
- An ombudsman
- A senior individual in the departing individual's unit or specialty
- An employee committee
- Someone identified by the departing individual

3. If appropriate, corrective actions are taken that would increase retention.

4. When trends in causes for voluntary resignation at the unit or organization levels can be identified, corrective action should be taken, if possible.
Measurement and Analysis

Measurement 1 Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of Staffing activities.

Examples of measurements include the following:

- Time spent establishing committed work
- Percent of commitments met
- Revisions to commitments
- Number of open positions identified
- Number of qualified candidates contacted through each recruiting source
- Percent of qualified candidates contacted directly by staff rather than through other sources
- Percentage of selected candidates accepting offers
- Cost per hire
- Success of selection methods based on performance at the end of a probationary period
- Demographics of candidates and hires, including factors such as source, age, or diversity
- Time spent on recruiting, selection, and transitioning
- Time from opening a position to filling it
- Percent of unit members involved in staffing activities
- Rate of transitioning individuals into new positions
- Number of people undergoing outplacement
- Cost of outplacement
- Percent of voluntary turnover
- Cost of replacing those who voluntarily resign
Measurement 2  
Unit measures of Staffing activities are collected and maintained.

1. Units collect data as Staffing activities occur.
2. Measurements made to determine the status and performance of Staffing activities are maintained.

Examples of reasons for maintaining measurements of Staffing activities include the following:
- Periodic analysis to determine unit-level trends
- Aggregating data at the organizational level to develop organizational measures
- Analysis to determine organizational trends
- Evaluation of organizational trends

Verifying Implementation

Verification 1  
A responsible individual(s) verifies that Staffing activities are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.

These reviews verify that:
1. Staffing activities comply with the organization’s policies and stated values.
2. Staffing activities comply with all relevant laws and regulations.
3. Staffing activities are performed according to the organization’s documented practices and procedures.
4. Noncompliance issues are handled appropriately.
Verification 2  Executive management periodically reviews the Staffing activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.

These reviews address:

1. Progress in performing staffing activities, including:
   - filling open positions,
   - attracting selected candidates,
   - balancing workload against work commitments, and
   - performing workforce reduction and other outplacement activities.

2. Results from reviews of Staffing practices and activities.

Refer to Verification 1 for information regarding reviews of Staffing activities to ensure adherence to the following:

- Relevant laws and regulations
- Organizational policies, practices, and procedures


4. Trends relevant to future staffing decisions and requirements.

5. Effectiveness of Staffing activities in achieving staffing results.
Communication and Coordination

A process area at Maturity Level 2: Managed

Purpose
The purpose of Communication and Coordination is to establish timely communication across the organization and to ensure that the workforce has the skills to share information and coordinate their activities efficiently.

Description
Communication and Coordination establishes the initial basis for developing and empowering workgroups. This process area establishes a culture for openly sharing information across organizational levels and laterally among dependent units. Increasing the flow of information provides the foundation for a participatory culture and empowered workgroups. A critical attribute of this culture is that individuals can feel confident in raising concerns to management without fear of retribution.

Prior to having the benefit of defined processes, people who work together must have the skills required to coordinate their activities and manage shared dependencies. At higher maturity levels, defining competency-based processes removes some of the burden from individuals for managing dependencies by coordinating the required interactions into defined roles and tasks. Prior to the availability of defined processes, interpersonal communication and coordination skills need to be developed to provide a foundation for the structured development of workgroups at higher levels.

Establishing effective communication begins with communicating the organization’s values, policies, practices, and other significant organizational information to the workforce. In addition to this top-down information, bottom-up communication is stimulated by seeking the opinions of individuals on their working conditions. Lateral communication among units begins by focusing on communication required to accomplish committed work.
In order to reinforce the importance of open communication, the organization establishes formal procedures for raising and resolving concerns. Once raised, these concerns should be tracked to closure by management to reinforce their respect for the knowledge and experience from which these concerns emerge. Eliminating fear of reprisal or retribution establishes respect for individuals as an important component of the culture.

The interpersonal communication skills necessary to maintain effective working relationships are developed. To maintain effective workgroups, interpersonal problems are addressed quickly and meetings are managed to ensure that workgroup time is used most effectively. Individuals identify dependencies in their committed work and establish agreements for aligning their activities. Individuals monitor progress against these dependencies to ensure coordination within their workgroup.

Goals

Goal 1  Information is shared across the organization.

Goal 2  Individuals or groups are able to raise concerns and have them addressed by management.

Goal 3  Individuals and workgroups coordinate their activities to accomplish committed work.

Goal 4  Communication and Coordination practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as managed processes.
Commitment to Perform

Commitment 1  Executive management establishes and communicates a set of values for the organization regarding the development and management of its workforce.

Examples of workforce issues that can be addressed through the organization’s values include the following:

- Implicit and explicit commitments between the organization and its workforce
- Commitment to growing skills and increasing performance
- Philosophy of career development
- Treatment of individuals
- Workforce rights
- Open communication without fear of reprisal
- Emphasis on collaboration and teamwork
- Intent to align individual, workgroup, unit, and organizational performance
- Desired cultural values and attributes
- Conflict or dispute resolution
- Workplace violence
- Respecting the rights and dignity of individuals during the performance of workforce activities
- Workforce diversity issues
- Sensitivity to and respect for diverse cultures within the workforce
- Emphasis on quality of work life (QWL) and work-life balance
- Commitment to continuous improvement of people-related activities
- Social accountability, addressing child and forced labor, health and safety, collective bargaining, discrimination, disciplinary practices, working hours, and compensation [CEPAA 97]
- Other values, as appropriate
Executive management:
1. Documents a set of values to guide people-related behavior in the organization.
2. Publicly endorses the documented values of the organization.
3. Ensures that the values are communicated to all members of the workforce.

Example methods for communicating the values of the organization include the following:
- Public display of the organization’s values statement
- Open discussion of values-related issues through appropriate communications channels
- Inclusion of values in orientation training, management training, and other appropriate training
- Explicitly using and applying the values when performing people-related activities
- Referring to guiding values in explaining decisions
- Other methods, as appropriate

4. Derives policies and procedures for workforce activities from these values.
5. Establishes mechanisms to ensure that all workforce activities comply with the organization’s values.
6. Enforces corrective action when workforce activities do not comply with the values of the organization.
7. Ensures that executive decisions and actions demonstrate consistent support for the organization’s values.

Commitment 2 The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for conducting its Communication and Coordination activities.

Issues typically addressed in the policy include:
1. Relationship of the Communication and Coordination activities to the business objectives, plans, and documented values of the organization.
2. Importance of maintaining an open environment that supports communication flow in all directions.
3. Requirements for periodic communication of organization-wide information to all individuals and workgroups.

4. Requirements for developing communication skills in all individuals and workgroups.

5. Opportunities for raising and resolving concerns.

6. Importance of establishing and meeting commitments involving work dependencies.

7. Importance of ensuring that individuals understand the impact of their communication or interactions and its potential to create a hostile work environment.

In particular, individuals should be familiarized with the types of communication or interactions that could create a hostile work environment for other members of the workforce, especially those related to issues such as harassment, discrimination, equal opportunity, workplace violence, or similar concerns.

8. Communication and Coordination activities comply with relevant laws, regulations, and organizational policies.

Commitment 3 An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for assisting and advising units on Communication and Coordination activities and procedures.

Examples of individuals or groups who might assist and advise on Communication and Coordination activities include the following:

- Human resources or other appropriate professionals
- Employee communications staff
- Training staff
- Organizational development staff
- Technical writing staff
- Public relations staff
- Other communications staff
Ability to Perform

Ability 1  Within each unit, an individual(s) is assigned responsibility and authority for ensuring that Communication and Coordination activities are performed.

Ability 2  Adequate resources are provided for performing Communication and Coordination activities.

1. Experienced individuals with communication or coordination expertise are made available for Communication and Coordination activities.

2. Resources for supporting Communication and Coordination activities are made available.

3. Support for implementing improvements in communication or coordination is made available.

4. Adequate funding to accomplish Communication and Coordination activities is made available.

Ability 3  Individuals responsible for facilitating or improving Communication and Coordination activities receive the preparation needed to perform their responsibilities.
Examples of training related to facilitating or improving communication or coordination include the following:

- Relevant communication or coordination methods
- Facilitating and developing communication skills in others
- Development of interpersonal communication skills
- Dispute arbitration or resolution techniques
- Planning and coordination methods
- Meeting facilitation
- Addressing concerns, grievances or issues
- Planning and executing an organizational communication strategy
- How to use different communication media effectively

Practices Performed

Practice 1  The workforce-related policies and practices of the organization are communicated to the workforce.

1. Individuals and units are informed of policies and practices that affect them.

Examples of people-related policies and practices that should be communicated include the following:

- Hiring policies
- Training and development policies
- Compensation strategies
- Career growth policies
- Promotion and transfer procedures
- Retraining practices
- Procedures for raising a concern
- Performance management practices
2. Whenever people-related policies and practices are changed, the changes are communicated to the workforce.

3. The organization periodically determines whether the workforce is aware of its people-related policies and practices.

4. When misunderstandings of the people-related policies and practices exist, corrective action is taken.

Practice 2 Information about organizational values, events, and conditions is communicated to the workforce on a periodic and event-driven basis.

Examples of information that is to be communicated to the workforce include the following:

- Organizational mission, vision, and strategic objectives
- Business ethics
- The organization’s values
- Business plans and objectives
- Financial results and conditions
- Business performance
- Quality, productivity, cost, or time-to-market results
- Changes in organizational structure or processes
- Notable events

Examples of communication mechanisms include the following:

- Organization-wide meetings
- Staff meetings
- One-on-one meetings
- Bulletin boards
- Electronic mail announcements
- Internal publications
- Newsletters
- Memos
Practice 3  

Information required for performing committed work is shared across affected units in a timely manner.

1. Responsible individuals in each unit:
   - identify the dependencies their committed work has created with other units,
   - agree with responsible individuals in affected units how they will share information,
   - ensure that information needed to perform committed work is shared among affected units in a timely manner,
   - ensure that affected members of their unit are receiving the information they need from sources outside the unit,
   - ensure that affected members of their unit are timely in providing needed information to those in other units, and
   - take corrective action when communication breakdowns occur.

2. When necessary, those to whom dependent units report assist in establishing the communication needed to perform committed work.
Practice 4  Individuals’ opinions on their working conditions are sought on a periodic and event-driven basis.

1. Input is collected on a periodic basis.

   Examples of mechanisms for gathering opinions from individuals include the following:
   - Opinion surveys or organizational climate questionnaires
   - Assessments
   - Interviews with a sample of the workforce
   - Discussions with management, including meetings that allow individuals to skip levels of management or to meet with management representatives, such as an ombudsman
   - Group meetings on concerns
   - Focus groups or advisory boards, comprised of individuals
   - Postmortem project reviews
   - Suggestion boxes or other private means
   - Email or other electronic means
   - Other solicitations for input

2. The receipt of opinions from members of the workforce is acknowledged.

3. Inputs are analyzed and results are prepared according to the topics being studied.

4. Where appropriate, the results of these analyses, decisions based on them, and actions taken are communicated to the workforce.

5. To ensure confidentiality, results are presented so that individuals or groups cannot be identified as the source of information unless they have given their permission to be identified.
Practice 5  Individuals or groups can raise concerns according to a documented procedure.

A concern is an issue, state of affairs, condition, or grievance that an individual or workgroup wants the organization to address and resolve.

1. The procedure typically specifies:
   - how a concern may be raised;
   - requirements for tracking and resolving concerns that have been raised;
   - how responses should be provided regarding a concern;
   - how to conduct and record a meeting, if needed, to discuss possible resolutions of a concern;
   - follow-on activities after problem-solving meetings; and
   - how to raise a concern directly with higher management if it cannot be resolved at a lower level.

2. Individuals or groups may raise a concern to any level of management without fear of reprisal.

3. The resolution of a concern can be appealed to higher management levels.

Practice 6  Activities related to the resolution of a concern are tracked to closure.

1. Responsibilities are assigned for tracking the status of concerns.

2. The status of all open concerns is periodically reviewed by management.

3. When appropriate progress has not been made in resolving a concern, corrective action is taken.
Practice 7 The interpersonal communication skills necessary to establish and maintain effective working relationships within and across workgroups are developed.

Examples of interpersonal skills that support working relationships include the following:

- Interpersonal communication and dynamics
- Active listening skills
- Group communication and dynamics
- Interaction protocols for specific situations
- Problem resolution skills
- Conflict resolution skills
- Negotiation skills
- Multicultural sensitivity and other diversity-related skills.

1. Needs for developing interpersonal skills are identified

Examples of mechanisms through which the need for developing interpersonal skills can be identified include the following:

- Self- or workgroup evaluation
- Observation by manager, workgroup leader, or other responsible individual
- Discussions of performance
- Analysis indicating that an interpersonal skill, such as negotiation, is a critical component for accomplishing an individual’s or workgroup’s committed work

2. Methods for developing or improving interpersonal skills are identified and performed.
Examples of methods for developing or improving interpersonal skills include the following:

- Training or orientation
- Mentoring or coaching
- Facilitated group discussion or workshop

3. When appropriate, individuals are sensitized to cultural issues that would influence interpersonal or workgroup communication styles.

Practice 8  
Interpersonal problems or conflicts that degrade the quality or effectiveness of working relationships are handled appropriately.

Examples of appropriate ways to handle interpersonal problems include the following:

- Improving interpersonal communication skills
- Advising or counseling one or more individuals
- Improving the dynamics of a group
- Using an ombudsman, arbitrator, or facilitator
- Reassigning one or more individuals
- Conducting performance management actions
- Taking disciplinary action

Practice 9  
Individuals and workgroups coordinate their activities to accomplish committed work.

Refer to Practice 3 of the Staffing process area for information regarding making commitments for work that individuals or workgroups will be accountable for performing.

1. Individuals and workgroups participate in making decisions about how to organize and perform their work.
Communication and Coordination

2. Individuals and workgroups organize and perform their work to satisfy their commitments and dependencies.

Refer to the Performance Management process area for information regarding establishing objectives related to committed work against which unit and individual performance can be measured, discussions of performance against these objectives, and enhancements to achieved performance.

Practice 10 Individuals and workgroups monitor and coordinate the dependencies involved in their committed work.

Some work in a unit can be performed independently by individuals because it does not involve dependencies on the work of others in order to satisfy commitments. However, where the work is interdependent, individuals and workgroups should ensure they mutually agree to their commitments in order to coordinate their activities.

1. Committed work at the unit, workgroup, and individual levels is analyzed to identify dependencies.

2. Individuals and workgroups agree on the dependencies created by their committed work.

3. Mutually agreeable mechanisms for coordinating dependent work are established.

4. Agreements for coordinating dependent work are documented.

Work dependencies may take many different forms. Dependencies in work may range from highly repetitive, routine activities to dependencies involving occasional results from large, non-routine undertakings. The means for documenting dependencies can vary widely and should be matched to the characteristics of the dependency.
Examples of appropriate forms of documenting agreements concerning dependencies include the following:

- Plans and schedules
- Defined processes or procedures
- Defined roles
- Job or position descriptions
- Memoranda of understanding
- Contracts
- Defined performance objectives based on committed work

5. Individuals or workgroups communicate in advance when dependencies cannot be met.

6. When necessary, dependencies are revised through mutual agreement among affected parties.

Practice 11  Meetings are conducted to make the most effective use of participants’ time.

1. Guidelines are developed for maximizing meeting efficiency based on the organization’s culture and values, business processes, and the purpose of the meeting.

Examples of topics addressed by meeting guidelines include the following:

- Meeting purpose
- Meeting planning
- Meeting agenda and time management
- Responsibilities and roles of participants
- Attendance size and requirements
- Meeting procedures
- Location and room set-up
- Participation mechanisms
- Practices for tracking action items or issues
2. Meetings are called only if they offer an adequate benefit for the time consumed; otherwise, a more efficient way to accomplish the goal is pursued.

3. To the extent possible, a meeting’s purpose, objectives, and procedures are planned, and an agenda is distributed in advance.

4. Meetings are conducted to maintain focus on accomplishing their original purpose.

5. Meetings are conducted to encourage the participation of all who are able to make a contribution.

6. Actions to be performed following the meeting are assigned and tracked to completion.

Measurement and Analysis

Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of Communication and Coordination activities.
Examples of measurements include the following:

- Use of communication media
- Number of people trained in communication skills
- Number of people trained in meeting management and facilitation skills
- Results from opinion surveys
- Number of interpersonal conflicts handled through formal mechanisms
- Number of concerns raised
- Number of meetings requested for expressing concerns
- Time and effort expended to resolve concerns, grievances, or issues
- Number of dependencies documented
- Percent of commitments completed on time
- Time spent in meetings
- Meeting measures, such as percent of meetings starting and ending on time, and percent of meetings with agendas and with agendas distributed in advance
- Rate at which meeting action items are closed

### Measurement 2

**Unit measures of Communication and Coordination activities are collected and maintained.**

1. Units collect data as Communication and Coordination activities occur.
2. Measurements made to determine the status and performance of Communication and Coordination activities are maintained.

Examples of reasons for maintaining measurements of Communication and Coordination activities include the following:

- Periodic analysis to determine unit-level trends
- Aggregating data at the organizational level to develop organizational measures
- Analysis to determine organizational trends
- Evaluation of organizational trends
Verifying Implementation

Verification 1
A responsible individual(s) verifies that the Communication and Coordination activities are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.

These reviews verify that:

1. Communication and Coordination activities comply with the organization’s policies and stated values.
2. Communication and Coordination activities comply with all relevant laws and regulations.
3. Communication and Coordination activities are performed according to the organization’s documented practices and procedures.
4. Noncompliance issues are handled appropriately.

Verification 2
Executive management periodically reviews the Communication and Coordination activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.

These reviews verify:

1. Progress in the performance of any planned communication activities.
2. Results from reviews of Communication and Coordination practices and activities.

Refer to Verification 1 for information regarding reviews of Communication and Coordination activities to ensure adherence to the following:

- Relevant laws and regulations
- Organizational policies, practices, and procedures

4. Trends related to communication and coordination, including:
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- trends related to communication issues,
- rate at which serious communication problems occur and are being reduced, and
- trends related to concerns raised, including the number of concerns raised and the rate of resolving them.

5. Resolutions of concerns comply with the organization’s documented policies and procedures.

6. Effectiveness of Communication and Coordination activities in achieving effective communication and coordination.
**Work Environment**

*A process area at Maturity Level 2: Managed*

**Purpose**

The purpose of Work Environment is to establish and maintain physical working conditions and to provide resources that allow individuals and workgroups to perform their tasks efficiently and without unnecessary distractions.

**Description**

The work environment must be managed to ensure it supports the committed work of those in the organization. This process area focuses on both the resources provided for performing work, and the physical conditions under which the work is performed. Management must balance expenditures on resources and environment with justifications based on the work being performed. This process area reinforces management’s responsibility to monitor resource needs and environmental conditions that affect the workforce’s ability to perform work efficiently. Management should have plans for mitigating those problems judged to present serious risks to health, safety, of efficiency. Continual interruptions are one of the greatest impediments to efficiency in knowledge-intense environments. While distractions cannot be eliminated, attempts should be made to minimize them.

Establishing an effective work environment begins with identifying the physical environment and resources needed to perform committed work. An appropriate physical environment and personal workspace are provided for individuals and workgroups to perform their assigned responsibilities. Resources needed to perform committed work are made available in a timely manner. Improvements to the effectiveness of the work environment are identified and prioritized. Within reasonable boundaries, high priority improvements are implemented. Environmental conditions that would degrade or endanger the health or safety of the workforce are eliminated. Physical factors that would degrade work efficiency are addressed. Distractions in the work environment are identified and minimized.
Goals

Goal 1  The physical environment and resources needed by the workforce to perform their assignments are made available.

Goal 2  Distractions in the work environment are minimized.

Goal 3  Work Environment practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as managed processes.

Commitment to Perform

Commitment 1  The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for conducting its Work Environment activities.

Issues typically addressed in the policy include:

1. The organization’s work environment is developed to support the business objectives and stated values of the organization.

2. Laws, regulations, and organizational policies governing the work environment are communicated to the workforce, administered, and enforced.

Guidance should be sought from human resources, legal, or other appropriate professionals in interpreting and administering these laws and regulations since they can have serious legal implications.
Examples of laws and regulations include the following:

- Safety-related laws and regulations, including those of safety-related regulatory agencies such as the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
- Local building and fire codes
- Laws and regulations providing access for the physically challenged, such as the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
- Other applicable national, state, or local laws and regulations

3. Adequate space is provided for performing assigned work.

4. Within prudent limits, the resources needed to perform assigned work are identified, prioritized, and made available.

5. Conditions that degrade the work environment are eliminated.

6. Distractions in the work environment are minimized.

7. Work Environment practices and activities comply with relevant laws, regulations, and organizational policies.

Commitment 2 An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for assisting and advising units on work environment-related activities, and for assuming appropriate organizational responsibilities for the physical work environment and work resources.

Examples of individuals or groups who may assist and advise on work environment-related activities, and assume appropriate organizational responsibilities, include the following:

- Committees on work environment conditions
- Management or staff committees
- Physical plant or facilities staff
- Telecommunications staff
- Computing facilities staff
- Financial staff
- Members of the human resources function or other appropriate professionals
Ability to Perform

Ability 1  Within each unit, an individual (s) is assigned responsibility and authority for ensuring that Work Environment activities are performed.

Ability 2  Within prudent limits, adequate resources are provided for performing Work Environment activities, implementing the physical environment and resources necessary to perform assigned work, and making improvements to the work environment.

Prudent limits are those that are determined by management and are based on considerations that might include the following:

- Responsible fiscal policies
- Sound management of the organization’s resources
- Investment priorities
- Resources that would be expected to be available in a professional environment
- Resources that are available in competitors’ environments
- Benchmarks of similar work environments

1. Documented business plans, budgets, or similar guidance are available that indicate the work to be assigned to each unit and the budget available for providing a physical work environment and other work-related resources.
2. Experienced individuals who have expertise in various aspects of the work environment are available for implementing an effective work environment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples of contributions that could be made by those with special skills include the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Designing and implementing effective work environments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Analyzing needed resources for performing assigned work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Analyzing impediments in the work environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Analyzing the potential benefits from automation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Identifying resources that would improve performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Training in laws, regulations, and organizational policies governing the work environment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Adequate budget and resources are made available for implementing the physical environment and work resources that are needed for performing assigned work.

4. Funding to accomplish Work Environment activities is made available.

5. Adequate funding is made available for resources that would improve the work environment.

6. Support for implementing work environment improvements is made available.
Ability 3  The workforce receives the preparation needed to maintain an effective work environment.

Examples of work environment issues to be covered with the workforce include the following:

- Laws, regulations, and organizational policies governing the work environment
- Procedures for handling violations of laws, regulations, and organizational policies; and the responsible individual(s) to which such issues should be reported
- Procedures for reporting problems, acquiring or disposing of equipment, altering a workspace, or similar work environment issues
- Health and safety procedures
- How to use new equipment or workstations

Ability 4  Those responsible for improving the work environment receive the preparation in relevant methods and procedures needed to perform their responsibilities.

Examples of training in methods to improve the work environment include the following:

- Detailed information regarding laws, regulations, and organizational policies governing the work environment and how they are to be interpreted
- Remedies and procedures for handling violations of laws, regulations, organizational policies, and procedures related to the work environment
- Methods for assessing the work environment
- Methods for minimizing or eliminating impediments or distractions in the work environment
- Methods for aiding task performance with technology
Practices Performed

Practice 1

The physical environment and resources required to perform committed work are identified in each unit.

Analysis of the physical environment and work resources can be conducted at the organizational level in conjunction with analysis at the unit level. While many of the resources covered in these practices may be provided at the organizational level, the unit must be involved in comparing space and resources to committed and planned work to ensure that space and resources are adequate for performing the assigned work.

1. Work is analyzed to determine the type of physical environment and resources required to perform it.

Examples of the resources to be considered include the following:

- Individual workspace
- Group workspace
- Meeting space
- Support or production areas
- Telecommuting support
- Support for remote locations
- Storage
- Special characteristics of physical workspaces
- Furniture
- Production equipment
- Communication equipment
- Work materials
- Computers
- Supplies
2. The physical environment and resources needed to perform assigned work are compared to those currently available within the unit to determine unit needs.

3. A responsible individual(s) takes appropriate action to acquire workspace or resources needed to perform assigned work.

Examples of appropriate actions may include the following:

- Preparing budget requests for the needed physical environment or other resources
- Developing cost-benefit justifications for acquiring needed physical environment or other resources
- Coordinating actions needed to implement improvements, including documenting needed improvements, consulting with appropriate subject matter experts, and submitting purchase orders or requests for bids on improvements
- Negotiating with those responsible for managing building or computing facilities, distributing equipment or supplies, or other work environment-related resources

4. If the physical environment or other resources needed cannot be obtained, a responsible individual(s) develops a contingency plan that articulates performance risks and coordinates its implementation with all affected parties.

Practice 2 The physical environment required to perform assigned work is provided.

1. Adequate space is provided for performing assigned work.

Examples of space that could be important for performing assigned work include the following:

- Individual workspaces
- Spaces for group work
- Public spaces, such as conference rooms and meeting spaces
- Specialized workspaces, such as laboratories and training areas
- Support areas for production or storage
2. To the extent possible, the physical environment is designed and organized to support efficient performance of assigned work.

3. To the extent possible, culturally important issues are considered when organizing the physical environment.

4. Characteristics of the physical environment that are important for work performance are adjusted and, if necessary, monitored.

Examples of characteristics of the physical environment that could be important for work performance include the following:

- Security
- Visibility
- Noise
- Voice communication
- Airborne particulates

5. When aspects of an adequate physical environment cannot be provided, a contingency action is implemented.

Practice 3 Individual workspaces provide an adequate personal environment for performing assigned work responsibilities.

Individual workspaces provide:

1. Protected private space where personal effects, work tools, and products can be secured and stored as necessary.

2. Adequate desktop space for using tools and other resources in performing tasks and storing the work products produced.

3. Adequate illumination for performing work.

4. Sufficient isolation and noise protection to support the level of concentration needed to perform individual work.

5. Sufficient space to perform work activities alone or with a limited number of colleagues, as appropriate.
Practice 4  The resources needed to accomplish committed work are made available in a timely manner.

1. Adequate physical and technical resources are provided for performing committed work.

   Examples of physical and technical resources include the following:
   - Office furniture and equipment
   - Lighting
   - Computers, workstations, or other computing equipment
   - Application software (e.g., editors, word processing and document production tools, spreadsheets, and project management tools)
   - Communications technologies, such as telephones, fax machines, modems, and electronic mail facilities
   - Communications and office equipment for remote locations or telecommuting
   - Printing and reproduction equipment
   - Documentation
   - Lab equipment
   - Maintenance on resources
   - Training equipment

2. Specialized resources that would normally be available for performing a specific type of work in most organizations are made available.

   For example, in a software development organization, basic computational technology resources could include the following:
   - Computers, workstations, or other computing equipment
   - Networks
   - Software development tools and environments
   - Project management tools
   - Electronic communications
3. Adequate staff support is provided.

   Examples of staff support resources include the following:
   - Business and administrative support
   - Computer support personnel
   - Technical writing and documentation support
   - Lab technicians
   - Clerical support

4. Resource and staff support needs are planned and provided on a periodic (e.g., annual) and event-driven (e.g., project initiation) basis.

5. When resources cannot be provided on a timely basis or at all, contingency actions are implemented.

Practice 5  **Improvements are made to the work environment that improve work performance.**

1. The work environment is periodically analyzed to identify changes or resources that could improve work performance.

   This analysis could be a component of the analyses performed in Practice 1.

2. Potential improvements to the work environment are prioritized.

   Complying with laws and regulations regarding access for the disabled or physically challenged, such as the Americans with Disabilities Act, may cause a higher priority to be placed on some improvements. Guidance should be sought from the human resources, facilities, legal, or other appropriate professionals in complying with such laws and regulations.

3. Within prudent limits, such as available budget, resources for high priority improvements are made available.

4. When implementing large, pervasive improvements across the workplace, improvements are planned and deployed.
5. When needed, support for or training in the use of newly deployed resources is made available.

Practice 6 Environmental factors that degrade or endanger the health or safety of the workforce are identified and corrected.

1. Responsible individuals maintain awareness of conditions in the work environment that might affect the health or safety of individuals who might be exposed to them.

Examples of individuals who might exercise responsibility for maintaining awareness of work environment conditions include:

- Individuals responsible for buildings, facilities, and other physical resources
- Security staff
- Managers, supervisors, team leaders, and others with supervisory or leadership responsibility
- Individuals designated to monitor specific environmental conditions
- Individuals who conduct periodic inspections of the work environment

2. Responsible individuals report work environment conditions that would degrade or endanger health or safety to individuals who can address them.

Examples of environmental factors that degrade or endanger the health or safety of the workforce include the following:

- Unsafe working conditions
- Inadequate security
- Improper ergonomics
- Exposure to unhealthy substances
- Poor air or water quality
- Excessive stress

3. Responsible individuals identify and implement reasonable accommodations to protect the health or safety of the workforce while corrections are being made.
4. Responsible individuals monitor progress in correcting health or safety-related conditions to ensure they are corrected in a timely manner.

Practice 7  **Physical factors that degrade the effectiveness of the work environment are identified and addressed.**

1. Responsible individuals maintain awareness of the physical factors in the work environment that could degrade the performance of those exposed to these factors.

   Examples of physical factors that could degrade the effectiveness of the work environment include the following:
   - Inadequate office or meeting space
   - Poor lighting
   - Inadequate heating, ventilation, or cooling
   - Unpleasant odors
   - Vibration
   - Excessive noise
   - Crowding

2. Responsible individuals identify and take action to mitigate the effects of physical factors that could degrade the performance of individuals exposed to them.

   Examples of actions that could be taken to mitigate the effects of physical factors in the work environment include the following:
   - Correct the problem
   - Provide resources that reduce the impact of the problem (e.g., fans or heaters for addressing inadequate temperature control)
   - Communicate future intentions that would alleviate the problem (e.g., such as acquiring additional office space to reduce crowding)
   - Make accommodations on an individual basis that allow individuals to make reasonable adjustments that reduce the impact of problems on their personal work

3. Responsible individuals monitor the performance of affected individuals to determine if additional actions need to be taken to mitigate the impact of physical factors.
4. If it is determined that it is not possible to effectively eliminate the impact of a physical factor, alternative mitigation strategies and solutions are pursued.

Practice 8 Sources of frequent interruption or distraction that degrade the effectiveness of the work environment are identified and minimized.

Examples of interruptions or distractions include the following:

- Telephone calls
- Excessive meetings
- Poorly organized work processes
- Unnecessary or excessive administrative tasks
- Work that could be performed by other, more appropriate, individuals
- Excessive socializing

Measurement and Analysis

Measurement 1 Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of Work Environment activities.
Examples of measurements include the following:

- Average area of individual workspaces in the work environment
- Average area of desktop surfaces in individual or group workspaces
- Utilization of shared public spaces, such as conference rooms
- Number of complaints or concerns raised about the work environment
- Number of violations of work environment laws or regulations
- Effectiveness of improvements on performance
- Percent of work affected by time distractions
- Percent of time spent in meetings
- Rate at which physical distractions are corrected
- Investment in work environment improvements

Measurement 2  
Unit measures of Work Environment activities are collected and maintained.

1. Units collect data as Work Environment activities occur.
2. Measurements made to determine the status and performance of Work Environment activities are maintained.

Examples of reasons for maintaining measurements of Work Environment activities include the following:

- Periodic analysis to determine unit-level trends
- Aggregating data at the organizational level to develop organizational measures
- Analysis to determine organizational trends
- Evaluation of organizational trends
Verifying Implementation

Verification 1  A responsible individual(s) verifies that Work Environment activities are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.

These reviews verify that:

1. Work Environment activities comply with the organization’s policies and stated values.
2. Work Environment activities comply with relevant laws and regulations.
3. Conditions in the work environment satisfy all applicable laws, regulations, and organizational policies
4. Improvements in the work environment are deployed in a timely and effective fashion.
5. Severe, especially physical, distractions are handled in a timely manner.
6. Noncompliance issues are handled appropriately.
7. Violations of laws and regulations are handled in a manner consistent with legal requirements.

Verification 2  Executive management periodically reviews the Work Environment activities, status, and results, including improvements to the work environment; and resolves issues.

These reviews verify:

1. Results from reviews of work environment.
2. Status of any violations of applicable laws and regulations.
3. The amount and effectiveness of improvements made in the work environment.
4. Progress in performing Work Environment activities, including installing improvements in the work environment.
5. Results from reviews of Work Environment practices and activities.

Refer to Verification 1 for information regarding reviews of Work Environment activities to ensure adherence to the following:

- Relevant laws and regulations
- Organizational policies, practices, and procedures


7. Trends related to work environment-related issues.

8. Effectiveness of Work Environment activities in achieving work environment results.
Performance Management

A process area at Maturity Level 2: Managed

Purpose

The purpose of Performance Management is to establish objectives related to committed work against which unit and individual performance can be measured, to discuss performance against these objectives, and to continuously enhance performance.

Description

The primary focus of performance management is on continual discussion of work performance to identify ways to improve it. Continual discussion of performance focuses not only on the individual, but also on work processes, resources, and any other issues that can be addressed to improve performance. The discussion of performance occurs in the context of measurable objectives that individuals are trying to achieve in their work. The role of performance appraisal in this orientation is primarily to record the results of performance for use as input to decisions about adjustments to compensation, personal development planning, staffing, promotion, and other workforce activities.

The process of managing performance is initiated by collaboratively defining measurable objectives for unit performance that are based on the unit’s committed work. These unit objectives establish the framework in which individual performance objectives can be defined. Measurable performance objectives are defined for each individual based on their committed work, and are revised as needed. Performance objectives at the unit and individual levels are periodically reviewed to determine their continued relevance, and, if needed, they are revised.

Those responsible for performance feedback have ongoing discussions about the performance of committed work with those they are assigned to review. Continuous discussion of the performance of committed work involves mutual investigation of ways to enhance performance. Those responsible for providing performance feedback maintain an awareness of the performance of individuals and workgroups against their committed work. Accomplishments against performance objectives are periodically documented and discussed.
When they arise, performance problems are discussed and documented. If performance continues to be unsatisfactory, a performance improvement plan is developed and tracked. Employment actions may be taken based on results accomplished against the improvement plan.

Outstanding performance is recognized or rewarded. Reward includes special recognition outside of the compensation system for accomplishments of significant value to the organization. A recognition and reward strategy is developed and communicated to the workforce. As rewards are made, public recognition is provided to reinforce those skills or behaviors that the organization values.

Goals

Goal 1  Unit and individual performance objectives related to committed work are documented.

Goal 2  The performance of committed work is regularly discussed to identify actions that can improve it.

Goal 3  Performance problems are managed.

Goal 4  Outstanding performance is recognized or rewarded.

Goal 5  Performance Management practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as managed processes.
Commitment to Perform

Commitment 1  The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for conducting its Performance Management activities.

Issues typically addressed in the policy include:

1. Performance Management activities serve business objectives and the stated values of the organization.
2. Performance is to be measured against defined objectives related to committed work.
3. The rights and dignity of each individual are respected during the conduct of all Performance Management activities.
4. Performance management information and data are confidential to the individual(s) they concern.
5. Appropriate performance management procedures are defined, documented, and used.

The human resources function or other appropriate professionals should review all such procedures to ensure they

- Are consistent with relevant laws, regulations, and organizational policies
- Respect the rights and dignity of individuals and groups

Performance management procedures are established and maintained for:

- identifying those responsible for providing performance feedback,
- developing measurable performance objectives related to committed work,
- periodically discussing the performance of committed work and possible improvements,
- documenting and discussing accomplishments against performance objectives at least once during the period covered by the objectives,
- resolving disagreements about performance feedback,
- documenting development needs,
handling performance problems,
rewarding outstanding performance, and
ensuring appropriate distribution, use, and retention of performance documentation, including granting access to, and ensuring confidentiality, of these performance data.

Examples of procedural guidance on performance documentation include the following:

- What information should be documented
- How documentation may be used
- How and to whom documentation should be distributed
- Where documentation should be stored
- How long documentation should be retained
- Who has access to the documentation
- How documents may be inspected and challenged
- How documentation is to be kept secure

6. Outstanding performance is recognized and rewarded, when appropriate.

Recognition is accomplished through special acknowledgments made to an individual or group for accomplishments of value to the organization. Rewards are provided through special recognition outside of the compensation system for accomplishments of significant value to the organization. Rewards usually consist of variable amounts of money or other considerations provided to individuals or groups at appropriate times without any prior agreement as to conditions of receipt. Rewards are distinguished from recognition in that rewards typically involve financial considerations.

Recognition and rewards can be made on a periodic (e.g., annual performance awards) or occasional (e.g., project completion) basis. Recognition and rewards are made to reinforce the skills and behaviors that the organization values.
7. Appropriate recognition and reward procedures and guidelines are defined, documented, and used.

The human resources function or other appropriate professionals should review all such procedures or guidelines to ensure they

- Are consistent with relevant laws, regulations, and organizational policies
- Respect the rights and dignity of individuals and groups

Recognition and reward procedures or guidelines are established and maintained for:

- identifying those responsible for recognition and reward activities,
- defining the purposes of recognition and rewards,
- defining the basis for awarding special recognition or making rewards,
- communicating the structure of the recognition and reward system to the workforce,
- recommending an individual or group for recognition or reward,
- determining appropriate recognition and rewards,
- providing recognition and reward information to individuals,
- establishing and maintaining equity in the recognition and rewards system, and
- publicizing recognition and rewards.

8. Performance Management practices and activities comply with relevant laws, regulations, and organizational policies.

Commitment 2 An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for assisting and advising units on Performance Management activities.
Examples of individuals who may assist or advise units on Performance Management activities include the following:

- Human resources or other appropriate professionals
- Resource manager
- Productivity or quality staff
- Legal staff
- Those with expertise in performance improvement techniques

Ability to Perform

Ability 1

Within each unit, an individual(s) is assigned responsibility and authority for ensuring that Performance Management activities are performed.

Examples of individuals who may be assigned responsibility for various Performance Management activities include the following:

- The unit manager or assistant
- A resource manager
- A performance committee
- A project or workgroup leader
- An empowered workgroup
- A committee of peers
- An individual
- A member of the human resources function or other appropriate professionals

Ability 2

Adequate resources are provided for performing Performance Management activities.

1. The organization’s business objectives or plans are available to support setting unit performance objectives.
2. Experienced individuals who have expertise in performance management methods are made available for guidance in these activities.

Examples of expertise in performance management include the following:

- Definition of performance objectives and measurement of performance related to committed work
- Analysis of tasks and performance against committed work
- Productivity and quality improvement methods
- Methods for providing effective feedback
- Methods for handling problem people
- Reward systems
- Laws, regulations, policies, and procedures governing performance management

3. Resources for supporting Performance Management activities are made available.

Examples of resources to support Performance Management activities include the following:

- Repositories of previously defined performance objectives
- Templates with categories for recording performance information
- Templates for capturing developmental needs information
- Examples of documentation for performance problems
- Standard forms for documenting performance management activities

4. Funding to accomplish Performance Management activities is made available.

5. Adequate time is allocated for participating in Performance Management activities.
6. Experienced individuals who have expertise in recognition and reward programs are made available for guiding these activities.

Examples of contributions that could be made by those with special skills include the following:

- Designing and revising a recognition and reward program
- Determining criteria for making rewards
- Participating in recognition and reward decisions

7. Resources to support recognition and reward activities are made available.

Examples of resources to support recognition and reward activities include the following:

- Recognition and reward guidelines
- Repositories of previously defined recognition and reward criteria
- Examples of documentation for recognition and rewards
- Space for recognition announcements in bulletins and other organizational media
- Standard forms for documenting recognition and reward activities

8. Funding to accomplish recognition and reward activities is made available.
Ability 3  Individuals conducting Performance Management activities receive the preparation needed to perform their responsibilities.

1. Individuals responsible for documenting or discussing performance receive the preparation needed to perform their responsibilities.

   Examples of relevant skills in which individuals responsible for documenting or discussing performance feedback are trained include the following:
   - Defining performance objectives related to committed work
   - Evaluating performance against committed work
   - Listening and feedback skills
   - Performance appraisal methods
   - Identifying development needs
   - Handling problem employees
   - Documenting and managing unsatisfactory performance
   - Providing recognition and rewards
   - Laws and regulations governing performance management

2. Those responsible for recognition and reward activities receive the preparation needed to perform their responsibilities.

   Examples of preparation to perform recognition and reward activities include the following:
   - Awareness of, and orientation to, the organization’s recognition and reward system
   - Training in the organization’s recognition and reward practices
   - Understanding guidelines for fairly applying recognition and reward criteria
Ability 4 Individuals who participate in Performance Management activities receive appropriate orientation in Performance Management practices.

Examples of relevant orientation topics regarding performance management include the following:

- Defining objectives related to committed work
- Analyzing task and job performance
- Conducting job performance discussions
- Developing individual capabilities
- Recognizing and rewarding outstanding performance

Practices Performed

Practice 1 Measurable performance objectives based on committed work are established for each unit.

A work commitment is an agreement concerning work to be accomplished. The commitment is made to the responsible individual for whom the work is being performed or to whom the result is being delivered. A performance objective is a measurable attribute or result of work behavior that can be used to evaluate the performance of a unit, workgroup, or individual. Examples of sources for deriving performance objectives include the following:

- An attribute or measure of the work performed to meet a commitment
- The results of the work performed to meet a commitment
- Results or benefits that accrue from meeting a commitment
- A measurable contribution to the work performance of others
- A level of development to be achieved
- Results to be achieved by others for whose performance an individual is accountable
1. The unit’s performance objectives are based on the unit’s committed work. These performance objectives are established and maintained on a schedule that coincides with the schedule on which work commitments are made for the unit.

   Examples of measurable performance objectives based on committed work include the following:
   - Work products to be produced
   - Milestones to be met
   - Quantitative quality targets to be achieved
   - Customer/user satisfaction levels to be achieved
   - Costs to be saved
   - Cycle time to be reduced
   - Increased integration with cooperating units
   - Services to be provided
   - Business to be won

2. The unit’s work commitments are consistent with the business objectives and plans of the organization.

3. All appropriate members of the unit are involved in developing the unit’s performance objectives based on their involvement in making work commitments.

4. The unit’s performance objectives are reviewed with and approved by those to whom the unit is accountable.

5. Approved performance objectives for the unit are documented.

6. Approved performance objectives for the unit are communicated to all members of the unit and relevant stakeholders.

**Practice 2**

The unit’s performance objectives are periodically reviewed as business conditions or work commitments change, and, if necessary, they are revised.

1. Unit performance objectives are periodically reviewed with management or other members of the organization to determine the appropriateness of these objectives to changed business conditions or work commitments.
2. When appropriate, a unit’s performance objectives are revised using appropriate procedures.

3. Revisions to the unit’s performance objectives are documented.

**Practice 3**

Those accountable for the accomplishment of unit performance objectives track and manage unit performance.

This practice involves performance issues at the unit level, rather than at the individual level. The issues to be addressed in this practice involve collective results across individuals that are more appropriately addressed as unit performance, rather than as individual performance.

The remaining practices in this process area focus on individual performance against individual performance objectives.

1. Those responsible for unit performance maintain awareness of unit accomplishments against committed work and other aspects of unit performance.

   Examples of issues to maintain an awareness of include the following:
   - Unit performance against documented unit performance objectives
   - Accomplishment of dependencies shared with other units
   - Impediments to achieving documented unit performance objectives
   - Influence of changing business conditions or work commitments on reprioritizing documented unit performance objectives
   - Need to revise documented unit performance objectives

2. Unit progress against performance objectives is reviewed and discussed with:
   - members of the unit,
   - representatives of other units with which the unit shares performance dependencies, and
   - individual(s) to whom those responsible for unit performance report.
Examples of performance issues to be reviewed and discussed may include the following:

- Unit performance compared with documented objectives
- Coordination of activities and dependencies involved in performing committed work
- Changes in unit performance objectives
- Perceptions of performance by others if these perceptions are relevant to performance objectives

3. Opportunities to enhance unit performance are discussed and improvement actions are identified.

Examples of topics related to performance improvement to be discussed may include the following:

- Opportunities for improvements in processes, tools, or resources
- Knowledge and skills needing development
- Improvements in communication needed to perform committed work
- Improvements in coordination of activities

4. Unsatisfactory performance against unit performance objectives is managed.

This sub-practice is focused on problems in unit performance whose causes can be attributed to factors beyond individual performance problems. Refer to Practices 10, 11, and 12 of the Performance Management process area for information regarding managing unsatisfactory performance at the individual level.

- Impediments to achieving unit performance objectives are identified.
- Corrective actions for improving unit performance are implemented.
- Changes to unit plans or objectives are documented and communicated to all affected parties.
- Corrective actions are tracked.

Practice 4 Performance objectives based on committed work are documented for each individual on a periodic or event-driven basis.
1. Each individual’s performance objectives are drawn, in part, from the performance objectives of their unit.
   - The unit’s performance objectives are allocated to individuals based on their responsibilities.
   - Individuals review these allocated objectives against their committed work before accepting responsibility for them.
   - Issues with any allocated performance objectives are raised and negotiated with the individual(s) responsible for the unit’s performance.
   - When the unit’s performance objectives are revised, each individual’s allocated performance objectives are revised to remain consistent with the unit’s new performance objectives and committed work.

2. The objectives for each individual’s job performance are not in conflict with their unit’s performance objectives.

3. Performance objectives for each individual are drawn from, and are consistent with, their work commitments.

4. Individuals participate in developing their performance objectives.

5. Individuals agree to and approve their performance objectives.

6. Individual performance objectives are documented.

**Practice 5**  
**Performance objectives for each individual are reviewed on a periodic or event-driven basis, and, if necessary, they are revised.**

1. Individual performance objectives are periodically reviewed to determine their appropriateness under changing personal, workgroup, or unit conditions.

2. Performance objectives are reviewed every time personal, workgroup, or unit work commitments are revised.

3. When appropriate, the individual’s performance objectives are revised using the standard procedures employed for defining their performance objectives.

4. Revisions to the individual’s performance objectives are documented.

**Practice 6**  
**Those responsible for performance management activities maintain ongoing communication about the performance of committed work with those whose performance they manage.**
Examples of methods for maintaining communication about the performance of committed work include the following:

- Informal discussions
- Informal performance feedback discussions
- Periodic meetings to review progress
- Periodic meetings to analyze how the performance of assigned responsibilities could be improved
- Periodic meetings to document and discuss accomplishments against performance objectives

1. Various components of work performance are periodically discussed and analyzed.

2. Ways to improve the performance of committed work are periodically discussed and improvement actions are taken.

Refer to Practice 6 of the Training and Development process area for information regarding development discussions with individuals.

Examples of ways to improve the performance of committed work include the following:

- Training in task-related knowledge and skills
- Apprenticing to an experienced individual or group
- Mentoring or coaching
- Improved coordination with other individuals
- Improvements in work environment conditions

Practice 7 Those responsible for managing the performance of others maintain an awareness of accomplishments against performance objectives for each of the individuals whose performance they manage.
Examples of accomplishments to maintain awareness of include the following:

- Performance against documented individual objectives
- Individual contributions to performance against documented objectives for other individuals, their workgroup, or their unit
- Impediments to achieving documented performance objectives
- The influence of changing business conditions or work commitments on reprioritizing documented performance objectives
- The need to revise documented performance objectives

**Practice 8**  
**Potential improvements in process, tools, or resources, which could enhance an individual’s performance of committed work, are identified, and actions are taken to provide them.**

Examples of mechanisms through which improvements that could enhance work performance are identified include the following:

- Ongoing discussion about work performance between individuals and those responsible for managing their performance
- Group discussion of work performance
- Problem solving sessions
- Recommendations by a mentor, coach, or trainer
- Process or work analysis activity
- Management or customer reviews or feedback

**Practice 9**  
The accomplishments of individuals against their performance objectives are documented and discussed on a periodic or event-driven basis according to a documented procedure.

Accomplishments can be documented and discussed on a periodic schedule, such as annually or twice yearly, or on an event-driven basis, such as at the completion of specific committed work (e.g., end of a project). Accomplishments should be documented and discussed at least once during the period defined for a set of documented performance objectives.
Examples of methods for documenting and discussing performance results include the following:

- Performance appraisals
- Peer group evaluations
- 360° reviews
- Performance panel reviews

1. Those responsible for documenting and discussing accomplishments against performance objectives perform these tasks according to a documented procedure.

   The procedure typically specifies:
   - how often accomplishments are reviewed against objectives,
   - how information regarding accomplishments and other aspects of performance are obtained,
   - what performance information is documented,
   - whether and how performance information is reviewed before being discussed,
   - how performance results are discussed with individuals or workgroups,
   - topics that may not be appropriate during a discussion of accomplishments and objectives
   - whether training needs or career options are discussed,
   - how unsatisfactory performance is addressed,
   - how disagreements are resolved,
   - how performance management activities are performed when individuals or those responsible for managing individual’s performance transition, and
   - to whom performance documentation is distributed.

2. The procedure for documenting and discussing accomplishments against performance objectives is communicated to all those affected by it.

3. An agreement is reached about a time for documenting and discussing accomplishments against performance objectives with each individual affected by the procedure.

4. Information about accomplishments against committed work and other aspects of performance is gathered and evaluated.
5. When individuals are responsible for committed work in several units, those to whom their responsibilities report coordinate to ensure that:
   - information about accomplishments against committed work and other aspects of performance is gathered and evaluated, and
   - any overall evaluation of performance incorporates results covering all relevant committed work.

6. If appropriate, performance documentation is reviewed with appropriate individuals prior to discussing it with those whose performance is being discussed.

    Examples of appropriate individuals for reviewing performance documentation include the following:
    - The next higher level of management
    - A representative of the human resources function or other appropriate professionals
    - Those who provided performance information
    - Stakeholders in the performance objectives

7. Accomplishments against committed work and other aspects of performance are discussed.

    Examples of topics related to performance to be discussed may include the following:
    - Individual performance compared with documented objectives
    - Special causes of performance variation, if applicable
    - Opportunities for improvements in processes, tools, or resources
    - Knowledge and skills needing development
    - Development opportunities completed
    - Career options
    - Capability on a number of predefined dimensions as evidenced in performance against objectives, demonstrated application of critical skills, or other relevant dimensions
    - Perceptions of performance by others if these perceptions are relevant to performance objectives
    - Subjective or hard to measure factors such as interpersonal skills
8. If necessary, disagreements about performance results, interpretations, or other performance feedback are discussed and raised to an appropriate entity, such as a higher level of management, the human resources function, or other appropriate professionals.

9. Skills needing development and actions to develop them are discussed.

Refer to Practice 6 of the Training and Development process area for information regarding development discussions with individuals.

10. Unsatisfactory performance is discussed and preparations are made for follow-up actions.

11. Opportunities to enhance performance are discussed and actions are identified.

12. Accomplishments against performance objectives and other results of the performance discussion are documented and maintained in a form consistent with organizational guidance.

13. Performance documentation is used in performing other workforce activities according to a documented procedure.

- Performance documentation is distributed.
- Performance documentation results are used as input in individual workforce practices, where appropriate.

Examples of other workforce practices for which performance documentation provides input include the following:

- Compensation
- Recognition and rewards
- Identification of training and development needs
- Career opportunities
- Promotions
- Disciplinary action
- Outplacement

Practice 10 If performance problems occur, they are discussed with the appropriate individual(s).
Particularly serious problems should be brought to the attention of the human resources function or other appropriate professionals. Their guidance should be followed in handling serious problems, since actions leading to disciplinary sanctions or termination can have legal implications.

1. Performance problems are identified, based on appropriate performance objectives, policies, or other applicable guidelines.

2. A formal discussion concerning the performance problem is held with the individual(s).

3. Agreement is reached on:
   - a statement of the performance problem, and
   - actions or conditions that would resolve the performance problem, if implemented.

4. The results of discussions regarding the performance problem are documented.

5. Actions or results agreed to in the formal discussion concerning the performance problem are monitored.

**Practice 11**

Performance improvement plans are developed for resolving persistent performance problems according to a documented procedure.

Guidance should be sought from human resources or other appropriate professionals in developing, managing, and making decisions based on performance improvement plans.

1. Performance improvement plans address:
   - the performance problem(s) that must be corrected,
   - the actions to be taken to correct the problems,
   - the results that are expected in correcting the problem(s),
   - the frequency for reviewing results against the performance improvement plan,
   - the objectives and criteria that are used in evaluating progress against the performance improvement plan,
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- the minimal acceptable performance for improvement purposes,
- the consequences for failure to improve performance,
- the criteria to be used to evaluate whether a different position or career option should be considered, and
- the maximum duration for the period covered by the performance improvement plan.

2. Performance improvement plans are documented.

3. Individuals agree to their performance improvement plans.

4. The organization provides reasonable resources to assist individuals in improving performance.
Practice 12  Progress against a documented performance improvement plan is periodically evaluated, discussed, and documented.

Guidance should be sought from the human resources function or other appropriate professionals in developing, managing, and making decisions based on comparing the accomplishments to the objectives of a performance improvement plan.

Examples of actions that could be taken as a result of evaluating performance against a performance improvement plan include the following:

• Continuation in current position
• Reassignment to another position
• Development actions
  (Refer to Practices 6 and 7 of the Training and Development process area)
• Discharge
  (Refer to Practice 17 of the Staffing process area)

1. Progress is reviewed periodically throughout the period covered by the performance improvement plan.

2. Progress and discussions regarding the performance improvement plan are documented throughout the period covered by the performance improvement plan.

3. If performance deviates significantly from the objectives in the performance improvement plan, corrective action is discussed.

4. At an appropriate time, the improvement program is terminated, and decisions are made and documented based on performance against the objectives of the performance improvement plan.
Practice 13  Guidelines for recognizing or rewarding outstanding performance are developed and communicated.

Rewards are distinguished from recognition in that rewards typically involve financial considerations. Recognition or rewards can be made on a periodic (e.g., annual performance awards) or occasional (e.g., project completion) basis. Recognition or rewards are made to reinforce the skills and behaviors that the organization values.

1. The organization develops guidelines for providing recognition or rewards in an effort to achieve reasonable consistency across units. These guidelines typically specify:
   - The purposes for which recognition or rewards are offered.
   - What is provided as recognition or rewards.

Examples of purposes for providing recognition or rewards include the following:

- Exceptional individual, group, or unit performance
- Process improvement
- Exceptional quality
- Exceeding objectives
- Accomplishments beyond work assignments
- Outstanding skill development
- Outstanding service to customers
Examples of recognition or rewards include the following:

- Money
- Plaques, trophies, certificates, or citations
- Public recognition
- Time off
- Special perquisites (or perks)
- Special assignments
- Parties or celebrations
- Other meaningful considerations

- The criteria on which recognition or rewards are determined.

Examples of criteria for providing recognition and rewards include the following:

- Exceptional individual, workgroup, or unit performance
- Process improvement
- Project completion
- Exceptional quality
- Exceeds goals
- Accomplishments beyond work assignments
- Outstanding skill development

- That those providing recognition or rewards attempt to make decisions that are consistent with other recognition and reward activities in the organization.

- Responsibilities in recommending, approving, and administering recognition or rewards.

- How each recognition or reward is documented.

2. The guidelines for providing recognition or rewards are consistent with the organization’s compensation strategy and practices.

Refer to the Compensation process area for information regarding compensation strategy and administration.
3. Guidelines for providing recognition and rewards are communicated.

Examples of information that should be communicated about these guidelines include the following:

- The different types of recognition or rewards that can be provided
- The method for recommending an individual or group for recognition or reward
- The method and criteria through which recognition or rewards are determined

Practice 14  Recognition or rewards are made on an appropriate basis as events occur that justify special attention.

1. Recognition or rewards are determined according to established guidelines.

2. Recognition or rewards are provided close in time to the performance for which they are awarded.

3. Recognition and rewards are presented to individuals or groups in a way that conveys the organization’s appreciation.

4. When appropriate, recognition and rewards are made known to others in the organization in a way that highlights the behaviors or results that the organization values.
Measurement and Analysis

Measurement 1  Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of Performance Management activities.

Examples of measurements include the following:

- Percent of accomplished performance objectives at unit and individual levels
- Rate of change in performance objectives during the performance period at unit and individual levels
- Profile of performance across unit objectives
- Profile of performance across individual objectives
- Trends in development needs identified in discussing performance
- Percent of the workforce with performance problems
- Progress against performance improvement plans
- Time spent on performance management activities
- Number of individuals or groups whose outstanding performance was recognized
- Number and size of rewards
- Time from proposing a recognition or reward until it is received
Measurement 2  Unit measures of Performance Management activities are collected and maintained.

1. Units collect data as performance management activities occur.
2. Measurements made to determine the status and performance of performance management activities are maintained.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples of reasons for maintaining measurements of performance management activities include the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Periodic analysis of performance data to identify trends.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Periodic analysis of data comparing performance results to work commitments to identify trends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Periodic analysis to determine unit-level trends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Aggregating data at the organizational level to develop organizational measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Analysis to determine organizational trends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Evaluation of organizational trends</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Verifying Implementation

Verification 1  A responsible individual(s) verifies that the Performance Management activities are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.

These reviews verify that:

1. Performance Management activities comply with the organization’s policies and stated values.
2. Performance Management activities comply with relevant laws and regulations.
3. Performance Management activities are performed according to the organization’s documented practices and procedures.

4. Actions related to the development and implementation of performance improvement plans are periodically reviewed to ensure that they conform to documented policies.

5. Actions related to recognition and reward are periodically reviewed to ensure that they conform to documented policies and guidelines and to evaluate consistency across units.

6. Noncompliance issues are handled appropriately.

Verification 2

Executive management periodically reviews the Performance Management activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.

These reviews verify:

1. Appropriateness of performance objectives defined at the unit level.

2. Status of performance problems and improvement plans.

3. Progress in performing Performance Management activities.

4. Results from reviews of Performance Management practices and activities.

Refer to Verification 1 for information regarding reviews of Performance Management activities to ensure adherence to the following:

- Relevant laws and regulations
- Organizational policies, practices, and procedures

5. Status of resolution of noncompliance issues.


7. Effectiveness of the performance management activities in enhancing performance.
Training and Development

A process area at Maturity Level 2: Managed

Purpose

The purpose of Training and Development is to ensure that all individuals have the skills required to perform their assignments and are provided relevant development opportunities.

Description

The primary focus of Training and Development is on removing the gap between the current skills of each individual and the skills required to perform their assignments. Once individuals have the necessary skills to perform current assignments, they may focus their development activities on other objectives.

Each unit identifies the critical skills required for each individual to successfully perform their assigned tasks. Critical skills are those that, if not performed effectively, could jeopardize the successful performance of these assigned tasks. Training needs related to these critical skills are identified for each individual. Then, each unit develops a training plan based on the training needs identified for each individual within the unit. Training in critical skills is delivered in a timely manner and is tracked against the unit’s training plan.

The primary focus of Training and Development is on removing the gap between the current skills of each individual and the skills required to perform their assignments. After these primary needs are addressed, other development objectives can be pursued. Development discussions are held regularly to ensure each individual recognizes the organization’s interest in their professional development. These development discussions are held to discuss training needs, as well as potential next assignments, career options, and other development interests. Training and development opportunities are identified for each individual that support their individual development objectives.

Since resources and opportunities are limited in many circumstances, training and development activities should be prioritized for each...
Training in the critical skills required to perform an individual’s assigned work should take precedence over training that supports their development interests. When individuals have addressed their needs for training in critical skills, their available training time and resources can be used to pursue training or other development activities that provide preparation for future assignments, career options, or other development interests. Thus, the training and development activities identified for individuals within the scope of available time and resources may not satisfy all of their development objectives.

**Goals**

**Goal 1** 
**Goal 2** 
**Goal 3**

**Commitment to Perform**

**Commitment 1**

The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for conducting its Training and Development activities.

Issues typically addressed in the policy include:

1. Training and development activities serve the business objectives and stated values of the organization.
2. Training requirements for critical skills required to perform assigned work are identified.

3. Training to support the performance of assigned responsibilities is timely.

4. Training and development opportunities are provided to support individual development needs.

5. Training time is allocated for each individual.

6. Training and Development practices and activities comply with relevant laws, regulations, and organizational policies.

Commitment 2

An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for assisting and advising units on Training and Development activities and procedures.

Examples of individuals who might assist or advise units on Training and Development activities include the following:

- Members of the training or development functions
- Instructional designers
- Members of the human resources function or other appropriate professionals
- Appropriate managers or other appropriate personnel

Ability to Perform

Ability 1

Within each unit, an individual(s) is assigned responsibility and authority for ensuring that Training and Development activities are performed.
Examples of individuals who might be assigned responsibility for various Training and Development activities include the following:

- The unit manager or assistant
- A training coordinator or committee
- A project or group leader
- An empowered team
- A member of the human resources function or other appropriate professional

### Ability 2

Adequate resources are provided for performing Training and Development activities.

1. When feasible, experienced individuals who have expertise in training and development methods are made available for conducting Training and Development activities.

Examples of contributions that could be made by those with special skills include the following:

- Assisting in analyzing critical skills
- Providing knowledge of sources for relevant training or development opportunities
- Applying instructional design principles
- Conducting in-house training
- Evaluating mastery of learning, transfer of learned skills to the workplace, and return on investments in training
2. Resources for supporting Training and Development activities are made available.

Examples of resources for supporting Training and Development include the following:

- Templates for critical skills or training needs analysis
- Skill inventories
- Job aids
- Training roadmaps
- Lists of training or development opportunities available
- Resources for in-house training and development
- Workstations and training software
- Software and materials for developing training

3. Support for implementing Training and Development activities is made available.

Examples of implementation support include the following:

- Training materials
- Guided self-study or independent study materials
- Distance learning
- Development or procurement of training
- Delivery of training
- Training facilities and equipment
- Instructor certification (i.e., train the trainer)
- Evaluation of the quality and effectiveness of the training
- Maintenance of training records
4. When required, adequate facilities are made available for on-site training.

Example characteristics of adequate training facilities include the following:

- Freedom from distractions such as noise, unpleasant temperatures, and interruptions
- Separation from the actual work environment
- Sufficient space for student functions and exercises
- Ability to simulate actual working conditions when appropriate
- Physical resources as needed to support training, such as computers, overhead projectors, flip charts, and white boards

5. Resources are made available to support the accomplishment of each unit’s training plan.

6. Funding to accomplish training and development activities is made available.

**Ability 3**  
*Training time is made available to each individual according to the organization’s training policy.*

Examples of methods to determine the amount of training time to be allocated to each individual include the following:

- Standard number of days of training that each individual should receive during a chosen time period (usually per year)
- Existing level of skill
- Time needed to acquire the critical skills required by an individual’s current assignment
- Time required to develop a skill
- Time required to achieve a given proficiency level in actual working conditions
- Time needed to prepare for potential future assignments
Ability 4  Individuals performing Training and Development activities receive the preparation needed to perform their responsibilities.

1. Individuals responsible for identifying training and development needs receive the preparation needed to perform their responsibilities.

   Examples of relevant methods for identifying training and development needs in which individuals are prepared include the following:

   - Analyzing critical skills
   - Discussing potential next assignments, career options, and other development interests
   - Identifying training needs
   - Identifying training and development resources
   - Developing and tracking unit training plans

2. Individuals who develop or provide training have the necessary training or experience required to perform their responsibilities.

Practices Performed

Practice 1  In each unit, the critical skills required for performing each individual’s assigned tasks are identified.

Refer to Practice 2 of the Staffing process area for information regarding identification of the skills needed to perform work.
1. The tasks involved in performing each individual’s assigned work are identified.

Work should be analyzed to identify tasks that could jeopardize the successful performance of the assignment if these tasks are not performed well according to the task-related criteria. Examples of task-related criteria include the following:

- Accuracy
- Speed
- Synchronization with other tasks

2. The critical skills needed by each individual to perform their assigned tasks are identified.

Critical skills are those that, if not performed effectively, could jeopardize the successful performance of assigned tasks. Examples of critical skills include the ability to:

- Execute specific procedures
- Perform tasks within specific time limits
- Perform tasks to defined accuracy
- Use equipment safely and effectively
- Follow instructions
- Interpret information
- Organize actions, material, or people
3. Communication skills required to perform assigned tasks are identified and included among critical skills.

Examples of communication skills include the following:
- Literacy in one or more of the languages used in the organization
- Knowledge of local jargon or technical terms
- Situational communication protocols
- Oral presentation skills
- Negotiating skills
- Writing skills
- Ability to use communication media

4. The critical skills needed by an individual are updated each time there is a significant change in their assigned tasks.

**Practice 2**  
**Training needed in critical skills is identified for each individual.**

1. The knowledge and skills of each individual are evaluated against the critical skills needed to perform their assigned tasks to determine if training is needed.

Examples of methods for evaluating training needs include the following:
- Individual’s personal assessment
- Individual’s previous experience
- Performance feedback sessions and reviews
- Assessment centers
- Tests
- Training records

2. Prior to undertaking a new assignment, an individual’s knowledge and skills are assessed against the critical skills required for the new assignment to determine if training in these skills is needed.
3. The critical skill needs of each individual in a unit are identified as the gap between the skills possessed by the individual and the critical skills needed to perform the tasks assigned to them.

If the identification of needed knowledge and skills is made independently by a responsible individual, it should always be discussed, and modified as appropriate, during formal or informal performance feedback or development discussions with each individual.

4. The types of training needed by each individual to develop the critical skills needed to perform assigned tasks are identified.

5. If the critical skills required by assigned tasks change, an individual’s training needs are re-evaluated.

Practice 3 Each unit develops and maintains a plan for satisfying its training needs.

The training needs of a unit consist of the aggregated training needs of the individuals and workgroups within the unit. Each unit’s training plan consists of the training activities identified for each individual or workgroup in the unit.

The unit’s training plan typically specifies:

1. Training needed by each individual or workgroup to perform their assigned responsibilities.

2. Training to be provided to individuals or workgroups to support their development interests.

3. The schedule for when training is to be provided.
4. How this training is to be provided.

Examples of methods for delivering training include the following:

- Classroom instruction
- Apprenticeship or mentoring programs
- Job rotation
- On-the-job training
- Cross-training positions
- Seminars and tutorials
- Conferences and workshops
- Local college and university courses
- Computer-aided instruction
- Videotapes
- Directed self-study courses

5. How coordination with other groups that are involved with training is to be accomplished.

Examples of other groups that are involved with training may include the following:

- Process or improvement group
- Corporate training group
- External training providers
- Local colleges and universities
Practice 4 Individuals or groups receive timely training needed to perform their assigned tasks.

1. Training alternatives are evaluated to determine which provides the most effective mechanism for developing the required knowledge and skills.

   Examples of training alternatives include the following:
   - Classroom training
   - Distance learning
   - Mentoring
   - Apprenticeships
   - Self-paced learning courses

   Training alternatives may be available from a number of sources. Examples of these sources include the following:
   - The unit
   - Internal training organizations
   - External training providers
   - Local colleges and universities

2. Training content is evaluated to ensure that it covers all the knowledge and skills needed by the individual or group to perform their assigned responsibilities.

3. Training is scheduled to provide knowledge and skills for timely application in performing assigned tasks.

4. Individuals and groups provide feedback on the quality and usefulness of the training they receive.

Practice 5 Training is tracked against the unit’s training plan.

1. The unit’s training activities are routinely reviewed against its training plan.

2. When training activities performed deviate significantly from the plan, corrective action is taken.

3. Completion of training activities is documented for each individual.
Practice 6  

A development discussion is held periodically with each individual.

Development needs and interests may be discussed with individuals on a continuing basis; however, at a minimum, individuals should be offered an opportunity to hold a formal development discussion at least once during each period covered by the formal recording of performance results. Development discussions can be conducted:

- As part of ongoing performance feedback. Refer to Practice 6 of the Performance Management process area for information regarding maintaining ongoing communication about performance.
- In conjunction with or subsequent to providing formal performance feedback. Refer to Practice 9 of the Performance Management process area for information regarding formal performance feedback.

1. The knowledge and skills needed to enhance performance in current and future assignments are identified and discussed.

Information about knowledge and skills needing development can come from the following:

- Evidence from current performance
- Changing requirements of the current assignment
- Anticipated future assignments
- Individual desire to know more in an area relevant to the organization
- Recommendations from others
- Individual desire for reassignment or advancement

2. Potential future assignments, career options, and other development interests are discussed.

3. Development activities to enhance knowledge and skills, and to prepare for future assignments and career options, are identified.
4. When training time can be allotted to support preparation for future assignments, career options, and other development interests, objectives for each individual’s development are established.

*Individual development objectives* represent a combination of development needs to enhance knowledge and skills and to prepare for future assignments and career options. Individual development objectives at the Managed Level are less formal than those objectives documented in personal development plans that will be established in the Career Development process area at the Defined Level.

Individual development objectives are organized primarily around the career interests of the individual, since the organization may not be able to offer input or guidance from well-defined career paths or competency descriptions. Input for individual development objectives can be drawn from the following:

- Needs for development of critical skills
- Changes in work or responsibilities
- Potential next assignments
- Career options
- Other development interests
Practice 7

Relevant development opportunities are made available to support individuals in accomplishing their individual development objectives.

If an individual has the critical skills required to perform their committed work, then their allocated training time may be used to pursue development objectives relative to potential future assignments or other development objectives. Consequently, the scope of relevant learning experiences may be large and choices should be matched to an individual's level of skill and experience. Appropriate development opportunities can be made available following a development discussion or on other occasions by supervisors or other responsible individuals. Examples of development opportunities include the following:

- Courses
- Degree or certification programs
- Mentors or coaches
- Special temporary assignments
- Position or role assignments

1. Responsible individuals assist individuals in identifying development opportunities that would support their individual development objectives.

2. When possible, relevant opportunities are sought for assigning work or exposing individuals to experiences that support their individual development objectives.

Practice 8

Individuals pursue development activities that support their individual development objectives.

1. Time to pursue development opportunities is coordinated with committed work and other relevant schedules.

2. Development opportunities are accomplished according to identified objectives for each individual’s objectives.

3. The accomplishment of development opportunities is tracked to ensure they are timely with respect to an individual’s development objectives.

4. The impact and results of completed development activities are discussed to determine if adjustments to individual development objectives are needed.
5. The results of development activities are documented and used as input to performance management, staffing, promotion, compensation, and other workforce activities as appropriate.

Measurement and Analysis

Measurement 1  Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of Training and Development activities.

Examples of measurements include the following:

- Amount of training provided
- Rate of training against stated training needs
- Timeliness of training
- Cost of training
- Retention of trained skills
- Improvements in learned skills
- Application of learned skills or behaviors in job performance
- Quality of training as rated in student evaluations
- Frequency of development discussions
- Number and type of development opportunities arranged

Measurement 2  Unit measures of Training and Development activities are collected and maintained.

1. Units collect data as Training and Development activities occur.

2. Measurements made to determine the status and performance of Training and Development activities are maintained.
Examples of reasons for maintaining measurements of Training and Development activities include the following:

- Periodic analysis to determine unit-level trends
- Aggregating data at the organizational level to develop organizational measures
- Analysis to determine organizational trends
- Evaluation of organizational trends

Verifying Implementation

**Verification 1**

A responsible individual(s) verifies that Training and Development activities are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.

These reviews verify that:

1. Training and Development activities comply with the organization’s policies and stated values.
2. Training and Development activities comply with relevant laws and regulations.
3. Training and Development activities are performed according to the organization’s documented practices and procedures.
4. Training and Development activities are performed according to the unit’s plans and selected methods.
5. All actions related to the development and implementation of training plans are periodically reviewed to ensure they conform to documented policies.
6. Noncompliance issues are handled appropriately.
Training and Development

Verification 2

Executive management periodically reviews the Training and Development activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.

These reviews verify:

1. The amount and effectiveness of the training provided.
2. Progress in performing planned Training and Development activities.
3. Results from reviews of Training and Development practices and activities.

Refer to Verification 1 for information regarding reviews of Training and Development activities to ensure adherence to the following:

- Relevant laws and regulations
- Organizational policies, practices, and procedures

5. Trends related to training and development needs.
6. Effectiveness of Training and Development activities in accomplishing planned training.
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A process area at Maturity Level 2: Managed

Purpose

The purpose of Compensation is to provide all individuals with remuneration and benefits based on their contribution and value to the organization.

Description

Compensation represents the only process area at the Managed Level whose execution is coordinated by actions at the organizational level. Compensation must be coordinated primarily through centralized activity in order to establish a sense of equity in the system. Once the workforce perceives the system to be equitable, it can be adjusted to motivate the development of needed skills and better alignment of individual performance with that of the workgroup, unit, or organization. The compensation system should be designed to motivate and reward the skills and behaviors the organization considers vital to its success.

A compensation strategy is developed that states the organization’s philosophy and methods for compensating individuals. This compensation strategy is periodically reviewed against business conditions and revised when necessary. The opinions and interests of the workforce are considered in shaping the compensation strategy. The strategy covers all forms of compensation to individuals, both fixed and variable, and the criteria by which compensation is determined. A compensation plan is prepared periodically to guide the administration of the compensation strategy.

Those responsible for making compensation decisions are provided guidance in administering and discussing the compensation strategy and decisions. Compensation decisions are based on criteria stated in the strategy and elaborated in the plan. Adjustments are made to an individual’s compensation based on performance and other documented criteria such as skill development or promotion. Adjustments to compensation are communicated to affected individuals along with information about the basis for the adjustment.
Compensation decisions are reviewed to ensure they are equitable. They are reviewed collectively against external benchmarks to evaluate the extent to which total compensation is equitable in relation to the market. Compensation decisions are reviewed individually relative to other internal compensation decisions to ensure that compensation is equitable across the staff in relation to skills, experience, performance, and other appropriate criteria. Corrections are made to adjust inequities.

Goals

Goal 1 Compensation strategies and activities are planned, executed, and communicated.

Goal 2 Compensation is equitable relative to skill, qualifications, and performance.

Goal 3 Adjustments in compensation are made based on defined criteria.

Goal 4 Compensation practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as managed processes.

Commitment to Perform

Commitment 1 The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for conducting its Compensation activities.

Compensation is used to represent the concept of pay and guaranteed benefits. Pay includes any guaranteed fixed rate of salary or hourly wages provided to individuals, plus any variable amounts that are provided based on an existing agreement between the organization and the individual on how it is administered.
Issues typically addressed in the policy include:

1. Compensation activities serve business objectives and stated values of the organization.

2. The compensation strategy, practices, and activities comply with relevant laws, regulations, and organizational policies.

   Examples of laws and regulations with which compensation systems must comply include the following:
   
   - Labor-related laws and regulations, such as the Fair Labor Standards Act
   - Laws and regulations that govern equal access to the workplace, limit discrimination, and identify sexual harassment, including the Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) laws and regulations, Older Workers Benefit and Protection Act, and Equal Pay Act
   - Retirement- and pension-related laws and regulations, such as Social Security and Medicare, COBRA, and the Employee Retirement Security Act
   - Consumer Credit Protection Act
   - Other applicable provincial, state, and local laws and regulations

3. Responsibilities for the organization’s compensation strategy and plan are defined and assigned.

4. A compensation strategy is developed and periodically reevaluated.

5. Equity is established and maintained in the compensation system.

6. A compensation plan is periodically developed for administering the compensation strategy.

7. The basis for determining and adjusting compensation includes skill qualifications and performance.

8. The frequency with which compensation activities are performed is defined.

9. Responsibilities are defined for:
   
   - those who develop and administer the compensation strategy and plan.
   - those who make compensation decisions using the compensation strategy and plan.
10. Compensation information is confidential to the individual concerned.

11. The forms in which compensation information may be communicated, when it may be communicated, who may communicate it, and to whom it may be communicated are defined.

12. Appropriate compensation procedures are defined, documented, and used.

The human resources function or other appropriate professionals should review all such procedures to ensure they

- Are consistent with relevant laws, regulations, and organizational policies
- Respect the rights and dignity of individuals and groups

Compensation procedures are established and maintained for:

- making adjustments to compensation, and
- ensuring appropriate distribution, use, and retention of compensation documentation, including granting access to, and ensuring confidentiality of, these compensation data.

Commitment 2 An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for performing or coordinating Compensation practices at the organizational level and for assisting and advising units on Compensation activities.
Ability to Perform

Ability 1  
Within each unit, an individual(s) is assigned responsibility and authority for ensuring that Compensation activities are performed.

Examples of individuals who may be assigned responsibility for various Compensation activities include the following:

- The unit manager or other designated individual
- A compensation and reward committee
- A resource manager
- A project or workgroup leader
- An empowered workgroup
- A member of the human resources function or other appropriate professional

Ability 2  
Adequate resources are provided for Compensation activities.

1.  Experienced individuals, who have expertise in compensation methods and procedures, are made available for guiding compensation activities.

Examples of contributions that could be made by those with special skills include the following:

- Designing and revising the compensation system
- Determining criteria for adjustments to compensation
- Participating in compensation decisions
2. Resources for supporting Compensation activities are made available.

Examples of resources include the following:

- Spreadsheets and analysis tools
- Compensation surveys
- Compensation templates and guidelines

3. The available funding for the various components of compensation is determined.

4. Funding for Compensation activities is made available.

**Ability 3**

**Individuals performing Compensation activities receive the preparation needed to perform their responsibilities.**

1. Individuals performing Compensation activities are made aware of those components of the organization’s compensation strategy that they need to understand to fulfill their responsibilities.

2. Individuals performing Compensation activities receive preparation to perform the Compensation practices needed to perform their responsibilities.

3. Individuals communicating information regarding the compensation strategy or an individual’s compensation package are prepared to communicate this information appropriately.

**Practices Performed**

**Practice 1**

**An organizational compensation strategy is developed.**

The organization’s compensation strategy typically includes:

1. The rationale behind the strategic decisions made in the compensation strategy.
2. The vehicles for providing compensation and how they are to be used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples of vehicles for providing compensation include the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Salary or hourly wages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Piece rate pay or incentives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Incentive pay (e.g., commissions or sales incentives)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Periodic bonuses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Profit-sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Gain-sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Health, life, or disability insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Benefits such as holidays, leave, and educational assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Daycare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Retirement contributions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Stock or stock options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Professional society memberships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Company furnished resources (e.g., cars, home computers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Special assignment pay</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Definition of the recurring basis on which adjustments to compensation are made.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples of the recurring basis on which adjustments to compensation are made include the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Periodic, such as annually or quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Event-driven, such as on the completion of a project, completion of a performance period, or anniversary date of the individual in the organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Other recurring bases, as defined by the organization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example criteria for determining and adjusting compensation include the following:

- Current competencies and skills
- Experience
- Education completed
- Availability of skills in the market
- Job evaluation
- Job or pay bands (broadbanding)
- Individual performance and similar merit-based factors
- Team or unit performance
- Rate of change in cost of living
- Promotion
- Increase in work responsibilities
- Behaviors or activities valued by the organization
- Contribution to improvement activities
- Personal improvement relative to prior performance
- Unit or organizational performance
- Continued benefit of past contributions or performance
- Functions performed beyond assigned responsibilities
- Additional skills developed
- Leadership exercised
- Willingness to take on difficult assignments
- Position responsibilities
- Impact of position on unit or organizational performance

5. Guidelines for using different compensation vehicles and criteria in determining compensation for different positions.

6. The method(s) by which compensation decisions are made for individuals (and positions, workgroups, or units, if appropriate).

7. Methods for establishing and maintaining equity in the compensation system.

8. The frequency with which the compensation strategy needs to be reviewed.
9. Criteria for evaluating the appropriateness of the compensation strategy.

**Practice 2**

The organization’s compensation strategy is periodically reviewed to determine whether it needs to be revised.

1. The review is organized by the individual(s) assigned responsibility for coordinating Compensation activities across the organization.

2. The compensation strategy is reviewed against its objectives and effects.

   Examples of data regarding compensation strategy effects against which the objectives of the compensation strategy should be reviewed include the following:
   - Opinions and feedback of the workforce
   - Recruiting and hiring
   - Individual, workgroup, or unit performance
   - Retention and voluntary turnover
   - Competency development
   - Career development
   - Workforce planning

3. Revision of the compensation strategy is considered when:
   - it is not having the intended motivational effect,
   - it does not reflect current business or market conditions,
   - it creates inequities,
   - it is having unintended or harmful effects,
   - current practices are not competitive with benchmark data from similar organizations, or
   - better compensation concepts have been identified.

4. The decision to revise the compensation strategy is reviewed with executive management.
Practice 3  When appropriate, the workforce provides inputs for developing or revising components of the organization’s compensation strategy.

Gathering input from individuals for developing or revising the compensation strategy is beneficial in gaining insights into the most effective compensation strategies, determining perceived fairness of the strategy, and generating buy-in and support for the strategy. Input can be gathered from individuals or from a committee representing some or all of the workforce.

Refer to Practice 4 of the Communication and Coordination process area for information regarding seeking individuals’ opinions on their working conditions.

1. The workforce can provide inputs to the compensation strategy regarding:
   - benefits and drawbacks of current compensation vehicles,
   - criteria for determining or adjusting compensation,
   - fairness of the compensation strategy, and
   - methods for administering compensation.

2. If appropriate, individuals or committees can review proposed revisions to the compensation strategy with regard to:
   - impact of proposed changes on motivation and performance,
   - fairness of proposed changes, and
   - most effective ways to initiate and administer the changes.
Practice 4  A documented compensation plan is prepared periodically for administering compensation activities needed to execute the compensation strategy.

The compensation plan typically includes:

1. The financial data needed for administering the compensation strategy and guiding compensation decisions.

   Examples of financial data for making compensation decisions include the following:

   - Entry level compensation for positions, grades, pay bands, or other graduated structures in the compensation system
   - Changes in the average or total range of compensation for grades, pay bands, or other graduated structures in the compensation system
   - Size of cost of living or other standard periodic adjustments
   - Sizes of compensation increases and how they are to be determined from defined criteria
   - Changes in benefits or their levels
   - Size of bonus or incentive pool(s) and how its distribution is to be determined
   - Pricing related to stock options

2. The schedule of events and responsibilities for those involved in administering the compensation strategy.

3. How the methods described in the compensation strategy are applied in making compensation decisions.

4. How and when the compensation decisions are reviewed.
Practice 5  The compensation plan is designed to maintain equity in administering the compensation strategy.

1. The organization maintains an awareness of internal, market, and business conditions affecting compensation equity.

   Examples of methods for maintaining awareness of internal, market, and business conditions relevant to compensation include the following:
   - Market compensation surveys
   - Compensation benchmarks with local companies or industry peers
   - Information from exit interviews
   - Opinions and feedback of the workforce
   - Information from recruiting activities
   - Information from selected candidates who declined employment offers

2. Based on market and business conditions, adjustments are made to appropriate components of compensation to ensure that these components support the level of market equity intended by the compensation strategy.

   Restoring compensation equity compared to market levels may require actions that last several months to several years.

3. Adjustments are made to appropriate components of compensation to establish the levels of internal equity across individuals with similar position responsibilities, skills, or performance levels intended for these components by the compensation strategy.

4. Guidance is provided for making compensation decisions that maintain the equity intended in the compensation strategy.
Practice 6  The organization’s compensation strategy is communicated to the workforce.

1. Information typically communicated to the workforce includes:
   - strategic basis and structure of the compensation strategy, and
   - events that result in changes to compensation.

2. Whenever the compensation strategy is changed, the changes are communicated to the workforce.

Practice 7  Each individual’s compensation package is determined using a documented procedure that is consistent with the organization’s compensation policy, strategy, and plan.

The procedure typically specifies:

1. How financial resources are allocated to units for assignment to individual compensation packages.

2. Who makes decisions that allocate compensation resources to units and to the individual’s compensation packages.

3. How criteria are applied in making decisions for individual compensation packages.

4. How compensation decisions are reviewed and approved before being communicated to individuals.

5. How compensation decisions are communicated to individuals.

6. How individuals may address issues related to their compensation packages.

Practice 8  Compensation adjustments are made based, in part, on each individual’s documented accomplishments against their performance objectives.

1. Responsible individuals determine compensation adjustments based on criteria established in the compensation policy, strategy, and plan.
2. The documented accomplishments against performance objectives are used as part of the criteria for determining the size of the adjustment made to each individual’s compensation package.

3. Responsible individuals perform adjustments to compensation in accordance with a documented procedure.

4. Adjustments to compensation can be made on an exception basis, when required by business needs, with appropriate approval.

Examples of exceptions for adjustments may include the following:

- Serious inequities
- Retention of undervalued skills

Practice 9 Decisions regarding an individual’s compensation package are communicated to the individual.

1. Adjustments to compensation are communicated to affected individuals prior to their effective date by an individual responsible for communicating compensation information to the individual(s) affected.
2. The basis for the size of the adjustment is explained along with appropriate information from the compensation plan that provides a better understanding of the basis for the adjustment.

3. Individuals are guided to where they can obtain more information on:
   - the compensation strategy or plan,
   - tax implications of compensation decisions,
   - laws and regulations governing compensation,
   - implications about choices they make among compensation alternatives, or
   - how to raise an issue about their compensation.

**Practice 10**

Responsible individuals periodically review compensation packages for those whose compensation they administer to ensure they are equitable and consistent with the organization’s compensation policy, strategy, and plan.

1. Results of compensation decisions are compared within a unit to determine if compensation is equitably related to position responsibilities, skills, and performance across the members of the unit.

2. Results of compensation decisions are compared across units to identify inequities in how compensation is being administered.

3. Results of compensation decisions are reviewed across units to identify inequities involving individuals with similar position responsibilities, skills, or performance.

**Practice 11**

Action is taken to correct inequities in compensation or other deviations from the organization’s policy, strategy, and plan.

1. When inequities are identified within or across units, they are communicated to both the appropriate unit managers and to individuals responsible for coordinating Compensation activities across the organization.

2. An approach for addressing the inequity is developed that accounts for:
   - fairness to the individuals involved,
   - compliance with laws and regulations,
   - consistency with the compensation strategy and plan,
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- effect on morale and retention,
- phasing of corrective actions,
- immediate and long-term impact on the compensation strategy and procedures, and
- precedence established for later compensation decisions or actions.

3. Corrective actions to improve equity are taken and communicated to affected individuals.

Measurement and Analysis

Measurement 1  Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of Compensation activities.

Examples of measurements include the following:
- Growth in compensation
- Effects of criteria on compensation
- Compensation by position type
- Compensation by vehicle type
- Extent of compensation inequities
- Timeliness and efficiency of compensation activities

Measurement 2  Unit measures of Compensation activities are collected and maintained.

1. Units collect data as Compensation activities occur.
2. Measurements made to determine the status and performance of Compensation activities are maintained.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples of reasons for maintaining measurements of Compensation activities include the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Periodic analysis to determine unit-level trends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Aggregating data at the organizational level to develop organizational measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Analysis to determine organizational trends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Evaluation of organizational trends</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Measurement 3  **Aggregate trends in compensation activities and decisions are measured and reviewed on a recurring basis.**

1. Unit measures of compensation activities and decisions are collected and aggregated at the organizational level.

2. A historical database of compensation data is maintained.

3. Compensation data are periodically analyzed to determine trends and evaluate effectiveness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples of trends that can be reviewed include the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Compensation versus market by position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Workforce perceptions regarding compensation practices and equity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Growth in compensation over time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Compensation versus individual, unit, and/or organizational performance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Verifying Implementation

Verification 1

A responsible individual(s) verifies that Compensation activities are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.

These reviews verify that:
1. Compensation activities comply with the organization’s policies and stated values.
2. Compensation activities comply with relevant laws and regulations.
3. Compensation activities are performed according to the organization’s documented practices and procedures.
4. Compensation activities are performed according to the organization’s plans and selected methods.
5. Noncompliance issues are handled appropriately.

Verification 2

Executive management periodically reviews the Compensation activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.

These reviews verify:
1. The structure and growth of compensation.
2. Progress in performing planned Compensation activities.
3. Results from reviews of Compensation practices and activities.
5. Trends related to compensation, both internal and external to the organization.
6. Effectiveness of Compensation activities in achieving their intended results.

Refer to Verification 1 for information regarding reviews of Compensation activities to ensure adherence to the following:

- Relevant laws and regulations
- Organizational policies, practices, and procedures
People
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The Defined Level — Maturity Level 3

Process Areas at the Defined Level focus on establishing an organizational framework for developing the workforce. The organization identifies the knowledge, skills, and process abilities that underlie the workforce competencies needed to perform its business activities. The organization develops strategic plans for the workforce needed to accomplish current and future business objectives. Development opportunities are established for assisting individuals in improving their capability in these workforce competencies. Graduated career opportunities are developed around growth in one or more workforce competencies. The workforce practices implemented at Level 2 are adjusted to motivate and support development in the organization’s workforce competencies. The process abilities defined for each workforce competency are used for tailoring defined processes and establishing roles that provide the next step in workgroup development. A participatory culture is established that enables the most effective use of the organization’s talent for making decisions and executing work. The process areas at Maturity Level 3 include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process areas</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Competency Analysis</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workforce Planning</td>
<td>267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competency Development</td>
<td>291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career Development</td>
<td>307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competency-Based Practices</td>
<td>327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workgroup Development</td>
<td>347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participatory Culture</td>
<td>379</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Competency Analysis

*A process area at Maturity Level 3: Defined*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Purpose</strong></th>
<th>The purpose of Competency Analysis is to identify the knowledge, skills, and process abilities required to perform the organization’s business activities so that they may be developed and used as a basis for workforce practices.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description</strong></td>
<td>Prahalad and Hamel [Prahalad 90] describe an organization’s core competence as the combination of technology and production skills that create its products and services and provide its competitive advantage in the marketplace. Achieving and sustaining a core competence requires assembling a workforce comprised of people with different types of knowledge, skill, and abilities to follow processes. Each of these different sets of knowledge, skills, and process abilities constitute a workforce competency. The range of workforce competencies needed by an organization is determined by the range of business activities that collectively constitute or support the organization’s core competencies. Competency Analysis begins by analyzing the organization’s business activities to identify the workforce competencies required to perform them. These workforce competencies are each analyzed to identify their essential knowledge, skills, and process abilities. Workforce competency descriptions are periodically reassessed to ensure they remain current with the actual knowledge, skills, and process abilities required by the organization’s business activities. The organization maintains a repository of these workforce competency descriptions. The work processes used by capable individuals in each workforce competency are defined and updated as necessary. Anticipated changes in products, services, processes, or technologies are analyzed to determine their implications for future workforce competency requirements. Competency information regarding an individual’s capability in the workforce competencies relevant to their work or career is collected and maintained. From this competency information, resource profiles of the organization’s level of capability in each of its workforce competencies...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
can be determined. Competency information is updated as necessary to keep it current.

Workforce competency descriptions and information are used to guide strategic workforce planning, support development of the organization’s workforce competencies, and enable the tailoring of workforce activities across the organization. Competency descriptions and information should be used at the unit level in performing the workforce activities described in the Staffing, Training and Development, Performance Management, Competency Development, Competency-Based Practices, and other process areas. Individuals should have access to workforce competency descriptions for planning their development and career activities.

**Goals**

**Goal 1**  
The workforce competencies required to perform the organization’s business activities are defined and updated.

**Goal 2**  
The work processes used within each workforce competency are established and maintained.

**Goal 3**  
The organization tracks its capability in each of its workforce competencies.

**Goal 4**  
Competency Analysis practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as defined organizational processes.
Commitment to Perform

Commitment 1  The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for conducting its Competency Analysis activities.

Issues typically addressed in the policy include:

1. Workforce competency analyses serve the business objectives and stated values of the organization.

2. The workforce competencies required to accomplish the organization’s business objectives (including technical, managerial, and administrative work) are identified.

3. A list of the workforce competencies on which to base workforce activities is maintained and revised, as necessary.

4. Workforce competency analyses are conducted on a periodic and event-driven basis to maintain and update the workforce competency descriptions.

5. A repository of defined workforce competency descriptions and competency information is maintained.

6. Appropriate Competency Analysis procedures are defined, documented, and used.

The human resources function or other appropriate professionals should review all Competency Analysis procedures to ensure they:

- Are consistent with relevant laws, regulations, and organizational policies
- Respect the rights and dignity of individuals and groups

Competency Analysis procedures are established and maintained for:

- documenting and maintaining workforce competency descriptions,
- determining changes in workforce competency descriptions,
- controlling changes or updates to workforce competency descriptions,
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- collecting and storing of competency information, and
- maintaining and using the workforce competency information repository, including who has access and for what purposes.

Refer to Practices 6, 7, and 8 of this process area for practices regarding the development and maintenance of the organization's workforce competency information repository.

7. Competency Analysis practices and activities comply with relevant laws, regulations, and organizational policies.

Commitment 2 An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for coordinating Competency Analysis activities across the organization.

Examples of individuals who might be assigned responsibility for coordinating workforce competency analysis activities include the following:

- Members of the human resources function or other appropriate professionals
- Members of the training or development functions
- Organizational competency definition or competency management group
- Committee of representatives from ownership teams for each workforce competency
Ability to Perform

Ability 1  A responsible individual(s) coordinates the Competency Analysis activities for defining, developing, and maintaining each workforce competency.

Workforce competency analyses may involve individuals from numerous units across the organization. The individuals who conduct the initial analyses of a workforce competency may not be the same individuals who maintain the competency descriptions or coordinate development in the competency over time. Examples of individuals or groups that may be involved in defining and maintaining a workforce competency include the following:

- Human resources or other appropriate professionals
- An organizational competency definition or competency management group
- Process engineering groups focused in areas of workforce competency
- Responsible individuals housed within a functional unit devoted to a specific workforce competency (e.g., a center of excellence)
- A group of experienced, capable individuals within the competency who form a competency ownership team

Ability 2  Adequate resources are provided for performing Competency Analysis activities.

1. Documentation of the organization’s business activities and processes are made available for analysis.

2. Strategic and operational business objectives are made available for developing the strategic workforce plan.
Competency Analysis

Level 3: Defined

3. Experienced individuals who have expertise in workforce competency analysis are made available.

Examples of individuals who can contribute to workforce competency analysis include the following:

- Members of the human resources function or other appropriate professionals
- Members of the training or development functions
- Members of quality or process improvement groups
- Managers
- Business strategists
- Instructional designers

4. Resources for supporting Competency Analysis activities are made available.

Examples of resources to support workforce competency analysis include the following:

- Task analysis tools
- Position analysis questionnaires
- Skills analysis inventories
- Process analysis instruments
- Data collection and analysis tools
- Knowledge acquisition or knowledge engineering tools

5. Funding to accomplish Competency Analysis activities is made available.

6. Time, resources, and access to staff for analyzing workforce competencies are made available.

Ability 3

Individuals performing Competency Analysis activities develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to perform their responsibilities.

1. Individuals performing Competency Analysis activities receive preparation in relevant analysis methods and techniques needed to perform their responsibilities.
2. Individuals who participate in Competency Analysis activities are provided orientation to the purpose of and methods used in the Competency Analysis activities.

Examples of topics that might be included in the preparation of those involved in competency analysis techniques include the following:

- Workflow and task analysis
- Knowledge and skill analysis
- Behavioral analysis
- Knowledge engineering
- Process analysis and definition

### Ability 4

The practices and procedures for performing Competency Analysis are defined and documented.

1. Practices and procedures are defined and documented at the organizational or unit levels, as appropriate.

2. Guidelines for tailoring the practices and procedures for use in different circumstances are documented and made available, as necessary.

3. The individual(s) assigned responsibility for coordinating Competency Analysis activities across the organization ensures that defined practices and procedures are:
   - maintained under version control,
   - disseminated through appropriate media,
   - interpreted appropriately for different situations, and
   - updated through orderly methods.

4. Experiences, lessons learned, measurement results, and improvement information derived from planning and performing Competency Analysis practices are captured to support the future use and improvement of the organization’s practices.
Practices Performed

Practice 1  The workforce competencies required to perform the organization’s business activities are identified.

A competency is an underlying characteristic of an individual that is causally related to effective and/or superior performance, as determined by measurable, objective criteria, in a job or situation [adapted from Spencer 93, p. 9]. This concept of a competency of an individual is different from the concept of a core competency of an organization, as formulated by Prahalad and Hamel [Prahalad 90]. The People CMM refers to the concept of a competency at the individual level as a workforce competency possessed by the individual. This is similar to Athey and Orth’s [Athey 99] description of a competency as a set of observable performance dimensions, including individual knowledge, skills, attitudes, and behaviors, as well as collective team, process, and organizational capabilities, that are linked to high performance, and provide the organization with sustainable competitive advantage.

A workforce competency represents the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed within the workforce to perform the organization’s business activities. A workforce competency can be stated at a very abstract level, such as a need for a workforce competency in software engineering or technical writing. Workforce competencies can also be decomposed to more granular abilities, such as competencies in designing avionics software, testing switching system software, or writing user manuals and training materials for reservation systems.

1. The business activities that implement the organization’s mission and strategy are identified.

2. The workforce competencies the organization must develop and maintain to perform these business activities are identified.
Level 3: Defined

Competency Analysis

Practice 2 Each of the organization’s workforce competencies is analyzed to identify the knowledge, skills, and process abilities that compose it.

Competencies have often been treated as descriptions of effective behaviors performed as part of a job. Although these descriptions provided a starting point for discussing performance, they often did not include sufficient detail about the knowledge or specific skills an individual needed to match the behavioral descriptions in practice. The People CMM encourages analyzing the knowledge, skills, and process abilities comprising a workforce competency to the level of detail required for diagnosing development needs and appropriate activities. Thus, a workforce competency should describe its constituent knowledge, skills, and process abilities to a level sufficient for guiding development activities that enable capable performance of required job behaviors.

- **Knowledge** is the information and understanding that an individual must have to perform a task successfully.
- **Skills** are the behaviors that an individual must be able to perform in order to accomplish committed work. Skills may involve behaviors that directly accomplish the task or that provide the support of, or coordination with, others involved in accomplishing tasks.
- **Process abilities** are the capacity to perform individual skills in the specific sequencing or method used in the organization to coordinate activities among individuals or groups, and to adjust the performance of skills, as necessary, to maintain an orderly flow of work.

1. A plan is developed for analyzing workforce competencies that typically includes:
   - the competency analysis activities to be performed,
   - the schedule for competency analysis activities,
   - the individuals or groups responsible for competency analysis activities,
   - the resources and effort required, including access to the staff, and
   - the process for review and approval of the plan by all parties affected by competency analysis activities.
2. A method is selected for performing workforce competency analyses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples of methods for workforce competency analysis include the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Position analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Critical incident interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Behavioral event interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Process analysis and engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Task analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Knowledge engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Analysis of skill needs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. The organization defines the level for decomposing the knowledge, skills, and process abilities underlying each of its workforce competencies.

| The granularity, or level of detail, of descriptions may vary across workforce competencies. One approach is for the organization to maintain high-level descriptions of the knowledge, skills, and process abilities that are generic to a workforce competency across its many applications in the organization. Organizational components at lower levels may elaborate or tailor these generic descriptions for the specific knowledge, skills, and process abilities required to perform their committed work. |

4. The knowledge, skills, and process abilities required to perform committed work are defined for each workforce competency.

5. Subject matter experts are involved in analyzing the knowledge, skills, and process abilities required to perform their committed work.

6. A description of the knowledge, skills, and process abilities is defined for each workforce competency using a representation and format that is appropriate for its intended use.

7. Descriptions of workforce competencies are used for guiding workforce practices at the organizational level and within units.
Practice 3  Workforce competency descriptions are documented and maintained according to a documented procedure.

1. Workforce competency descriptions are documented and maintained to provide descriptions of the knowledge, skills, and process abilities underlying each workforce competency.

   Workforce competency descriptions vary widely based on the organization’s philosophy about the most important contributors to individual performance. Many organizations have described competencies as sets of behavioral characteristics. Other organizations have focused on specific components of knowledge or elements of skill. Examples of information that may be incorporated into workforce competency descriptions include the following:

   • Knowledge required to perform required tasks
   • Skills required to perform required tasks
   • Competency-based processes or workflows that an individual may be expected to perform
   • Ability to perform skills within the processes or workflows defined by the organization for performing the work
   • Behavioral characteristics of how skills and processes are performed
   • Behavioral manifestations of an orientation toward the work, colleagues, or customers
   • Personality characteristics that are conducive to successful performance
   • Types or levels of knowledge, skills, and process abilities that would characterize different levels of capability in a workforce competency

   Workforce competency descriptions may include descriptions of workflows or competency-based processes that competent individuals are expected to perform. However, these process descriptions are often described separately as organizational business processes or procedures. Refer to Practice 5 for information relating to establishing and maintaining competency-based processes.

2. Workforce competency descriptions are documented and maintained according to organization standards.
Organization standards are applied when documenting and maintaining workforce competency descriptions to ensure:

- Consistency among the workforce competency descriptions
- Suitability of the workforce competency descriptions for their intended use.

Examples of issues addressed by these organization standards typically include the following:

- Format and content of workforce competency descriptions
- Level of granularity needed to understand and describe the workforce competency
- Storage of workforce competency descriptions in an information base that is designed for use in supporting and performing workforce activities

3. Workforce competency descriptions are controlled and maintained under version control for use in supporting and performing workforce activities.

4. Workforce competency descriptions are made available to the workforce for use in:
   - designing or tailoring workforce practices,
   - performing workforce activities, or
   - planning individual development opportunities.

**Practice 4**  
**Workforce competency descriptions are updated on a periodic and event-driven basis.**

1. Workforce competencies are periodically reanalyzed to determine if they continue to reflect the knowledge, skills, and process abilities necessary to perform the organization’s business activities.
Each of the workforce competency descriptions is periodically evaluated to determine whether its level of detail is appropriate for its intended use. Workforce competency descriptions are as likely to be over-defined as they are to be under-defined. As workforce competency information begins to be collected and used, those providing and consuming this information are able to provide feedback on the appropriate granularity and structure for different workforce competency descriptions. This feedback may determine the need for, and provide insight for, adjusting organizational standards for workforce competency descriptions.

2. Changes in products, services, processes, or technology are analyzed as necessary to determine whether:
   - affected workforce competency descriptions need to be updated,
   - new workforce competencies need to be defined, or
   - obsolete workforce competencies need to be phased out.

3. Action is taken to update, add, or phase out affected workforce competency descriptions based on the results of periodic or event-driven reanalysis.

   Typical changes to workforce competency descriptions may include the following:
   - New knowledge and skills that must be developed or acquired
   - Changes in existing knowledge and skills
   - Knowledge and skills that are outdated or no longer needed

4. Organization standards for workforce competency descriptions are adjusted, as necessary.

5. Changes to workforce competency descriptions are incorporated according to a documented procedure and organization standards.

6. Changes to workforce competency descriptions are provided as input for developing strategic workforce plans and for planning workforce activities within units.
Practice 5 The competency-based processes to be performed by capable individuals in each workforce competency are established and maintained.

A competency-based process defines how individuals within a specific workforce competency apply their knowledge, perform their skills, and apply their process abilities within the context of an organization’s defined work processes. Competency-based processes are documented, trained, performed, enforced, measured, and improved over time. Possessing a process ability indicates that an individual is able to perform the competency-based processes appropriate for someone at their level of development in the workforce competency. A process ability for a particular competency may represent only part of a defined organizational process, since other elements of the defined process may be performed by individuals with different workforce competencies. To define the process abilities incorporated in each workforce competency, the organization needs to have defined the competency-based processes that an individual in each workforce competency would be expected to perform in accomplishing their committed work.

Examples of competency-based processes include the following:

- The defined processes used by software developers for designing, developing, and testing a product
- The defined processes used by a sales group for managing a sales cycle with a prospective customer
- The defined processes used by an organization’s financial group for gathering data, analyzing results, and preparing inputs for the quarterly financial report
- The processes used by a emergency medical team in handling specific forms of trauma
1. A capability is established for defining and maintaining the processes used within each workforce competency.

Examples of those capable of defining and maintaining competency-based processes include the following:

- A corporate group, such as a quality department
- A quality or process improvement group
- Responsible individual(s) housed within a functional unit devoted to a specific competency
- A group of subject matter experts within the competency who form a process or competency ownership team

2. Competency-based processes are documented and made available for guiding those developing or performing a workforce competency.

Defined, competency-based processes should:

- Be consistent with a standard for process representation
- Capture the best practices from the organization’s current business activities related to the workforce competency
- Identify the behaviors expected of a capable individual
- Describe what should be done but not precisely how to do it
- Be tailororable for use under different conditions
- Clarify points of coordination among individuals or roles who must cooperate to accomplish committed work
- Be defined with the participation of capable individuals who are currently performing the processes
- Correct gaps or weaknesses in the processes currently in use
- Be managed and taught as a component of a workforce competency
- Be fit for use
- Be presented in a format that is easy to understand and use
3. Documented competency-based processes are updated on an event-driven basis to reflect:
   - changes in business operations, products, or services,
   - changes in other processes or development technologies,
   - lessons learned from the performance of competency-based processes, or
   - other process improvements.

**Practice 6**

Information about the use of competency-based processes is captured and made available.

Refer to Practice 8 of the Competency Development process area for practices regarding the capture and use of competency-based experiences and information within a competency community.

Examples of information that could be captured include the following:
- Quantitative data on the use of processes
- Quality records
- Documentation produced through performing the processes
- Guidelines for tailoring processes
- Lessons learned

1. Information collected on the performance of competency-based processes is maintained in a repository for future use.

2. Lessons learned are identified that improve competency-based processes for future use.

3. Information regarding the use and performance of competency-based processes is made available.
Practice 7

Competency information regarding the capabilities of individuals in their workforce competencies is collected and maintained according to a documented procedure.

| Competency information typically describes an individual's level of capability in relation to the list of knowledge, skills, and process abilities contained in relevant workforce competency descriptions. Although competency information is typically collected at the individual level, it could be collected at other levels. For instance, competency information might be collected at the workgroup level if a particular workforce competency is a characteristic of a workgroup and would not exist as a competency of individuals acting alone. |

1. This documented procedure typically specifies:
   - responsibilities for collecting and maintaining competency information,
   - what competency information is collected and maintained in the organization’s workforce competency information repository,
   - how competency information is used,
   - how competency information is represented and presented,
   - how confidentiality is established and maintained for competency information,
   - what competency information is made available, if any,
   - who may have access to competency information and under what circumstances,
   - how competency information is controlled and updated,
   - how the completeness and accuracy of competency information is audited,
   - restrictions on the use of competency information, and
   - mechanisms by which individuals can review and correct their competency information.
2. Individuals participate in collecting and organizing their competency information according to the documented procedure.

Individuals may complete their own competency information alone or in cooperation with a responsible individual, such as a supervisor, mentor, or human resources representative. Relevant information is drawn from many sources and organized into the format used for describing competencies by the organization.

Example sources of information on an individual’s level of capability in a workforce competency include the following:

- Training and other development records
- Mentoring or apprenticeship reports
- Performance management records
- Career planning information
- Management assessment of knowledge, skills, and process abilities
- Self-assessment of knowledge, skills, and process abilities
- Peer evaluations
- Process assessments
- Awards and achievements
- Professional accomplishments
- Assessment centers
- Information from the performance of business activities

3. The validity of an individual’s competency information is established by the individual, as well as by a party responsible for verifying the accuracy of information being submitted to the organization’s repository.

4. On a periodic or event-driven basis, individuals and other responsible parties review, update, and verify an individual’s competency information.
Practice 8  
Current resource profiles for each of the organization’s workforce competencies are determined.

A resource profile for a workforce competency represents the number of individuals at each level of capability within the workforce competency. An example of progressive levels of capability within a workforce competency may include a beginner, a novice, a journeyman, a senior practitioner, and a master or expert.

1. Competency information is aggregated at the organizational level for each of the organization’s workforce competencies.

Information to be aggregated includes measures defined in the Staffing, Training and Development, Performance Management, Competency Development, and Career Development process areas.

2. The organization uses aggregated competency information to develop a resource profile for each of the organization’s workforce competencies.

Examples of capability information that might be included in a resource profile include the following:

- Number of individuals in each competency
- Number of individuals at each level of capability within each workforce competency
- Distribution of individuals at each graduated career level within each workforce competency
- Distribution of knowledge and skill within each workforce competency
- Number of individuals possessing specialized skills, such as experience with a specific programming languages, design methodologies, or specific applications or legacy systems, within each workforce competency
- Distribution of workforce competencies across units in the organization

3. Resource profiles are made available, as appropriate, for use in workforce planning, the analysis of workforce practices, and other workforce activities.
Practice 9  Competency information is updated on a periodic and event-driven basis.

1. Competency information for an individual (or other unit of analysis) may be updated as accomplishments, experience, or events justify.

2. Competency information for affected individuals should be updated as appropriate when workforce competency descriptions are modified, added, or phased out.

3. The state of the organization’s competency information is periodically audited to ensure that it is maintained with appropriate currency.

Measurement and Analysis

Measurement 1  Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of Competency Analysis activities within each unit and across the organization.

Examples of measurements include the following:

- Amount of time or number of people involved in analyzing workforce competencies or in collecting competency information
- Number of workforce competencies defined
- Effectiveness of meeting milestones in analyzing workforce competencies or collecting competency information
- Amount of competency information collected
- Period between updates of workforce competency analyses or competency information
- Extent to which competency information is used in designing or tailoring workforce practices and performing workforce activities
Measurement 2  
Measurements are made and used to determine the quality of workforce competency descriptions and competency information.

Examples of measurements of the quality of workforce competency descriptions or of competency information include the following:

- Level of detail to which workforce competency descriptions are defined
- Frequency and range of uses of workforce competency descriptions and competency information
- Usability of workforce competency descriptions or competency information
- Number of revisions made to workforce competency descriptions
- Number of corrections made to competency information

Verifying Implementation

Verification 1  
A responsible individual(s) verifies that Competency Analysis activities are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.

These reviews verify that:

1. Competency Analysis activities comply with the organization’s policies and stated values.

2. All actions related to the development of workforce competency descriptions and the use of competency information are periodically reviewed to ensure that they conform to documented policies.

3. Competency Analysis activities comply with relevant laws and regulations.

4. Competency Analysis activities are performed according to the organization’s documented practices and procedures.

5. Noncompliance items are handled appropriately.
6. Workforce competency descriptions and competency information are consistent with existing and anticipated organizational conditions and needs.

Verification 2 Executive management periodically reviews the Competency Analysis activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.

These reviews verify:

1. The appropriateness of workforce competency analysis activities and competency information.
2. Progress in performing Competency Analysis activities.
3. Results from reviews of Competency Analysis practices and activities.

Refer to Verification 1 for practices regarding reviews of Competency Analysis activities to ensure adherence to the following:

- Relevant laws and regulations
- Organizational policies, practices, and procedures

5. Trends related to competency analysis.
6. Effectiveness of Competency Analysis activities in supporting workforce activities.

Verification 3 The definition and use of competency descriptions and competency information are periodically audited for compliance with organizational policies.
Workforce Planning

A process area at Maturity Level 3: Defined

Purpose

The purpose of Workforce Planning is to coordinate workforce activities with current and future business needs at both the organizational and unit levels.

Description

Workforce Planning ties the organization’s workforce activities directly to its business strategy and objectives. Through workforce planning, the organization identifies the workforce it needs for its current and future business activities and plans the actions to be taken to ensure the required workforce is available when needed. The People CMM does not make an assumption that the organization must meet all of its workforce needs from within. Workforce planning could include partnerships, alliances, acquisitions, independent contracting, and other means for ensuring that the required components of workforce competencies are provided in support of business plans and objectives. Strategic workforce plans provide those responsible for workforce activities in units with a reference for ensuring that they perform their responsibilities with an understanding of how the unit’s workforce activities contribute to the business.

The workforce planning process begins by identifying the current and future workforce competency needs of the organization. These needs are assessed from anticipated future developments in the business and its products, services, markets, technologies, and business processes. The organization identifies those workforce competencies where action is needed to meet these needs. A competency develop plan is created for each workforce competency identified as needing action by the organization. A strategic workforce plan is created by integrating these competency development plans and determining the organization’s actions to provide the needed competencies over time. The strategic workforce plan sets long-term objectives for workforce activities at the organizational and unit levels. Performance against these plans is periodically checked and reported at the appropriate level.

As part of planning their workforce activities, units set specific objectives for contributing to the organization’s strategic workforce objectives while
meeting the current needs of the unit. Succession plans are developed for each critical position in the organization to ensure a continuous supply of qualified position candidates.

**Goals**

**Goal 1** Measurable objectives for capability in each of the organization’s workforce competencies are defined.

**Goal 2** The organization plans for the workforce competencies needed to perform its current and future business activities.

**Goal 3** Units perform workforce activities to satisfy current and strategic competency needs.

**Goal 4** Workforce Planning practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as defined organizational processes.

**Commitment to Perform**

**Commitment 1** The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for conducting its Workforce Planning activities.

Issues typically addressed in the policy include:

1. Workforce planning serves the business objectives and stated values of the organization.

2. Units contribute to satisfying the strategic competency needs of the organization.
3. The organization’s workforce competency needs can be traced to the requirements of its current and anticipated products, services, and other business activities.

4. Responsibilities involved in workforce planning are defined and assigned.

5. Appropriate procedures are defined, documented, and used for:
   - developing and updating the strategic workforce plan at an appropriate frequency,
   - creating and updating competency development plans for workforce competencies at an appropriate frequency,
   - planning workforce activities within each unit,
   - reviewing and approving workforce plans,
   - basing all relevant workforce activities on workforce plans,
   - correcting and amending workforce plans,
   - reviewing the compliance of workforce activities with workforce plans,
   - documenting workforce planning processes and results, and
   - communicating workforce plans throughout the organization.

6. Workforce Planning practices and activities comply with relevant laws, regulations, and organizational policies.

Commitment 2  An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for coordinating Workforce Planning activities across the organization.

Examples of individuals who might be assigned responsibility for coordinating Workforce Planning activities include the following:

- Members of the human resources function or other appropriate professionals
- Members of the training or development functions
- Organizational competency definition or competency management group
- Committee of representatives from ownership teams for each workforce competency
Ability to Perform

Ability 1  Within each unit, an individual(s) is assigned responsibility and authority for ensuring that Workforce Planning activities are performed.

Ability 2  A responsible individual(s) coordinates the Workforce Planning activities for each workforce competency.

Workforce Planning activities in each workforce competency focus on establishing and maintaining competency development plans. Examples of individuals or groups that may be involved in defining and maintaining the competency development plan for a workforce competency may include the following:

- Human resources or other appropriate professionals
- An organizational competency definition or competency management group
- Process engineering groups focused in areas of workforce competency
- Responsible individual(s) housed within a functional unit devoted to a specific workforce competency (e.g., a center of excellence)
- A group of experienced, capable individuals within the competency who form a competency ownership team

Ability 3  Adequate resources are provided for performing Workforce Planning activities.

1. Strategic and operational business objectives and plans are made available for developing workforce plans.

2. The organization’s workforce competencies are identified.

Refer to the Competency Analysis process area for information regarding developing and maintaining descriptions of workforce competencies.
3. Individuals with expertise in workforce planning and competency development are available for developing workforce plans.

Examples of individuals with expertise in workforce planning and competency development include the following:

- Members of the human resources function or other appropriate professionals
- Members of the training or development functions
- Strategic planners
- Subject matter or domain experts
- Product or technology planning staff
- Executive management

4. Resources for supporting Workforce Planning activities are made available.

Examples of resources to support Workforce Planning activities include the following:

- Planning tools
- Spreadsheets
- Effort estimating tools
- Labor pool analyses and forecasts
- Competency analysis tools
- Other workforce analysis and planning tools

5. Workforce plans are made available to those responsible for planning each unit’s workforce activities.

6. Funding to accomplish Workforce Planning activities is made available.

7. Time for Workforce Planning activities is made available.
Ability 4  Individuals performing Workforce Planning activities develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to perform their responsibilities.

Examples of appropriate guidance or training that may be provided as part of this preparation may include the following:

- Appropriate strategic assignments
- Training in long-range workforce planning
- Training in analyzing competency needs
- Training in planning unit workforce activities
- Training in planning competence development activities

Ability 5  The practices and procedures for performing Workforce Planning are defined and documented.

1. Practices and procedures are defined and documented at the organizational or unit levels, as appropriate.

2. Guidelines for tailoring the practices and procedures for use in different circumstances are documented and made available, as necessary.

3. The individual(s) assigned responsibility for coordinating Workforce Planning activities across the organization ensures that defined practices and procedures are:
   - maintained under version control,
   - disseminated through appropriate media,
   - interpreted appropriately for different situations, and
   - updated through orderly methods.

4. Experiences, lessons learned, measurement results, and improvement information derived from planning and performing Workforce Planning practices are captured to support the future use and improvement of the organization’s practices.
Practices Performed

Practice 1

The current and strategic workforce needs of the organization are documented.

1. The organization’s current workforce needs are documented from inputs provided by each unit that identify:
   - the number of people required to accomplish the unit’s committed work compared to the number available,
   - the unit’s current staffing plan or objectives,
   - the workforce competencies needed to conduct the business activities constituting these commitments compared to the unit’s current capability in these workforce competencies, and
   - the unit’s anticipated future commitments that have current staffing implications.

2. The strategic workforce needs of the organization are documented from inputs that anticipate the organization’s future business activities.

Examples of relevant inputs concerning strategic workforce needs include the following:

- The organization’s business strategies, objectives, or plans
- The organization’s product and service capabilities
- The organization’s competency descriptions
- Anticipated product development or service delivery technologies
- Anticipated work processes and environments
- Anticipated markets and revenues
- Data from benchmarking activities
- Anticipated changes in laws, regulations, and organizational policies
Examples of people with knowledge of the organization’s future business needs include the following:

- Executive and line managers
- Experienced individuals
- Technologists
- Strategic planners
- Marketing specialists
- Human resources professionals
- Customer representatives
- External consultants

3. The organization’s current capability in each workforce competency is compared to its current and strategic workforce needs to determine staffing and development requirements necessary to satisfy these current and strategic needs.

Refer to Practice 8 of the Competency Analysis process area for information regarding evaluating the organization’s capability in each of its workforce competencies.

The organization’s strategic workforce needs cannot be developed in a strictly top-down or bottom-up fashion. Although the organization should aggregate the anticipated competency needs of its units, significant changes in the processes or technologies used to perform work can result in units being created, eliminated, or radically reorganized. Therefore, strategic workforce planning must consist of more than a simple aggregation of each unit’s needs.

4. The organization selects, from the organization’s current and anticipated workforce competencies, those workforce competencies that require action be taken to meet identified staffing and development requirements.

5. The organization documents the list of selected workforce competencies requiring competency development activities in its strategic workforce plan.
Practice 2  Measurable objectives are established for developing the organization’s capability in each of its selected workforce competencies.

Examples of measurable objectives for capability in each of the organization’s workforce competencies include the following:

- The level of knowledge, skill, and process ability available in each of the organization’s workforce competencies
- The rate at which knowledge, skill, and process ability are acquired in each of the organization’s workforce competencies
- The deployment of workforce competencies across the organization
- The rate at which individuals develop knowledge, skill, and process ability in multiple workforce competencies
- The rate at which new workforce competencies can be developed and deployed across the organization

Measurable objectives for developing capability in each of the organization’s workforce competencies are:

1. Derived from the strategic and operational business objectives and plans.
2. Aggregated at the organizational level into organizational objectives.
3. Reviewed and approved by the appropriate level of management.
4. Included in the appropriate competency development plans.
5. Reviewed periodically and revised, as necessary.
Practice 3  A competency development plan is produced for each of the organization’s selected workforce competencies.

| Competency development plans can either be produced as separately documented plans for each workforce competency, or they can be integrated together in the organization's strategic workforce plan. In either case, the plan for each competency should be prepared by individuals with appropriate expertise in both the subject domain of the competency and the workforce activities required to develop it. Competency development plans may also be produced for workforce competencies the organization does not currently possess, but anticipates needing in the future. |

1. Competency development plans for each of the organization’s selected workforce competencies are developed according to a documented procedure that specifies:
   - the schedule for producing and updating the plan,
   - responsibilities for contributing to or producing the plan,
   - processes to be used in producing and approving the plan, and
   - the information to be included in the plan.

2. The competency development plan for each selected workforce competency is based on:
   - the competency development requirements established by comparing the organization’s current level of capability in the competency with the capability needed to accomplish its currently committed work,
   - the strategic needs for this competency based on anticipated future business activities, and
   - the organization’s established competency development activities.

3. The competency development plan for each selected workforce competency includes:
   - measurable objectives for developing capability in the workforce competency,
   - the number of people anticipated or required with the needed competency over the period covered by the plan,
   - how the number of people with the competency will be developed or staffed,
Examples of mechanisms through which people with a workforce competency can be developed or staffed include the following:

- Hiring individuals with the competency
- Acquiring an external organization with the competency
- Developing the competency through training
- Motivating the competency through career development and competency-based practices
- Bringing in consultants
- Hiring contractors with the competency
- Outsourcing the work to other firms with the competency

- the internal workforce activities needed to develop the competency,
- the competency development time typically required for individuals to achieve the required level of capability in the workforce competency,
- The amount of competency development time needed may vary across different workforce competencies, based on the knowledge, skills, and process abilities required by the workforce competency and each individual's level of capability.
- the resources to perform the workforce activities needed for developing and maintaining the competency,
- how the competency will be maintained or enhanced over time, and
- the rate of change in the knowledge, skills, and process abilities composing this competency needed to support the organization’s anticipated business activities.

4. The competency development plan for each selected workforce competency undergoes review by all affected parties.

Examples of parties affected by the development plan for a workforce competency include the following:

- Those responsible for coordinating workforce activities across the organization
- Those responsible for performing and reporting workforce activities, especially those related to competency development
- Those responsible for units or workgroups
5. The organization’s competency development plans are incorporated into the organization’s strategic workforce plan and provide input to planned workforce activities by units.

Practice 4 Competency development plans are reviewed and revised on a periodic and event-driven basis.

1. Competency development plans are periodically reviewed and revised with a frequency that matches:
   - anticipated rate of significant changes in the knowledge, skills, and process abilities composing the competency,
   - appropriate opportunities to assess progress in competency development and take corrective actions, or
   - the need to review and revise the organization’s strategic workforce plan.

2. Competency development plans are reviewed and revised on an event-driven basis when:
   - rapid changes in business, technology, or other relevant conditions require changes in knowledge, skills, or process abilities composing the competency,
   - changes in committed work or other business activities substantially change the staffing requirements for the competency, or
   - competency development activities are failing to achieve their intended results.

3. Competency development plans are revised according to documented procedures.

Practice 5 The organization establishes and maintains a strategic workforce plan to guide its workforce practices and activities.

1. The strategic workforce plan is developed using a documented procedure that specifies the:
   - schedule for performing Workforce Planning activities,
   - schedule for periodically reviewing and revising the strategic workforce plan,
   - individuals or groups responsible for different strategic Workforce Planning activities,
   - resources required for the Workforce Planning activities, and
the process for reviewing and approving Workforce Planning activities by all affected parties and by executive management.

2. The strategic workforce plan integrates the competency development plans for each of the organization’s selected workforce competencies.

3. The strategic workforce plan documents the organization’s decisions regarding the mechanisms through which workforce competencies will be developed or provided.

Examples of mechanisms for developing or providing workforce competencies include the following:

- Developing specialists within the competency
- Providing minimal training to all individuals to achieve a base-level competency
- Retraining individuals or groups whose competencies may become obsolete or oversupplied
- Offering growth through graduated career opportunities
- Providing cross-training for selected individuals
- Training selected groups within units
- Adjusting the compensation strategy to motivate development of needed competencies

4. The strategic workforce plan provides long-term requirements for growth or shrinkage in various workforce competencies and for guiding the development of competency-based practices.

5. The strategic workforce plan provides guidance for planning unit workforce activities.

6. The strategic workforce plan includes descriptions of anticipated organizational changes required to attract, develop, motivate, and retain the workforce required to execute its future business.
Examples of organizational changes include adjustments or modifications to the following:

- Workforce practices
- Working conditions or arrangements
- Learning technologies
- Structure of the organization
- Technologies through which work is performed
- Location of the work

7. The strategic workforce plan includes a risk assessment of the organization’s ability to attract, recruit, and retain the workforce that will be needed for conducting its future business.

8. The strategic workforce plan is reviewed and revised periodically to reflect changes in the business.

The strategic workforce plan is intended to provide a relatively stable set of workforce objectives for the organization to pursue. Revisions to the plan most likely occur as revisions to competency development plans are made. Revisions to the strategic workforce plan typically only occur in the presence of changes in business conditions or technologies. Under such circumstances, the organization might be better served by redeveloping the plan rather than by merely revising it.

9. The strategic workforce plan provides input to the organization’s business plan and strategy concerning the availability of the workforce needed to perform planned or anticipated business activities.
Practice 6  Units plan workforce activities to satisfy current and strategic competency needs.

A unit’s workforce activities may be planned at a single time and documented in a single planning document. However, different types of workforce activities within a unit may be planned at different times and be documented in different ways. Some unit-level activities may be documented in plans that are aggregated at higher organizational levels or have been decomposed to actions at lower organizational levels. Plans for different workforce activities may vary in their level of formality, detail, or format. The purpose of planning is to make units proactive in performing activities that provide for their competency needs and provide the documented information needed for strategic workforce planning and tracking at higher levels.

1. Each unit defines and documents performance objectives for:
   - developing the workforce competencies needed to perform its business activities,
   - contributing to the strategic competency development objectives of the organization, and
   - performing planned workforce activities that support these competence development objectives.

Relevant portions of the unit’s performance objectives for developing workforce competencies may be included in the individual performance objectives of those responsible for performing the unit’s workforce activities. The unit’s performance objectives for developing competencies are reflected in the individual development plans of those whose competencies are to be developed.
2. Units plan their workforce activities to satisfy:
   - the current competency needs of the unit, and
   - their performance objectives relative to the organization’s strategic workforce plan.

   Examples of objectives for units planning their workforce activities include the following:
   - Determining unit staffing, training, and other needs for workforce activities
   - Aggregating planned workforce activities of the unit into the workforce plans of higher level units
   - Contributing to the organization’s understanding and planning of its overall requirements for staffing, training, and other workforce activities
   - Implementing workforce activities that contribute to the strategic workforce objectives of the organization

3. Units plan their workforce activities with guidance from the organization that indicates:
   - schedules and events relevant to the unit’s workforce activities,
   - resources available to assist in planning or performing the unit’s workforce activities,
   - inputs from the organization’s strategic workforce plan or other relevant sources,
   - information needed by the organization concerning the unit’s workforce needs and activities, and
   - how planning information is to be represented and communicated.

4. Each unit’s workforce activities are planned by those accountable for workforce activities within the unit, in collaboration with those responsible for coordinating unit plans with plans or activities at higher organizational levels.

5. Units identify and document their workforce requirements (e.g., staffing levels, competency needs, training requirements, etc.) for the next planning period.
6. Units identify and document unit- and organizational-level activities required to support their current and future workforce needs.

These activities include all workforce responsibilities initiated in the process areas at the Managed Level, in addition to new responsibilities developed in process areas at the Defined Level. Examples of unit-level workforce activities include the following:

- Staffing anticipated open positions
- Performance management activities
- Activities for increasing the unit’s workforce competencies, in addition to any training required for performing the specific assignments made in executing the unit’s business activities
- Training to be delivered
- Career development activities
- Administering compensation
- Administering recognition and rewards
- Improving the work environment
- Developing workgroups

Examples of organization-level activities that support unit workforce activities include the following:

- Performing organizational recruiting activities
- Organizing training delivery
- Developing career opportunities
- Preparing compensation and reward plans
- Making improvements to the work environment
- Other needed workforce activities

7. Units identify, assess, and document the risks associated with the unit’s workforce activities.

8. Plans for each unit’s workforce activities and related planning data are documented and maintained.
Practice 7  
Units review and revise plans for workforce activities on a periodic and event-driven basis.

1. Plans for a unit’s workforce activities are periodically reviewed and revised with a frequency that matches:
   - the schedule for establishing work commitments and performance objectives,
   - appropriate opportunities to assess progress in planned unit workforce activities, or
   - the need to review and revise the organization’s strategic workforce plan.

2. Plans for workforce activities within a unit are reviewed and revised on an event-driven basis when:
   - rapid changes in committed work, technology, or other relevant conditions require changes in competencies or workforce activities,
   - changes in committed work or other business activities substantially change staffing requirements, or
   - planned workforce activities are failing to achieve their intended results.

3. Where appropriate, units revise their plans for workforce activities according to documented procedures.

Practice 8  
The organization develops succession plans for its critical positions.

Succession plans are developed for critical positions within the organization to ensure that qualified individuals with the required knowledge, skills, and process abilities are always available to perform the position’s responsibilities.

Critical positions are those positions that, because of the organization’s interest in the performance of these positions, it plans for the development and career activities required to provide qualified candidates for filling them. Critical positions include more than just executive and other senior management positions. Certain technical, operational, or business positions may be designated as critical positions because of the difficulty in finding or developing individuals with the knowledge, skills, and process abilities to successfully perform in these positions.
Characteristics of critical positions include the following:

- Has responsibilities that are critical to business success
- Exercises influence, control, or direction over the performance of many other individuals, workgroups, or units
- Requires levels of knowledge, skills, or process abilities that are not readily available or easily obtained in the labor market
- Requires levels of knowledge, skills, or process abilities that are not easily developed by most individuals in relevant workforce competencies
- May require specialized experiences as a component of preparation for the critical position

1. Critical positions are identified.

2. Critical position profiles are developed that provide a description of each position, the competencies required to perform its responsibilities, and critical success factors.

3. A candidate pool for each critical position is developed.

4. For individuals identified through candidate pools, staffing, performance management, training, career development, and similar development activities are based, in part, on succession planning objectives.

5. The progress made by candidates in developing the workforce competencies required for critical positions is tracked.

**Practice 9**

The organization’s performance in meeting the objectives of its strategic workforce plan is tracked.

1. Progress in meeting the objectives of the strategic workforce plan is reviewed periodically with executive management.
2. If results deviate significantly from the objectives documented in the strategic workforce plan, corrective action is taken.

Examples of corrective action include the following:

- Taking specific actions to bring results into compliance with the objectives of the strategic workforce plan
- Reviewing unit workforce plans to ensure they support strategic objectives and revising them when necessary
- Revising workforce objectives or tactics

Practice 10 Progress in meeting the objectives of the competency development plan for each of the organization’s workforce competencies is tracked.

1. For each workforce competency, an individual or group is assigned responsibility for tracking performance against its competency development plan.

2. If results deviate significantly from the competency development plan for a specific workforce competency, corrective action is taken.

Examples of corrective action include the following:

- Taking specific actions to bring results into compliance with the objectives of the competency development plan
- Reviewing results against unit plans or personal development plans to determine if they need to be addressed in growing the competency
- Reviewing competency development capabilities to determine if there are issues of capacity, timeliness, or effectiveness that need to be addressed
- Revising competency development plans

3. Progress against competency plans is reviewed on a periodic basis with executive management.
Practice 11  Each unit’s performance in conducting its planned workforce activities is tracked.

1. Each unit periodically reviews its status in performing planned workforce activities.

2. The progress of each unit in executing its planned workforce activities is periodically reviewed at the organizational level.

3. Corrective actions are taken when results deviate significantly from a unit’s objectives in performing its planned workforce activities.

   Examples of corrective action include the following:
   - Taking specific actions to bring results into compliance with the unit’s workforce needs and objectives
   - Reviewing a unit’s planned workforce activities against current unit performance and the organization’s strategic workforce plan to determine if revisions are necessary

4. Progress in meeting each unit’s objectives in its development plan is periodically reviewed with those responsible for higher level units and those responsible for workforce activities.
# Measurement and Analysis

## Measurement 1

Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of Workforce Planning activities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples of measurements include the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Time spent in organizational and unit-level workforce planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Number of people involved in Workforce Planning activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Effectiveness of meeting milestones in workforce planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Effectiveness of achieving the objectives of the strategic workforce plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Effectiveness of in performing workforce activities at the organizational and unit levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Number of revisions made to workforce plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Length of time between workforce planning cycles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Measurement 2

Unit measures of workforce planning are collected and aggregated at the organizational level.

1. A historical database of workforce planning data is maintained.
2. Workforce planning data are periodically analyzed to determine trends.

# Verifying Implementation

## Verification 1

A responsible individual(s) verifies that Workforce Planning activities are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.
These reviews verify that:
1. Workforce Planning activities comply with the organization’s policies and stated values.
2. Workforce Planning activities comply with relevant laws and regulations.
3. Workforce Planning activities are performed according to the organization’s documented practices and procedures.
4. Noncompliance issues are handled appropriately.
5. Workforce plans are kept current and reflect existing and anticipated organizational conditions and needs.

Verification 2 Executive management periodically reviews the Workforce Planning activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.

These reviews verify:
1. The appropriateness of Workforce Planning activities.
2. The appropriateness of unit planning activities.
3. Progress in performing Workforce Planning activities.
4. Results from reviews of workforce plans against the organization’s stated values and appropriate policies.
5. Results from reviews of Workforce Planning practices and activities.

Refer to Verification 1 for information regarding reviews of Workforce Planning activities to ensure adherence to the following:
- Relevant laws and regulations
- Organizational policies, practices, and procedures

7. Trends in the results of planned workforce activities compared to strategic workforce objectives.
8. Effectiveness of Workforce Planning activities in achieving documented plans.
Competency Development

A process area at Maturity Level 3: Defined

Purpose

The purpose of Competency Development is to constantly enhance the capability of the workforce to perform their assigned tasks and responsibilities.

Description

The workforce competencies identified in Competency Analysis and the needs identified in Workforce Planning provide the foundations for the organization’s competency development program. Development activities are designed to raise the level of knowledge, skill, and process ability in the organization’s current and anticipated workforce competencies.

The organization maintains standards for the quality of the training and development activities offered to its workforce. Graduated training and development opportunities are designed to support development in each of the organization’s workforce competencies. The organization ensures that information concerning competencies and development opportunities are available to the workforce. Each individual sets objectives for development in one or more of the workforce competencies of the organization and identifies development opportunities to support them. Individuals actively pursue competency development opportunities that support their development objectives.

The organization uses the experience accumulated in its workforce as an asset for developing additional capability in each of its workforce competencies. Experienced individuals are used as mentors for other individuals or teams. Mechanisms are established to support communication among the members of a competency community. A competency community is composed of the individuals who share and practice a workforce competency (based on the concept of communities of practice [Wenger 00, Wenger 98, Brown 00]). Data and other information that emerges from the performance of a competency is captured and made available for use by other members of the competency community.
Goals

Goal 1 The organization provides opportunities for individuals to develop their capabilities in its workforce competencies.

Goal 2 Individuals develop their knowledge, skills, and process abilities in the organization’s workforce competencies.

Goal 3 The organization uses the capabilities of its workforce as resources for developing the workforce competencies of others.

Goal 4 Competency Development practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as defined organizational processes.

Commitment to Perform

Commitment 1 The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for conducting its Competency Development activities to develop the workforce competencies required to perform its business processes.

Issues typically addressed in the policy include:

1. Competency Development activities serve the business objectives and stated values of the organization.

2. Activities to increase the workforce competencies of the organization supplement activities to increase the knowledge, skills, and process abilities required to perform work in each unit.

3. The organization continuously develops the knowledge, skills, and process competencies in each of its workforce competencies.

4. The organization ensures that effective methods for developing and maintaining workforce competencies are provided and used.
5. The organization uses its existing base of knowledge, skills, and process abilities to support competency development activities.

6. Progress in developing workforce competencies is tracked for:
   - all individuals,
   - each unit, and
   - the organization.

7. Competency Development practices and activities comply with relevant laws, regulations, and organizational policies.

   Human resources or other appropriate professionals are consulted to ensure that Competency Development activities comply with all relevant laws, regulations, and organizational policies.

Commitment 2 An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for coordinating Competency Development activities across the organization.

   Examples of individuals who might be assigned responsibility for coordinating Competency Development activities include the following:
   - Members of the human resources function or other appropriate professionals
   - Members of the training or development functions
   - Organizational competency management group
   - Committee of representatives from ownership teams for each workforce competency

Ability to Perform

Ability 1 Within each unit, an individual(s) is assigned responsibility and authority for ensuring that Competency Development activities are performed.
Ability 2  A responsible individual(s) coordinates the Competency Development activities for each workforce competency.

For each workforce competency, an individual or group takes responsibility for defining a development program. The development program could be defined by a corporate group such as human resources or training, a human resources function within the organization, by a competency ownership group composed of experts in the competency, or by a group composed of representatives both from a corporate group and experts in the competency.

Ability 3  Adequate resources are provided for performing the planned organization-wide and unit-specific Competency Development activities.

1. The organization’s workforce competencies are defined.

Refer to Practices 2 and 3 of the Competency Analysis process area for a description of the practices that produce descriptions of the process abilities of each of the organization’s workforce competencies.

2. Workforce competency descriptions and competency-based processes are available for use in Competency Development activities.

Refer to Practices 2, 3, and 5 of the Competency Analysis process area regarding practices that produce descriptions of the organization’s workforce competencies and competency-based processes.

3. Experienced individuals who have expertise in developing specific competencies (i.e., specific knowledge, skills, or process abilities) are made available for assisting in the development of workforce competencies.

4. Resources for supporting Competency Development activities are made available.
Examples of resources to support Competency Development include the following:

- Training and tutorial materials
- Self-study guides
- Training facilities
- Process descriptions and support material
- On-the-job training aids
- Descriptions of available training opportunities
- Repositories for competency-based experiences and information

5. Funding to accomplish Competency Development activities is made available.

6. The organization’s strategic workforce plan allocates a recommended amount of time for individuals to participate in competency development activities.

   Refer to Practices 3 and 5 of the Workforce Planning process area for information regarding planning competency development activities.

7. Each unit’s workforce planning allocates a portion of each individual’s time for participation in competency development activities.

   Refer to Practice 3 of the Training and Development process area, Practice 6 of the Workforce Planning process area, and Practice 5 of the Career Development process area for information regarding planning Competency Development activities.

**Ability 4**

Individuals performing Competency Development activities develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to perform their responsibilities.

1. Individuals assigned responsibility for counseling others on training and professional development have received orientation in the opportunities provided for developing workforce competencies.

2. Individuals who provide training, mentoring, or other services for developing workforce competencies have received adequate professional training in the competencies that they are responsible for developing.
Ability 5  Individuals who participate in Competency Development activities receive appropriate orientation in Competency Development practices.

1. Individuals receive orientation to the graduated training and development activities and learning opportunities relevant to their workforce competencies.

   Examples of means for providing this orientation include the following:
   - Orientation sessions for individuals participating within a competency community
   - Learning maps that describe the graduated training and development opportunities available in a workforce competency
   - Mentoring

2. Individuals participating within a competency community receive orientation to the purpose, membership, and mechanisms for exchange within the competency community.

   A competency community consists of those members of a workforce who share the common knowledge, skills, and process abilities of a particular workforce competency.

Ability 6  The practices and procedures for performing Competency Development are defined and documented.

1. Practices and procedures are defined and documented at the organizational or unit levels, as appropriate.

2. Guidelines for tailoring the practices and procedures for use in different circumstances are documented and made available, as necessary.

3. The individual(s) assigned responsibility for coordinating Competency Development activities across the organization ensures that defined practices and procedures are:
   - maintained under version control,
   - disseminated through appropriate media,
   - interpreted appropriately for different situations, and
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- updated through orderly methods.

4. Experiences, lessons learned, measurement results, and improvement information derived from planning and performing Competency Development practices are captured to support the future use and improvement of the organization’s practices.

Practices Performed

Practice 1

Competency development activities are based on the competency development plans within each workforce competency.

Refer to Practices 2, 3, 4, 5, and 10 of the Workforce Planning process area for information regarding developing, updating, and tracking competency development plans. Refer also to Practice 6 of the Workforce Planning process area for information regarding each unit’s planned workforce activities to satisfy its current and strategic competency needs.

1. Competency development activities are selected and based on their support for the organization’s:
   - competency development plans, and
   - objectives for developing capability in the workforce competency.

2. Competency development activities are prioritized to align with:
   - the organization’s measurable objectives for developing capability in each of its workforce competencies,
   - the competency development plan for each of the organization’s workforce competencies, and
   - cost, schedule, and other business considerations.

3. The relationship between each Competency development activity and the organization’s competency development plans and objectives for developing capability in the workforce competencies is documented and communicated.
Competency Development

**Practice 2**  
Graduated training and development activities are established and maintained for developing capability in each of the organization’s workforce competencies.

1. Graduated training and development activities for developing capability in each of the organization’s workforce competencies are identified.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples of Competency Development activities include the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Formal classroom training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Courses of study at educational institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Degree programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Licensing or certification programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Guided self-study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Apprenticeship or mentoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Just-in-time training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Workgroup (or team) training and development activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Knowledge repositories and tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Career development planning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. The organization establishes standards for the learning activities included in the training and development of its workforce competencies.

3. All courses, learning materials, and other development activities and artifacts are qualified against the organization’s standards before being offered to the workforce.

4. Learning activities are periodically reviewed to:
   - ensure their compliance with established standards,
   - identify revisions that are needed in the standards, and
   - ensure effectiveness in developing workforce competencies.

5. Resources for delivering the training and development activities are identified and made available.

6. The training and development program is updated as changes are made to profiles of the organization’s workforce competencies.
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7. The graduated training and development activities in each workforce competency are communicated to those responsible for career counseling.

8. Training and development records are maintained at the organizational level.

Refer to Practice 8 of the Competency Analysis process area for information regarding maintaining organizational competency information.

Practice 3 The organization makes available descriptions of workforce competencies and information about development opportunities related to them.

Examples of vehicles for making competency descriptions and information about development opportunities available to those interested in developing additional capability in a competency include the following:

- Career counseling or performance management sessions
- Bulletin boards
- Information repositories open to members of the workforce
- Training and development documents and brochures
- Web pages on an intranet

Practice 4 Competency-based training and development activities are identified for each individual to support their development objectives.

1. A responsible individual(s) helps each individual identify competency-based training and development needs and ensures that appropriate competency development activities are identified, planned, and performed.
Personal development plans or career development activities, described in the Career Development process area, may not affect some individuals (e.g., part-time employees or contractors). However, these individuals may need to perform competency-based processes to accomplish their committed work. Affected individuals create and maintain a personal development plan. Refer to Practice 5 of the Career Development process area for information regarding developing and maintaining each individual’s personal development plan.

2. A responsible person counsels individuals, as needed, about available training and development in relevant workforce competencies and how development in different competencies affects career directions.

Development in workforce competencies may be oriented toward improved capability in an individual’s current assignment, as well as toward developing capability in related competencies.

3. A waiver procedure is established and used to determine when individuals already possess the knowledge, skills, and process abilities composing one or more of the organization’s workforce competencies.

4. Wherever possible, assignments are identified to provide individuals with experience in using the competencies they are developing.

Practice 5 **Individuals actively pursue learning opportunities to enhance their capabilities in the organization’s workforce competencies.**

The organization fosters an environment that empowers individuals to pursue development in relevant workforce competencies. Refer to the Training and Development and Career Development process areas for practices regarding each individual’s role in their personal development.

1. Individuals are encouraged to take initiative in pursuing competency development opportunities.

2. Competency development activities are performed on a timely basis to support personal development objectives.

3. Individuals ensure their competency information is updated when competency development activities are completed.
Practice 6

Capable individuals within a competency community are used to mentor those with less capability in the competency.

*Mentoring* refers to a process of transferring the lessons of greater experience in a workforce competency to improve the capability of other individuals or workgroups. Mentoring should only be considered for workforce competencies in which less-capable individuals could benefit from the guidance and experience of more-capable individuals. Mentoring activities may be targeted to specific individuals, such as those new to the organization or novices in a workforce competency. In many cases at the Defined Level, participation in mentoring activities may be voluntary.

1. Within each appropriate workforce competency, mentoring is made available.

   **Examples of objectives for mentoring include the following:**
   - Orientation and adjustment to the organization
   - Development of specific knowledge and skills
   - Learning how to perform processes within the organization
   - Development of workforce competencies
   - Preparation of specific management or executive skills
   - One-on-one personal attention
   - Improved group effectiveness
   - Workgroup development
   - Career advice and development
   - Counseling and advice concerning problems

2. Individuals willing to act as mentors are prepared to perform their responsibilities.
   - Experienced and capable individuals are invited to volunteer to perform mentoring activities.
Candidate mentors are evaluated to ensure they have the required personal skills and capability in relevant workforce competencies to perform mentoring activities effectively.

- Mentors receive training or orientation in mentoring skills.

3. Mentors and those being mentored establish arrangements for conducting their mentoring relationship.

4. Mentors provide timely feedback and guidance to those they mentor.

---

Examples of issues that might be addressed when providing feedback and guidance during mentoring include the following:

- Evaluation of work performance
- Use of time and setting priorities
- Interpersonal style and skills
- Decision making
- Knowledge, skills, or process abilities needing development
- Barriers to job performance or career growth
- Understanding the organization

---

Practice 7 The organization supports communication among those comprising a competency community.

The members of a workforce that share the common knowledge, skills, and process abilities of a particular workforce competency constitute a competency community. Much competency development occurs through information exchanges among those within a competency community. When fostered, these “communities of practice” [Wenger 00, Wenger 98, Brown 00] can function as self-organizing mechanisms for sharing competency-based information and learning among members of a competency community. This form of competency development supplements other competency development activities performed in the organization.
Examples of mechanisms for supporting communication within a competency community include the following:

- Periodic meetings
- Informal discussions
- Professional activities
- Social gatherings
- Peer group reviews, boards, and similar activities
- Periodic newsletters or bulletins
- Updated technical, process, or business documentation
- Electronic bulletin boards, web pages, and other forms of computer-mediated communication and networking
- Information repositories

Practice 8 Competency-based experience and information is captured and made available to those within a competency community.

1. Those within a competency community identify the data, experience, and other forms of competency-related information that represent effective sources of learning for other members of the competency community.

2. Those within a competency community capture data and other forms of information that can become a source of learning for others in the competency.

3. Competency-based data and information are stored in appropriate repositories.

4. Responsible individuals periodically update and maintain the information repositories used within a competency community.
Measurement and Analysis

Measurement 1  Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of Competency Development activities within each unit and across the organization.

Examples of measurements include the following:

- Amount of time spent in developing the knowledge, skills, and process abilities underlying the organization’s workforce competencies
- Number of people and amount of effort involved in developing or delivering Competency Development activities
- Amount of effort to define and document competency-based processes
- Amount and types of communication within a competency community
- Amount of effort spent on capturing and documenting competency-based information
- Amount of process or competency-based experience and information available in repositories
- Rate of progress in competency development activities
Measurement 2  Measurements are made and used to determine the quality of Competency Development activities.

Examples of measurements of the quality of Competency Development activities include the following:

- Individual ratings of the effectiveness of each competency development method
- Level of knowledge, skill, or process ability developed in each workforce competency through different development methods
- Performance-based evidence of increases in knowledge, skills, or process abilities in each workforce competency
- Results of certification programs, where appropriate
- Rate at which individuals requests access to different training programs or methods

Verifying Implementation

Verification 1  A responsible individual(s) verifies that Competency Development activities are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.

These reviews verify that:

1. Competency Development activities comply with the organization’s policies and stated values.
2. Competency Development practices and activities comply with relevant laws and regulations.
3. Competency Development activities are performed according to the organization’s documented practices and procedures.
4. Noncompliance issues are handled appropriately.

5. Competency development methods and materials are consistent with the existing and anticipated conditions and needs of the organization.

Verification 2  Executive management periodically reviews the Competency Development activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.

These reviews verify:

1. Appropriateness of Competency Development activities at the organizational and unit levels.

2. Progress in performing Competency Development activities.

3. Results from reviews of Competency Development practices and activities.

Refer to Verification 1 for information regarding reviews of Competency Development activities to ensure adherence to the following:

- Relevant laws and regulations
- Organizational policies, practices, and procedures


5. Trends related to competency development.

6. Effectiveness of Competency Development activities in achieving planned objectives in the organization’s workforce competencies.

Verification 3  The definition and use of data on competency development are periodically audited for compliance with organizational policies.
Career Development

*Purpose*  
The purpose of Career Development is to ensure that individuals are provided opportunities to develop workforce competencies that enable them to achieve career objectives.

*Description*  
Career Development activities are designed to help individuals see the organization as a vehicle for achieving their career aspirations. The organization creates mechanisms through which individuals can increase their capability in their chosen workforce competency as well as their value to the organization. The organization’s Career Development policy identifies the jobs, positions or competencies for which Career Development activities are appropriate.

Graduated career opportunities and promotion criteria are defined to motivate growth in the organization’s workforce competencies. Graduated career opportunities represent an arrangement of positions or work responsibilities that require increasing levels of capability in one or more workforce competencies. Promotions are made periodically, based on defined criteria. Graduated career opportunities are periodically evaluated to determine if they need to be updated.

Individuals in competency communities affected by career development activities periodically evaluate their capability relative to the knowledge, skills, and process abilities defined for their workforce competency. Individuals in these identified categories create and periodically update personal development plans. Progress against these plans is tracked and development opportunities are identified. Opportunities for training and other career-enhancing activities are made available. Individuals are encouraged to take an active role in defining and developing their competencies and career opportunities.

Individuals are periodically counseled about career options, and opportunities for advancement are communicated to them. An effort is
made to match work assignments with career objectives. Individuals are encouraged to take initiative in pursuing career opportunities. The organization evaluates how well progress in meeting personal development plans is providing the skills that the organization anticipates it will need in the future.

**Goals**

**Goal 1** The organization offers career opportunities that provide growth in its workforce competencies.

**Goal 2** Individuals pursue career opportunities that increase the value of their knowledge, skills, and process abilities to the organization.

**Goal 3** Career Development practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as defined organizational processes.

**Commitment to Perform**

**Commitment 1** The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for conducting its Career Development activities.

Issues typically addressed by the policy include:

1. Career Development activities serve the business objectives and stated values of the organization.

2. Graduated career opportunities are designed to provide growth in the workforce competencies of the organization.
3. Job types, positions, or competencies in the organization affected by Career Development practices are defined.

Not all individuals may be affected by the organization’s Career Development practices. The use of the term "affected" implies that an activity is conducted only with those individuals in positions or job types who are covered in the organization’s Career Development policy. Examples of individuals who might not be covered by the Career Development policy include the following:

- Part-time or temporary workers
- Contractors
- Certain positions or job types identified by the organization
- Individuals on performance improvement plans
- Individuals affected by impending separation or retirement from the organization

4. Documented procedures are developed to guide Career Development activities. These procedures typically specify:

- methods for identifying career options within the organization,
- procedures for discussing career options with each individual, and
- frequency of discussing career options with individuals.

5. Career Development practices and activities comply with relevant laws, regulations, and organizational policies.

Commitment 2 An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for coordinating Career Development activities across the organization.

Examples of individuals who might be assigned responsibility for coordinating Career Development activities include the following:

- Members of the human resources function or other appropriate professionals
- Members of the training or development functions
- Organizational competency management group
- Committee of representatives from ownership teams for each workforce competency
Ability to Perform

Ability 1  Within each unit, an individual(s) is assigned responsibility and authority for ensuring that members of the unit participate, as appropriate, in Career Development activities.

Examples of individuals who might be assigned responsibility for various Career Development activities within a unit include the following:

- The unit manager or other designated individual
- A project or workgroup leader
- A mentor or coach
- A competency manager
- A career counselor
- An advisory group within a competency area
- An empowered workgroup
- A member of the training staff
- A member of the human resources function or other appropriate professionals

Ability 2  A responsible individual(s) coordinates the Career Development activities for each workforce competency.

Examples of individuals or groups that may be involved in coordinating Career Development activities in a workforce competency include the following:

- Human resources or other appropriate professionals
- An organizational competency management group
- Responsible individuals housed within a functional unit devoted to a specific workforce competency (e.g., a center of excellence)
- A group of experienced, capable individuals within the competency who form a competency ownership team
Ability 3 Adequate resources are provided for implementing Career Development activities.

1. When feasible, experienced individual(s) with expertise in supporting Career Development activities are made available.

Examples of contributions that can be made by those with special skills in Career Development activities could include the following:

- Designing graduated career opportunities
- Developing career choice guidelines
- Assessing development and career interests
- Providing information about career opportunities and growth within the organization
- Updating descriptions of graduated career opportunities to reflect changes in workforce competencies or advances in work processes, products, or technologies

2. Resources for supporting Career Development activities are made available.

Examples of resources to support Career Development include the following:

- Guidelines on career choices in the organization
- Graduated career opportunity descriptions
- Career interest inventories and scales
- Other assessment techniques and materials

3. Support for implementing Career Development activities is made available.

Examples of implementation support include the following:

- Maintaining career development records
- Maintaining graduated career paths
- Maintaining listings of open positions

4. Funding to accomplish Career Development activities is made available.
5. Adequate time is made available for participating in Career Development activities.

**Ability 4** Individuals responsible for Career Development activities develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to perform their responsibilities.

1. Those responsible for designing graduated career opportunities, developing promotion criteria, or performing career assessments have received the professional training necessary to perform their responsibilities.

2. Those responsible for Career Development activities within a unit have appropriate training in the organization’s graduated career opportunities in competencies relevant to the unit’s workforce.

3. Those responsible for providing career advice receive preparation in:
   - assessing career interests and capabilities,
   - providing career guidance,
   - interpreting career guidance provided from other sources, and
   - interviewing, listening, and advising skills.

**Ability 5** Individuals who participate in Career Development activities receive appropriate orientation in career development opportunities and activities.
Examples of information that might be addressed in career development orientation include the following:

- Topics related to the strategic workforce plan regarding the future requirements of the organization
- Competency development planning information
- Graduated career opportunities and promotion criteria
- Evaluating personal capabilities in workforce competencies
- Setting career objectives
- Establishing and maintaining personal development plans
- Guidance on selecting learning and development opportunities
- How the individual can master new skills to grow in their competencies.

**Ability 6**

The practices and procedures for performing Career Development are defined and documented.

1. Practices and procedures are defined and documented at the organizational or unit levels, as appropriate.

2. Guidelines for tailoring the practices and procedures for use in different circumstances are documented and made available, as necessary.

3. The individual(s) assigned responsibility for Career Development activities across the organization ensures that defined practices and procedures are:
   - maintained under version control,
   - disseminated through appropriate media,
   - interpreted appropriately for different situations, and
   - updated through orderly methods.

4. Experiences, lessons learned, measurement results, and improvement information derived from planning and performing Career Development practices are captured to support the future use and improvement of the organization’s practices.
Practices Performed

Practice 1

The organization defines graduated career opportunities to support growth in the workforce competencies required to perform its business activities.

**Graduated career opportunities** represent an arrangement of positions or work responsibilities that require increasing levels of capability in one or more workforce competencies. Graduated career opportunities include not only upward promotion opportunities within the organization such as career ladders or paths, but also career lattices that provide broadening or lateral assignments to gain experience or increase the individual’s capabilities in additional workforce competencies. Such opportunities may be in other units or in assignments to other organizations either in or allied with the company. An organization may have many combinations of graduated career opportunities.

An example of a set of graduated career opportunities that involve both technical and management growth in software engineering might include a progression such as the following:

- Support programmer
- Software engineer
- Senior software engineer
- Software team leader or project manager
- Software system architect or program manager
- Senior consulting software engineer or division manager
- Fellow or vice president
- Chief scientist or executive vice president

1. The organization specifies the purposes to be achieved through establishing sets of graduated career opportunities.
Examples of purposes for graduated career opportunities include the following:

- Motivating individuals to develop the competencies required to execute the organization’s current and future business activities
- Ensuring growth in the organization’s workforce competencies
- Rewarding individuals for growth in workforce competencies
- Enabling individuals to expand their ability to serve the organization when their performance and capability justify greater responsibility or influence
- Deploying competent individuals or teams most effectively throughout the organization
- Preparing succession for positions requiring greater competency or experience
- Ensuring careers are aligned with business strategy and direction
- Steadily improving the organization’s performance
2. Graduated career opportunities are designed to support business strategies or needs.

Examples of business strategies or needs that may influence the definition of career opportunities include the following:

- Current and future products and services
- Standard business processes and methods
- Organizational structure and architecture
- Corporate culture and climate
- Availability of individuals with knowledge and skills in the organization's workforce competencies
- Nature of the customer and business environment
- Workforce competencies of the competition
- Professional practices within specific knowledge and skills areas

3. Several choices of graduated career opportunities are made available for career planning.

Examples of choices among career opportunities may include the following:

- Technical
- Administrative
- Managerial
- Sales and marketing
- A mixture of assignments across or within several career areas
4. Criteria for advancing through graduated career opportunities are documented and communicated to the workforce.

Examples of criteria for advancement through graduated career opportunities include the following:

- Knowledge, skills, and process abilities required at each graduated level
- Demonstrated performance or accomplishments required for each graduated level
- Potential to perform responsibilities successfully at each graduated level
- Characteristic working styles required at each graduated level
- Demonstrated impact on the group, unit, or organization required for each graduated level
- Potential for developing additional knowledge and skills that are required for advancement to each graduated level
- Potential to affect others through performance of responsibilities at each graduated level

Practice 2 Career promotions are made in each area of graduated career opportunities based on documented criteria and procedures.

Documented promotion criteria and procedures for considering the promotion of qualified individuals are defined for each workforce competency, cluster of competencies, or other career area where graduated career opportunities have been defined. These promotional criteria and procedures may differ across workforce competencies or areas of career opportunity.

The promotion procedures typically specify:

1. The bases (i.e., frequency or other criteria) for initiating promotion activities within the area.
2. How individuals may apply or be nominated for promotion consideration.
3. How criteria for promotion are developed, approved, and communicated.
4. How and by whom nominated candidates are to be evaluated.
5. How and by whom promotion decisions are made and approved.
6. Which other workforce activities or practices are activated by the promotion decisions.

7. How appeals to promotional decisions can be made and how appeals are handled.

8. How often promotional criteria and procedures are evaluated for improvements.

**Practice 3**

**Graduated career opportunities and promotion criteria are periodically reviewed and updated.**

1. Graduated career opportunities and their associated promotion criteria are periodically reviewed to ensure they are aligned with the definition of workforce competencies, the business strategy of the organization, and other relevant considerations.

2. Additions, deletions, or changes in workforce competencies are analyzed as necessary to determine whether:
   - affected graduated career opportunities and promotion criteria should be updated,
   - new graduated career opportunities and promotion criteria should be defined, or
   - obsolete career opportunities should be phased out or eliminated.

3. Action is taken to update, add, or phase out graduated career opportunities or promotion criteria based on the results of periodic or event-driven reanalysis.

4. Changes to graduated career opportunities are implemented and maintained under version control.

5. Changes in graduated career opportunities or promotion criteria are communicated to the workforce.
Practice 4  Affected individuals periodically evaluate their capabilities in the workforce competencies relevant to their career objectives.

Examples of methods for getting periodic feedback on their capabilities in workforce competencies include the following:

- Formal or informal performance feedback
- Self-assessment materials or guides
- Evaluation at the end of learning opportunities
- Assessment centers
- Reviews by peer or promotion panels
- Standardized tests or evaluation techniques
- Professional licensure or certification evaluations
- Feedback from mentors or coaches

1. Opportunities are available to individuals for determining their capabilities in relevant workforce competencies.

2. In some instances, the organization may require an evaluation of an individual’s competencies for promotion or assignment to specific positions.

3. Evaluations of an individual’s capabilities on relevant workforce competencies are used as input for creating personal development plans and identifying relevant career options.

4. Individuals are made aware of any competency information that will be entered into promotion or staffing decisions.
Practice 5  Affected individuals create and maintain a personal development plan to guide their training and career options.

Examples of information presented in a personal development plan include the following:

- Career objectives
- Career paths, assignments, or experiences to achieve those objectives
- Knowledge, skills, and process abilities identified in Performance Management activities to enhance performance in the current assignment
- Competencies and other capabilities needed to progress toward the career objectives
- Potential next assignments
- Competencies required for potential next assignments
- Plans for developing the competencies required for potential next assignments
- Other development activities, such as professional growth

1. The personal development plan is created jointly between an individual and the person responsible for their career guidance.

2. Career development objectives are based on the graduated career opportunities defined for the organization.

3. The personal development plan identifies training and other development activities needed to accomplish the career objectives of the individual.
4. Opportunities for personal development are identified and encouraged.

Examples of opportunities to support personal development include the following:

- Training
- Activities to build new competencies
- Certification or licensure
- Temporary assignments
- Involvement with task forces or committees
- Work assignments that would support the individual’s development needs
- Other development activities, such as mentoring

5. The personal development plan is updated periodically as changes occur in:
   - the individual’s career objectives,
   - the organization’s business strategy or activities,
   - the definition of the organization’s workforce competencies,
   - the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed for potential future assignments, or
   - the career options available.

6. The personal development plan for some individuals may be based, in part, on succession planning objectives identified in succession planning activities.

Refer to Practice 8 of the Workforce Planning process area for information regarding succession planning.

Practice 6: Career options and development in the organization’s workforce competencies are discussed with affected individuals on a periodic or event-driven basis.

1. Affected individuals are made aware of the organization’s graduated career development opportunities and relevant aspects of the organization’s strategic workforce plan and associated competency development plans.
2. Affected individuals are counseled on how to prepare for the opportunities they wish to pursue.

3. Affected individuals periodically discuss career opportunities with those responsible for providing them with career advice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples of topics for career discussions may include the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Advice and discussion to help develop career objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Assessment of individual capabilities relevant to career objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The creation or updating of a personal development plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Individual performance against personal development plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The initiation, adjustment, or termination of career development activities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Those responsible for Career Development activities continually identify opportunities to increase the workforce competencies and other knowledge, skills, or other process abilities relevant to the career objectives of the individuals they advise.

5. Progress against personal development plans and the impact and results of development activities are discussed with affected individuals.

6. Alignment of personal development plans with the organization’s strategic workforce plans and competency development plans are discussed with affected individuals.

**Practice 7**

**Affected individuals pursue training and development opportunities that enhance their career options and capabilities in the organization’s workforce competencies.**

1. Affected individuals are encouraged to accept responsibility for developing their capabilities and careers. They should take an active role in:
   - accomplishing the objectives set in their personal development plans,
   - identifying opportunities for development experiences, and
   - pursuing external activities or training that enhances their knowledge, skills, and process abilities.

2. Development opportunities are performed as planned in personal development plans.
3. Assignments outside of normal work responsibilities that support an affected individual’s development needs are provided, as appropriate.

Examples of assignments outside of normal work responsibilities that may support the individual’s development needs include the following:

- Special tasks and temporary responsibilities
- Task forces or committees
- Problem resolution teams
- Time to pursue special interests or skills
- Process or quality improvement activities
- Professional activities

Practice 8 Individual development activities are tracked against personal development plans.

1. Those responsible for career discussions periodically review individual performance against personal development plans with each individual.

2. Progress against the personal development plan is discussed during periodic performance management, development, or career discussion sessions.

3. The impact and results of development opportunities completed are discussed to see if adjustments to individual development objectives need to be made.

4. When progress deviates significantly from the personal development plan, potential corrective actions are evaluated.

Examples of corrective actions include the following:

- Revising the schedule of planned development activities
- Changing the development activities
- Revising the career objectives or individual development objectives
- Ensuring that development time is built into the individual’s schedule
5. Individuals ensure that organizational competency records concerning their
knowledge, skills, and process abilities are updated whenever they have
completed significant development events or experiences.

Refer to Practices 6, 7 and 8 of the Competency Analysis process area
for information regarding the development of the organization's
workforce competency information repository.

Measurement and Analysis

Measurement 1 Measurements are made and used to determine the status and
performance of Career Development activities within each unit.

Examples of measurements include the following:

- Time and resources spent in defining and updating graduated
career opportunities
- Staff effort spent in career development activities
- Frequency and timeliness of career discussions
- Amount of training identified in development plans
- Number of career development plans documented
- Progress against personal development plans
- Number of applications for promotion or candidates considered
  for promotion
- Resources and effort spent on promotions
- Timeliness of promotion actions
- Number of promotions and rejections, and rationale
- Percent of workforce undergoing promotion consideration
- Rate of providing career development training
Measurement 2  Unit measures of Career Development status are collected and aggregated at the organizational level.

1. A historical database of Career Development data is maintained.
2. Career Development data are periodically analyzed to determine trends.

Measurement 3  Measurements are made and used to determine the effectiveness of Career Development activities.

Examples of measures of the effectiveness of Career Development activities include the following:

- Ability to attract or retain people in a workforce competency
- Number of people at different graduated career levels compared to organizational needs
- Rate at which people are progressing through graduated career levels
- Capability and demonstrated performance of people at different graduated career levels

Verifying Implementation

Verification 1  A responsible individual(s) verifies that Career Development activities are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, and procedures; and addresses noncompliance.

These reviews verify that:

1. Career Development activities comply with the organization’s policies and stated values.
2. Career Development activities comply with relevant laws and regulations.
3. Career Development activities are performed according to the organization’s documented practices and procedures.

4. Career Development activities are performed according to the unit’s plans and selected methods.

5. Noncompliance issues are handled appropriately.

Verification 2  Executive management periodically reviews the Career Development activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.

These reviews verify:

1. Progress in career development across the workforce against the business needs of the organization.

2. Progress in performing Career Development activities.

3. Results from reviews of Career Development practices and activities.

Refer to Verification 1 for information regarding reviews of Career Development activities to ensure adherence to the following:

- Relevant laws and regulations
- Organizational policies, practices, and procedures


5. Trends related to career options and growth.

6. Effectiveness of Career Development activities in achieving planned results.
Competency-Based Practices

Purpose

The purpose of Competency-Based Practices is to ensure that all workforce practices are based in part on developing the competencies of the workforce.

Description

The practices established through performing the activities of process areas at the Managed Level need to be adjusted to support the organization’s focus on developing workforce competencies. Workforce activities that had focused primarily on unit concerns at the Managed Level are re-oriented by adjusting them to include concerns that are strategic to shaping the organization’s workforce and the workforce competencies needed in the workforce. As a result of incorporating an organizational orientation in the performance of workforce activities, the performance of activities should become more consistent across units.

Both the organization and its units adjust recruiting practices to satisfy requirements for workforce competencies identified in the strategic workforce plan. The organization works with potential sources of qualified candidates to improve the application rate for individuals with aptitude in relevant workforce competencies. Selection methods are tailored to assess the knowledge, skills, and process abilities related to workforce competencies. Staffing decisions are based, in part, on capability in the relevant competencies that are involved both in the new position and in possible future positions.

Units develop performance objectives for contributing to long-term development in workforce competencies. Individuals incorporate competency development into their performance objectives. Periodic discussions of work performance include feedback on development and application of workforce competencies.

The organization’s compensation strategy and practices are structured to motivate development in the organization’s workforce competencies.
Adjustments to compensation are partly based on developing and applying workforce competencies. Recognition and rewards can be provided for outstanding development or application of workforce competencies.

**Goals**

**Goal 1**  Workforce practices are focused on increasing the organization’s capability in its workforce competencies.

**Goal 2**  Workforce activities within units encourage and support individuals and workgroups in developing and applying the organization’s workforce competencies.

**Goal 3**  Compensation strategies and recognition and reward practices are designed to encourage development and application of the organization’s workforce competencies.

**Goal 4**  Competency-Based Practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as defined organizational processes.

**Commitment to Perform**

**Commitment 1**  Relevant organizational policies promote increased capability in the organization’s workforce competencies.
In deploying Competency-Based Practices as organizations mature, existing policies that were put in place at the Managed Level are typically revised to address issues relevant to the competency focus of the organization’s practices at the Defined Level.

Issues typically addressed in these policies include:

1. Recruiting activities focus on the most likely sources of candidates with existing or potential capability in the organization’s workforce competencies.

2. The organization’s workforce activities are tailored to motivate and develop the organization’s workforce competencies.

3. Selection activities are based, in part, on identifying candidates with the strongest capabilities and potential in the organization’s workforce competencies.

4. Performance management includes activities, criteria, and feedback designed to aid development of individuals in the organization’s workforce competencies.

5. Recognition and reward activities focus, in part, on motivating development and application of the organization’s workforce competencies.

6. Compensation strategies focus, in part, on increasing the organization’s capability in its workforce competencies.

7. Competency-based adjustments to policies, workforce practices, and workforce activities comply with relevant laws, regulations, and organizational policies.

All competency-based adjustments to workforce practices are reviewed by a human resources, or other appropriate, professional to ensure their compliance with all applicable laws and regulations governing these practices, as well as the organization’s policies and stated values.
Commitment 2  
An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for coordinating adjustments in workforce practices designed to increase the organization’s capability in its workforce competencies.

Examples of individuals who might be assigned responsibility for coordinating adjustments in workforce practices include the following:

- Members of the human resources function or other appropriate professionals
- Members of the training or development functions
- Organizational competency definition or competency management group

Ability to Perform

Ability 1  
Within each unit, an individual(s) is assigned responsibility and authority for ensuring that workforce practices and activities are designed to motivate individuals and workgroups to develop and apply workforce competencies.

Ability 2  
A responsible individual(s) coordinates the competency-based practices and activities for each workforce competency.
Ability 3

Adequate resources are provided for ensuring that workforce practices and activities are designed to increase the organization’s capability in its workforce competencies.

1. The workforce competencies of the organization have been analyzed, and the organization’s capability in these competencies is known.

Refer to the Competency Analysis, Workforce Planning, and Competency Development process areas for practices that identify, plan for the development of, and develop the organization’s workforce competencies.

2. Experienced individuals who have expertise in workforce practices are available for guiding adjustments that increase the organization’s capability in its workforce competencies.

3. Resources for supporting workforce practices and activities that have been adjusted to increase the organization’s capability in its workforce competencies are made available.

Examples of resources that could be used to support adjusting workforce practices and activities include the following:

- Information bases on recruiting sources
- Selection guides and aides
- Performance management forms and guides
- Training materials
- Compensation and reward guides
- Career planning guides and tools
- Electronic availability of information concerning competency-based workforce practices
- Other relevant workforce assets

4. The strategic workforce plans of the organization and each unit’s planned workforce activities focus on increasing the capability of the organization in its workforce competencies.

5. Funding to accomplish competency-based workforce practices and activities is made available.
6. Adequate time is made available for performing competency-based workforce practices and activities.

**Ability 4**

**Those responsible for competency-based workforce activities develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to perform their responsibilities.**

1. Individuals assigned responsibility for performing competency-based workforce activities receive training or orientation in the application of these practices.

2. Individuals assigned responsibility for designing and adjusting competency-based workforce practices receive training in the knowledge and skills required for performing their responsibilities.

**Ability 5**

**The practices and procedures for performing competency-based workforce practices are defined and documented.**

1. Practices and procedures are defined and documented at the organizational or unit levels, as appropriate.

2. Guidelines for tailoring the practices and procedures for use in different circumstances are documented and made available, as necessary.

3. The individual(s) assigned responsibility for Competency-Based Practices across the organization ensures that defined practices and procedures are:
   - maintained under version control,
   - disseminated through appropriate media,
   - interpreted appropriately for different situations, and
   - updated through orderly methods.

4. Experiences, lessons learned, measurement results, and improvement information derived from planning and performing competency-based workforce practices are captured to support the future use and improvement of the organization’s practices.
Practices Performed

Practice 1

Recruiting activities are planned and executed to satisfy the organization’s requirements for workforce competencies.

1. Recruiting activities are tailored to satisfy organizational workforce competency objectives, in addition to the specific requirements of currently open positions.

Refer to Practice 1 of the Workforce Planning process area for information regarding identifying the workforce needs of the organization. Refer to Practices 7, 8, and 9 of the Competency Analysis process area for information regarding tracking the competencies of the workforce.

2. The organization communicates its current and anticipated requirements for workforce competencies to likely sources of qualified candidates.

3. The organization establishes relationships with external sources willing to develop qualified candidates with the knowledge and skills that match the organization’s current and anticipated competency requirements.
Examples of possible aspects of relationships with sources of qualified candidates include the following:

- Periodic recruiting trips
- Financial support for teaching, research, or collaborative projects
- Providing facilities or equipment in support of teaching or research
- Summer or part-time employment for faculty or students
- Internships
- Sabbatical opportunities for faculty
- Providing lecturers on a temporary or sabbatical basis
- Frequent interaction with educational institutions to track the development of the most qualified candidates
- Career guidance to students
- Involvement and support for professional or honorary societies
- Support for professional meetings and conferences
- Awards and other forms of recognition for outstanding students or professionals

Practice 2

Selection processes are enhanced to evaluate each candidate’s potential for contributing to organizational and unit objectives for capability in workforce competencies.

1. Descriptions of open positions:
   - incorporate information from relevant workforce competencies,
   - describe the level of capability required in each relevant workforce competency, and
   - describe how the open position relates to career development in relevant workforce competencies

2. In addition to the specific requirements of an open position, selection criteria are enhanced to include:
   - current capability in relevant workforce competencies,
   - potential future capability in workforce competencies, and
   - evidence of interest in developing relevant workforce competencies.
3. In addition to information about position-related knowledge and skills, selection processes are designed to produce information about each candidate’s capabilities in relevant workforce competencies.

Practice 3  
**Staffing decisions are made, in part, to achieve the competency development objectives of the organization and the career objectives of qualified candidates.**

1. Competency information is used to identify internal candidates for open positions or special assignments.

   Managers, human resource professionals, or others responsible for career planning can use the organization’s competency information. Based on the organization’s policies regarding use of personal data, different levels of information may be available to different individuals or workgroups. Support (manual or electronic) is provided for using competency information.

2. Personal development plans and career objectives are used as input when selecting among candidates for open positions.

   The selection process, especially for positions beyond entry level, involves the review of the development plans of qualified internal candidates to further develop, or broaden, their capabilities in the organization’s workforce competencies. Thus, the staffing process becomes one mechanism for increasing the organization’s capability in its workforce competencies.

3. Staffing decisions consider career development objectives when an open position represents a graduated career opportunity in one or more workforce competencies.

4. In addition to position responsibilities, candidates are evaluated for their potential to contribute to the organization’s current and future capability requirements in workforce competencies.

5. The demonstrated capability of candidates in relevant workforce competencies is incorporated into selection decisions.
Practice 4  Transition activities provide orientation to workforce competencies.

1. Orientation to new positions is designed to familiarize individuals with the competencies required to perform their work assignments.

2. Orientation for individuals new to the organization is designed, in part, to inform them about the organization’s workforce competencies and career development options, including:
   - the knowledge, skills, and process abilities in competencies relevant to their work,
   - development activities,
   - career opportunities, and
   - competence-related workforce practices.

Practice 5  Work assignments are designed, in part, to enhance personal and career development objectives.

1. Work assignments are defined in consultation with individuals assigned responsibility for the work.

2. Work assignments are defined in an agreement about the committed work that will be performed in response to the requirements of the position being filled.

3. To the extent possible, work assignments are designed to enhance:
   - the immediate development objectives in the individual’s development plan,
   - the individual’s growth in workforce competencies, and
   - the individual’s career objectives.

4. The extent to which work assignments contribute to personal and career objectives is discussed during staffing, performance management, and related activities.
Practice 6  Each unit documents performance objectives for developing workforce competencies.

1. Each unit defines and documents performance objectives for:
   ☐ developing the workforce competencies needed to perform its business activities,
   ☐ contributing to the strategic competency development objectives of the organization, and
   ☐ performing planned workforce activities that support these competence development objectives.

2. Relevant portions of the unit’s performance objectives for developing workforce competencies are included in the individual performance objectives of each person who is responsible for performing the unit’s workforce activities.

3. The unit’s performance objectives for developing competencies are allocated to the personal development plans of those whose competencies are to be developed.

Practice 7  Each individual documents performance objectives for developing additional capability in the organization’s workforce competencies.

1. Objectives for developing in relevant workforce competencies are included in each individual’s performance objectives.

Example criteria to consider when selecting among workforce competencies to include in an individual’s performance objectives include the following:

- Relevance of the workforce competency to current assigned responsibilities
- Relevance of the workforce competency to future business activities within the unit
- Relevance of the workforce competency to the career development plans of the individual
- Contribution to growth in the workforce competencies of the workgroup, unit, or organization
- Importance to the organization’s strategic requirements for workforce competencies
2. Some of each individual’s performance objectives are drawn from their personal development plans.

Examples of performance objectives related to individual competency and career development include the following:

- Increasing capability in one or more of the organization’s workforce competencies
- Achieving limited capability in workforce competencies that supplement an individual’s primary competencies
- Assisting other members of the unit or organization in increasing their capability in the organization’s workforce competencies

Practice 8 Ongoing discussions of work performance include feedback on an individual’s development and application of relevant workforce competencies.

1. Those responsible for ongoing communication about an individual’s work performance provide feedback concerning:
   - evidence of growing capability in relevant workforce competencies,
   - current level of capability in relevant workforce competencies, and
   - ability to apply relevant workforce competencies for improving work performance,

2. Individuals are encouraged to seek guidance from relevant sources on their development and application of workforce competencies.

Examples of relevant sources of feedback on development and performance of competencies include the following:

- Managers
- Mentors or coaches
- Trainers or performance experts
- Senior professionals in the competency
- Peers
- Outside experts
Practice 9  
Each individual’s performance is assessed, in part, against the objectives of their personal development plan.

1. Each individual’s success in accomplishing the objectives established in their personal development plan is evaluated when providing formal performance feedback.

2. Each individual’s work performance is evaluated to assess their level of capability in relevant workforce competencies.

3. The results of each individual’s work performance are evaluated to identify evidence of capability in workforce competencies not involved in his or her assigned responsibilities or performance criteria.

Reasons for evaluating other workforce competencies include gathering information for guiding decisions about additional career options and development opportunities.

4. Information about each individual’s capability in the organization’s workforce competencies is documented for use in:
   - planning their development activities and career options,
   - reviewing progress in accomplishing development objectives, and
   - identifying new, or revising existing, development objectives.

Refer to Practice 9 of the Competency Analysis process area for information regarding updating competency information.

Practice 10  
The compensation strategy is established and maintained, in part, to increase the organization’s capability in its workforce competencies.

1. The compensation strategy is adjusted to achieve specific objectives in developing and applying the organization’s workforce competencies.
Examples of competency objectives to be motivated by adjustments in the compensation strategy include the following:

- Motivating growth in workforce competencies
- Motivating the workforce to develop capability in scarce competencies
- Maintaining equity in compensation among comparable capability levels across workforce competencies, and in relation to relevant labor markets
- Attracting talent with knowledge and skills in the organization’s workforce competencies
- Retaining talent in the organization’s workforce competencies
- Motivating the use of workforce competencies to improve performance
- Supporting others in developing and applying workforce competencies

2. Compensation practices are adjusted as necessary to achieve the objectives of the compensation strategy.

Examples of compensation practices that can be adjusted to support the organization’s compensation strategy include the following:

- Creating salary bands across related workforce competencies for capability levels (e.g., technical associate, member of the technical staff [MTS], senior MTS, principal MTS, etc.) defined relative to the knowledge, skills, and process abilities within each workforce competency
- Tying some compensation actions to events (rather than position changes or calendar-based actions) indicating achievement of greater capability within a workforce competency (such as receipt of a degree or professional certification)
- Factoring into a bonus or other variable-based pay the attainment or application of greater capability in relevant workforce competencies
- Tying the level or availability of some benefits to developing and applying greater capability in relevant workforce competencies
- Tying stock and other incentives to developing and applying greater capability in workforce competencies
3. The effectiveness of the compensation strategy in improving the organization’s capability in its workforce competencies is:
   - periodically reviewed,
   - adjusted as necessary to support capability and performance objectives, and
   - revised as appropriate when intended competency development or performance results are not achieved.

Practice 11  Compensation practices are defined to support capability objectives within each workforce competency.

Refer to Practice 2 of the Workforce Planning process area for information regarding establishing measurable capability objectives within each workforce competency.

1. Within each workforce competency, compensation practices are evaluated for their current and anticipated impact on:
   - strategic capability and staffing goals in the competency,
   - ability to attract and retain people with required capabilities in the competency,
   - graduated career development and promotional opportunities within the competency, and
   - increasing the impact of capability in the competency on performance.
2. Compensation practices are adjusted to support capability objectives in each workforce competency.

Examples of adjustments to compensation practices that support capability objectives include the following:

- Compensation actions for recruiting selected candidates with needed competencies
- Compensation adjustments based on availability of different competencies within the local or national labor markets
- Compensation actions based on promotion through graduated career steps within a competency
- Compensation actions for completing specific competency development activities such as courses, degrees, or professional certifications
- Compensation actions for applying increased capability in a competency to improve performance
- Compensation actions for accomplishments in assisting the competency development of other individuals or teams

3. All adjustments to compensation practices that support capability objectives in a specific workforce competency must:

- be aligned with objectives in the strategic workforce plan,
- be consistent with the compensation policy, strategy, and related adjustments to organization-wide compensation practices,
- maintain equity among workforce competencies relative to their value to the organization and availability in the marketplace.

Practice 12 Adjustments to compensation are partly determined by each individual’s development and application of relevant workforce competencies.

1. Individuals’ development and application of relevant workforce competencies is factored into decisions concerning their compensation.
Examples of competency-based factors affecting compensation decisions include the following:

- Current capability in relevant workforce competencies
- Development of capabilities in scarce competencies
- Market value of their capability in their competencies
- Successful completion of personal development plan objectives
- Ability to translate capability in workforce competencies into performance at the individual, workgroup, unit, or organizational levels
- Contribution in helping or mentoring others to improve their knowledge and skills in the organization’s workforce competencies

2. The impact on compensation of developing and applying capability in relevant workforce competencies is discussed with each individual.

3. Each individual’s compensation is reviewed to ensure it is:
   - consistent with the organization’s compensation policy and practices,
   - consistent with objectives documented in the organization’s strategic workforce plan, the unit’s planned workforce activities, and the individual’s development plan,
   - consistent with the individual’s capability in relevant workforce competencies, and
   - equitable with the compensation of other individuals possessing similar capabilities.

4. Corrective actions are taken when an individual’s compensation is found to be inequitable or inconsistent with organizational policies, practices, objectives, or individual capability.

Practice 13 **Recognition and rewards for developing or applying workforce competencies are provided, when appropriate, at the individual, workgroup, or unit levels.**

1. Policies are revised to include development and application of the organization’s workforce competencies as a basis for recognition or reward.

2. The level of recognition or reward is equitable with regard to the level of capability developed or applied.
Practice 14  As the definition or requirements of its workforce competencies change, the organization re-evaluates its workforce policies and practices and adjusts them, as needed.

Measurement and Analysis

Measurement 1  Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of workforce practices to increase capability in the organization’s workforce competencies.

Examples of measurements include the following:

- Amount of time spent in tailoring workforce policies, practices, and activities to support developing and applying the organization’s workforce competencies
- Number of people involved in tailoring workforce activities to the organization’s workforce competencies
- Rate of progress in tailoring the workforce activities to focus on the organization’s workforce competencies

Measurement 2  Measurements are made and used to determine how effectively competency-based workforce practices are increasing capability in the organization’s workforce competencies.
Examples of measurements of the effectiveness of competency-based workforce practices include the following:

- Staff ratings of the effectiveness of competency-based workforce practices
- Increased level of knowledge, skills, and process ability resulting from competency-based recruiting, selection, and performance management practices
- Effectiveness of various competency development practices and activities in increasing the capability of individuals or workgroups in the organization’s workforce competencies
- Increased level of motivation and retention resulting from competency-based career planning, compensation, and reward practices
- Indicators of the organization’s increased efficiency or quality in performing competency-based workforce activities

Verifying Implementation

**Verification 1**

A responsible individual(s) verifies that competency-based workforce practices are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.

These reviews verify that:

1. Competency-based workforce practices and activities comply with the organization’s policies and stated values.
2. All actions related to competency-based workforce practices and activities are periodically reviewed to ensure that they conform to documented policies.
3. Competency-based workforce practices and activities comply with relevant laws and regulations.
4. Competency-based workforce practices and activities are performed according to the organization’s documented practices and procedures.
Competency-Based Practices

Level 3: Defined

5. Noncompliance issues are handled appropriately.

Verification 2

Executive management periodically reviews the activities implementing competency-based workforce practices, their status and results, and resolves issues.

These reviews verify:

1. The appropriateness of competency-based workforce activities at the organizational and unit levels.
2. Progress in performing competency-based workforce activities.
3. Results from reviews of competency-based workforce practices and activities.

Refer to Verification 1 for information regarding reviews of Competency-Based Practices activities to ensure adherence to the following:

- Relevant laws and regulations
- Organizational policies, practices, and procedures

5. Trends related to competency-based workforce practices.
6. Effectiveness of competency-based workforce practices and activities in achieving planned objectives in the organization’s workforce competencies.
Workgroup Development

A process area at Maturity Level 3: Defined

Purpose
The purpose of Workgroup Development is to organize work around competency-based process abilities.

Description
As used in the People CMM, a workgroup is a collection of people who work closely together on tasks that are highly interdependent to achieve shared objectives. A workgroup reports to a responsible individual who may be involved in managing its day to day activities.

Responsible individuals analyze the work within a unit or set of related units to identify the dependencies among tasks. Work can then be designed around workgroups that maximize the interdependency of tasks within the workgroup and minimize dependencies with other workgroups.

The organization defines common workgroup methods and procedures to be used in performing standard activities that occur in most groups, such as problem solving or holding meetings. The workgroup tailors these processes along with those from the workforce competencies represented in the workgroup into a process to be used in planning and performing its business activities. Workgroups tailor the defined roles that must be performed within its processes and assign them to workgroup members.

Workgroup members work with each other to coordinate dependencies and ensure adequate flow of information. They also work on developing their workgroup skills and improve the workgroup’s effectiveness. When a workgroup shares dependencies with other workgroups or organizational entities, it interacts with them to define interfaces to coordinate their activities and commitments.

A responsible individual ensures the workgroup develops documented performance objectives, and that these objectives are allocated to each of its members. Responsible individuals manage workgroup performance and...
track the status of work. When a workgroup’s business activities are complete, it is disbanded using an orderly process that preserves its assets, completes required workforce activities, and ensures appropriate work assignments for each of its departing members.

**Goals**

**Goal 1**  Workgroups are established to optimize the performance of interdependent work.

**Goal 2**  Workgroups tailor defined processes and roles for use in planning and performing their work.

**Goal 3**  Workgroup staffing activities focus on the assignment, development, and future deployment of the organization’s workforce competencies.

**Goal 4**  Workgroup performance is managed against documented objectives for committed work.

**Goal 5**  Workgroup Development practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as defined organizational processes.
Commitment to Perform

Commitment 1  The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for conducting Workgroup Development activities.

Issues typically addressed in the policy include:

1. Workgroup Development serves the business objectives and stated values of the organization.

2. Workgroup Development activities are planned within units and are included in the strategic workforce plan.

3. Workgroups are organized to perform interdependent tasks that constitute some of the organization’s business activities.

4. Procedures are defined, documented, and used for guiding the organization’s Workgroup Development activities.
   
   These procedures typically specify:
   - how work is analyzed and designed to expedite its performance in workgroups,
   - how workgroups are staffed,
   - how workgroups establish performance objectives and work commitments,
   - how workgroup skills are developed and maintained,
   - how workgroup performance is managed, and
   - how workgroups are dissolved, when appropriate.

5. Workgroup Development practices and activities comply with relevant laws, regulations, and organizational policies.

Human resources or other appropriate professionals are consulted to ensure that Workgroup Development activities comply with all relevant laws, regulations, and organizational policies.
Commitment 2  An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for coordinating Workgroup Development activities across the organization.

Commitment 3  Workgroup Development activities are incorporated into the organization’s strategic workforce plan and the planned workforce activities within units.

Ability to Perform

Ability 1  Within each unit, an individual(s) is assigned responsibility and authority for ensuring that members of the unit participate in Workgroup Development activities, as appropriate.

Ability 2  Adequate resources are provided for performing Workgroup Development activities.

1. The organization’s workforce competencies are defined.

Refer to Practices 3 and 5 of the Competency Analysis process area for a description of the practices that produce descriptions of the process abilities of each of the organization’s workforce competencies.

2. Workforce competency descriptions and competency-based processes are available for use in Workgroup Development activities.

Refer to the Competency Analysis process area regarding practices that produce descriptions of the organization’s workforce competencies and competency-based processes.

3. Experienced individuals who have expertise relevant to Workgroup Development are made available for developing workgroups.
Examples of individuals with expertise in Workgroup Development include the following:

- Human resources or other appropriate professionals
- Training or other development staff
- Group trainers or facilitators
- Quality or process improvement staff
- Individuals from successful workgroups

4. Resources for supporting Workgroup Development activities are made available. The resources provided to workgroups should be:

- selected for their support of the workgroup’s defined processes,
- integrated into the defined processes and other work-related activities of the workgroup, and
- consistent across dependent workgroups to the extent possible.

Examples of resources to support Workgroup Development activities include the following:

- Space for group meetings
- Furniture and other physical resources for supporting workgroup meetings and activities
- Voice and electronic communication equipment
- Electronic access and tools for supporting virtual workgroups
- Transportation in support of workgroup activities
- Workgroup management tools and resources
- Workgroup planning and estimating tools
- Tools for managing process and role definitions

5. Funding to accomplish Workgroup Development activities is made available.

6. Adequate time is made available for training and facilitation in workgroup skills.
Ability 3  Responsible individual(s) to whom the members of a workgroup are accountable develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to manage workgroups.

Examples of relevant workgroup management skills in which responsible individuals might be trained include the following:

- Establishing performance objectives for a workgroup’s committed work that are drawn from the unit’s performance objectives
- Technical and competence-based aspects of the work assigned to a workgroup
- Competency-based roles and processes
- Procedures for estimating, planning, and tracking group work based on defined workgroup roles and processes
- Methods for applying workforce activities, such as staffing, performance management, recognition and reward, and competency development, to workgroups
- Methods for managing the performance of individuals within the workgroup context
- Methods for coaching and facilitating workgroups
Ability 4  Workgroup members receive appropriate guidance or training in workgroup skills.

Examples of relevant workgroup skills may include the following:

- Workgroup formation and member selection
- Stages of workgroup development
- Tailoring competency-based workgroup processes
- Role and task definition
- Group dynamics
- Workgroup leadership and decision making
- Establishing and managing workgroup performance objectives
- Workgroup communication and coordination
- Resolving workgroup problems and conflicts
- Cross-training in various roles and responsibilities

Ability 5  The practices and procedures for performing Workgroup Development are defined and documented.

1. Practices and procedures are defined and documented at the organizational or unit levels, as appropriate.

2. Guidelines for tailoring the practices and procedures for use in different circumstances are documented and made available, as necessary.

3. The individual(s) assigned responsibility for coordinating Workgroup Development activities across the organization ensures that defined practices and procedures are:
   - maintained under version control,
   - disseminated through appropriate media,
   - interpreted appropriately for different situations, and
   - updated through orderly methods.

4. Experiences, lessons learned, measurement results, and improvement information derived from planning and performing Workgroup Development practices are captured to support the future use and improvement of the organization’s practices.
Practices Performed

Practice 1  The committed work within a unit is analyzed to identify its process dependencies.

1. Those responsible for the performance of a unit analyze its committed work to identify the dependencies required to accomplish it.

Examples of sources of dependencies in a unit’s committed work include the following:

- Competency-based process abilities of those performing the work
- Defined workflows and other processes within the organization
- Dependencies shared with individuals or workgroups in other units
- Work rules captured in automated systems
- Knowledge of those performing the unit’s work

2. The process dependencies within a unit’s committed work are documented.

Practice 2  Committed work is structured to optimize the coordination and performance of interdependent work within workgroups.

1. Committed work is organized and allocated to workgroups to:
   - ensure each workgroup performs a defined collection of interdependent tasks,
   - ensure no workgroup is assigned more work than it can accomplish,
   - optimize the gathering of task dependencies within a workgroup,
   - minimize task dependencies across workgroups, and
   - ensure coordination of task dependencies with workgroups in other units.

2. Workgroups are organized to perform a defined collection of interdependent tasks.

3. The committed work in a unit is periodically reevaluated to determine whether it continues to be allocated across workgroups in a way that optimizes the coordination and performance of interdependent work.
Practice 3  Each workgroup is formed to perform a defined set of business activities and to accomplish defined objectives.

Workgroups are frequently composed of people from a single unit. Even when contained within one unit, workgroups may occasionally include one or two members from other units who are required for specific tasks. However, workgroups can form outside unit boundaries with members from several units. When workgroup membership extends to several units, workgroup reporting and accountability must avoid creating conflicts between individual and workgroup reporting relationships.

1. A responsible individual(s) organizes each workgroup to perform a set of defined business activities.

Refer to Practices 9 and 13 of this process area for information regarding how workgroup performance objectives may be established and documented through the workgroup planning process, and how the workgroup establishes performance objectives with the manager or supervisor to whom it reports.

2. Each workgroup is chartered to perform a documented set of business activities and to accomplish defined objectives.

Topics addressed in the charter for a workgroup typically include the following:

- Workgroup purpose
- Assigned business activities
- Defined objectives
- Detailed responsibilities, where applicable
- Boundaries
- Resources available
- Identification of the individuals responsible for tracking and managing workgroup performance.

3. Each workgroup’s assigned business activities and objectives are periodically reviewed to ensure:

- the activity of the workgroup remains aligned with its chartered business activities and objectives,
the workgroup’s business activities and objectives remain aligned with the organization’s objectives, and
corrective action is taken to address misalignments.

Practice 4  Methods and procedures for performing common workgroup functions are defined and maintained for use by workgroups.

Although workgroups will differ in the competencies composing them and the responsibilities they are assigned, they nevertheless perform some common activities for which the organization can provide common methods and procedures.

Examples of common workgroup functions performed by workgroups include the following:

- Negotiating work commitments
- Brainstorming
- Problem-solving
- Resolving conflicts

1. Methods, procedures, and tailoring guidelines for performing common workgroup functions are established and maintained.

Examples of artifacts to be maintained to support common workgroup methods and procedures include the following:

- Method or procedure definitions
- Templates and forms
- Tailoring guidelines for use in adapting the methods and procedures for use in different types of workgroups
- Sample artifacts produced in applying the methods and procedures
- Materials for training the methods and procedures
- Case studies of how the methods and procedures have been applied
2. Information regarding defined workgroup methods and procedures is communicated and made available.

Examples of mechanisms for communicating defined workgroup methods and procedures and making them available include the following:

- Intranet or other electronic means
- Manuals
- Workgroup facilitators

3. Defined workgroup methods and procedures are periodically reviewed and revised to ensure the best workgroup practices continue to be propagated throughout the organization.

**Practice 5**  
**The competencies required to perform a workgroup’s business activities are identified.**

1. Before a workgroup is formed, the workforce competencies needed to perform the workgroup’s business activities are identified.

2. The workforce competencies required to perform the workgroup’s business activities are documented and made available for use in staffing, performance management, training, and other workforce activities related to the workgroup.

3. The workforce competencies included in a workgroup are reevaluated whenever the processes, technologies, products, or services associated with a workgroup are significantly redefined.
Practice 6  

Staffing processes are performed to ensure that workgroups are staffed with individuals whose competencies match those needed to perform the workgroup’s business activities.

1. Individuals to whom workgroups report incorporate workforce competency information into workgroup staffing processes.

   Examples of workforce competency-related information to be incorporated into a workgroup’s position descriptions, selection processes, and criteria for evaluating candidates include the following:

   - Workforce competencies related to the business activities assigned to the workgroup
   - Ability to work in a group environment
   - Ability to coordinate with individuals possessing other workforce competencies
   - Ability to fulfill a specific role responsibility in the workgroup, such as team leader or intergroup liaison
   - Ability to acquire additional competency related to the workgroup’s business activities
   - Contribution to the individual’s competency development and career objectives

2. When appropriate, workgroup members are involved in recruiting candidates with appropriate workforce competencies for open positions.

   Typically, workgroup members are involved in staffing processes and decisions. Examples of occasions when workgroup members may not be involved in staffing processes and decisions include the following:

   - When management is initially assigning a set of individuals to form a workgroup
   - When an individual is being assigned to perform a temporary role in the workgroup
   - When an individual with a unique competency is being assigned by another group to fill a specific competency-based role in the workgroup, such as finance or quality assurance
3. When appropriate, workgroup members are involved in executing a selection process for evaluating the competencies and other qualifications of candidates for open positions in the workgroup.

Examples of non-competency-related information that may be incorporated into workgroup selection processes and decisions include the following:

- Existing workload and time available to fulfill workgroup responsibilities
- Anticipated fit with other members of the workgroup
- Other organizational staffing goals

4. When appropriate, workgroup members are involved in selection decisions.

5. The workgroup is involved in orienting new members to the workgroup’s processes, commitments, and other members.

Practice 7 Workgroups tailor competency-based processes for performing their business activities.

In order to improve coordination within a workgroup beyond what can be achieved solely through good interpersonal skills, a workgroup must define a set of operating processes for coordinating their work. Frequently, workgroups are composed of members from a single workforce competency (e.g., a software development team, a sales team, or a financial audit team), and individual members fill roles typically structured by the process abilities defined within their competency.

At the Defined Level, workgroup processes typically revolve around the process abilities within workforce competencies, and occasionally require coordinated interfaces between processes performed by individuals from different competencies.
However, individuals from a different competency are occasionally assigned to fill a role in a workgroup. In such cases, members from a different competency often fulfill ‘staff’ functions affiliated with the workgroup rather than functioning as integral members. For instance, a finance specialist managing the budget for a product development project plays a role primarily defined by their competency in finance. How they perform most of their processes within the workgroup is defined by the process abilities of their competency in finance. In performing their role, they coordinate their financial activities with the rest of the workgroup based on dependencies in the product development process for financial information or actions.

1. Workgroup members sharing a common workforce competency jointly:
   - analyze the workgroup’s assigned responsibilities to determine activities and results for which they will most likely be accountable,
   - compare competency-based processes from their workforce competency to the activities and results for which they will most likely be accountable,
   - select among the alternatives and tailor competency-based processes to best support the workgroup’s performance,
   - document the competency-based processes to be used in supporting the workgroup’s performance and any tailoring required to make the processes more fit for use, and
   - periodically review the tailored competency-based processes to ensure they continue to support workgroup performance and take corrective action where concerns are detected.

When workgroup members are from different workforce competencies, individuals from each competency select and tailor processes from their workforce competency for use in guiding their contributions to the workgroup. Thus, the different members of a workgroup may be following different competency-based processes in performing their work. Each member follows the competency-based processes associated with their workforce competency.
2. When a workgroup is composed of members from different workforce competencies, they should:
   - review and agree on the competency-based processes being employed by members from each competency, and
   - mutually define interfaces between their competency-based processes for coordinating work dependencies.

3. The workgroup documents its operating processes which include:

   A workgroup’s operating processes at the Defined Level are composed from the collection of tailored competency-based processes and common workgroup methods and procedures selected for use within the workgroup. A workgroup’s operating processes are used for:
   - Guiding the activities of workgroup members
   - Orienting new workgroup members
   - Understanding and evaluating the process performance of the workgroup
   - the competency-based processes tailored by members of the workgroup from their workforce competencies,
   - mutually defined interfaces between competency-based processes, and
   - choices among common workgroup methods and procedures defined by the organization for performing common workgroup functions.

Practice 8 Roles for performing the workgroup’s operating processes are defined and allocated to individuals.

When a workgroup method, procedure, or a competency-based process is too large to be performed by a single individual, it must be divided into work packages called roles. A role is a defined set of work tasks, dependencies, and responsibilities that can be assigned to an individual as a work package. A role describes a collection of tasks that constitute one component of a procedure or process, whereas an assignment consists of one or more roles whose performance constitutes an individual’s committed work. A role is distinguished from an individual’s assignment within the workgroup, which consists of performing one or more roles.
1. The roles necessary to perform the tailored competency-based processes or common workgroup methods and procedures required to accomplish a workgroup’s business activities are defined.

| Descriptions of pre-defined roles are often incorporated into definitions of competency-based or common workgroup methods and procedures. For competency-based processes, process elements are gathered into clusters of related tasks that can be assigned as a role to one or more individuals possessing the competency. Roles defined in common workgroup methods and procedures can be assigned to any member of the workgroup trained to perform the tasks composing the role. Individuals may perform more than one role as part of their contribution to the workgroup.

If roles are not defined within competency-based or common workgroup methods and procedures, then the elements of these processes must be organized into defined roles. Roles may be specific to competency-based processes or to common workgroup methods and procedures, or may be a combination of both. As the organization learns more about how these roles evolve in workgroups, it may incorporate them into the definitions of competency-based or common workgroup methods and procedures. Well-defined roles can be reused by other workgroups when performing similar processes.

When some tasks required to accomplish the workgroup’s committed objectives are not defined in competency-based or common workgroup methods and procedures, then they must be organized and allocated among workgroup members as individual roles. |

2. Defined roles are tailored for use within the context of the workgroup’s business activities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples of activities through which role descriptions are tailored and elaborated for use include the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Tailoring competency-based processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Tailoring common workgroup methods and procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Workgroup planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Defining workgroup or individual performance objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Reviewing individual or workgroup performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Performing process analyses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Coordinating activities among workgroup members</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. A responsible individual(s) allocates roles among members of the workgroup.

   The individual to whom a workgroup reports is responsible for ensuring that its roles are defined and assigned appropriately. However, responsible managers can delegate this responsibility to another individual, such as a team leader or workgroup facilitator, or to the workgroup itself. Individuals should only be allocated roles they can be expected to accomplish within the limits of their competency and available effort. Examples of reasons behind role assignments to individuals may include the following:
   - Competency or experience in the tasks assigned to the role
   - Balancing of work across individuals
   - Cross-training in the workgroup’s business activities
   - Competency or career development

4. Each workgroup member’s assignment is documented as the combination of roles allocated to them.

   Example forms in which assignments may be documented include the following:
   - Position descriptions
   - Workgroup planning documents
   - Agreements for coordinating work dependencies
   - Performance objectives for committed work

5. A responsible individual(s) periodically analyze the performance of workgroups to ensure that no individual is overloaded with roles.

6. A responsible individual(s) periodically analyze the performance of workgroups to ensure defined roles are not overloaded with tasks.

Practice 9 Workgroup activities and commitments are planned.

1. Workgroups plan how they will accomplish the business activities assigned to them.

   Workgroup planning typically addresses:
   - performance commitments,
competency-based processes and common workgroup methods and procedures tailored for use by the workgroup,
roles to be performed,
work dependencies within the workgroup, or with other workgroups or organizational entities,
descriptions of work products or services,
schedules and budgets,
resources required,
how risks will be identified and handled,
measures of process performance, and
necessary management and support activities.

Examples of information from which a workgroup’s plans can be developed include the following:

- Assigned responsibilities
- Descriptions of products or services
- Descriptions of competency-based processes or common workgroup methods and procedures
- Work breakdown structures
- Previously constructed plans by workgroups assigned similar responsibilities
- Historical data on workgroup and task performance

2. Members of the workgroup agree to:

- their individual commitments to the workgroup, and
- the workgroup’s commitments to other workgroups, its own unit, or other entities in the organization, and

When members of a workgroup individually or collectively do not believe they can accomplish the business activities assigned to them within the parameters (e.g., time, budget, quality, etc) specified, they must negotiate work responsibilities until they arrive at commitments they believe they can meet.

- changes to individual or workgroup commitments.
These commitments serve as the basis for establishing measurable performance objectives for the workgroup. Refer to Practice 13 for information regarding establishing the workgroup’s performance objectives and tracking and managing workgroup performance against these objectives.

3. A workgroup’s plan is reviewed to ensure:
   - it satisfies the responsibilities assigned to the workgroup,
   - the commitments are achievable,
   - the workgroup’s dependencies with other entities in the organization are coordinated,
   - workloads are balanced across the workgroup, and
   - no individual’s performance commitments to the workgroup are in jeopardy because of work commitments to other workgroups or organizational entities.

4. Workgroup plans are documented.

Examples of how a workgroup’s plan can be documented include the following:
- As a separate workgroup plan
- As a component of a project or unit plan
- As performance objectives at the individual, workgroup, or unit levels
- As a component of a documented workflow
- As a contribution to the work of a unit or higher organizational entity

Practice 10  Workgroup members establish mechanisms for communicating information and coordinating dependencies among roles.

1. Workgroup members identify the dependencies among their role responsibilities.
2. Workgroup members agree on how they will coordinate work processes and products to satisfy their dependencies, and these agreements are documented during such activities as:
   - the tailoring of competency-based or common workgroup methods and procedures to create the workgroup’s operating processes,
   - workgroup planning, or
   - the definition and allocation of roles.

3. When subsets of workgroup members are using different competency-based processes, they define interfaces between roles in different competencies to ensure the coordination necessary for meeting the workgroup’s performance objectives.

4. Workgroups define methods for coordinating the flow of information required by the workgroup’s operating processes and role responsibilities.

5. Workgroups determine the frequency with which meetings are needed to share information, maintain coordination, and track status.

6. Workgroup members ensure they have a common understanding of the terms and representations they use in communicating.

7. Workgroup members coordinate with each other to ensure that gaps or other problems in their workgroup’s operating processes are handled.

8. Workgroups periodically review performance to identify and correct problems such as:
   - breakdowns in communication and coordination of dependencies,
   - breakdowns, gaps, or inefficiencies in defined processes,
   - overloaded role responsibilities, or
   - workload imbalances across individuals.
Practice 11  

Skills needed to perform jointly as a workgroup using the workgroup’s operating processes are developed.

This practice focuses on development needs specific to the workgroup in such areas as the workgroup's operating processes, the organization’s common workgroup methods and procedures, workgroup dynamics, workflow, coordination, and competency-based processes defined or tailored at the workgroup level.

Refer to the Competency Development process area for information focused on individual development in the organization's workforce competencies and to Practice 7 of the Communication and Coordination process area for information regarding individuals' development of interpersonal communication skills.

Examples of the responsible individual(s) who interacts with the workgroup to manage the workgroup's development needs include the following:

- The individual to whom the workgroup reports
- An individual from the training function
- An expert in workgroup or team development
- An individual from the human resources function or other appropriate professionals

1. As the workgroup is initiated, a responsible individual identifies any needs for training and development, based on:
   - individual workgroup members’ capability to perform the workgroup’s operating processes, or
   - the specific tailoring of competency-based or common workgroup methods and procedures for use within the workgroup as the workgroup’s operating processes, and
   - the roles that individuals have been assigned to fulfill.
2. A responsible individual analyzes the workgroup’s performance to determine its development needs.

Factors to evaluate in analyzing workgroup performance may include the following:

- Workgroup performance against objective performance criteria
- How the work is organized and carried out by the workgroup
- Peer reviews by people external to the workgroup
- Workgroup self-evaluation
- Appropriate quality and productivity metrics
- Skill development needs for existing workgroup members (both individual competency development needs and needs for development of workgroup knowledge, skills, and process abilities)
- Performance improvement against baselines
- The contribution of the workgroup to the performance of the unit and the organization

3. Working with a responsible individual, the workgroup documents a plan for its development activities that includes:
   - development objectives for the workgroup,
   - specific development actions to achieve these objectives,
   - the schedule for performing the unit’s Workgroup Development activities, and
   - development activities that support the organization’s strategic workforce plan.

4. The workgroup performs its development activities.

5. A responsible individual(s):
   - reviews the accomplishment of the workgroup’s development activities and the impact of these development activities on workgroup behavior and performance,
   - documents completed development activities, and
   - recommends corrective action when development activities do not achieve their intended objectives.
Practice 12  Workgroups that share dependencies define interfaces through which their activities and commitments are coordinated.

1. Workgroups identify the dependencies they share with other workgroups or organizational entities.

2. Dependent workgroups or their representatives interact to:
   - plan activities that satisfy their dependencies,
   - review and agree to their mutual commitments,
   - raise and resolve issues in their work,
   - coordinate their activities as necessary,
   - jointly monitor progress toward satisfying dependencies,
   - take corrective action as necessary when dependencies are in jeopardy, and
   - improve conditions and processes that affect their mutual work.

3. Problems or issues that cannot be resolved among dependent workgroups are handled according to a documented procedure.

Unresolved issues can be raised to management, submitted to an arbitration group, or addressed by a documented method that is appropriate to the type of issue and is approved by management.

Examples of intergroup issues include the following:

- Incompatible schedules
- Poorly synchronized processes
- Different rates of progress
- Technical issues
- Risks
- Quality problems
- Unplanned dependencies
Practice 13  A responsible individual(s) tracks and manages workgroup performance.

Managing workgroup performance is separate from managing the performance of individual workgroup members. In practice, many of the activities for managing the performance of individuals and of workgroups may occur in close temporal proximity and may be performed by the same individual. However, workgroups need performance feedback on their performance as workgroups, on their coordination, and on their collective actions; rather than on their individual performance. This practice supplements, but does not replace, the Performance Management practices and Competency-Based Practices performed for individuals.

1. The workgroup establishes performance objectives with the manager or supervisor to whom it reports.

Refer to Practice 9 for information regarding how these workgroup performance objectives may be established and documented through the workgroup planning process.

2. Responsible individuals ensure that:
   - each individual’s performance objectives are aligned with the performance objectives of the workgroup,
   - personal development plans do not conflict with the performance objectives of the workgroup, and
   - the workgroup’s performance objectives are aligned with those of other workgroups or organizational entities with which it shares dependencies.

3. The individual to whom the workgroup reports maintains an awareness of its performance.
Examples of means to maintain awareness of workgroup performance may include the following:

- Tracking performance against plan
- Reviewing performance data
- Reviewing measures of process performance
- Maintaining awareness of technical issues and decisions
- Reviewing risks to performance
- Attending status review meetings
- Reviewing individual or workgroup progress reports
- Contacting customers of the workgroup’s products or services
- Contacting other workgroups with which it shares dependencies

4. The individual to whom the workgroup reports maintains ongoing communication with the workgroup about its performance.

Ongoing communication about workgroup performance involves more than just formal progress review meetings, but should also consist of informal discussions of workgroup performance with some or all members. When conducted with individual members of the workgroup, a mix of individual and workgroup performance can be discussed. Other examples of mechanisms for maintaining ongoing communication with individuals within the workgroup and with the workgroup include the following:

- Management by walking around (MBWA)
- Workgroup staff meetings
- Frequent informal meetings
- Ongoing interactions with individuals and groups

5. A responsible individual(s) facilitates the workgroup in evaluating the individual and collective performance of its members.

This responsible individual may be the individual to whom the workgroup reports or may be someone outside the group with expertise in workgroup development.
6. When workgroups share work dependencies, their mutual performance is tracked and managed by an individual(s) with responsibility for their collective performance.

An example of a mechanism to track performance when workgroups share work dependencies is to hold status reviews of coordinated intergroup performance. When held, these status reviews of coordinated intergroup performance typically:

- Involve all affected groups or stakeholders
- Review technical, cost, staffing, and schedule performance against workgroup plans
- Identify corrective actions, if necessary
- Review coordination of dependencies between groups
- Address conflicts and issues not resolvable at lower levels
- Review and manage risks
- Ensure that action items are assigned, reviewed, and tracked to closure
- Are terminated by a summary report from each meeting which is prepared and distributed to all affected groups

7. Responsible individuals ensure that workgroups have the information they need to perform their committed work.

8. The individual to whom the workgroup reports periodically provides formal feedback to the workgroup about its performance according to a documented procedure.

The workgroup and the individual to whom they report develop an agreement as to the method and schedule by which formal feedback is provided. Examples of vehicles through which formal feedback can be provided to workgroups include the following:

- Formal progress reviews
- 360° review by stakeholders in the workgroup performance
- Workgroup performance reviews scheduled separately from progress reviews
9. The individual to whom the workgroup reports works with the workgroup to discuss and resolve problems.

Examples of problems to be resolved include the following:

- Resource allocation issues
- Internal workgroup conflicts
- Breakdowns in coordination with other workgroups or units
- Overloaded assignments
- Conflicting priorities

10. When problems occur in workgroup performance, a responsible individual works with the workgroup to:

- accurately describe the performance problem,
- identify the causes of the performance problem,
- decide on corrective action,
- manage individual performance problems that contribute to problems in workgroup performance,
- track the workgroup’s implementation of corrective action,
- provide continuing feedback on progress in correcting the performance problem, and
- take further actions if workgroup performance does not improve.

11. Outstanding workgroup performance is recognized or rewarded.

12. Adjustments to each individual’s compensation are based, in part, on their contribution to workgroup performance.

**Practice 14**  
**Workgroups are disbanded through an orderly performance of workforce activities.**

1. Workgroups are made aware of the conditions under which their business activities are deemed to be complete.

2. A responsible individual discusses future assignments with each member of a disbanding workgroup.

3. When possible, future assignments are determined before a workgroup is disbanded.
4. Decisions about future assignments incorporate inputs concerning:
   - personal development plans,
   - competency development needs and activities,
   - career development issues,
   - competency needs of other workgroups or organizational entities,
   - transfer of knowledge, skills, or process abilities to other individuals or workgroups in the organization, and
   - the strategic workforce plan.

5. Transition among assignments is planned to minimize disruption to individual’s competency and career development activities.

   Refer to Practice 14 of the Staffing process area for information regarding transitioning between positions.

6. A responsible individual reviews workgroup performance with the members of the workgroup.

7. Performance management activities are completed before members separate from a disbanding workgroup.

   The disbanding of a workgroup may not correspond with scheduled formal performance management activities. To ensure that contemporaneous information about each individual's performance is retained, examples of individual performance management activities to be completed before the workgroup disbands include the following:
   - Recording the results of individual performance against objectives
   - Evaluating individual contribution to workgroup performance
   - Documenting accomplishments in personal development plans
   - Assessing performance against an individual’s improvement plan
   - Providing rewards or recognition for outstanding performance

8. Orientation activities are planned and conducted to prepare members of disbanding workgroups for their new assignments.
Practice 15  When workgroups disband, their assets are captured for redeployment.

1. Prior to the completion of the workgroup’s business activities, a responsible individual(s) works with the workgroup to:
   - plan the process for disbanding the workgroup,
   - capture and archive lessons learned about products, processes, or workforce practices,
   - prepare and archive appropriate work products.

2. The residual assets of the workgroup’s activities are disposed of appropriately through such means as being:
   - delivered to internal or external customers,
   - deployed to other workgroups,
   - returned to original owners,
   - archived for future use or reference, or
   - securely destroyed.

Measurement and Analysis

Measurement 1  Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of Workgroup Development activities across the organization.
Examples of measurements include the following:

- Number of workgroups and people involved in workgroups
- Average number of workgroups that individuals contribute to
- Profiles of competency mixtures across workgroups
- Time spent in training for workgroup-related skills
- Time spent developing workgroup plans and tailored processes
- Timeliness of performing workforce activities in workgroups
- Effectiveness of workgroups in meeting their milestones and other performance objectives
- Effectiveness with which dependent workgroups satisfy their dependencies
- Effectiveness in achieving the objectives of the strategic workforce plan
- Common issues and trends determined by analyzing lessons learned from disbanding workgroups

**Measurement 2** Measures of workgroup development are collected and aggregated at the organizational level.

1. A historical database of workgroup development and performance data is maintained.

2. Workgroup development data are periodically analyzed to determine trends.

**Measurement 3** Measurements are made and used to determine the effectiveness of Workgroup Development activities.
Verifying Implementation

Verification 1  A responsible individual(s) verifies that Workgroup Development activities are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.

These reviews verify that:

1. Workgroup development activities comply with the organization’s policies and stated values.

2. Workgroup development activities comply with relevant laws and regulations.

3. Workgroup development activities are performed according to the organization’s documented practices and procedures.

4. Noncompliance issues are handled appropriately.

5. Workgroup development activities are kept current and reflect existing and anticipated organizational conditions and needs.

Verification 2  Executive management periodically reviews the Workgroup Development activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.

These reviews verify:

1. The appropriateness of Workgroup Development activities.

2. Progress in performing Workgroup Development activities.

3. Results from reviews of Workgroup Development practices and activities.

Refer to Verification 1 for practices regarding reviews of Workgroup Development activities to ensure adherence to the following:

- Relevant laws and regulations
- Organizational policies, practices, and procedures

5. Trends in workgroup development compared to objectives in the strategic workforce plan.

6. Effectiveness of Workgroup Development activities in achieving the objectives in the strategic workforce plan.
Participatory Culture

A process area at Maturity Level 3: Defined

Purpose

The purpose of a Participatory Culture allows the organization to exploit the full capability of the workforce for making decisions that affect the performance of business activities.

Description

The open communication established with Communication and Coordination practices at the Managed Level creates a foundation for developing a participatory culture. A participatory culture provides an environment in which competent professionals are fully able to exercise their capabilities. This participative environment ensures a flow of information within the organization, incorporates the knowledge of individuals into decision-making processes, and gains their support for commitments. Establishing a participatory culture lays the foundation for building high-performance workgroups and for empowering workgroups at the Predictable Level.

Establishing a participatory culture begins with providing individuals and workgroups with information about organizational and unit performance, and how their performance contributes. Individuals and workgroups are provided access to the information needed to perform their committed work. Information and communication systems support these information needs.

The structure of decision-making processes is analyzed across the organization and appropriate roles are defined. Based on this analysis, decisions are delegated to an appropriate location in the organization that balances competence, coordination, and speed. Once made by appropriate individuals, decisions are supported by others in the organization. Individuals participate in decisions that affect their work and work environment. Individuals and workgroups use defined processes for making decisions and resolving conflicts and disputes.
Goals

Goal 1  Information about business activities and results is communicated throughout the organization.

Goal 2  Decisions are delegated to an appropriate level of the organization.

Goal 3  Individuals and workgroups participate in structured decision-making processes.

Goal 4  Participatory Culture practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as defined organizational processes.

Commitment to Perform

Commitment 1  The organization’s stated values encourage open communication and participation in decision making by individuals and workgroups, when appropriate.

Refer to Commitment 1 of the Communication and Coordination process area for information regarding the establishment and communication of organizational values, and the types of the workforce issues that might be covered in the organization's stated values.

Commitment 2  The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for its activities that supports the development of a participatory culture.

Issues typically addressed in the policy include:
1. Activities that support development of a participatory culture serve the business objectives and stated values of the organization.

2. Individuals and workgroups participate in decision-making processes affecting their work.

3. Information about organizational and business performance is shared across the organization.

4. There is an environment of open communication across levels and among individuals and workgroups within the organization.

5. Open communication appropriately considers the cultural values and diversity present in the workforce.

6. Individuals and workgroups are actively encouraged and supported to assume appropriate responsibility and authority by participating in decision-making processes.

7. Activities that support development of a participatory culture comply with relevant laws, regulations, and organizational policies.

Commitment 3 An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for coordinating the organization’s activities for developing a participatory culture.

Examples of individuals who might be assigned responsibilities for activities that support development of a participatory culture include the following:

- Executive management
- Staff assistants
- Committees
- Human resources or other appropriate professionals
- Organizational development specialists
Ability to Perform

**Ability 1**

Within each unit, an individual(s) is assigned responsibility and authority to ensure that the performance of business and workforce activities within the unit contributes to developing a participatory culture.

**Ability 2**

Adequate resources are provided for performing activities that support development of a participatory culture.

1. Strategic and operational business objectives are defined and made available.
2. Performance results are collected at the organizational and unit levels.
3. Experienced individuals who have expertise in areas such as decision analysis and communication are made available.
4. Resources that contribute to a participatory culture are made available.

**Examples of resources supporting participatory activities include the following:**
- Information
- Information systems
- Internal publications
- Decision aids

5. Adequate support is made available for participatory activities.

**Examples of participatory activities include the following:**
- Decision-making processes
- Communication processes
- Conflict resolution processes
6. Adequate funding is made available for resources that contribute to a participatory culture.

Ability 3  
Managers develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to perform their responsibilities regarding communication and participatory management.

Examples of relevant topics in which managers may be trained include the following:
- Commitment processes
- Consensus-building skills
- Participatory management techniques
- Decision-making techniques
- Group problem-solving techniques
- Listening skills
- Information analysis and communication techniques
- Work coordination techniques

Ability 4  
Individuals and groups who participate in Participatory Culture activities receive the preparation in problem-solving and decision-making processes, methods, and skills appropriate to the types of decisions they will participate in making.

Ability 5  
The practices and procedures for developing a participatory culture are defined and documented.

1. Practices and procedures may be defined and documented at the organizational and/or unit levels, as appropriate.

2. Guidelines for tailoring the practices and procedures for use in different circumstances are documented and made available as necessary.
3. The individual(s) assigned responsibility for coordinating activities to develop a participatory culture across the organization ensures that defined practices and procedures are:
   - maintained under version control,
   - disseminated through appropriate media,
   - interpreted appropriately for different situations, and
   - updated through orderly methods.

4. Experiences, lessons learned, measurement results, and improvement information derived from planning and performing the practices for developing a participatory culture are captured to support the future use and improvement of the organization’s practices.

**Practices Performed**

**Practice 1**  
**Information about organizational and unit performance is made available to individuals and workgroups.**

1. Management at each level of the organization identifies information about organizational and unit performance that would assist individuals, workgroups, or units in aligning their decisions and business activities with that level’s business objectives or commitments.
Examples of information on organizational performance that could be made available to individuals, workgroups, or units include the following:

- Business objectives and strategy
- Performance objectives of other units and the organization
- Financial results and projections
- Information about costs and expenses
- Production data and results
- Quality objectives and results
- Workforce attitude results
- Customer satisfaction and related information
- Marketing, sales, and related information

2. Designated information about organizational and unit performance is:
   - summarized at an appropriate level of detail for use by individuals, workgroups, or units,
   - communicated to individuals, workgroups, or units using methods that make the information readily accessible and useful for decision making or other business activities, and
   - revised with a frequency appropriate to the rate of change for each type of information.

3. The workforce is made aware of the extent to which different forms of performance information must be treated as confidential.

Practice 2

**Individuals and workgroups are made aware of how their work performance contributes to unit and organizational performance.**

1. Individual performance feedback is presented in the context of workgroup, unit, and organizational performance.

2. Workgroup performance feedback is presented in the context of unit and organizational performance.

3. Links among individual, workgroup, unit, and organizational performance are explained.

4. Links between organizational performance and the achievement of organizational business objectives are communicated and reinforced.
Practice 3  Individuals and workgroups have access to information needed to perform their committed work.

1. Individuals and workgroups identify information:
   - they need for performing their work, and
   - others need from them.

   Examples of sources for identifying needed information include the following:
   - Assigned tasks and responsibilities
   - Standard processes
   - Workgroup coordination
   - Assigned or assumed roles
   - Dependencies within a workflow

2. Individuals and workgroups identify the most effective mechanisms for transferring needed information.

3. Individuals and workgroups coordinate with information sources to ensure timely access to required information.

4. Managers and supervisors ensure that the information requirements of those they supervise are satisfied.

5. Competency-based experience and information captured within a competency community is made available to other individuals or workgroups that have a need for this information.
Practice 4  Information and communication systems support the information needs of individuals and workgroups.

These information and communication technologies extend beyond the basic functions of the management information systems used for managing the business. The purpose of these information technologies is to make management information accessible to every individual or workgroup who can use it for making faster and more accurate decisions. The purpose of the communication technologies described in this practice is to broaden and accelerate the flow of information needed to enhance work performance and the speed and accuracy of decisions.

1. Within boundaries defined by organizational, budgetary, and relevant technical considerations, information and communication technologies are provided to individuals and workgroups to support their information and communication needs.

2. Individuals and workgroups participate in the selection and design of information and communication technologies to ensure their needs are met.

3. Information and communication technologies are:
   - implemented to meet the needs of individuals and workgroups,
   - maintained, and
   - enhanced over time, as appropriate.

4. Individuals and workgroups participate in decisions about improvements and upgrades to the information and communication technologies that they use.
Practice 5  The structure of decision-making processes within the organization is analyzed.

Decision processes may be analyzed in numerous ways. The decision analysis described in this practice may occur through several mechanisms that are not necessarily concurrent. In addition, decision processes in different components or at different levels of the organization may be analyzed separately. Examples of how decision analysis processes may be applied in an organization include the following:

- Through formal analysis of existing decision making processes
- As part of designing workflows and management controls
- As part of defining workgroup processes
- As part of defining competency-based processes
- In policies or procedures
- In defining roles and responsibilities
- In establishing units or workgroups
- In designing the organization or its components

1. Decisions to be analyzed are identified.

Decisions to be analyzed are characterized by attributes such as the following:

- Are recurrent
- Affect work commitments or assignments
- Affect career opportunities
- Impact how work is done
- Create or affect dependencies with other individuals or workgroups
- Affect the work environment
- Affect significant stakeholders who are not involved in the decision process
2. Identified decisions are analyzed to determine which roles or workgroups:
   - have the most relevant information for making the decision,
   - can make the most timely and accurate decision,
   - are in the best position to involve all relevant stakeholders,
   - share dependencies affected by the decision,
   - need to be involved in providing input to or reviewing the decision, and
   - need to be informed of the results of the decision.

3. Individuals, workgroups, or units at each level of the organization are involved in analyzing decisions made at their level.

   Examples of different types of decisions include the following:
   - Independent decisions, which are decisions where the individual or group making the decision has full authority to make it without seeking advice or consent from anyone else
   - Coordinated decisions, which are decisions where the individual or workgroup making the decision has the authority to make the decision, but only with input or approval from other parties
   - Consensus decisions, which are decisions where the decision reached must be one that can be supported by a defined set of individuals or groups before it is announced
Practice 6  Decision-making processes and roles are defined.

1. The organization develops or adopts standard decision-making methods for use with different types of decisions.

A decision-making method is a specific procedure for making a decision that can be embedded in the work processes of an individual, workgroup, or unit. Examples of decision-making methods include the following:

- Consensus development
- Structured problem solving
- Hoshin planning or policy deployment
- Nominal group technique
- Force field analysis
- Voting or multi-voting techniques
- Brainstorming
- Delphi

2. Decision-making methods are embedded in defined processes that are appropriate for the situation or business activities being performed.

Sources of defined processes in which decision-making methods can be embedded include the following:

- Competency-based processes
- Workgroup operating processes
- Business or workflow-based processes
- Customer-specified processes
3. Decision-making processes are defined within the context of the business activities and processes they affect.

Decision-making processes are defined and represented in a format that is consistent with the definitions of processes within which they are embedded. Thus, decision-making becomes a component of a standard competence-based or workgroup operating process.

Elements of decision-making processes that may be defined include the following:

- Conditions under which the need for the decision is triggered
- Inputs needed for the decision and roles that provide them
- Roles to be involved in the decision-making process
- Methods for identifying root causes
- Methods for identifying or clarifying the decision needed
- Methods for generating alternative solutions
- Methods for selecting appropriate solutions
- Methods for planning to implement decisions
- Requirements for coordination of the decision with other roles or processes that share dependencies
- Review and approval procedures, if required
- Communication requirements
- Outputs of the decision-making process
- Methods for evaluating decision outcomes
- Methods for reconsidering previous decisions
- How the decision-making process is integrated into competency-based, workgroup, or other business processes
- Guidelines for tailoring the decision-making process or method
- Methods for evaluating decisions to improve the accuracy or quality of future decisions
Practice 7  Responsibilities for decisions are delegated to appropriate levels and locations in the organization.

1. The most appropriate roles or workgroups for participating in and making various decisions are identified.

Examples of criteria for identifying roles or workgroups to delegate decisions to at appropriate levels include the following:

- Speed and timeliness
- Availability and accuracy of information
- Responsibility for results
- Breadth of decision impact
- Competency
- Decision dependencies
- Coordination of work processes
- Legal responsibilities

2. Authority and responsibility for decision-making are delegated to lower levels of the organization when feasible and appropriate by the nature of the decision.

3. Executives initiate participatory decision processes by analyzing and delegating appropriate decisions at their level.

Practice 8  Individuals and workgroups use defined decision-making processes.

1. Standard decision-making methods, roles, and processes are tailored for their most effective use based on the characteristics of the situation in which they are used.

Decision-making methods, roles, and processes may need to be tailored to ensure they are appropriate for use in a specific project or situation. As part of planning their work activities, individuals, workgroups, or units should perform any tailoring of decision-making processes required to involve all parties and to ensure that all parties have accurate expectations about how decisions will be reached.
Examples of issues to be considered in tailoring decision-making processes include the following:

- Who is accountable for the results of the decision
- Who has information relevant to the decision
- Who must support the decision
- Whose work activities are affected by the decision
- Whose activities the decision must be coordinated with
- Who must approve the actions resulting from the decision
- How quickly the decision must be implemented
- Whether anyone will be disenfranchised by the decision

2. Roles in the decision-making process are assigned to appropriate individuals or workgroups in planning their work processes.

3. Those with management or supervisory responsibility for individuals or workgroups involved in decision-making processes ensure that they are prepared for their responsibilities.

Examples of knowledge and skills that are prerequisites to exercising decision-making responsibility include the following:

- Knowing information needed to make the decision
- Being able to execute an appropriate decision-making process
- Understanding the basis of the authority they exercise in making the decision
- Understanding the limits of their empowerment for making decisions
- Understanding how to implement the decision

4. Individuals or groups perform their roles as defined or tailored when participating in making decisions.

5. Data and other inputs relevant to a decision are provided to those involved in the decision process.

6. Decisions are communicated and coordinated as necessary.

7. When decisions are reconsidered, appropriate decision-making processes are used.
8. Decisions are evaluated to identify factors that could improve the speed or accuracy of the decisions, when appropriate in an individual, competency-based, workgroup, or a unit work process.

| Examples of factors that could improve decision-making include the following: |
| • Use of different decision-making methods |
| • More effective tailoring of decision-making processes |
| • Involving fewer or more individuals or workgroups |
| • More accurate or timely inputs |
| • More effective coordination of concurrent decision-making processes |
| • More effective or timely review or approval of decisions when required |
| • More effective or timely implementation of decisions |

**Practice 9**  
**Decisions made by those empowered to make them are supported by others in the organization.**

```
Decision-making processes must be defined and understood so that expectations about authority and responsibility are not violated.
```

1. Individuals responsible for individuals, workgroups, or units empowered to make or participate in decisions:
   - maintain awareness of decision-making processes to ensure that conditions affecting decision-making such as accuracy of inputs, level of competence or experience, and time allotted are appropriate to support accurate and timely decisions,
   - take corrective action when conditions affecting decision-making need to be improved, and
   - ensure that necessary coordination of decisions with relevant stakeholders occurs.

2. Issues or decisions that cannot be resolved according to defined decision-making processes are raised to decision-makers at higher levels for resolution.
3. When business or other conditions suggest that decisions be altered, changed, or reversed, management communicates with and involves those empowered to make the decision(s) affected.

**Practice 10**  
**Individuals and workgroups are involved in making decisions that affect their work.**

1. When appropriate, input is sought from the workforce on important decisions affecting the whole organization.

2. Individuals or workgroups participate in developing and reviewing organizational policies, plans, and procedures that affect them.

3. Individuals or workgroups participate in making decisions about how to organize and perform their work through involvement, where appropriate, in:
   - identifying problems or issues,
   - generating alternatives,
   - selecting a solution,
   - planning the implementation of the selected solution, and
   - evaluating the results.

4. The rationale behind a decision is communicated to those affected by the decision.

**Practice 11**  
**Individuals and groups participate in decisions concerning their work environments.**

1. Individuals and groups provide input for:
   - the arrangement of work facilities,
   - alterations or improvements to their work environment, and
   - resources needed to perform their work.

2. To the extent reasonable, individuals and groups participate in decisions about work resources and their work environment.

3. To the extent reasonable, individuals and workgroups arrange their work environment to best support their work processes.
Practice 12  Defined mechanisms are used for resolving conflicts and disputes.

1. The organization defines decision-making processes through which different types of conflicts or disputes can be resolved.

   Examples of different types of conflicts or disputes that should have defined processes for deciding resolution may include the following:
   - Resource contention among units or workgroups
   - Scheduling difficulties
   - Conflicts among commitments
   - Budget or other financial issues
   - Interpersonal problems
   - Personnel matters
   - Coordination problems
   - Legal or ethical issues
   - Issues involving business strategy or tactics

2. Appropriate problem-solving opportunities are made available for individuals or workgroups to resolve problems, issues, conflicts, or disputes that affect their work.

3. Conflicts and disputes are addressed through appropriate conflict and dispute resolution processes.

   Conflict and dispute resolution processes typically address the following:
   - Initiation
   - Participants and roles
   - Presentation of arguments and information
   - Decision-making procedures
   - Methods for review and appeal, if appropriate
   - Safeguards to ensure fairness, confidentiality, respect for individuals, and alignment with the organization’s objectives
4. Appropriate stakeholders are involved in conflict and dispute resolution processes.

5. Results of conflict and dispute resolution processes are communicated and implemented.

Measurement and Analysis

Measurement 1

Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of participatory activities and trends within the organization.

Examples of measurements include the following:

- Measures of the use and coverage of information and communication technologies
- Rate at which decisions are delegated within the organization
- Rate at which decision-making processes are defined and trained
- Number of people involved in decision-making processes
- Effectiveness of communication mechanisms
- Amount of business information communicated to the workforce
- Number of conflict or dispute resolutions
- Results from opinion feedback mechanisms
Measurement 2  Measurements are made and used to determine the effectiveness of the participatory practices adopted in the organization.

Examples of measurements of the effectiveness of participatory practices include the following:

- Results of decisions
- Improvements in motivation and morale
- Number or people actively seeking involvement in decision making
- The quality of the information available for decisions
- The speed of making decisions
- Improvements in timeliness or accuracy of decisions over time
- The speed of implementing decisions
- Number and extent of coordination problems
- Timeliness and success of conflict or dispute resolutions

Verifying Implementation

Verification 1  A responsible individual(s) verifies that communication and decision-making activities within the organization are conducted in an open and participative manner according to the organization’s values and policies; and addresses noncompliance.

These reviews verify that:

1. Communication and decision-making activities comply with the organization’s policies and stated values.

2. Communication and decision-making activities comply with relevant laws and regulations.
3. Individuals and groups are involved in communication and decision-making processes, where appropriate.

4. Noncompliance issues are handled appropriately.

**Verification 2**

**Executive management periodically reviews the level of participatory behavior and resolves issues.**

These reviews verify:

1. The level of open communication, delegation of decision-making, and participatory behavior in the organization.

2. The appropriate use of business objectives and performance information.

3. The involvement of all appropriate stakeholders in decision and commitment processes.

4. Progress in performing Participatory Culture activities.

5. Results from reviews of Participatory Culture practices and activities performed to develop a participatory culture.

Refer to Verification 1 for information regarding reviews of Participatory Culture activities to ensure adherence to the following:

- Relevant laws and regulations
- Organizational policies, practices, and procedures


7. Trends related to the development of a participatory culture.

8. Effectiveness of Participatory Culture activities in achieving the development of a participatory culture.
Process Areas at the Predictable Level focus on exploiting the knowledge and experience of the workforce framework developed at Level 3. The competency-based processes used by different workforce competencies are interwoven to create integrated, multidisciplinary processes. Workgroups are empowered to manage their own work processes and conduct some of their internal workforce activities. The artifacts produced through the performance of competency-based processes are captured and developed for reuse. Individuals and workgroups quantitatively manage the competency-based processes that are important for achieving their performance objectives. The organization manages the capability of its workforce and of the competency-based processes they perform. The effect of workforce practices on these capabilities is evaluated and corrective actions taken if necessary. Mentors use infrastructure provided by the organization’s workforce competencies to assist individuals and workgroups in developing their capability. The process areas at Maturity Level 4 include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process areas</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Competency Integration</td>
<td>403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empowered Workgroups</td>
<td>423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competency-Based Assets</td>
<td>447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantitative Performance Management</td>
<td>471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Capability Management</td>
<td>493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentoring</td>
<td>525</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Competency Integration

A process area at Maturity Level 4: Predictable

Purpose
The purpose of Competency Integration is to improve the efficiency and agility of interdependent work by integrating the process abilities of different workforce competencies.

Description
An integrated competency-based process is one that has been integrated from the separate competency-based processes used by different workforce competencies. At the Defined Level of the People CMM, individuals used defined interfaces between their separate competency-based processes to manage mutual dependencies. An integrated competency-based process is formed from integrating and interweaving different competency-based processes to achieve a seamless process-based interaction among individuals possessing different workforce competencies. These integrated competency-based processes provide for much more tightly interlaced interactions among different competency communities that allow problems among product, service, or work dependencies to be identified and corrected much earlier. Thus, individuals with different workforce competencies work together using a single, integrated, multi-disciplinary process, rather than working separately using the independent processes of their respective competencies or disciplines.

Integrated competency-based processes are beneficial to product design teams by accelerating the processes of making design decisions and identifying and correcting design problems. They are beneficial to product production teams by increasing flexibility in designing work procedures and by avoiding problems with workflows isolated within functions. They are also beneficial to service delivery teams by integrating the workforce competencies required to satisfy a customer's needs. For simplicity of expression throughout the Predictable and Optimizing maturity levels of the People CMM, the phrase “competency-based processes” will be used to refer to both the competency-based processes defined in the Competency Analysis process area and the integrated competency-based
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processes defined in the Competency Integration process area. Thus, “competency-based processes” could refer either to the processes of a single workforce competency, or to multi-disciplinary processes integrated from the processes of several workforce competencies.

Competency Integration involves analyzing work to identify high leverage opportunities to integrate the processes used by different workforce competencies. These integrated competency-based processes are defined and work situations are tailored for their use. Individuals involved in multi-disciplinary activities receive the preparation needed to work in a multi-disciplinary environment. Multi-disciplinary work is reviewed with regard to status, development needs, and improvement opportunities. Workforce practices and activities such as staffing, performance management, compensation, and arranging the work environment are adjusted to support multi-disciplinary work using integrated competency-based processes.

Goals

Goal 1  The competency-based processes employed by different workforce competencies are integrated to improve the efficiency of interdependent work.

Goal 2  Integrated competency-based processes are used in performing work that involves dependencies among several workforce competencies.

Goal 3  Workforce practices are designed to support multi-disciplinary work.

Goal 4  Competency Integration practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as defined organizational processes.
Commitment to Perform

Commitment 1  The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for conducting Competency Integration activities.

Issues typically addressed in the policy include:

1. Competency Integration activities serve the business objectives and stated values of the organization.

2. Competency Integration activities are included in the organization’s strategic workforce plan and the planned workforce activities within units.

3. Competency Integration activities are conducted to improve the efficiency of committed work that involves substantial dependencies among individuals possessing different workforce competencies.

4. Procedures are developed for guiding the organization’s Competency Integration activities. These procedures typically specify:
   - how work is to be analyzed and designed to integrate the process abilities of different workforce competencies,
   - how integrated competency-based processes are defined and maintained,
   - how individuals and workgroups are prepared to use integrated competency-based processes, and
   - how workforce practices and activities are adjusted to support competency integration.

5. Competency Integration practices and activities comply with relevant laws, regulations, and organizational policies.

Commitment 2  An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for coordinating Competency Integration activities across the organization.
Ability to Perform

Ability 1  Within relevant organizational units or other entities, an individual(s) is assigned responsibility and authority for ensuring that Competency Integration activities are performed.

When all activities for integrating multiples workforce competencies can be conducted within a single unit, such as an engineering department or a marketing and sales department, the individual(s) in charge of that unit will usually either accept or delegate responsibility for ensuring that competency integration occurs. In some instances, the workforce competencies to be integrated report into different organizational units (an engineer, a customer service representative, and a marketing specialist). In these instances, a virtual management team composed of management delegates from the different organizational units may assume responsibility for integrating multiple workforce competencies.

Ability 2  A responsible individual(s) coordinates the activities for defining, developing, and maintaining each integrated competency-based process.

Ability 3  Adequate resources are provided for performing Competency Integration activities.

1. The work processes to support each of the organization’s workforce competencies have been defined.

Refer to Practices 2 and 5 of the Competency Analysis process area for information regarding analyzing and documenting these competency-based processes.

2. Experienced individuals with expertise in process analysis and definition are available for defining integrated competency-based processes.
Examples of individuals with expertise in process analysis and definition include the following:

- Process owners
- Subject matter experts
- Process improvement or quality assurance groups
- Organizational effectiveness or development professionals

3. Resources for supporting Competency Integration activities are made available.

Examples of resources to support competency integration include the following:

- Process analysis and definition tools
- Space for integrated activities
- Communication equipment
- Tools for managing process and role definitions

4. Funding to accomplish Competency Integration activities are made available.

5. Adequate time is made available for defining, training, and facilitating the adoption of integrated competency-based process abilities.

**Ability 4**

Those involved in defining integrated competency-based processes develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to perform process analysis and definition.

**Ability 5**

Affected individuals and workgroups develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to perform the integrated competency-based processes involved in their work.

1. Documentation of the organization’s business activities and processes are made available for analysis.

2. Preparation in integrated competency-based processes is provided to all affected individuals and workgroups.
Preparation in integrated competency-based processes can be planned and delivered in a number of ways, including the following:

- As competency development activities
- As specific training and development activities in personal development plans
- As workgroup development activities

3. Those who manage work performed through integrated competency-based processes receive the preparation needed to manage in multi-disciplinary situations.

Examples of topics to be covered in preparing responsible individuals to manage multi-disciplinary work include the following:

- Typical management approaches and techniques appropriate to each of the workforce competencies involved
- Management techniques appropriate for multi-disciplinary activities
- Techniques for adopting, deploying, and installing integrated competency-base processes
- Diagnosing problems and improvement opportunities in multi-disciplinary work
- Resolving conflicts among different disciplines
- Adjusting and performing workforce practices in multi-disciplinary situations
- Methods for continuously improving multi-disciplinary work

4. Individuals participating in integrated competency-based processes are cross-trained as needed in the competency-based processes employed by other workforce competencies so that they can:
  - better understand the context of integrated competency-based processes,
  - develop more accurate expectations about how those possessing other workforce competencies may react under changing conditions, and
  - expand their ability to fill roles in the workgroup that they would not ordinarily undertake.

5. Additional facilitation is made available, as necessary, for workgroups deploying integrated competency-based processes.
6. Additional preparation is made available, as necessary, when integrated competency-based processes are changed.

### Ability 6

**The practices and procedures for performing Competency Integration are defined and documented.**

1. Practices and procedures are defined and documented at the organizational or unit levels, as appropriate.

2. Guidelines for tailoring the practices and procedures for use in different circumstances are documented and made available, as necessary.

3. The individual(s) assigned responsibility for Competency Integration activities across the organization ensures that defined practices and procedures are:
   - maintained under version control,
   - disseminated through appropriate media,
   - interpreted appropriately for different situations, and
   - updated through orderly methods.

4. Experiences, lessons learned, measurement results, and improvement information derived from planning and performing Competency Integration practices are captured to support the future use and improvement of the organization’s practices.

---

### Practices Performed

#### Practice 1

**Business activities involving dependencies among multiple workforce competencies are identified.**

1. Business activities where individuals representing two or more workforce competencies have shared dependencies or defined interfaces between their competency-based processes are identified and evaluated on such factors as:
   - how frequently they occur in ordinary business operations,
   - the opportunity to improve operating efficiency or quality by integrating their processes more tightly,
the frequency with which coordination problems occur in these interactions that result in poor efficiency or reduced quality, and

- the impact that greater efficiency or accuracy in these operations would have on improving business performance, quality, or customer satisfaction.

2. The organization selects those business activities that involve multiple workforce competencies evaluated as having the most impact on its business performance as candidates for integrating their competency-based processes.

Practice 2  Dependencies and interfaces among multiple workforce competencies are analyzed to identify opportunities for integrating their competency-based processes.

1. Individuals who perform business activities that involve multiple competencies are involved in analyzing and integrating competency-based processes.

2. Competency-based processes used by different workforce competencies are analyzed to identify opportunities for improved efficiency such as:

- iterative processes within or among workforce competencies that could be reduced by tighter integration among competency-based processes,

- sequential processes within or among workforce competencies that could be performed in parallel,

- idle time that could be eliminated by tighter integration,

- sources of defects that could be reduced or eliminated, and

- joint rather than separate activities that reduce effort, lower costs, shorten schedule, reduce errors, or improve the quality of products or services.

3. Analyses are performed to identify the most efficient methods for integrating competency-based processes for each situation selected for integration.
Situations may differ in the most efficient methods for introducing integrated competency-based processes. Some situations may benefit most from integrating the processes of all involved workforce competencies at once, while other situations may require that different workforce competencies have their processes integrated in stages. For instance, the organization could decide to integrate all of the individuals possessing different workforce competencies involved in a product deployment into a multi-disciplinary product development team from the initiation of a project.

Alternatively, a staged integration would initially involve integrating several engineering disciplines into a multi-disciplinary design team, while other competencies maintain defined interfaces with the development team. Over time, other competencies such as field service, customer training, or marketing may have some of their competency-based processes integrated into the product development team as well.

4. The most efficient methods for integrating multiple competency-based processes are selected.

Examples of options for improving the efficiency of processes performed by multiple workforce competencies include the following:

- Defining an integrated competency-based process that integrates separate, defined processes used by different workforce competencies
- Integrating the performance of multiple competency-based processes
- Re-organizing competency-based processes to improve the timing and coordination of dependencies among several workforce competencies that continue to work independently
- Re-engineering business processes that involve multiple workforce competencies
Practice 3  
Integrated competency-based processes are defined and made available for use.

Examples of integrated competency-based processes include the following:

- An integrated product design process created by integrating the competency-based design processes used independently by software engineers, hardware engineers, usability engineers, manufacturing engineers, and product line specialists.
- An integrated customer solution sales process created by integrating the competency-based market research, customer needs forecasting and determination, requirements development, and sales processes used independently by customer relations, marketing, and sales specialists representing a vendor’s different product lines.
- An integrated supplier management process created by integrating the competency-based processes of purchasing agents, project or product managers, and financial specialists.

1. Integrated competency-based processes are defined for use in multi-disciplinary organizational structures, such as multi-disciplinary workgroups.

Examples of concerns that must be addressed in defining integrated competency-based processes include the following:

- Accountability and authority
- Planning to meet common objectives
- Decision-making processes
- Issue and conflict resolution
- Vertical and horizontal communication
- Efficiency of business activities and operations
2. Integrated competency-based processes are documented and made available for guiding those performing business activities involving dependencies among multiple workforce competencies.

Integrated competency-based processes may be made available for use through a variety of media, which may include the following:

- Documents
- Web pages
- Videos and training materials
- Scripts in automated tools
- Other knowledge assets, such as competency-based assets. Refer to the Competency-Based Assets process area for information regarding the capture and use of competency-based assets.

Practice 4 Work is designed to incorporate integrated competency-based processes, where appropriate.

When necessary or beneficial:

- existing business processes and activities that would most benefit from integrating competency-based processes are redesigned to facilitate competency integration,
- the processes defined for a specific workforce competency are enhanced or redesigned to incorporate integrated processes performed with those possessing other workforce competencies,
- the defined processes used by workgroups are enhanced with integrated competency-based processes, and
- new business processes are defined to exploit the benefits of integrated competency-based processes.
Practice 5: Organizational structures support multi-disciplinary work that integrates competency-based processes.

Different workforce competencies often work in different parts of the organization or report to different managers. Examples of concerns that must be addressed in adjusting organizational structures to better support integrated competency-based processes include the following:

- Accountability and authority
- Decision speed and accuracy
- Vertical and horizontal communication
- Integrity of workforce practices and activities
- Continued evolution of competency integration
- Efficiency of business activities and operations

Examples of how organizational structures can be adjusted to support integrated, multi-disciplinary work include the following:

- Redesigning organizational structures
- Realigning management reporting relationships
- Establishing empowered, multi-disciplinary workgroups
- Establishing integrated management teams that cross organizational boundaries
- Enhancing communication and coordination mechanisms among different organizational components
Practice 6  

Skills needed for performing integrated competency-based processes are developed.

This practice focuses on development needs specific to the performance of integrated competency-based processes. This may involve the multi-disciplinary work of a single workgroup, of multiple interacting workgroups, or of other organizational structures through which multi-disciplinary work is performed. Different instances of multi-disciplinary work may have different development needs. Development needs could be identified that are related to the workforce competencies of individuals (refer to the Competency Development process area), to the workgroup’s operating processes (refer to the Workgroup Development or Empowered Workgroups process areas), or to process coordination among those from different workforce competencies (the focus of this process area).

1. A responsible individual analyzes situations in which integrated, competency-based processes are performed to determine development needs.

Examples of responsible individuals who interact with those performing multi-disciplinary processes to analyze and plan for meeting their development needs include the following:

- The individual(s) to whom the multi-disciplinary workgroup reports
- A management team to which a multi-disciplinary group with members drawn from different parts of the organization reports
- An individual from the training function
- An expert in multi-disciplinary work
- A representative from the human resources function or other appropriate professionals

2. Plans for developing skill in performing integrated, competency-based processes are documented as:

- development objectives for the workgroup or other multi-disciplinary entity,
- specific training and development actions to achieve these objectives,
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- input to competency development or workgroup development plans and activities, or
- the schedule for performing the development activities.

3. Those involved in multi-disciplinary work perform their planned development activities.

4. Plans are reviewed for the accomplishment of development activities and their impact on multi-disciplinary performance.

5. Corrective action is taken when development activities do not achieve their intended objective.

Practice 7  The work environment supports work by individuals or workgroups using integrated competency-based processes.

1. Individuals using integrated competency-based processes for a significant portion of their committed work are co-located to the extent possible.

2. When needed, common workspaces are provided for performing integrated competency-based processes.

3. Communication and coordination tools are provided, as necessary, for performing integrated competency-based processes.

4. Joint access to information that may be specific to a given competency is provided when needed for performing integrated competency-based processes.

Practice 8  Workforce competency descriptions are revised to incorporate integrated competency-based processes.

Documented descriptions of workforce competencies are revised to include the knowledge, skills, and defined processes required to fulfill business activities using integrated competency-based processes. Refer to Practices 3, 4, and 5 of the Competency Analysis process area for information regarding establishing and maintaining descriptions of workforce competencies and competency-based processes.
Practice 9  **Workforce practices and activities are defined and adjusted to support integrated competency-based activities.**

1. Recruiting and selection activities are adjusted, where appropriate, to identify candidates with the skill and willingness to work in interdisciplinary environments and using integrated competency-based processes.

2. Where appropriate, units plan their business activities to expand the use of integrated competency-based processes where they offer performance benefits.

3. Competency development plans and activities are enhanced to include preparation for performing integrated competency-based processes.

4. Communication and coordination activities are enhanced to improve integration and cooperation among different workforce competencies.

5. Performance discussions with individuals or workgroups include feedback on the performance of integrated competency-based processes, where appropriate.

6. Career planning practices and activities incorporate:
   - capability in integrated competency-based processes among the criteria for advancement, and
   - the ability to move between workforce competencies as a component of graduated career opportunities, where appropriate.

7. Adjustments to compensation and reward activities reflect capability and performance of integrated competency-based processes.

Practice 10  **Workgroups performing integrated competency-based processes tailor and use them for planning committed work.**

1. Workgroups that include members with different workforce competencies define their workgroup processes from tailored combinations of:
   - the competency-based processes defined for performing business activities unique to each workforce competency involved, and
   - integrated competency-based processes for performing the business activities in which they share dependencies, and
   - standard workgroup processes tailored for use with interdisciplinary situations.
2. The workgroup’s integrated processes are used for:
   - planning their business activities and establishing commitments,
   - defining roles for workgroup members,
   - guiding the performance of committed work,
   - orienting new members to the workgroup,
   - coordinating work dependencies with other organizational entities, and
   - collecting data and developing lessons learned.

Practice 11  **Workgroups use integrated competency-based processes for work involving multiple workforce competencies.**

1. Work being performed using integrated competency-based processes is reviewed on a periodic or event-driven basis to determine status and make necessary adjustments.

2. If significant deviations of progress from plan are observed, corrective actions are taken, which could include making adjustments or improvements to integrated competency-based processes.

3. Data on the performance of multi-disciplinary work are captured and maintained.

   Examples of later uses for performance data and other information on integrated competency-based processes may include the following:
   - Estimating and planning multi-disciplinary work
   - Establishing benchmarks or capability baselines for integrated competency-based processes
   - Analyzing integrated competency-based processes for improvement opportunities
   - Evaluating the benefits of integrated competency-based processes

Practice 12  **The performance of integrated competency-based processes is evaluated to identify needed adjustments and updates.**

1. Those using integrated competency-based processes to perform at least part of their committed work evaluate these processes on a periodic or event-driven basis to determine needs for adjustment.
2. Adjustments to integrated competency-based processes that are specific to a situation are implemented and recorded.

3. Adjustments that may be generic across situations are recommended for incorporation into the documented integrated competency-based process.

Measurement and Analysis

Measurement 1  Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of Competency Integration activities.

Examples of measurements include the following:

- Number and extent of situations employing integrated competency-based processes for performing at least part of their committed work
- Number of integrated competency-based processes defined and in use
- Status of planned activities for defining and employing integrated competency-based processes
- Status of updating learning materials and experiences for preparing individuals or workgroups to perform integrated competency-based processes
- Number of individuals or workgroups trained to perform integrated competency-based processes
- The rate at which the competency-based processes of different workforce competencies are integrated within the organization
Measurement 2  
Measurements are made and used to determine the effectiveness of Competency Integration activities.

Examples of measures the effectiveness of Competency Integration activities include the following:

- Extent to which business objectives pursued through performing integrated competency-based processes are accomplished
- Performance-based evidence of increases in unit or organizational performance related to competency integration
- Value of performance increases through the use of integrated competency-based processes
- Workforce ratings of the effectiveness of integrated competency-based processes
- Improvements in cost, schedule adherence, time to market, quality, or other performance measures related to the use of integrated competency-based processes

Verifying Implementation

Verification 1  
A responsible individual(s) verifies that the Competency Integration activities are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.

These reviews verify that:

1. Competency Integration activities comply with the organization’s policies and stated values.
2. Competency Integration activities comply with relevant laws and regulations.
3. Competency Integration activities are performed according to the organization’s documented practices and procedures.
4. Noncompliance issues are handled appropriately.
Verification 2  Executive management periodically reviews the Competency Integration activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.

These reviews verify:

1. The appropriateness of Competency Integration activities.

2. Effectiveness of Competency Integration activities at the organizational, competency, and unit levels.

3. Progress in performing Competency Integration activities.

4. Results from reviews of Competency Integration practices and activities.

Refer to Verification 1 for practices regarding reviews of Competency Integration activities to ensure adherence to the following:

- Relevant laws and regulations
- Organizational policies, practices, and procedures

5. Status of resolution of non-compliance issues.

6. Trends related to Competency Integration.

7. Effectiveness of Competency Integration activities in accomplishing multi-disciplinary work.
Empowered Workgroups

*Purpose* The purpose of Empowered Workgroups is to invest workgroups with the responsibility and authority for determining how to conduct their business activities most effectively.

*Description* An *empowered workgroup* is a workgroup that is granted considerable autonomy in managing and performing its work, and may perform selected workforce practices within the workgroup. The concept of empowered workgroups usually implies that a workgroup is responsible for a “whole work process” [Wellins 91]. In the People CMM, workgroups that are invested with the authority to determine how they will accomplish business objectives and perform some of their internal workforce practices are described as empowered workgroups.

The term “team” has been used in the literature to describe several types of workgroup structures and attributes, many of which involve some level of empowerment. For instance, Katzenbach and Smith [Katzenbach 93, pg. 45] describe a “team” as “…a small number of people [less than 10] with complementary skills who are committed to a common purpose, performance goals, and approach for which they hold themselves mutually accountable.” Although a team is a workgroup, not all workgroups develop into empowered workgroups. Consequently, the People CMM does not distinguish between the terms “team” and “workgroup”.

Empowered workgroups can constitute a unit, can be a component of a unit, or can consist of individuals who report to different units. In this latter case, individuals may have matrixed reporting relationships that involve their home unit and the empowered workgroup. Such workgroups may overlap several entities on the organization chart.

Empowering workgroups involves preparing workgroup members to act as an independent entity within the constraints of organizational and unit(s) objectives. It involves delegating responsibility and authority for
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work results to the empowered workgroup and holding the members accountable as an empowered workgroup for achieving them. It involves training workgroup members in the skills required in empowered workgroup and their associated processes. Empowered workgroups are managed as an entity, rather than as individuals and workforce practices are tailored for use with them. The work environment is adjusted to support empowered performance by workgroups. Empowered workgroup members accept increasing responsibility for the performance of workforce practices such as recruiting, selection, performance management, reward, training, development, and compensation activities that are appropriate to the structure and function of the empowered workgroup. Empowered workgroup performance data are used to identify needs for development. Workgroup performance and contributions to it are considered in making individual compensation decisions, as well as in recognizing and rewarding outstanding performance.

Goals

Goal 1 Empowered workgroups are delegated responsibility and authority over their work processes.

Goal 2 The organization’s workforce practices and activities encourage and support the development and performance of empowered workgroups.

Goal 3 Empowered workgroups perform selected workforce practices internally.

Goal 4 Empowered Workgroups practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as defined organizational processes.
Commitment to Perform

Commitment 1  
The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for conducting Empowered Workgroups activities.

Issues typically addressed in the policy include:

1. Workgroups are empowered to serve the business objectives and stated values of the organization.

2. Empowerment activities are included in the strategic workforce plan and implemented through orderly planning in units whose work can benefit from empowered workgroups.

3. The work environment and other organizational attributes are adjusted to support empowered workgroups.

4. Workforce practices are adjusted to support empowered workgroups.

5. Empowered workgroups assume increasing responsibility for performing some of their workforce practices within the workgroup.

6. Empowered Workgroups practices and activities comply with relevant laws, regulations, and organizational policies.

Commitment 2  
An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for coordinating empowerment activities and tailoring workforce practices to support empowered workgroups.
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Ability to Perform

Ability 1

Each empowered workgroup has an individual(s) or organizational entity that is assigned responsibility as its sponsor and to whom it is accountable.

1. The individual(s) or organizational entity that is assigned responsibility for an empowered workgroup assists it by:
   - clarifying its mission and responsibilities,
   - providing organizational resources or ensuring those organizational resources are made available to the workgroup,
   - reviewing its progress and performance,
   - providing guidance,
   - facilitating the empowered workgroup, when needed, and
   - addressing problems it is unable to resolve internally.

2. The individual(s) or organizational entity that is assigned responsibility for an empowered workgroup acts as its liaison to other organizational entities, when appropriate.

3. The individual(s) or organizational entity that is assigned responsibility for an empowered workgroup represents the organization’s interests to the workgroup.

Ability 2

Adequate resources are provided for performing Empowered Workgroups activities.

1. Workgroups have been established to optimize the performance of interdependent work.

Refer to the Workgroup Development process area for information regarding the establishment and use of workgroups to organize and accomplish work around competency-based process abilities.
2. Competency-based processes exist that can be tailored to support empowered workgroups.

   Competency-based processes that can be tailored include competency-based processes, integrated competency-based processes, and methods and procedures for performing common workgroup functions used by a workgroup, as well as competency-based workforce practices that may be tailored and performed by an empowered workgroup.

   Refer to the Competency Analysis, Competency-Based Practices, and Workgroup Development process areas at the Defined level, and the Competency Integration process area at the Predictable level, for a description of the establishment of these processes and practices.

3. Defined workforce practices exist that can be tailored to support their execution by empowered workgroups.

4. Experienced individuals who have expertise are available for facilitating empowerment within workgroups.

5. Experienced individuals who have expertise in tailoring workforce practices for:
   - use within empowered workgroups, and
   - supporting empowered workgroups.

6. Resources for supporting Empowered Workgroups activities are made available.

7. Adequate funding is available to empower workgroups and to tailor and deploy the empowered workgroup-based practices that support them.
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Ability 3

All affected parties develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to develop effective relationships with empowered workgroups.

1. Those to whom empowered workgroups report receive the preparation needed to manage empowered workgroups.

   Those who manage empowered workgroups develop knowledge, skills and process abilities to enable them to perform their assigned responsibilities and support the empowerment of the workgroups that are responsible for. Examples of topics include the following:

   • Assigning responsibility and delegating authority
   • Shifting responsibility for some workforce practices into the empowered workgroup
   • Evolving the growth of empowerment and self-management in empowered workgroups
   • Tailoring self-managed workforce practices within empowered workgroups
   • Facilitative and participatory management
   • Performing workforce practices at the empowered workgroup level
   • Forming, sustaining, and disbanding empowered workgroups
   • Diagnosing and handling empowered workgroup problems
   • Managing dependencies among empowered workgroups
   • Coordinating management decisions in empowered workgroup-based organizations

2. Other individuals or organizational entities that interact with empowered workgroups receive the preparation needed to coordinate their activities with empowered workgroups.

   Empowered workgroups interact with many components of the organization whose members are not equally empowered. These affected parties need to be prepared to adjust their methods of coordination where necessary to work effectively with empowered workgroups. They need to understand how empowered workgroups work to identify appropriate mechanisms for coordination and interaction.
Examples of issues to be addressed in working effectively with empowered workgroups may include the following:

- Empowered decision-making
- Delegated authority for work methods
- Integration of competency-based processes within empowered workgroups
- Self-management
- Inter-group communication mechanisms
- Planning and tracking status with empowered workgroups

3. Facilitation is provided to:
   - support managers or others who work with empowered workgroups, and
   - assist empowered workgroups in taking responsibility for their work processes and selected workforce practices.

**Ability 4**

**Individuals responsible for tailoring or administering workforce practices for empowered workgroups develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to perform their responsibilities.**

1. Individuals assigned responsibility for performing workforce practices for empowered workgroups receive the preparation needed for applying these practices in a manner consistent with the development and functioning of empowered workgroups.

2. Individuals assigned responsibility for designing or tailoring workforce practices for application to empowered workgroups receive the preparation needed to perform their responsibilities.

3. Individuals within empowered workgroups who participate in applying workforce practices within the workgroup receive the preparation needed for performing these practices.

**Ability 5**

**The practices and procedures for performing Empowered Workgroups are defined and documented.**

1. Practices and procedures are defined and documented at the organizational or unit levels, as appropriate.
2. Guidelines for tailoring the practices and procedures for use in different circumstances are documented and made available, as necessary.

3. The individual(s) assigned responsibility for coordinating Empowered Workgroups activities across the organization ensures that defined practices and procedures are:
   - maintained under version control,
   - disseminated through appropriate media,
   - interpreted appropriately for different situations, and
   - updated through orderly methods.

4. Experiences, lessons learned, measurement results, and improvement information derived from planning and performing Empowered Workgroups practices are captured to support the future use and improvement of the organization’s practices.

Practices Performed

Practice 1

Work responsibilities are designed to provide an empowered workgroup with optimal control over an integrated set of business activities.

An integrated set of business activities to be assigned to an empowered workgroup might consist of most or all of the tasks required to:

- Produce a product or a component of a product
- Provide a service or a component of a service
- Perform a business process
- Perform a process step in the production of a product or service
- Perform an organizational function
1. Business activities are analyzed within and across units to determine how to most efficiently:
   - optimize the collection of dependencies within a workgroup, and
   - minimize the sharing of dependencies across workgroups.

2. Business activities are periodically reviewed to determine if they can be more effectively organized to support the functioning of workgroups.

3. Empowered workgroups participate in the design of business activities.

**Practice 2**

**Empowered workgroups are formed with a statement of their mission and authority for accomplishing it.**

The level of empowerment extended to an empowered workgroup is limited by its interdependencies with other workgroups or organizational entities. Thus, an empowered workgroup’s independence in deciding commitments, work methods, etc. is bounded by its need to coordinate dependencies and ensure proper integration among workflow, work products, or business services with other organizational entities. The level of empowerment that can be achieved within an organization is limited by the design of business processes to maximize dependencies within empowered workgroups and minimize those shared with other organizational entities.

1. Empowered workgroups are established by those who:
   - have responsibility for the business activities assigned to the empowered workgroup,
   - are capable of delegating responsibility and authority to the empowered workgroup, and
   - have reporting responsibility for the individuals assigned to the empowered workgroup.

2. Empowered workgroups are chartered with a statement of their mission that describes:
   - workgroup purpose and intended contribution to organizational and business objectives,
   - strategic and operational context of the workgroup’s work,
   - assigned responsibilities and expected outputs,
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- anticipated dependencies and interfaces with other organizational entities,
- extent of the workgroup’s autonomy and authority,
- accountability and reporting relationships,
- initial level of self-management, if appropriate.

3. The statement of an empowered workgroup’s mission should be reviewed and updated whenever necessitated by changes in business conditions, work processes, or organizational structure.

Practice 3

The individual(s) or organizational entity to which an empowered workgroup is accountable provides business objectives and negotiates responsibilities and commitments with the empowered workgroup.

1. The individual(s) or entity to which the empowered workgroup is accountable provides:
   - goals and responsibilities to be accomplished by the empowered workgroup,
   - the strategy for how the empowered workgroup’s activities and work products fit in with the activities and work products of other workgroups or units, and
   - objective criteria by which empowered workgroup performance is to be evaluated.

2. The empowered workgroup:
   - reviews and achieves consensus on the objectives and responsibilities assigned to it,
   - plans its business activities and commitments,
   - reviews and achieves consensus on the criteria for evaluating its performance, and
   - negotiates agreements concerning its performance objectives, responsibilities, and commitments as necessary with the individual(s) or entity to which it reports.

3. The empowered workgroup renegotiates performance objectives, responsibilities, and commitments with the individual(s) or entity to which it reports as necessitated by its performance against plan or changing business conditions.
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Practice 4  Empowered workgroups are delegated the responsibility and authority to determine the methods by which they will accomplish their committed work.

1. Empowered workgroups tailor and integrate competency-based processes, and standard methods and procedures for performing common workgroup functions, for performing their business activities.

2. Empowered workgroups assign roles and allocate work among their members.

3. Empowered workgroups define and coordinate interfaces with other organizational entities required to satisfy their commitments and shared dependencies.

4. Empowered workgroups plan their business activities and commitments, and negotiate inconsistencies with the individual(s) to whom they are accountable and other organizational entities, as necessary.

Practice 5  Empowered workgroups use appropriate methods for making decisions on their commitments and methods of operation.

1. Early in the empowered workgroup’s formation, members determine how they are to:
   - allocate authority to roles based on dependencies in the committed work,
   - empower individuals or small groups within the workgroup to take independent action without review or approval by the full workgroup,
   - achieve consensus on plans and commitments,
   - make decisions that arise in the performance of the workgroup’s business activities,
   - negotiate and represent their interests to the individual to whom they are accountable and to other organizational entities.

2. Empowered workgroups periodically review their activities and performance to determine whether changes should be made to their decision-making processes.
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Practice 6  The organization’s work environment supports the development and performance of empowered workgroups.

1. Facilities and resources that could enhance empowered workgroup performance are identified.

   Examples of work environment resources that may enhance the performance of empowered workgroups include the following:
   - Public spaces, such as workgroup rooms and conference rooms
   - Offices and spaces close to each other that allow workgroup members to be co-located, when possible
   - Groupware or other resources to support the performance of the workgroup
   - Enhanced communications capabilities

2. Where possible, the facilities and resources identified are made available to enhance empowered workgroup performance.

3. Within boundaries established by work environment policies, budgets, and regulations, empowered workgroups are given the authority to organize and arrange their work environments to best support their business activities.

4. Activities to improve the organization’s work environment involve input and review from empowered workgroups.

Practice 7  The organization’s workforce practices are tailored for use with empowered workgroups.

There are three ways in which workforce practices can be adjusted for use with empowered workgroups. These are the following:

   - Practices designed for application to individuals can be redesigned for application jointly to all members of an empowered workgroup
   - Practices designed for application to a unit can be redesigned for application to an empowered workgroup
   - Guidelines can be developed for further adjusting practices used with empowered workgroups for more effective application in specific situations
1. Individuals responsible for coordinating various workforce practices and activities across the organization are involved in adjusting these practices for use by empowered workgroups.

2. Members of empowered workgroups are involved in developing guidelines for adjusting and applying workforce practices for use with empowered workgroups.

3. Human resources or other appropriate professionals are involved in ensuring that all workforce practices and activities that are adjusted for use with empowered workgroups comply with all applicable laws, regulations, and organizational policies.

Practice 8 Responsibility and authority for performing selected workforce activities is delegated to empowered workgroups.

The level of responsibility and authority to be delegated to empowered workgroups for performing their own workforce activities is a design issue. Organizations generally start by delegating a minimal set of workforce practices to empowered workgroups to allow them to gain experience in performing these activities. As an empowered workgroup becomes experienced in performing some of its own workforce activities, the level of self-management delegated to the workgroup can be increased. The rate at which empowered workgroups may successfully absorb responsibility for self-management may differ among workgroups. The level of delegated self-management may also differ by the maturity and experience of each empowered workgroup. For instance, long-lived empowered workgroups that interact frequently, such as product development teams, are generally delegated greater self-management than short-lived empowered workgroups that interact only occasionally, such as problem resolution teams. Since an individual may participate in several empowered workgroups, the organization must decide the extent to which each workgroup contributes to workforce activities performed for the individual in areas such as performance management, compensation, and career development.

1. Management, in conjunction with human resources, decides how to delegate workforce activities to different empowered workgroups:
   - internally by empowered workgroup members,
   - externally by one or more individuals such as project managers, competency managers, or human resources professionals, and
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- through a combination of activities performed by individuals internal and external to the empowered workgroup.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The level of involvement is typically determined by criteria such as the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• the level of privacy that the organization wishes to maintain on personal information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• standard organizational practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• organizational culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• laws, regulations, and organizational policies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Workforce practices and activities whose performance may be delegated to empowered workgroups include:

- recruiting for open positions,
- developing methods and criteria for selecting new members,
- orienting new members,
- conducting their internal performance management activities,
- determining their learning needs and ensuring that these needs, in addition to any development needed in the organization’s workforce competencies, are satisfied,
- participating in compensation decisions,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples of empowered workgroup involvement in compensation activities include the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Using the inputs of empowered workgroup performance management activities in compensation decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Recommending adjustments to compensation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Mixed responsibility where empowered workgroups have some involvement in compensation decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Reviewing compensation decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Providing feedback on compensation methods and decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Recommending changes to the compensation strategy or the activities defined for the empowered workgroup</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Level 4: Predictable
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- contributing to strategic workforce planning and the planning of unit workforce activities,
- recognizing or rewarding outstanding performance, and
- performing other workforce practices and activities, as appropriate.

3. The effectiveness of self-management within each empowered workgroup is evaluated to determine:

- corrective actions to be taken with regard to the empowered workgroup’s performance of one or more of the workforce practices delegated to it,
- the extent to which the empowered workgroup is ready to assume responsibility for performing more of its own workforce practices, and
- how self-management is working in empowered workgroups across the organization and whether any corrective actions should be taken at the organizational level.

4. Within guidelines established by the organization, the responsibility and authority delegated to empowered workgroups for performing workforce activities is increased over time as empowered workgroups become more experienced and effective in self-management.

- Responsible individual(s) maintain ongoing discussion with empowered workgroups about their performance of workforce activities.
- Members of empowered workgroups are involved in decisions regarding the amount of responsibility they are delegated for performing workforce practices.

Practice 9

Empowered workgroups tailor workforce activities delegated to them and plan for their adoption.

Empowered workgroups determine how to conduct the workforce activities delegated to them within a context set by how the organization has adjusted its workforce practices for use by empowered workgroups. Decisions about how a specific empowered workgroup should conduct its workforce activities are reviewed by human resources or other appropriate professionals for compliance with relevant laws, regulations, and organizational policies.
1. Empowered workgroup members receive the preparation needed to perform their delegated workforce activities.

2. Empowered workgroups define and agree on how they perform their delegated workforce activities.

3. Empowered workgroups plan the integration of delegated workforce activities into their planned business activities.

4. Facilitation is made available to empowered workgroups as needed to assist in performing their delegated workforce activities.

5. When appropriate, an empowered workgroup’s workforce activities are reviewed by human resources or other appropriate professionals to ensure they comply with relevant laws, regulations, and organizational policies.

6. When necessary, corrective action is taken to improve the performance of delegated workforce activities.

7. Records of an empowered workgroup’s workforce activities are maintained.

**Practice 10**

**Empowered workgroups perform the workforce activities delegated to them.**

1. Empowered workgroups assign roles as appropriate for participating in the performance of its delegated workforce activities.

2. Empowered workgroups perform workforce activities delegated to them according to their plan and adjustments.

3. Empowered workgroups seek advice from human resources or other appropriate professionals, as necessary, to ensure their actions comply with the organization’s policies, procedures and relevant laws and regulations.

4. The performance of workforce activities by empowered teams is reviewed or audited, as appropriate, to ensure compliance with the organization’s policies, procedures, and relevant laws and regulations.
Practice 11  Empowered workgroups participate in managing their performance.

1. Empowered workgroups establish their performance objectives.

   An empowered workgroup’s performance objectives are typically based on factors such as the following:
   - The organization’s or unit’s business strategies, performance objectives, and performance measures
   - Its mission and assigned responsibilities
   - The needs of its stakeholders and the deliverables or services that meet these needs
   - The individual processes or tasks that must be accomplished
   - Expected contributions of each workgroup member
   - Its effectiveness in interacting with other workgroups or organizational entities
   - Relevant schedule, cost, and quality criteria

2. Stakeholders in the workgroup’s performance contribute to establishing its performance objectives and criteria, where appropriate.

   Examples of stakeholders in an empowered workgroup’s performance may include the following:
   - Individual members of the workgroup
   - Members of other workgroups or organizational entities affected by an empowered workgroup’s performance
   - The individual(s) or organizational entity to whom the empowered workgroup reports
   - Executive management
   - Customers

3. An empowered workgroup’s performance objectives are consistent with its unit and organizational performance objectives.
4. Members of empowered workgroups jointly establish their individual performance objectives by:
   - establishing and agreeing to the performance objectives of each of its members, and
   - defining their personal performance objectives to be consistent with the performance objectives of their workgroup, unit, and the organization.

5. Empowered workgroups define and use performance measures to evaluate their effectiveness and improve their performance.

Refer to the Quantitative Performance Management process area for practices involved in defining measures at the workgroup level.

6. Measures of the performance of an empowered workgroup are:
   - integrated into the performance objectives of each individual member, and
   - periodically reviewed to determine their appropriateness under changing business or organizational conditions and are revised, if necessary.

7. Members of empowered workgroups maintain awareness of their performance as individuals and as a workgroup.

Examples of mechanisms for empowered workgroups to maintain awareness of team performance include the following:

- Progress review meetings
- Performance review meetings
- Workgroup problem-solving sessions
- Sessions with a mentor, coach, or facilitator

8. Workgroup performance is periodically evaluated against established performance objectives for individuals and the workgroup.

9. Empowered workgroups manage the performance of its individual members to achieve workgroup performance objectives.

Refer to Practices 6 through 12 of the Performance Management process area for information regarding performance management practices for individual workgroup members.
10. Members of empowered workgroups openly discuss performance issues and seek solutions to these issues.

11. To the extent these responsibilities have been delegated to them, empowered workgroups:
   - provide formal feedback on performance for each of its members,
   - provide input to compensation decisions, and
   - manage unsatisfactory performance by its members.

Practice 12 Adjustments to the compensation of members of empowered workgroups are based, in part, on issues related to workgroup performance.

1. The compensation system is reviewed and adjusted, as needed, to:
   - optimize the relationship of empowered workgroup performance to unit and organizational performance and individual performance to empowered workgroup performance,
   - ensure that workgroup-related adjustments to compensation are having their intended effect, and
   - ensure that compensation decisions which incorporate workgroup considerations maintain equity within the compensation system.

Examples of the impact of the compensation system on empowered workgroup development and performance include the following:

- Stimulating the development of empowered workgroups
- Motivating individuals to develop workgroup-based skills
- Motivating cohesion and coordination among members of the workgroup
- Aligning individual and workgroup performance
- Aligning workgroup performance with unit and organizational performance
- Attracting and retaining appropriately-qualified individuals in empowered workgroups
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2. Adjustments to compensation for each member of an empowered workgroup are based, in part, on:
   - their individual performance compared to their performance objectives,
   - their overall contribution to the development, functioning, and performance of their workgroup,

   Examples of workgroup-related factors that may influence compensation decisions include the following:
   - Current capability in workgroup tasks
   - Development of additional capabilities in workgroup tasks
   - Successful completion of activities in personal development plans that are related to workgroup performance
   - Ability to translate capability in workforce competencies into enhanced workgroup performance
   - Contribution in helping or mentoring others to improve their knowledge, skills, and process abilities related to workgroup responsibilities
   - the performance of the empowered workgroup compared to its performance objectives, and
   - the empowered workgroup’s contribution to the achievement of unit and organizational performance objectives.

3. Guidance and assistance for factoring individual contribution to empowered workgroup performance is provided to individuals and workgroups responsible for making compensation decisions.
Examples of practices for factoring empowered workgroup-based incentives into individual compensation include the following:

- Equal adjustments for all empowered workgroup members based on empowered workgroup performance against objectives
- Equal adjustments for all empowered workgroup members based on empowered workgroup contribution to unit or organizational performance
- Equal adjustments for all empowered workgroup members based on improvements in empowered workgroup performance
- Differential adjustments for individual empowered workgroup members based on each their capabilities and individual contributions to empowered workgroup performance
- Differential adjustments for each empowered workgroup member based on their contribution to the ability of other empowered workgroup members to contribute to empowered workgroup performance

4. The basis on which contributions to empowered workgroup performance are factored into compensation decisions is discussed with each individual.

Measurement and Analysis

Measurement 1

Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of workforce practices for empowering workgroups.

Examples of measurements include the following:

- Rate at which workgroups can be developed into empowered workgroups
- Amount of time spent in tailoring workforce activities to the organization’s empowered workgroup-based practices
- Rate or progress in tailoring the organization’s workforce activities for empowered workgroup-building application
- Indicators of the organization’s increased efficiency in performing empowered workgroup-based workforce activities
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Measurement 2

Measurements are made and used to determine the effectiveness of workforce practices for empowering workgroups.

Examples of measurements of the effectiveness of empowered workgroup-based workforce practices include the following:

- Individual ratings of the effectiveness of empowered workgroup-based workforce practices
- Improved empowered workgroup coordination and functioning
- Increased level of motivation and retention resulting from empowered workgroup-based staffing, career planning, compensation, and reward practices
- Improvements in empowered workgroup performance
- Increased impact of empowered workgroup performance on unit and organizational performance

Verifying Implementation

Verification 1

A responsible individual(s) verifies that the organization’s workforce practices for empowering workgroups are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.

These reviews verify that:

1. Workforce practices for empowering workgroups comply with the organization’s policies and stated values.
2. Workforce practices for empowering workgroups comply with relevant laws and regulations.
3. Workforce practices and activities for empowering workgroups are performed according to the organization’s documented practices and procedures.
4. Noncompliance issues are handled appropriately.
Executive management periodically reviews the organization’s Empowered Workgroups activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.

These reviews verify:

1. Appropriateness of workforce practices for empowering workgroups at the organizational and unit levels.
2. Progress in performing workforce practices for empowering workgroups.
3. Results from reviews of workforce practices and activities for empowering workgroups.

Refer to Verification 1 for information regarding reviews of workforce practices and activities for empowering workgroups to ensure adherence to the following:

- Relevant laws and regulations
- Organizational policies, practices, and procedures

5. Trends related to workforce activities for empowering workgroups.
6. The organization’s effectiveness in implementing workforce practices for empowering workgroups.

The definition and use of empowered workgroup performance data are periodically audited for compliance with organizational policies.
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_A process area at Maturity Level 4: Predictable_

**Purpose**

The purpose of Competency-Based Assets is to capture the knowledge, experience, and artifacts developed in performing competency-based processes for use in enhancing capability and performance.

**Description**

A _competency-based asset_ captures the knowledge, experience, or artifacts developed in performing competency-based processes within an organization. A competency-based asset is a bundle of information or an artifact that has been prepared in standard format and made available for widespread use. As an organizational asset, it becomes a component of one or more workforce competencies. The concept of a workforce competency is expanded at the Predictable Level to include not just the knowledge, skills, and process abilities of individuals and workgroups, but also the accumulated assets that can be reused by other members of their competency community. Thus, competency-based assets include many of the concepts discussed in areas such as knowledge management, learning organizations, or reusable product components. The representation of competency-based assets for future deployment is determined by standards set by the organization or within a specific workforce competency.

Competency-Based Assets involves encouraging individuals and workgroups to capture and share the information and artifacts they developed while performing competency-based processes. Selected bundles of information or artifacts are organized into competency-based assets. These competency-based assets are integrated into competency-based processes for use in performing business activities. Information on the use of these assets is also captured. Competency-based assets are incorporated into competency development activities, and mentoring activities are structured to deploy them. Competency-based assets are made available for use through information and communication technology. Workforce practices and activities are adjusted to encourage the development and use of competency-based assets.
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Goals

Goal 1  The knowledge, experience, and artifacts resulting from performing competency-based processes are developed into competency-based assets.

Goal 2  Competency-based assets are deployed and used.

Goal 3  Workforce practices and activities encourage and support the development and use of competency-based assets.

Goal 4  Competency-Based Assets activities are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as defined organizational processes.

Commitment to Perform

Commitment 1  The organization’s stated values encourage knowledge sharing between individuals and workgroups, when appropriate.

Refer to Commitment 1 of the Communication and Coordination process area for information regarding the establishment and communication of organizational values and the types of the workforce issues that might be covered in the organization’s stated values. Also refer to Commitment 1 of the Participatory Culture process area for information regarding extending these core values to address open communication and participation in decision making by individuals and workgroups.
Commitment 2

The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for developing and using competency-based assets.

Issues typically addressed in the policy include:

1. Competency-Based Assets activities, including capturing and exploiting the competency-based assets of the organization, serve its business objectives and stated values.

2. Knowledge, experience, and artifacts gained from performing competency-based processes are captured and retained for use.

3. Competency-based knowledge, experience, and artifacts are incorporated into competency development and business activities.

4. Workforce practices are adjusted to motivate capturing and exploiting competency-based knowledge, experience, and artifacts.

5. Appropriate professionals are involved, as needed, in ensuring that activities involved in capturing and exploiting the organization’s competency-based assets comply with any contracts or similar agreements with other organizations regarding any of these assets.

6. Workforce practices and activities relating to the development and use of competency-based assets comply with relevant laws, regulations, and organizational policies.

Human resources or other appropriate professionals are consulted to ensure that the activities involved in capturing and exploiting the organization’s competency-based assets comply with relevant laws, regulations, and organizational policies.
Commitment 3  
An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for coordinating across the organization the activities involved in capturing and reusing competency-based assets.

Examples of individuals who might coordinate various Competency-Based Assets activities include the following:
- Operational managers and executives
- Knowledge officers or managers
- Quality, efficiency, or performance experts
- Human resources or other appropriate professionals
- Training or development groups
- Competency ownership groups
- Information technology specialists
- Measurement or process improvement groups

Ability to Perform

Ability 1  
Within each unit, an individual(s) is assigned responsibility and authority for ensuring that members of the unit participate in capturing and using competency-based assets, as appropriate.

Examples of responsibilities to be performed within units include the following:
- Ensuring that knowledge, experience, and artifacts are captured from performing competency-based or interdisciplinary processes
- Competency-based assets are used in performing the unit's business activities
- Workforce activities within the unit motivate the capture and exploitation of competency-based assets
Ability 2  
A responsible individual(s) coordinates the activities for capturing and using competency-based assets within each workforce competency.

Ability 3  
Adequate resources are provided for capturing and using competency-based assets.

1. The organization’s workforce competencies have been defined.  
Refer to the Competency Analysis process area for the information regarding defining workforce competencies.

2. The competency development plans for the organization’s workforce competencies are made available.  
Refer to Practices 2, 3, 4, and 5 of the Workforce Planning process area for information regarding establishing and maintaining the organization’s competency development plans.

3. Experienced individuals with appropriate expertise are available to advise and assist in capturing, representing, retaining, and exploiting competency-based knowledge, experience, and artifacts.  
Examples of individuals with appropriate expertise include the following:
- Subject matter experts
- Knowledge management professionals
- Mentors or coaches

4. Adequate resources are provided for capturing and exploiting competency-based assets, including resources such as:
- the technology needed for capturing or exploiting competency-based assets, including information technology for storing, processing, or presenting the organization’s competency-based assets and communication technology for generating or sharing the organization’s competency-based assets;
- search and presentation technology for using the organization’s competency-based assets in competency development and work performance;
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- tools and methods for incorporating the organization’s competency-based assets into its business activities; and
- training needed to exploit the organization’s competency-based assets.

5. Adequate time is made available for capturing and exploiting competency-based assets, including:
   - the effort of those whose knowledge, experience, or artifacts are being captured, and
   - the effort of those who facilitate the capture and exploitation of competency-based knowledge, experience, or artifacts.

Ability 4

Those responsible for various tasks involved in developing and deploying the organization’s competency-based assets develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to perform their responsibilities.

Learning opportunities are provided in techniques for capturing and reusing the organization’s competency-based assets that include topics such as:
- capturing competency-based assets,
- representing and packaging competency-based assets for reuse,
- disseminating competency-based assets,
- assisting individuals and workgroups in sharing competency-based assets,
- storing and retrieving competency-based assets,
- building repositories of competency-based assets,
- integrating competency-based assets into competency-based processes, and
- developing and exploiting the organization’s intellectual capital.

Ability 5

Individuals involved in capturing or using competency-based assets develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to perform their responsibilities.

1. Individuals and workgroups are prepared in methods for capturing knowledge, experience, and artifacts that result from performing competency-based or interdisciplinary processes.
2. Individuals and workgroups are prepared in methods for sharing the knowledge, experience, and artifacts that result from performing competency-based or interdisciplinary processes with others who might benefit from them.

3. Individuals and workgroups are prepared in methods for using competency-based assets in performing their business activities.

Ability 6  

The practices and procedures for capturing or using competency-based assets are defined and documented.

1. Practices and procedures are defined and documented at the organizational or unit levels, as appropriate.

2. Guidelines for tailoring the practices and procedures for use in different circumstances are documented and made available, as necessary.

3. The individual(s) assigned responsibility for coordinating Competency-Based Assets activities across the organization ensures that defined practices and procedures are:
   - maintained under version control,
   - disseminated through appropriate media,
   - interpreted appropriately for different situations, and
   - updated through orderly methods.

4. Experiences, lessons learned, measurement results, and improvement information derived from planning and performing Competency-Based Assets practices are captured to support the future use and improvement of the organization’s practices.
Practices Performed

Practice 1  Individuals and workgroups capture and retain information and artifacts that emerge from performing competency-based processes.

1. Competency-based processes are augmented with tasks for capturing information and artifacts developed while performing business activities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples of tasks that can be augmented for capturing information and artifacts include the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Postmortem reviews and analyses of projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Phase-end reviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lessons learned sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Opportunities for improvement sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Process improvement or quality circle meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Debriefings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Shift or workgroup handoffs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Progress reporting mechanisms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Refer to Practice 8 of the Competency Development process area for practices that encourage the capture of competency-based experience and information. At the Defined Level, the capture of this experience and information is less formal and may not be included in the definition of competency-based processes. However, at the Predictable Level, the capture of competency-based information and artifacts is formalized and becomes an ordinary part of the competency-based processes.
2. Information that can contribute to the knowledge, skills, or process abilities of workforce competencies is captured and retained.

At the end of tasks, assignments, phases, projects, or other discrete units of work, individuals and workgroups expend effort in capturing information learned through experience that may be useful in performing future business activities. Some of this information is quantitative. Refer to the Quantitative Performance Management process area for practices involving the establishment and use of process measures.

Examples of qualitative information that might be captured include the following:

- Unexpected events or results
- Variation in results under different conditions
- Factors that affect processes or their results
- Improvements in methods or processes
- Means for reducing variation in process or result
- Relationships between parameters such as effort, schedule, cost, and quality
- Opportunities for innovation in product or process
- Rationale for decisions and their outcomes
- Customer habits or preferences
3. Artifacts developed while performing competency-based processes are retained.

Artifacts are retained in repositories appropriate to the type of competency-based processes that produced them. Examples of artifacts that might be retained include the following:

- Design documents
- Templates for designing solutions
- Documentation of products or internal systems
- Plans
- Process descriptions
- Notebooks
- Presentations
- Audit reports, lessons learned, or postmortem reports
- Test results
- Minutes and other records from meetings

Practice 2 Communication vehicles are established to support the sharing of competency-based information and artifacts within and among competency communities.

Not all information and artifacts developed through performing competency-based processes are selected for treatment as a competency-based asset. Nevertheless, some information or artifacts may be valuable to others in a competency community. Individuals and workgroups are encouraged to capture and share information and artifacts informally when they believe others could benefit. In this case, the organization provides communications vehicles, but remains passive with regard to how information and artifacts are represented and shared. As a result, these information and artifacts are a local rather than an organizational asset. When a bundle of information or an artifact experiences widespread use, it becomes an organizational asset. Informal usage patterns may provide valuable guidance in setting strategies and selection standards for developing organizational competency-based assets.
Examples of communication vehicles to support sharing include the following:

- Email
- Electronic bulletin boards
- Lessons learned repositories
- Knowledge management systems
- Intranets
- Video-conferencing
- Periodic meetings or forums
- Mentoring or coaching
- Communication between members of a competency community

Practice 3  

A strategy for developing and deploying competency-based assets is created for each affected workforce competency.

1. The organization identifies the workforce competencies where capture, development, and use of competency-based assets are determined to have sufficient business benefit.

Strategies for developing competency-based assets are generally specific to each workforce competency, but may incorporate elements related to programs, product lines, or the entire organization. Creating competency-based assets for some workforce competencies may not be judged to have sufficient business benefit to justify inclusion in the strategy. Thus, the strategy and resulting activities may target selected workforce competencies.
2. Within each affected workforce competency, a strategy for competency-based assets is established and maintained.

   Examples of issues to be covered in the strategy for competency-based assets within each affected workforce competency include the following:

   - Identification of the business objectives addressed through developing competency-based assets
   - How the creation of competency-based assets within this workforce competency serves organizational objectives
   - Identification of the mechanisms for acquiring source material for competency-based assets
   - Guidelines and criteria for selecting information and artifacts to be incorporated into competency-based assets
   - Methods for developing competency-based assets
   - Organization-level or workforce competency-level standards to which competency-based assets must comply
   - Methods for deploying competency-based assets
   - Plans for incorporating competency-based assets into competency development activities
   - Approaches for using competency communities for development and deployment of competency-based assets
   - How workforce practices are adjusted to motivate contribution to, and use of, competency-based assets

3. Within each workforce competency, guidelines and criteria are established for deciding which bundles of information and artifacts are sufficiently valuable to be developed into competency-based assets.

   Competency-based assets are products typically developed for users internal to the organization. Occasionally, external users may have access to competency-based assets. Since these assets are expected to produce value for the organization, they are developed with process standards similar to those used for developing products provided to customers. Quality and other standards may differ from those applied to external products or services since they must be adjusted to be appropriate for internal use.
Examples of guidelines and criteria for selecting competency-based assets to be developed include the following:

- a knowledge management strategy
- enhanced ability to achieve business objectives or competitive advantage
- value for increasing the knowledge, skill, or process abilities of others in the competency community
- ability to improve the performance of individuals or workgroups within the competency community
- ability to reuse assets in future business activities
- ability to reduce effort or increase quality
- value to members of the organization outside the competency community

4. Standards for representing competency-based assets are established at either the workforce competency level or at the organizational level.

Standards for representing competency-based assets include the following:

- Standards for terminology and use
- Requirements for completeness, correctness, and other quality attributes
- Semantic structure and organization
- Representation of content
- Format for storage and presentation
- Archiving and access methods

5. Methods and processes are defined for:

- capturing competency-based assets,
- sharing competency-based assets, and
- using competency-based assets.

6. The strategy and standards for selecting and developing competency-based assets are communicated to each competency community.

7. Responsibilities are assigned for acquiring, developing, deploying, and maintaining competency-based assets.
Practice 4  
Selected components of competency-based information and artifacts are organized into competency-based assets and made available for use.

1. Information and artifacts produced within a competency community are selected according to appropriate standards and criteria for incorporation into competency-based assets.

2. Responsible individuals or workgroups transform information and artifacts into competency-based assets using appropriate methods and complying with relevant standards.

3. Competency-based assets are made available for use.

Refer to Practice 7 of the Competency Development process area for information regarding communication vehicles within a competency community.

Examples of mechanisms for deploying competency-based assets for use include the following:

- Intranets and other electronic media
- Asset repositories containing text, graphics, video, audio, or other forms of information
- Remote communication access methods
- Best practices networks
- Competency development materials
- Integration into competency-based processes
- Integration into product development or service delivery technology
4. Version control is established for competency-based assets.

Examples of issues to be addressed in establishing version control include the following:

- Identification of assets to be placed under version control
- Methods for logging problems or defects in the assets
- Change control procedures
- Mechanisms for releasing assets
- Mechanisms for tracking or auditing the status of an asset
- Mechanisms for maintaining multiple versions of an asset for different uses

5. When competency-based information and artifacts are developed into competency-based assets, actions are taken to ensure they are consistent with workforce competency descriptions.

**Practice 5**

**Competency-based assets are updated to reflect periodic revisions in the knowledge, skills, and process abilities constituting workforce competencies.**

1. Actions are taken to ensure competency-based assets are consistent with definitions of the knowledge, skills, and process abilities constituting workforce competencies:
   - Competency-based assets are periodically reviewed to ensure they are consistent with workforce competency descriptions.
   - When revisions are made to workforce competency descriptions, related competency-based assets are revised as necessary to maintain consistency.
   - Information and artifacts captured from performing competency-based processes are reviewed to discover if they indicate needed revisions to workforce competency descriptions.
2. When appropriate, competency-based assets are incorporated into continuing revisions of workforce competencies.

Refer to Practices 4 and 5 of the Competency Analysis process area for information regarding updating workforce competency descriptions and competency-based processes. Refer also to Practice 12 of the Competency Integration process area for information regarding updating integrated competency-based processes.

3. Competency-based assets are periodically reviewed for currency and are modified or removed when appropriate.

4. When appropriate, competency communities are involved in the process of maintaining and validating for use competency-based assets relevant to their workforce competencies.

Practice 6 Competency-based assets are integrated into competency-based processes and related technologies, as appropriate.

Examples of incorporating competency-based assets into competency-based processes and related technologies include the following:

- Revisions to processes based on knowledge of more innovative or efficient practices
- Use of new artifacts (e.g., decision aids, templates for planning or design, reusable product components, trouble-shooting guides, customized service guides) for performing competency-based processes
- Automatic production or coordination of artifacts in the process flow for development or service delivery
- Immediate access to knowledge or information relevant to the performance of a competency-based or integrated competency-based process

1. Those responsible for developing and deploying competency-based assets evaluate the definition of competency-based processes to identify adjustments that will support incorporating these assets into standard work practices and business activities.
2. Workforce competency descriptions are revised to incorporate competency-based assets. These revisions may include:
   - revisions of competency-based processes based on knowledge embodied in the asset or required for using the asset, or
   - descriptions of the knowledge and skills embodied in the assets or required for using the assets.

3. Technologies are adjusted to deploy competency-based assets. These adjustments may include:
   - electronically accessible repositories of competency-based assets,
   - search tools for finding relevant competency-based assets,
   - presentation media for displaying competency-based assets through means appropriate to the their most effective timing and use,
   - communication technology for deploying competency-based assets remotely, and
   - security mechanisms to ensure the protection and appropriate use of the organization’s competency-based assets.

4. The incorporation of competency-based assets into competency-based processes is communicated to the competency communities affected.

**Practice 7** Individuals and workgroups use competency-based assets in performing their business activities.

1. Individuals and workgroups receive preparation to incorporate competency-based assets into their performance of competency-based processes.

2. Individuals and workgroups plan (or replan) their committed work to incorporate competency-based assets where appropriate.

3. Assistance or mentoring is available to individuals or workgroups using competency-based assets.
Practice 8  Information resulting from the use of competency-based assets is captured and made available.

1. Information is captured on the use of competency-based assets.

   Examples of information on the use of competency-based assets include the following:
   - How the asset was used and any tailoring needed to accommodate the use
   - New information learned or developed through using the asset
   - Extensions or new assets developed through use of the asset
   - Effort, cost, schedule, or other resource needs experienced from using the asset
   - Knowledge, skills, or process abilities gained through using the asset
   - Performance results achieved using the asset
   - Problems experienced in using the asset
   - Improvements needed to better utilize the asset

2. Information on experiences using competency-based assets is organized and made available for use.

   Information on experiences using competency-based assets can be incorporated into repositories, intranets, or other vehicles through which competency-based assets are accessed. Examples of how this information can be used include the following:
   - Guidelines for using the asset effectively
   - Sources of assistance or mentoring in using the asset
   - Accuracy of information contained in the asset
   - Evaluations of the appropriateness of an asset in different situations
   - Expectations about the benefits or results to be gained from using an asset
   - Methods for enhancing or expanding and asset
   - Limitations of an asset

3. Information characterizing the use of competency-based assets is used in revising or expanding these assets.
Practice 9  
Competency development activities incorporate competency-based assets.

1. Programs of training and development in each of the organization’s workforce competencies incorporate competency-based assets in the learning opportunities offered to individuals and workgroups.

2. Some learning activities are explicitly designed to impart the information contained in competency-based assets.

3. Competency-based assets are tailored as necessary to become effective components of the organization’s competency development plans and activities.

Practice 10  
Mentoring or coaching activities are organized to deploy competency-based assets.

The basis for mentoring using competency-based assets at the Predictable Level is in making use of the process assets created in Practices 4 and 9 to support mentoring or coaching activities. Mentoring or coaching activities are organized to deploy competency-based assets. Thus, mentoring becomes a formal means of transferring a defined content of the knowledge, skills, and process abilities, typically contained in competency-based assets, to individuals and groups throughout the organization as an advanced form of competency development. Mentoring practices are more fully described in the Mentoring process area.

1. Within each workforce competency for which mentoring is appropriate, a mentoring process is defined to a level sufficient to ensure that those being mentored develop the appropriate level of competency.

Refer to the Mentoring process area for components of a mentoring process. At the Defined Level, mentors and those they mentor are allowed to develop these relationships according to what they believed would be most effective. However, at the Predictable Level, the process is made sufficiently formal to ensure that mentors are consistent in the capabilities imparted to those being mentored.

2. Mentors receive preparation for imparting the documented knowledge, skills, and process abilities using a defined mentoring process.
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3. Mentoring practices and activities are periodically reviewed to identify needed improvements or opportunities for better exploiting competency-based assets.

Practice 11  Workforce practices and activities encourage and support the development and use of competency-based assets.

1. Where appropriate, decisions concerning staffing and work assignments are adjusted to identify individuals with the greatest potential for contributing to and using competency-based assets.

2. Performance management practices and activities are adjusted to consider the contribution to, and use of, competency-based assets.
   - Performance objectives at both the unit and individual levels include contribution to, and use of, competency-based assets.
   - Ongoing discussions of work performance include feedback on an individual or workgroup’s contribution to, or use of, competency-based assets.
   - Each individual or workgroup’s performance is assessed, in part, against contribution to, or use of, competency-based assets.
   - Individuals and workgroups are recognized or rewarded for outstanding contribution to, or use of, competency-based assets.

3. The work environment is adjusted, as appropriate, to encourage or support the contribution to, or use of, competency-based assets.

Practice 12  Compensation practices and activities are defined and performed to motivate the development and use of competency-based assets.

1. The compensation system is adjusted, as needed, to motivate the development and use of competency-based assets.

2. Guidance and assistance for factoring the development and use of competency-based assets into compensation decisions is provided to individuals responsible for compensation decisions.

3. The basis on which the development and use of competency-based assets are factored into compensation decisions is discussed with each individual.

4. Individual compensation decisions affected by the development and use of competency-based assets are reviewed to ensure they maintain equity in the compensation system.
5. The compensation system is periodically reviewed and adjusted to improve its influence on the development and use of competency-based assets.

Measurement and Analysis

Measurement 1

Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of activities for contributing to and using competency-based assets.

Examples of measurements include the following:

- The rate and type of competency-based assets being captured
- Progress in packaging knowledge, experience, and artifacts into forms fit for dissemination and reuse
- The rate at which competency-based assets are disseminated through different sources
- The rate at which different repositories of competency-based assets grow and are accessed
- The rate at which competency-based assets are accessed
- The rate at which competency-based assets are incorporated into competency-based processes
Measurement 2  Measurements are made and used to determine the effectiveness of competency-based assets on improving competencies and performance.

Examples of measurements of the effectiveness of competency-based assets include the following:

- Their effect on improving the rate of developing workforce competencies at the individual, workgroup, or organizational levels
- Improved performance results at the individual, workgroup, unit, or organizational levels
- Improved performance capability at the individual, workgroup, unit, or organizational levels
- Increased motivation or retention

Verifying Implementation

Verification 1  A responsible individual(s) verifies that the organization’s activities for developing and using competency-based assets are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.

These reviews verify that:

1. The capture and use of competency-based assets comply with the organization’s policies and stated values.
2. The capture and use of competency-based assets comply with relevant laws and regulations.
3. Competency-Based Assets activities are performed according to the organization’s documented practices and procedures.
4. Noncompliance issues are handled appropriately.
Verification 2 Executive management periodically reviews the Competency-Based Assets activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.

These reviews verify:

1. The appropriateness of activities for capturing and using competency-based assets at the organizational and unit levels.
2. Progress in capturing and using competency-based assets.
3. Results from reviews of Competency-Based Assets practices and activities.

Refer to Verification 1 for information regarding reviews of Competency-Based Assets activities to ensure adherence to the following:

- Relevant laws and regulations
- Organizational policies, practices, and procedures

5. Trends related to capturing and using competency-based assets.
6. The organization’s effectiveness in capturing and using competency-based assets.

Verification 3 The definition and use of competency-based assets measures and information are periodically audited for compliance with organizational policies.
Quantitative Performance Management

A process area at Maturity Level 4: Predictable

Purpose

The purpose of Quantitative Performance Management is to predict and manage the capability of competency-based processes for achieving measurable performance objectives.

Description

At the Predictable Level, the organization strengthens its management of performance, by beginning to manage its most important competency-based processes from analysis of performance data. Quantitative Performance Management practices are consistent with programs such as Six Sigma [Harry 00, Pande 00] that seek to install a discipline of quantitative process analysis into the management of an organization’s business activities. Not all business activities need to be managed quantitatively, but those with the strongest influence or control over important business outcomes should be candidates for the practices of this process area.

Measurable performance objectives are established for units and are then allocated to individuals and workgroups. Workgroups establish their measurable performance objectives. Individuals and workgroups determine which competency-based processes contribute most to achieving unit objectives and set measurable objectives for the performance of these processes. Committed work is estimated and planned using process performance baselines developed from past performance of the relevant competency-based processes.

A quantitative performance management strategy is developed for identifying, measuring, and analyzing the performance of the competency-based processes that most contribute to achieving unit objectives. Performance data are collected and analyzed according to this strategy. The performance of these competency-based processes is managed quantitatively and these processes are brought under quantitative control.
Corrective actions are taken when the performance of competency-based processes deviates significantly from performance objectives. Performance data are captured for future use and are used in performing selected workforce practices and activities.

**Goals**

**Goal 1**  
Measurable performance objectives are established for competency-based processes that most contribute to achieving performance objectives.

**Goal 2**  
The performance of competency-based processes is managed quantitatively.

**Goal 3**  
Quantitative Performance Management practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as defined organizational processes.

**Commitment to Perform**

**Commitment 1**  
The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for conducting Quantitative Performance Management activities.

Issues typically addressed in the policy include:

1. The organization is committed to continuous improvement by measuring and managing performance results at the individual, workgroup, and unit levels.

2. The organization’s Quantitative Performance Management activities serve the business objectives and stated values of the organization.
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3. Measurable goals are established for those aspects of performance at the individual, workgroup, and unit levels that are most closely related to the organization’s business objectives.

4. Performance against measurable objectives is analyzed and reported.

5. Responsibilities for Quantitative Performance Management activities are defined and assigned to appropriate roles.

6. Results of Quantitative Performance Management analyses are used in managing performance and adjusting workforce activities.

7. Quantitative Performance Management practices and activities comply with relevant laws, regulations, and organizational policies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commitment 2</th>
<th>An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for coordinating Quantitative Performance Management activities across the organization.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ability to Perform</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ability 1</th>
<th>Within each unit, an individual(s) is assigned responsibility and authority for ensuring that Quantitative Performance Management activities are performed.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Ability 2  Adequate resources are provided for performing Quantitative Performance Management activities.

1. The organization makes available business objectives that can be decomposed to establish measurable performance objectives at the unit level.

   Examples of the business objectives that might be a source for Quantitative Performance Management activities include the following:
   - Improving quality as measured or perceived by the customer
   - Reducing maintenance or service costs
   - Shortening delivery schedules or response times
   - Improving productivity, yield, or profits
   - Accelerating innovation
   - Improving coordination or efficiency among organizational units

2. Measurements of performance are collected and made available for analysis.

   The initial measurements required to support this practice were defined in the Performance Management, Workgroup Development, Competency Integration, and Empowered Workgroups process areas. As Quantitative Performance Management activities mature, additional or refined measures may be defined.

3. Process performance baselines for competency-based processes are made available for use in performing quantitative management activities.

   Refer to Practice 7 of the Organizational Capability Management process area for information regarding developing process performance baselines for competency-based practices.

4. Experienced individuals with appropriate expertise are available to help individuals, workgroups, and those responsible for unit performance analyze and use quantitative performance results to:
   - understand and predict performance,
   - improve performance, and
   - adjust performance-based practices and activities.
5. Resources for supporting Quantitative Performance Management activities are made available.

   Examples of resources to support Quantitative Performance Management activities include the following:
   - Plotting and graphing tools
   - Statistical analysis packages
   - Spreadsheets
   - Performance assessment instruments
   - Databases and other repositories
   - Textual and graphical reporting tools

6. Funding to accomplish Quantitative Performance Management activities is made available.

7. Adequate time is made available for performing Quantitative Performance Management activities.

Ability 3

Individuals who participate in Quantitative Performance Management activities develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to perform their responsibilities.

1. Those who provide performance data receive orientation on the definitions of performance data and the use of these performance data in analyses.

2. Those who receive quantitative performance management analyses receive orientation in how the results were generated and how to interpret them.

3. All individuals who are responsible for adjusting performance-related workforce practices receive preparation in how to make such adjustments.

4. All individuals or workgroups who use performance data to understand or improve their performance receive orientation in the proper interpretation and use of these data.
Ability 4  The practices and procedures for performing Quantitative Performance Management are defined and documented.

1. Practices and procedures are defined and documented at the organizational or unit levels, as appropriate.

2. Guidelines for tailoring the practices and procedures for use in different circumstances are documented and made available, as necessary.

3. The individual(s) assigned responsibility for coordinating Quantitative Performance Management activities across the organization ensures that defined practices and procedures are:
   - maintained under version control,
   - disseminated through appropriate media,
   - interpreted appropriately for different situations, and
   - updated through orderly methods.

4. Experiences, lessons learned, measurement results, and improvement information derived from planning and performing Quantitative Performance Management practices are captured to support the future use and improvement of the organization’s practices.

Practices Performed

Practice 1  The quantitative performance objectives required to achieve organizational business objectives are defined.

1. The organization’s business objectives are analyzed to identify the quantitative performance objectives required to achieve them.

2. The organization’s quantitative performance objectives are:
   - decomposed when it is necessary to allocate them to units, workgroups, workforce competencies, or other organizational entities;
   - revised, when necessitated by business strategy or conditions; and
   - communicated to units.
3. Feedback is obtained from units on their ability to translate organizational performance objectives into measurable unit performance objectives.

4. Methods for establishing more effective quantitative performance objectives are improved using feedback from units.

Practice 2  Each unit establishes measurable performance objectives whose achievement most contributes to organizational business objectives.

Refer to Practices 1 and 2 of the Performance Management process area for information regarding how units establish, update, and allocate performance objectives. Refer to Ability 2 of this process area for information regarding making business objectives available to units and the workforce to support establishing measurable performance objectives. To support practices and activities in this process area, these measurable performance objectives must be defined at a level of specificity that they can be decomposed into quantifiable results for each unit. At lower levels of maturity, the requirement was only for objectives whose performance could be evaluated objectively.

1. Units define their measurable performance objectives based on business objectives established by the organization.

2. Units identify the business activities most critical to the achievement of their measurable performance objectives and establish methods for measuring the performance and effectiveness of these activities.

3. The unit reaches consensus with individuals and workgroups about methods for measuring the performance and effectiveness of critical business activities allocated to them.
Practice 3 Individuals and workgroups establish measurable performance objectives for competency-based processes that most contribute to their achieving unit performance objectives.

Measurable performance objectives for units were established in the Performance Management process area. Refer to Practices 1 and 2 of the Performance Management process area for information regarding how units establish, update, and allocate performance objectives.

It may not always be possible for a unit to establish measurable performance objectives for its processes, as all individuals or workgroups within the unit may not use common processes. Several competencies, each having their own defined processes, may exist within a single unit. For example, a software development unit may be comprised of software architects, designers, programmers, and testers who work in independent workgroups to perform their own competency-based processes.

This practice focuses on establishing measurable performance objectives for those competency-based processes that contribute most to achieving desired performance. The kinds of processes that measurable objectives may be established for include the following:

- Defined processes, which are those competency-based processes defined in each workforce competency. Refer to Practices 2 and 5 of the Competency Analysis process area for information regarding the identification and definition of defined, competency-based processes.

- The workgroup’s operating processes, which include both methods and procedures for performing common workgroup functions and competency-based processes tailored for use by workgroups. Refer to Practices 4 and 7 of the Workgroup Development process area and to Practices 4 and 5 of the Empowered Workgroups process area for information regarding the definition and tailoring of the workgroup’s operating processes.

- Integrated competency-based processes, which are those processes that have been integrated from the separate defined processes used by different workforce competencies. Refer to Practice 3 of the Competency Integration process area for information regarding the definition of integrated competency-based processes.
Individuals and workgroups:

1. Determine the business activities that must be completed to achieve the unit’s measurable performance objectives.

2. Identify the competency-based processes required to accomplish these business activities.

3. Select from the identified processes those competency-based processes that most contribute to the achievement of the unit’s measurable performance objectives.

4. Establish measurable objectives for the performance of these selected competency-based processes to ensure that the unit’s measurable objectives are achieved.

5. Evaluate measurable performance objectives against work estimates and plans based on analyses, using the relevant process performance baselines, to determine whether they can be achieved.

6. Take action when competency-based processes are determined not to be capable of achieving their measurable performance objectives by:
   - adjusting the performance objectives to reflect the current capability of the processes involved,
   - identifying improvements in the capability of relevant competency-based processes required to achieve measurable performance objectives, and
   - communicating the capability improvements needed to those responsible for improving the capability of competency-based processes.

   Refer to Practice 12 of the Continuous Capability Improvement process area for information regarding identifying opportunities for improving the capability and performance of competency-based processes.

7. Incorporate measurable performance objectives for competency-based processes into individual and workgroup performance objectives, as appropriate.

8. Re-evaluate measurable performance objectives when necessitated by changes in business conditions or process capability results, and revise individual or workgroup performance objectives, as appropriate.
Practice 4  Individuals and workgroups plan their committed work using process performance baselines for competency-based processes.

A process performance baseline is a documented characterization of the actual results achieved by following a process, which is used as a benchmark for comparing actual process performance against expected process performance. The organization's process performance baselines measure performance for selected competency-based processes within the organization's set of standard processes at various levels of detail, as appropriate. Process performance baselines may be established at various levels of process detail, including the following:

- Individual process elements (e.g., specific process elements within a competency-based process)
- Sequences of connected processes
- Processes for developing individual work products

There may be several process performance baselines to characterize performance for individuals and workgroups within the organization, stratified by conditions under which performance might be expected to differ.

Individuals and workgroups:

1. Identify the competency-based processes required to accomplish their business activities.

2. Identify relevant process performance baselines established for the competency-based processes to be performed in accomplishing their business activities.

Refer to Practice 7 of the Organizational Capability Management process area for information regarding developing process performance baselines for competency-based processes. Individuals or workgroups may have established process performance baselines from their own previous performance that are more accurate or relevant than organizational baselines.
Different baselines may be established for different conditions under which competency-based processes are performed. Examples of conditions that may affect the performance of competency-based processes and justify the creation of alternate baselines include the following:

- The level experience or proficiency of the individuals performing the processes
- Organizational or business conditions
- Specific method(s) used in performing the processes
- The nature of the product or service for which the processes are performed

3. Develop work estimates and plans based on analyses using the relevant process performance baselines.

When individuals perform their business activities as members of a workgroup, capability-based estimating may be performed in two stages. In the first stage, individuals estimate and plan their own work based on personal process performance baselines. In the second stage, these personal estimates and plans are integrated at the workgroup level in estimating and planning workgroup performance.

4. Evaluate the planned performance of competency-based processes to determine if they are capable of achieving measurable individual and workgroup performance objectives.

5. Make recommendations for adjustments in measurable performance objectives when competency-based processes are not capable of achieving them.

6. Establish and negotiate work commitments based on capability-based estimates and plans.
Practice 5

Individuals and workgroups define quantitative methods for managing the competency-based processes that most contribute to achieving their performance objectives.

 Competency-based processes are quantitatively managed to ensure they are capable of achieving measurable performance objectives and that their performance makes predicted progress toward planned outcomes. Not all processes need to be quantitatively managed. Primarily those competency-based processes believed to most contribute to or control achieving measurable performance objectives are subjected to quantitative management. The outcomes of quantitative management are predictable results obtained through predictable performance.

1. A quantitative performance management strategy is developed for each competency-based process selected for quantitative management.

 Competency-based processes can be quantitatively managed at the individual level, at multiple points of performance within the workgroup, or at the workgroup level. The level at which competency-based processes are quantitatively managed may differ across processes. Individuals or workgroups may have different quantitative performance management strategies, based on having different measurable performance objectives or different contexts for the performance of their competency-based processes. In some cases, processes that are performed across workgroups may be quantitatively managed. Some processes may be managed through performance measures such as effort, duration, or cost; while others may be managed from measured attributes of their products or services such as amount, user satisfaction, defects, or other quality measures. Generally, a specific quantitative performance management strategy is defined for each competency-based process selected for quantitative management.
Examples of issues to be covered in the quantitative performance management strategy include the following:

- Measurable performance objectives that establish the context for quantitative management
- Identification of the competency-based processes to be quantitatively managed
- Measures to be used in the analyses
- Appropriate level of data aggregation (individual, workgroup, etc.) for the measures and analyses defined
- Methods and frequency of data collection
- Methods for data validation, storage, and retrieval
- Data analyses to be performed
- Guidance and limitations for evaluating results
- Reports to be distributed
- Methods and tools to support using results
- Safeguards to ensure the privacy and security of data and results

2. Measures of competency-based processes are defined and agreed to.

Examples of sources for defined measures of competency-based processes include the following:

- Definitions of competency-based processes
- Existing process performance baselines for relevant processes
- Standard business, product, or service measures

3. Procedures for analyzing data on competency-based processes are defined.

Examples of analyses that might be performed include the following:

- Curve-fitting or trend analyses
- Statistical process control
- Regression or multivariate predictive techniques
- Stochastic or time-series techniques
- Classification analyses (e.g. defect or problem types)
- Analyses of leading indicators
4. The quantitative performance management strategy is:
   - reviewed and agreed to by all individuals or groups affected by it,
   - reviewed and approved by unit management, and
   - periodically reviewed to ensure its consistency with performance objectives and revised, as necessary, to improve the value of the analyses performed.

**Practice 6**

**Individuals and workgroups quantitatively manage the performance of the competency-based processes that most contribute to achieving their performance objectives.**

1. Quantitative performance management activities are conducted according to the quantitative performance management strategies.

2. The performance of competency-based processes by individuals or workgroups is measured and analyzed for use in such activities as:
   - tracking progress,
   - predicting outcomes,
   - assessing risks,
   - making decisions, or
   - identifying needed actions.
Examples of how quantitative analyses might be used include the following:

- Establishing process performance baselines from the performance of individuals and workgroups to determine if they are capable of achieving the measurable performance objectives set for them, and whether they differ from organizational baselines established within the competency.
- Using interim performance results to predict future outcomes and determine the likelihood that measurable performance objectives will be achieved.
- Analyzing variations in process results to understand and control process performance, and to identify needs for corrective action.
- Evaluating trends or comparing predicted to actual results to determine whether current progress or results deviate from those planned or expected.
- Analyzing factors that affect performance to improve the validity of process performance baselines, and to establish appropriate baselines for different situations.

3. The capabilities of competency-based processes that most contribute to achieving performance objectives are:
   - computed using parameters from organizational process performance baselines, where appropriate,
   - compared to organizational process performance baselines, and
   - recomputed for use by individuals and workgroups when their capability levels differ significantly from organizational baselines.
4. The capabilities of competency-based processes that most contribute to achieving performance objectives are brought under quantitative control.

Quantitative control may be established at the individual or workgroup level. Thus, bringing the capability of a competency-based process under control may imply actions to be taken by individuals, by workgroups, by managers, or by some combination of these. Examples of attributes of processes under quantitative control include the following:

- Process performance and variation are under statistical control
- Process performance and results are predictable
- Variations in process performance and results can be predicted when the effects of controlling factors and assignable causes are considered
- Process performance or results can be intentionally altered by making known changes to processes or factors that control them
- Process performance or results fit known patterns in quantitative models

5. Individuals, workgroups, and management base decisions on performance data.

6. Results of data collection and analyses are reviewed to determine if corrective actions need to be taken in the quantitative performance management strategy.
Practice 7  Individuals or workgroups take corrective actions when the performance of their competency-based processes differs from the quantitative results required to achieve their performance objectives.

1. The results of quantitative management activities are evaluated for their implications regarding achievement of measurable individual and workgroup performance objectives.

   Examples of conditions under which corrective actions may be indicated include the following:
   - Performance trends that differ significantly from performance objectives
   - Predictions of outcomes that differ significantly from expectations or objectives
   - Large variations in process performance that introduce risk in achieving objectives
   - Deviations from acceptable capability levels

2. The performance of competency-based processes is analyzed to identify factors that cause their results to deviate from measurable performance objectives.

3. Individuals or workgroups take corrective actions to align the performance of competency-based processes with measurable performance objectives.

   Examples of corrective actions may include the following:
   - Removing or adjusting factors that inhibit competency-based processes from performing at their established level of capability
   - Eliminating or controlling factors that affect process performance (i.e., controlling assignable causes of process variation)
   - Adjusting measurable performance objectives to reflect the capability results observed in performing competency-based processes
   - Informing management of the risk incurred by the capability results observed in performing competency-based processes
   - Receiving management approval for performance below expected capability levels
4. When the performance of competency-based processes has been aligned with measurable performance objectives, individuals and workgroups:
- continue to monitor performance results according to the quantitative performance management strategy,
- manage the performance of competency-based processes to ensure they exhibit stable or predictable performance,
- manage the effects of assignable causes or other factors that inhibit competency-based processes from maintaining the level of capability they have established in their current use, and
- take additional corrective actions, as needed, to maintain the alignment of process performance results with measurable performance objectives.

Practice 8  **Quantitative records of individual and workgroup performance are retained.**

1. Individuals and workgroups retain data on their performance of competency-based processes for their future use in estimating, planning, and managing their performance.

2. Performance data that are appropriate for characterizing the capability of competency-based processes are submitted for use in organizational capability analyses.

Refer to the Organizational Capability Management process area for information regarding organizational capability analyses.

3. Information regarding needed improvements in the capability of competency-based processes is communicated to those responsible for continuous improvement activities in each competency community.

Refer to the Continuous Capability Improvement process area for information regarding continuous improvement activities for competency-based processes.

4. Privacy and security are established for quantitative performance management data and information at the individual, workgroup, and organizational levels.
Practice 9 Where appropriate, quantitative performance results are used in performing workforce practices and activities.

The use of quantitative performance management data in performing workforce activities must be governed by policies regarding appropriate uses and levels of confidentiality for performance data at the individual and workgroup levels.

Examples of ways in which quantitative performance management data might be used in performing workforce activities include the following:

- Identifying learning and development needs
- Aiding mentors in providing improvement advice and guidance
- Guiding career development discussions and decisions
- Aiding selection and other staffing decisions
- Supporting ongoing communication about performance of committed work
- Documenting accomplishments against performance objectives
- Guiding performance improvement plans and actions
- Providing a basis for recognition and rewards
- Supporting adjustments and other compensation decisions
- Improving competency development activities
- Improving competency integration activities
- Improving competency-based processes and/or competency-based assets
- Improving the development or empowerment of workgroups
- Incorporating capability levels into workforce planning
Measurement and Analysis

Measurement 1  Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of the organization’s Quantitative Performance Management activities.

Examples of measurements include the following:

- The completeness and timeliness of the data collected
- The accuracy of the data collected
- Frequency with which individuals and workgroups collect and analyze performance data
- Number or extent of changes made in competency-based and integrated competency-based processes, based on performance results
- Number of process performance baselines produced by individuals and workgroups
- Number of process performance baselines submitted for use in organizational capability analyses.

Measurement 2  Measurements are made and used to determine the effectiveness of Quantitative Performance Management activities.

Examples of measures to determine the value and effectiveness of Quantitative Performance Management activities at the individual, workgroup, or unit levels include the following:

- Improvements in capability and performance
- Extent to which measurable performance objectives are achieved
- Improved ability to identify and manage factors that affect performance
- Improved accuracy of predicting performance results
Verifying Implementation

**Verification 1**
A responsible individual(s) verifies that Quantitative Performance Management activities are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.

These reviews verify that:

1. Quantitative Performance Management activities comply with the organization’s policies and stated values.
2. Quantitative Performance Management activities comply with relevant laws and regulations.
3. Quantitative Performance Management activities are performed according to the organization’s documented practices and procedures.
4. Noncompliance issues are handled appropriately.

**Verification 2**
Executive management periodically reviews the Quantitative Performance Management activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.

These reviews verify:

1. The appropriateness of Quantitative Performance Management activities at the individual, within the workgroup, at the workgroup, and at the unit levels.
2. Progress in performing Quantitative Performance Management activities.
3. Results from reviews of Quantitative Performance Management practices and activities.

Refer to Verification 1 for information regarding reviews of Quantitative Performance Management activities to ensure adherence to the following:

- Relevant laws and regulations
- Organizational policies, practices, and procedures

5. Trends related to Quantitative Performance Management.

6. The organization’s effectiveness of Quantitative Performance Management activities in achieving quantitative performance objectives.

Verification 3 The definition and use of performance measures at the individual, workgroup, and unit levels are periodically audited for compliance with the organization’s policies.
Organizational Capability Management

Purpose
The purpose of Organizational Capability Management is to quantify and manage the capability of the workforce and of the critical competency-based processes they perform.

Description
The capability of the workforce refers to the level of knowledge, skills, and process abilities available to the organization in each critical workforce competency for performing committed work. The organization’s capability in a specific workforce competency is assessed from the number of individuals in a competency community and the level of knowledge, skill, and process ability that each of them possesses.

The organization identifies the workforce competencies most critical to its business strategy and objectives. The organization determines its capability and quantitative trends in each of its workforce competencies relative to objectives established in its strategic workforce plan. Data regarding competency development trends are defined and collected, and trends are analyzed. The organization determines the quantitative impact that its competency development and related workforce activities have on capability in each of its workforce competencies. These analyses are focused on changes in behavior and results, the highest 2 levels in Kirkpatrick’s framework for evaluating training [Kirkpatrick 98].

Capability baselines typically refer to statistically-based descriptions of the performance or results of a process that has been performed repeatedly. In the People CMM, we use the term process performance baseline to refer to these documented characterizations of the actual results achieved by following a process. Capability baselines are typically developed by aggregating results across process performance baselines in order to develop statistical characterizations at the level of a competency community. However, it may be inappropriate to aggregate process
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performance baselines when competency-based processes are performed under circumstances that result in different performance characteristics. In such situations, the organization may develop and maintain several capability baselines describing typical results under the differing circumstances where the competency-based process is performed. Thus, a process performance baseline describes the typical result that will occur when a competency-based process is performed under specific conditions. Process performance baselines provide an organization with the ability to predict future performance and results based on past experience and to control progress toward achieving these results while the process is being performed.

Organizational Capability Management also involves establishing the capability required of competency-based processes to achieve the organization’s performance objectives. It defines methods for collecting data and establishing capability baselines for its critical workforce competencies, process performance baselines for its critical competency-based processes, and quantitative performance models predicting performance in each of these critical competency-based processes. These capability results are used in planning and quantitatively managing the performance of competency-based processes. Thus, the products of Organizational Capability Management are used as inputs in performing Quantitative Performance Management activities in units and workgroups. The impact of workforce practices on the capability and performance of competency-based processes is quantified and managed and the results of these analyses are used in organizational decisions. The results of these analyses are used in adjusting workforce practices to improve their impact on performance and results.

Goals

Goal 1  Progress in developing the capability of critical workforce competencies is managed quantitatively.
Goal 2  The impact of workforce practices and activities on progress in developing the capability of critical workforce competencies is evaluated and managed quantitatively.

Goal 3  The capabilities of competency-based processes in critical workforce competencies are established and managed quantitatively.

Goal 4  The impact of workforce practices and activities on the capabilities of competency-based processes in critical workforce competencies is evaluated and managed quantitatively.

Goal 5  Organizational Capability Management practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as defined organizational processes.

Commitment to Perform

Commitment 1  The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for conducting Organizational Capability Management activities.

Issues typically addressed in the policy include:

1. The organization’s capability management practices and activities serve the business objectives and stated values of the organization.

2. The organization identifies the workforce competencies that are critical to its business strategy and objectives.

3. The organization identifies the competency-based processes within each critical workforce competency that are critical to achieving defined performance objectives and business results.

4. Measures are defined and collected for characterizing the:
   - capability of each of the organization’s critical workforce competencies, and
   - the performance of critical competency-based processes.
5. Progress toward achieving measurable capability objectives for each of the organization’s critical workforce competencies is managed quantitatively.

6. The capability of competency-based processes is analyzed and used in managing these processes to achieve performance objectives.

7. Workforce practices and activities are evaluated for their impact on:
   - the organization’s capability in its critical workforce competencies, and
   - the capability and performance of competency-based processes.

8. Results of quantitative analyses of impact are used in managing and improving workforce practices and activities.

9. Responsibilities for the organization’s capability management activities are defined and assigned to appropriate roles.

10. Organizational Capability Management practices and activities comply with relevant laws, regulations, and organizational policies.

   Human resources or other appropriate professionals are consulted to ensure that the collection, use, and access to competency and performance data comply with relevant laws, regulations, and organizational policies.

**Commitment 2**

An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for coordinating Organizational Capability Management activities across the organization.

Examples of organizational roles that might be assigned responsibility for coordinating capability management activities include the following:

- Competency center managers
- Competency ownership teams
- Quality, efficiency, or performance experts
- Measurement or process improvement groups
- The human resources function
- Managers responsible for units requiring a unique competency
Ability to Perform

Ability 1
Within each unit, an individual(s) is assigned responsibility and authority for ensuring the unit’s involvement in Organizational Capability Management activities, as appropriate.

Examples of responsibilities performed within units include the following:

- Providing competency and performance capability data to an organizational group for storage and analysis
- Obtaining and using organizational capability baselines in planning and other activities within the unit
- Providing data on competency development activities within the unit and performance data relevant to improved capability
- Providing information or data on workforce activities performed within the unit for use in analyzing the impact of workforce practices and activities on performance
- Ensuring appropriate security and use of performance data

Ability 2
A responsible individual(s) coordinates the quantitative capability management activities within each critical workforce competency.

Ability 3
Adequate resources are provided for performing Organizational Capability Management activities.

1. Measures of the performance of competency-based processes are made available for analysis.

The initial measurements required to support this practice were defined in the Performance Management, Competency-Based Practices, Workgroup Development, Empowered Workgroups, and Quantitative Performance Management process areas. As the organization’s quantitative capability management activities mature, additional or refined measures may be defined.

2. Experienced individuals who have expertise in analyzing competency-based data are available to assist in quantitative analyses of the organization’s
workforce competency trends and development activities and in using the results in improvement activities.

3. Experienced individuals with appropriate expertise are available to help individuals, workgroups, and those responsible for unit performance to analyze and use quantitative performance results to:
   - understand and predict the performance of competency-based processes,
   - improve their performance, and
   - adjust practices and activities as needed to enhance the performance of competency-based processes.

4. Resources for supporting the organization’s capability management activities are made available.

   Examples of resources to support the organization’s capability management activities include the following:
   - Capability assessment tools, such as tests or work samples
   - Plotting and graphing tools
   - Statistical analysis packages
   - Spreadsheets
   - Performance assessment instruments
   - Databases and other repositories
   - Textual and graphical reporting tools

5. Funding to accomplish the organization’s capability management activities is made available.

6. Time and methods for data collection are built into workforce activities.

7. Adequate time is made available for performing the organization’s capability management activities.
Ability 4  Those responsible for Organizational Capability Management activities develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to perform their responsibilities.

1. Those who collect capability data and process performance data receive orientation on the definitions and use of these data in analyses.

2. Those who analyze and report capability data, process performance baselines, and related results receive preparation in statistics, data analysis, presentation methods, and other activities related to performing their responsibilities.

Ability 5  Individuals who participate in Organizational Capability Management activities receive appropriate orientation in the purposes and methods for the organization’s quantitative capability management activities.

Individuals and workgroups receive the orientation required to interpret and use capability data and process performance baselines if they have responsibilities for:

- using this information in performing workforce activities,
- using this information in evaluating and managing competency development practices and activities,
- using this information for planning and managing the performance of competency-based processes,
- adjusting workforce practices based on this information, and
- using this information to understand or improve the performance of competency-based processes.

Ability 6  The practices and procedures for performing Organizational Capability Management are defined and documented.

1. Practices and procedures are defined and documented at the organizational or unit levels, as appropriate.

2. Guidelines for tailoring the practices and procedures for use in different circumstances are documented and made available, as necessary.
3. The individual(s) assigned responsibility for Organizational Capability Management activities across the organization ensures that defined practices and procedures are:
   - maintained under version control,
   - disseminated through appropriate media,
   - interpreted appropriately for different situations, and
   - updated through orderly methods.

4. Experiences, lessons learned, measurement results, and improvement information derived from planning and performing Organizational Capability Management practices are captured to support the future use and improvement of the organization’s practices.

### Practices Performed

#### Practice 1

The organization identifies the workforce competencies that are critical to its business strategies and objectives.

**Critical workforce competencies** are those most crucial to sustaining an organization’s capability in its core competence [Prahalad 90]. Their growth and development is critical to the viability of strategic business objectives and plans. Consequently, the organization’s capability in each of its critical workforce competencies is managed quantitatively to ensure that its competency-based processes can be performed with sufficient capability to achieve the organization’s quantitative performance objectives.

1. The organization evaluates its strategic business and workforce plans to identify workforce competencies that are critical to achieving its business strategies and objectives.

2. The organization periodically re-evaluates its business and workforce plans to identify additions or deletions to its list of critical workforce competencies.
Practice 2  The organization quantifies its capability in each of its critical workforce competencies.

1. Trends to be analyzed for each critical workforce competency are based on capability objectives established in the strategic workforce plan.

Refer to Practice 2 of the Workforce Planning process area for information regarding setting capability objectives for workforce competencies and to Practice 8 of the Competency Analysis process area for information regarding determining the current resource profiles for each of the organization’s workforce competencies. These resource profiles present the overall capability in the workforce for accomplishing business activities requiring knowledge, skills, or process abilities in a specific workforce competency.

Examples of measurable objectives for capability in each of the organization’s workforce competencies include the following:

- The level of capability available in each critical workforce competency
- The rate at which capability is developed in each critical workforce competency
- The deployment of critical workforce competencies across the organization
- Trends relating competency development and business performance
- The rate at which new workforce competencies can be developed and deployed across the organization

2. For each critical workforce competency, a quantitative capability management strategy is established and maintained.
Examples of issues to be covered in the quantitative capability strategy for each critical workforce competency include the following:

- Capability goals, trends, and issues to be subjected to analysis
- Strategy for performing, validating, and revising analyses
- Definition of measures to be used in the analysis
- Analyses to be performed
- Methods and frequency of data collection, validation, and storage
- Schedule for performing and reporting the analyses
- Guidance and limitations for evaluating results
- Reports to be distributed
- Incorporation of results into other workforce activities, such as Competency Analysis and Workforce Planning
- Safeguards to ensure data privacy and security

The initial measurements required to support this practice were defined in the Competency Analysis, Competency Development, and Competency-Based Practices process areas. As quantitative analyses of organizational competency mature, additional or revised measures can be defined.

3. Quantitative analyses of capability are conducted according to the quantitative capability management strategy for each critical workforce competency.

Quantitative analyses of capability can be performed at the organizational level for all critical workforce competencies, or in a more decentralized fashion at the level of one or more competency communities. The level at which these analyses are performed reflects the organization’s strategy (e.g., centralized vs. decentralized) for managing its workforce competencies.

4. The organization develops quantitative models of capability in its critical workforce competencies for use in workforce planning and management.
Quantitative models of capability can range from simple quantitative projections based on historical trends to sophisticated stochastic or multivariate statistical models. The purpose of these models is to predict future capability levels based on historical experience, industry trends, current conditions, and/or future expectations. The organization may begin with industry standard models and over time refine them to reflect the organization’s business conditions and unique characteristics. Quantitative models may differ in purpose, sophistication, analytic foundation, parameters, predictability, or use among the various critical workforce competencies.

Examples of quantitative models may include:

- Growth curves for projecting future capability in critical workforce competencies
- Demographic models of labor supply for projecting availability and level of skills of entrants to critical workforce competencies in the future
- Models relating hiring and retention success with various recruiting sources and methods
- Models estimating rates at which individuals can progress through competency development activities and successfully achieve higher levels of capability in workforce competencies
- Predictive models of characteristics most closely associated with capability and success in different workforce competencies
- Models for evaluating tradeoffs in breadth vs. depth of individual experience on career performance at the individual level and on workforce capability at the organizational level
- Models of the effect of increasing capability in various critical workforce competencies on performance at the individual, workgroup, unit, and/or organizational levels
- Models relating the compensation strategy to hiring, retention, and career growth in various workforce competencies

5. Capability results for each critical workforce competency are:

- reported to responsible individuals,
- incorporated into workforce planning and other workforce practices as appropriate, and
- updated on a periodic or event-driven basis consistent with the quantitative capability management strategy.
Practice 3  The organization’s capability in each of its critical workforce competencies is managed quantitatively.

1. Quantitative analyses of capability in each critical workforce competency are used by responsible individuals to:
   - evaluate progress in achieving capability goals,
   - predict future capability levels,
   - identify factors that affect capability levels,
   - evaluate the effects of workforce practices and activities on capability levels, and
   - identify needs for corrective action.

   Examples of conditions under which needs for corrective action may be identified include the following:
   - Trends in a workforce competency differ significantly from the measurable goals established for the competency
   - The impact of competency development activities on a workforce competency is below expectations
   - Variation in results of competency development activities is too great
   - Deviations from the capability level of a workforce competency that the organization believes it must maintain

2. Corrective actions are taken when capability results deviate significantly from capability goals for a critical workforce competency.

   Examples of corrective actions may include the following:
   - Improving the performance of workforce practices and activities that have been demonstrated as being capable of achieving the targeted capability results
   - Tailoring, replacing, or terminating workforce practices or activities that are not achieving intended capability results
   - Altering capability objectives for a critical workforce competency or adjusting the workforce activities performed to meet these objectives

Practice 4  Measurable objectives for contributing to capability growth in critical workforce competencies are established for workforce practices and activities.
1. Measurable objectives for contributing to capability growth are established for workforce practices and activities based on such factors as:

- the capability development objectives for the critical workforce competency established in the strategic workforce plan,
- the nature of how specific workforce practices affect capability in each critical workforce competency,
- the capability of the individuals participating in the workforce activities related to the practice, and
- how capability will be measured.

Refer to Practice 2 of the Workforce Planning process area for information regarding setting measurable capability objectives for workforce competencies. Examples of these measurable objectives include the following:

- The effectiveness in recruiting candidates in different workforce competencies
- The effectiveness of selection techniques in predicting work performance and development of capability in workforce competencies
- The effectiveness of performance feedback in motivating and guiding capability development
- The effectiveness of different competency development activities, such as training or mentoring, on increasing capability in critical workforce competencies
- The effectiveness of the compensation strategy in attracting and retaining individuals in different workforce competencies
- The effectiveness of the compensation strategy on developing capability in different workforce competencies
- The effectiveness of career development activities in motivating and guiding capability growth
- The effectiveness of formal and informal mechanisms for transferring capability among members of a competency community
2. Measurable objectives for contributing to capability growth are:
   - developed through the involvement of those responsible for coordinating or managing each affected workforce practice across the organization,
   - reviewed by responsible individuals with expertise in performing the relevant workforce practices, and
   - communicated to all affected parties.

**Practice 5**

The organization quantitatively evaluates the impacts of workforce practices and activities on capability in each of its critical workforce competencies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The organization should analyze the impact of the workforce activities considered most important for increasing the capability in a critical workforce competency. Examples of effects of workforce practices and activities on the capability of a workforce competency that the organization might evaluate quantitatively include the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Impact of recruiting activities on the mix and level of workforce competencies entering the organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Success of selection methods in identifying individuals with capabilities in the organization’s workforce competencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Impact of performance management activities on identifying needs for development activities in the organization’s workforce competencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Impact of training and competency-development activities on increasing the level of workforce competencies in the organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Impact of training, competency development, and career development activities on the rates at which individuals are progressing through graduated career levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Impact of career development and other competency-based practices on motivating and increasing the level and optimal mix of workforce competencies in the organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Effect of compensation, performance management, and recognition and reward practices and activities on capability within each critical workforce competency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. An evaluation strategy is established and maintained for evaluating the impact of workforce practices and activities on capability in critical workforce competencies.

   Examples of issues to be covered in the evaluation strategy include the following:
   
   - Measurable objectives for contributing to the capability growth to be analyzed
   - Measures to be used in the analyses
   - Methods and frequency of data collection
   - Methods for data validation, storage, and retrieval
   - Data analyses to be performed
   - Guidance and limitations for evaluating results
   - Reports to be distributed
   - Methods and tools to support using results
   - Other uses for the data in performing workforce activities
   - Safeguards to ensure the privacy and security of data and results

2. Measures of capability improvement are defined in each critical workforce competency for use in developing capability baselines and evaluating the impact of workforce practices and activities.

   Examples of capability improvement measures may include the following:
   
   - Knowledge tests or skill demonstrations
   - Measures of work performance or on-the-job behavior
   - Baselines for the capability of competency-based processes
   - Measures of coordination or team performance
   - Capability profiles for workforce competencies
3. Analysis methods are defined for evaluating the impact of workforce practices and activities on the capability of critical workforce competencies.

An analysis method must be defined for each workforce practice to be evaluated that provides appropriate sensitivity to the impact of the practice on capability in relevant workforce competencies. Analyses can be conducted at several levels of analysis, based on the capability objectives to be evaluated and the evaluation strategy. Examples of different levels of analysis for evaluating the impact of competency development practices and activities might include the following:

- The improvements associated with a single occurrence of a competency development activity
- The improvements associated with multiple occurrences of the same competency development activity, such as a course
- The improvements associated with a type of competency development activity, such as mentoring
- The improvements associated with a collection of competency development activities, such as a sequence of different courses
- The improvements achieved by different individuals based on completing their personal development plans
- The improvements associated with a particular form of delivery (e.g., classroom vs. intranet)
- The improvement in workforce capability within each workforce competency resulting from the full set of competency development activities

4. Data on the impact of workforce practices and activities are collected from appropriate sources and prepared for analysis.

5. The impacts of workforce practices and activities on capability baselines are evaluated quantitatively.

6. Evaluation results are reported to responsible individuals in accordance with the evaluation strategy.
Level 4: Predictable
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Examples of individuals or entities that would receive evaluation results include:

- Those responsible for coordinating workforce activities across the organization
- Those responsible for performing and reporting workforce activities
- Those responsible for competency analysis and competency development activities
- Those involved in workforce planning
- Executive management

Practice 6

The impacts of workforce practices and activities on the organization’s capability in each of its critical workforce competencies are managed quantitatively.

1. Responsible individuals use quantitative analyses to:
   - evaluate the impact of workforce practices and activities on the capability baselines of selected workforce competencies,
   - identify conditions under which these impacts vary,
   - predict future capability levels based on anticipated future impacts of workforce practices and activities, and
   - identify needs for corrective action.

2. Results that differ significantly from expectations or capability objectives for each of the organization’s critical workforce competencies are analyzed for their causes, and remedial actions are proposed, if appropriate.

Examples of conditions under which needs for corrective action may be identified include the following:

- The impact of workforce activities on a workforce competency differs from expectations
- Variation in results of workforce activities is too great
- Significant deviations from the capability level that the organization believes it must maintain in a workforce competency
3. Proposed actions are reviewed, approved, taken, and their completion is tracked.

Examples of proposed actions include the following:

- Correcting problems in the performance of workforce activities
- Adjusting the capability objectives for the workforce competency
- Redesigning or adjusting workforce practices to improve their impact
- Altering the performance of workforce practices and activities under different conditions to improve their impact
- Collecting additional data or designing other analyses to correct misleading results

4. When appropriate or beneficial to capability results, the performance of workforce practices is brought under quantitative control.

Examples of workforce practices placed under quantitative control for a critical workforce competency may include the following:

- Predictable levels of qualified applications from recruiting activities or targeted sources
- Statistically valid predictors of capability or future performance used in selection and career guidance activities
- Predictable capability levels within and across organizational units as a result of assignment and career development strategies
- Predictable shifts in capability among workforce competencies based on motivating development of new competencies through compensation and reward practices

5. Evaluation results for the impact of workforce practices and activities on competency baselines are used in performing other workforce activities.
Evaluation results might be used in strategic workforce planning to evaluate or predict such factors as:

- The rate and effectiveness with which the organization can increase capability in various critical workforce competencies
- The rate at which capability in new workforce competencies can be developed
- The probability of achieving strategic capability goals in different workforce competencies
- The effectiveness with which increases in capability can lead to improved business performance
- The return-on-investment for expenditures of time or financial resources on various workforce practices and activities

**Practice 7**

Process performance baselines are developed and maintained for critical competency-based processes.

**Critical competency-based processes** are those competency-based processes within each critical workforce competency that are most crucial to achieving defined performance objectives and business results. Consequently, the organization quantitatively manages the organization’s performance in these workforce competencies, as well as the impact of the organization’s workforce practices and activities, to ensure that these critical competency-based processes can be performed with sufficient capability to achieve the organization’s quantitative performance objectives and intended business results.

Examples of parameters to be established in developing process performance baselines include the following:

- Expected performance as measured by mean, median, mode, or other measures of central tendency
- Performance variability as measured by standard deviation, confidence limits, range, or other measures of variation
- How performance parameters vary under different conditions
- Performance trends over time
1. Measures are defined for competency-based processes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example sources for defined measures of competency-based processes include the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Definitions of competency-based processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Existing process performance baselines for relevant processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Standard business, product, or service measures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The initial measurements required to support this practice were defined in the Performance Management, Competency-Based Practices, Workgroup Development, Competency Integration, Empowered Workgroups, and Quantitative Performance Management process areas. As quantitative analyses of performance capability mature, additional or revised measures are defined.

2. An analysis strategy is established and maintained for computing and analyzing process performance baselines for each critical competency-based process selected for analysis.

Examples of issues to be covered in the strategy for the analysis of the process performance baseline for each critical competency-based process selected for analysis include the following:

| • Measures to be used in the analysis |
| • Frequency and methods of data collection |
| • Methods for data validation, storage, and retrieval |
| • Data analyses to be performed and reported |
| • Guidance and limitations for evaluating results |
| • Mechanisms for reporting results |
| • Methods and tools to support using results |
| • Safeguards to ensure data privacy and security |
Examples of analyses that might be performed include the following:

- Curve-fitting or trend analyses
- Statistical process control techniques
- Regression or multivariate predictive techniques
- Stochastic or time-series techniques
- Classification analyses (e.g., defect or problem types)
- Analyses of leading indicators

3. Quantitative analyses of capability of each critical competency-based process are conducted according to the analysis strategy to determine:
   - the current capability of each critical competency-based process,
   - how the capability of each critical competency-based process relates to unit and organizational performance,
   - factors that affect the capability of each critical competency-based process, and
   - capability levels of a competency-based process under different conditions of factors that affect it, if relevant.

4. Process performance baselines for critical competency-based processes are reported to appropriate individuals and incorporated into:
   - planning and tracking,
   - predicting performance,
   - understanding the factors that affect the performance of competency-based processes,
   - identifying opportunities for improving the performance of competency-based processes, and
   - evaluating the capability of competency-based processes compared to the capability required to achieve the organization’s performance objectives.

5. Process performance baselines are incorporated into the unit’s Quantitative Performance Management activities.

6. Process performance baselines are continually updated, adjusted, and recomputed based on new performance data.
Practice 8  The capability of critical competency-based processes is managed quantitatively.

Refer to the Quantitative Performance Management process area for information regarding the quantitative management of competency-based processes by individuals, workgroups, and units.

1. The results of performing competency-based processes are compared to process performance baselines for critical competency-based processes within each critical workforce competency.

2. Process performance baselines are used by responsible individuals to:
   - monitor and predict the performance of business activities,
   - identify conditions under which the capability of a competency-based process varies,
   - identify how the capability of the workforce affects the capability of competency-based processes,
   - identify needs for improvement of competency-based processes,
   - identify factors that affect business performance,
   - evaluate the effects of workforce practices and activities on the capability of competency-based processes, and
   - identify needs for corrective action.
3. Corrective action is taken when the results of performing competency-based processes deviate significantly from their process performance baselines.

Examples of corrective actions include the following:

- Solving problems or removing barriers that inhibit a competency-based process from being performed at its potential capability
- Improving the capability of individuals or workgroups that perform the competency-based process
- Tailoring, replacing, or terminating workforce practices that inhibit a competency-based process from being performed at its potential capability
- Adjusting the performance objective to match the capability of the competency-based process
- Reorganizing business activities to reduce the impact of variations in the capability of the competency-based process on the achievement of performance objectives

Refer to Practice 12 of the Continuous Capability Improvement process area for information regarding improvement actions to take when process performance baselines deviate significantly from the capability objectives established for each critical competency-based process.

Practice 9 The organization uses its capability data and process performance baselines in developing quantitative models of performance.

Quantitative models of performance can range from simple descriptive statistics concerning capability to sophisticated stochastic or multivariate predictive models. Such models may be used to predict individual, workgroup, unit, or organizational performance from the current capability of competency-based processes and the conditions that affect them. An organization may begin with standard models from related industries and over time refine their algorithms or parameters with internal data and experience. Quantitative models may differ in purpose, sophistication, analytic foundation, parameters, predictability, and use among the various competency-based processes.
Examples of quantitative models include the following:

- Growth curves for projecting the effect of learning and other factors on future capability and performance
- Predictive models of characteristics most likely to affect capability and performance
- Models of the effect of variations in workforce practices and activities on the capability and performance of competency-based processes
- Models for evaluating decisions involving performance tradeoffs
- Models assessing the effect of competency at the individual and workgroup levels on the performance of competency-based processes
- Models for assessing the effect of capability and performance of competency-based processes at the individual and workgroup levels on unit and organizational performance

1. Data are analyzed to develop quantitative models of capability and performance such as:
   - the effect of learning and competency development on the capability of competency-based processes,
   - differences in the capability of competency-based processes across individuals at different skill levels, workgroups, units, or under varying conditions,
   - the effect of aggregating capability results across individuals at different skill levels, workgroups, units, or the organization,
   - how the capabilities of competency-based processes interact to affect the performance of business activities,
   - the impact of overall performance among alternate ways of organizing business activities or competency-based processes, and
   - the effects of workforce practices on the capability of competency-based processes.

2. Quantitative models of the capability of competency-based processes are used in:
   - planning and tracking committed work,
   - predicting performance and results at the individual, workgroup, unit, and organizational levels, and
   - strategic business and workforce planning.
Practice 10  
The impact of workforce practices and activities on the capability and performance of competency-based processes is evaluated and managed quantitatively.

Examples of the effects of workforce practices and activities on the capability of competency-based processes that the organization might evaluate quantitatively include the following:

- Improved capability and performance of competency-based processes
- Reduced variation in the capability and performance of competency-based processes
- Impact that workforce practices and activities have when adjusted to achieve their most effective application in different areas of competency-based processes or under different organizational conditions
- Reduced variation in the application or performance of workforce activities
- Increased predictability in the capability and performance of competency-based processes

1. Methods and associated measures are defined for evaluating the impact of workforce practices and activities on the capability and performance of competency-based processes.

Examples of capability measures that may be affected by workforce practices and activities include the following:

- Improvements in mean
- Reduction in performance variation
- Rate of change in capability parameters
- Reduced need for different process performance baselines reflecting differences in performing competency-based processes by different levels of capability in a competency community
- Improved predictability
- Improved performance in data aggregated to higher organizational levels
- Improved business performance or results
2. Data on the impact of workforce practices and activities are collected from appropriate sources and prepared for analysis.

3. The impact of workforce practices on capability baselines and process performance baselines is evaluated.

Analyses may be conducted either at the level of workforce practices or at the level of competency-based processes. For example, analyses may be conducted for the effects of one or more workforce practices across a range of competency-based processes. This approach would be appropriate to determine whether the effects of one or more workforce practices differ across various competency-based processes. For instance, this approach would be helpful in identifying how a bonus program is motivating improved performance in some competency communities but not others.

Alternatively, analyses could be conducted within each competency-based process to determine how the organization's collection of workforce practices affects these processes. For instance, this approach would be helpful in identifying which workforce practices do not appear to improve performance in a specific workforce competency.

4. Quantitative analyses of the impact of workforce practices and activities are used by responsible individuals to evaluate:
   - their impact on the capability and performance of various competency-based processes,
   - conditions under which their impact varies, and
   - needs for corrective action.

5. Corrective actions are taken when quantitative evaluations indicate that the actual impact of workforce practices and activities deviates significantly from expectations. These actions may include:
   - correcting problems in the performance of workforce activities,
   - adjusting expectations regarding the impact of workforce practices and activities on the capability and performance of competency-based processes,
   - redesigning or adjusting workforce practices to improve their impact, and
   - altering the performance of workforce practices and activities under different conditions to improve their impact.
Practice 11  

Evaluations of the impact of workforce practices and activities on the capability and performance of competency-based processes are used in performing other business and workforce activities, as appropriate.

1. Evaluation results are used in strategic business and workforce planning to evaluate or predict such factors as:
   - the rate at which the capability of competency-based processes can be improved,
   - the probability of achieving strategic capability levels for competency-based processes and quantitative performance objectives,
   - the effectiveness with which increases in the capability of competency-based processes can lead to improved business performance, or
   - the return-on-investment for expenditures of time or financial resources on improving the capability of competency-based processes.

2. Evaluation results are used to guide such actions as:
   - designing more effective workforce practices for motivating, improving, and sustaining performance,
   - redesigning, replacing, or eliminating ineffective workforce practices, or
   - setting or allocating more realistic or effective quantitative performance objectives.

Refer to Practice 6 of the Continuous Workforce Innovation process area for information regarding setting improvement objectives for the organization's workforce practices and activities, based on a quantitative understanding of the process performance of these workforce activities.
Measurement and Analysis

Measurement 1

Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of Organizational Capability Management activities.

Examples of measurements include the following:

- The number of workforce competencies or competency-based processes for which capability analyses are performed
- The completeness, accuracy, and timeliness of the data collected
- Frequency with which data is collected and analyzed on the capability of critical workforce competencies
- Length of time between data collection and the presentation of analysis results
- Frequency with which capability baselines are updated
- Number and extent of corrective actions taken
- Number or extent of changes made in workforce activities, based on analysis results
Measurement 2  Measurements are made and used to determine the effectiveness of Organizational Capability Management activities.

Examples of measures to determine the effectiveness of the organization’s capability management activities include the following:

- Predictability of the organization’s capability in its critical workforce competencies
- Improvements in the capability achieved through competency development activities
- Increases in the effectiveness with which competency development activities increase the organization’s capability in each of its workforce competencies
- Increases in the speed with which the organization or its units can increase the level of workforce competencies
- Increases in the speed with which the organization or its units can deploy a new workforce competency
- Increases in the organization’s ability to achieve quantitative objectives in the growth of its workforce competencies over time
- Predictable relationships between business performance trends and improvements in the organization’s capability in critical workforce competencies
- Improvements in the capability and performance of competency-based processes
- Improvements in the prediction or achievement of quantitative performance and business objectives
- Improved correlation between workforce practices and performance results
- Improved ability to identify and manage factors that affect performance
- Increases in the organization’s ability to identify areas of competency development activities needing corrective action
- Increases in the organization’s ability to identify areas of workforce activities needing corrective action
Verifying Implementation

Verification 1  A responsible individual(s) verifies that Organizational Capability Management activities are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.

These reviews verify that:

1. Organizational Capability Management activities comply with the organization’s policies and stated values.
2. Organizational Capability Management activities comply with relevant laws and regulations.
3. Organizational Capability Management activities are performed according to the organization’s documented practices and procedures.
4. Noncompliance issues are handled appropriately.

Verification 2  Executive management periodically reviews the Organizational Capability Management activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.

These reviews verify:

1. The appropriateness of Organizational Capability Management practices and activities.
2. Progress in improving performance-related workforce practices and activities.
3. Progress in achieving capability objectives for each critical workforce competency.
4. Results from reviews of Organizational Capability Management practices and activities.

Refer to Verification 1 for information regarding reviews of Organizational Capability Management activities to ensure adherence to the following:

- Relevant laws and regulations
- Organizational policies, practices, and procedures

5. Status of resolution of noncompliance issues.

6. Trends related to Organizational Capability Management activities.

7. Trends related to capability baselines.

8. Effectiveness of Organizational Capability Management activities in achieving quantitative management of:
   - the capability of critical workforce competencies,
   - workforce practices and activities in developing the capability of critical workforce competencies, and
   - the capabilities of competency-based processes in critical workforce competencies.

Verification 3 The definition and use of measures at the individual, workgroup, and unit levels are periodically audited for compliance with organizational policies.
Mentoring

A process area at Maturity Level 4: Predictable

Purpose

The purpose of Mentoring is to transfer the lessons of greater experience in a workforce competency to improve the capability of other individuals or workgroups.

Description

The organization develops objectives for its mentoring activities. Appropriate types of mentoring relationships are designed for accomplishing different mentoring objectives. Criteria are developed for selecting mentors and those chosen are trained for their assignments. Individuals or workgroups being mentored are provided orientation on how they can best take advantage of a mentoring relationship. Criteria are developed for assigning mentors to individuals or workgroups. The mentor and the individual or workgroup being mentored establish agreements on how their relationship will be conducted. Mentors meet periodically and occasionally evaluate whether they are achieving their objectives. Advice is available to improve the effectiveness of the mentoring relationship. Mentoring activities are evaluated against their objectives to identify needed improvements.

At the Defined Level, mentoring and coaching is informal, and the knowledge and skills imparted by the mentor are defined more by their experience and judgement than by a documented combination of knowledge, skills, and process abilities to be imparted. The purposes for mentoring were to support competency development, but the specific content to be imparted was not defined. At the Predictable Level, mentoring and coaching activities are organized around, and guided by, a defined content of the knowledge, skills, and process abilities to be imparted. This content is defined to a level sufficient for guiding mentors and coaches to achieve common and consistent competency development results with individuals or workgroups. At Maturity Level 4, mentoring or coaching activities are organized to make use of and to deploy competency-based assets. Thus, mentoring becomes a formal means of transferring a defined content of the knowledge, skills, and process abilities, typically contained in competency-based assets, to individuals.
and groups throughout the organization as an advanced form of competency development.

Goals

Goal 1  Mentoring programs are established and maintained to accomplish defined objectives.

Goal 2  Mentors provide guidance and support to individuals or workgroups.

Goal 3  Mentoring practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as defined organizational processes.

Commitment to Perform

Commitment 1  The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for conducting Mentoring activities.

Issues typically addressed in the policy include:

1. Mentoring activities serve the business objectives and stated values of the organization.

2. Mentoring activities are encouraged but not imposed on individuals.

3. Mentoring activities are included in the strategic workforce plans of the organization.

4. Mentoring activities are instituted, where appropriate, to provide support to individuals or workgroups.
5. Documented procedures are developed and used to guide mentoring activities. These procedures typically specify:
   - requirements for the selection, training, and assignment of mentors;
   - conditions under which mentoring relationships may be established, changed, or terminated; and
   - requirements for periodic evaluation of mentoring activities to ensure their effectiveness and to identify improvements.

6. Mentoring practices and activities comply with relevant laws, regulations, and organizational policies.

Commitment 2

An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for coordinating Mentoring activities across the organization.

The role(s) coordinates and helps to:

1. advise on how to organize and conduct mentoring activities,
2. communicate general information about mentoring activities,
3. conduct training or orientation sessions for mentors and individuals or workgroups,
4. advise and counsel mentors and individuals or workgroups during their mentoring relationships, and
5. provide feedback on the progress of mentoring activities to executive management.
Ability to Perform

Ability 1
Within each unit, an individual(s) is assigned responsibility and authority for ensuring that members of the unit participate in Mentoring activities, as appropriate.

Ability 2
Adequate resources are provided for performing Mentoring activities.

1. Experienced individuals are made available to act as mentors.
2. Resources to support mentoring activities are made available.

Examples of resources needed to support the mentoring program include the following:

- Training for mentors
- Orientation for individuals or workgroups to be mentored
- Availability of an advisor for mentors, individuals, or workgroups
- Support for evaluation of the mentoring program

3. Time is made available for mentors and individuals or workgroups to engage in mentoring activities.
Ability 3  Individuals selected to act as mentors develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed in relevant mentoring objectives, techniques, and skills to perform their responsibilities.

1. Mentors receive preparation in techniques and skills to accomplish their mentoring objectives.

   Examples of techniques and skills in which mentors are trained include the following:
   - How to accomplish mentoring program objectives
   - How to conduct a mentoring relationship
   - Interviewing and active listening
   - Providing guidance and advice
   - Providing a role model
   - Problem solving
   - Performance improvement methods
   - Principles of knowledge and skill development
   - Career opportunities and development methods
   - Advising workgroups
   - Team building
   - Methods for integration with the organizational culture
   - Roles to be fulfilled
   - How to evaluate mentoring success

2. For mentoring activities focused on competency development, mentors receive preparation for imparting documented knowledge, skills and process abilities using defined mentoring processes.

3. Guidance is made available to mentors and those they mentor on how to improve their mentoring relationship.
Examples of guidance provided on mentoring relationships include the following:

- How to initiate the relationship
- When and how frequently to have meetings
- Potential topics to be discussed
- How to determine the mentoring needs of those being mentored
- Methods for pursuing mentoring objectives
- How to track progress in the mentoring relationship
- How to handle job or career problems
- How to overcome problems in the mentoring relationship

4. An advisor is available to mentors or coaches to discuss how to make mentoring relationships more effective.

**Ability 4**

**Affected individuals receive appropriate orientation in Mentoring practices.**

1. Individuals or workgroups to be mentored receive orientation in the mentoring relationship.

Those to be mentored can include the following:

- Individuals
- Groups of individuals
- Workgroups

Examples of topics covered in orientation regarding mentoring activities include the following:

- Objectives of the mentoring relationship
- Attributes of an effective mentoring relationship
- Problem-solving skills
- Expectations for mentoring relationships
- Roles to be fulfilled in mentoring
- How to handle problems or inefficiencies in the mentoring relationship
2. When appropriate, orientation is provided to other individuals affected by mentoring activities.

Orientation to the mentoring program is typically focused on the individual or workgroup being mentored. Other orientation activities may include the following:

- A combined session for mentors and individuals or workgroups being mentored
- An orientation session for managers of those being mentored to make them familiar with the mentoring process and encourage their co-operation with the mentoring program

Ability 5 The practices and procedures for performing Mentoring are defined and documented.

1. Practices and procedures are defined and documented at the organizational or unit levels, as appropriate.

2. Guidelines for tailoring the practices and procedures for use in different circumstances are documented and made available, as necessary.

3. The individual(s) assigned responsibility for coordinating Mentoring activities across the organization ensures that defined practices and procedures are:
   - maintained under version control,
   - disseminated through appropriate media,
   - interpreted appropriately for different situations, and
   - updated through orderly methods.

4. Experiences, lessons learned, measurement results, and improvement information derived from planning and performing Mentoring practices are captured to support the future use and improvement of the organization’s practices.
Practices Performed

Practice 1  Opportunities for using the experience of the workforce to improve performance or achieve other organizational objectives are identified.

1. Potential opportunities for mentoring activities are identified.

   Examples of sources through which potential opportunities for mentoring might be identified include the following:
   - Periodic review by competency ownership teams of opportunities to use mentoring in competency development activities
   - Periodic review by responsible individuals of mechanisms for more rapidly transferring knowledge across the organization
   - Recommendations for mentoring or requests for mentors from the workforce
   - Identified needs for addressing knowledge shortfalls in segments of the workforce
   - Periodic organizational assessment of opportunities by a knowledgeable person
   - Support mechanism for a new program, technology, or change in some segments of the organization

2. Opportunities to benefit from mentoring are evaluated and prioritized.

   Mentoring programs can be evaluated at the organizational or unit level, or within ownership teams for workforce competencies. The evaluation and prioritization would ordinarily be performed by the entity with the authority and budget to initiate a specific type of mentoring program.

3. Mentoring programs are initiated based on relevant criteria, such as budget or availability of qualified mentors.
Practice 2  The objectives and structure of each mentoring program are defined.

1. Each mentoring program addresses specific competencies, positions, individuals, or workgroups within the organization that can be involved in its mentoring activities.

2. Each mentoring program establishes a set of objectives that its mentoring activities are to accomplish.

Examples of objectives for mentoring activities include providing:

- Orientation and adjustment to the organization
- Support for the acquisition of knowledge, skills, and process abilities
- Support for the development of workforce competencies
- Preparation of specific management or executive skills
- Support to individuals or workgroups
- Support for sharing the knowledge, experience, and artifacts that result from performing competency-based processes with others who might benefit from them
- One-on-one personal attention
- Support for attaining improved workgroup effectiveness
- Workgroup development
- Performance improvement guidance and support
- Career advice and development
- Counseling and advice concerning problems

3. Each mentoring program defines a mentoring process to a level of detail sufficient to ensure that those who receive mentoring develop the appropriate level of competency.

At the Defined Level, mentors and those they mentor are allowed to develop their relationships according to what they believe would be most effective. However, at the Predictable Level, the process is made sufficiently formal to ensure that mentors are consistent in the capabilities imparted to those being mentored.
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Procedure for mentoring activities are tailored to each set of objectives.

Different types of mentoring relationships may be defined for different sets of objectives. For instance, mentoring activities may differ by position or tenure in the organization such as those designed for new employees versus those designed for new executives.

Examples of elements that could be defined for each type of mentoring relationship include the following:

- The roles and responsibilities of the mentor and the individual or workgroup
- How mentors are selected and trained
- How individuals or workgroups receive orientation on mentoring
- How mentoring relationships are established
- How objectives of the relationship are accomplished
- How the mentoring relationship is monitored for effectiveness
- How the mentoring relationship is evaluated
- The expected duration of the mentoring relationship

Roles are defined for mentors to fulfill.

Examples of roles that mentors might fulfill include the following:

- Role model
- Personal or workgroup advisor
- Career counselor or sponsor
- Knowledge and skill developer
- Performance advisor
- Problem solver
- Expert
4. The knowledge, skills, and process abilities that are imparted through mentoring are:

- documented as competency-based assets,

Refer to Practice 10 of the Competency-Based Assets process area for information regarding the use of mentoring or coaching activities to deploy competency-based assets.

- drawn from or based on the content of documented workforce competency descriptions,
- organized for use according to levels of capability represented in graduated career opportunities,
- complete enough to ensure that those being mentored have the competency required to perform at the intended level,
- described at a level of detail sufficient to create a common understanding among mentors or coaches of the specific knowledge, skills, and process abilities to be imparted at different points in the mentoring relationship,
- sufficiently thorough to ensure that any individual or workgroup who has worked with a mentor or coach has achieved a minimum capability for performing competency-based processes, and
- reviewed and updated, as necessary.

5. Alternative structures for providing the types of benefits achieved through mentoring are considered when appropriate.

Examples of alternate approaches to mentoring include the following:

- Mentoring circles
- Local professional groups
- A process group or improvement group
- Other support groups or networks, such as a local software process improvement network (SPIN) group
6. Feedback on each mentoring program is collected by a responsible individual(s) to support evaluation of mentoring activities.

Examples of feedback data used to evaluate mentoring programs include the following:

- Feedback received from mentors or those being mentored
- The evaluation of mentoring activities by those being mentored
- Reports from advisors who are available to support mentors or coaches
- Results of meetings conducted from time to time to allow mentors, individuals, or workgroups to express concerns or improvements that should be considered in improving the mentoring programs or mentoring relationships
- Measurements regarding the status, performance, and effectiveness of mentoring activities

7. Each mentoring program is periodically evaluated to ensure that it is achieving its set of objectives and revised or terminated, when necessitated by feedback on the mentoring program, levels of workforce capability, or changes in business strategy or conditions, to improve the value of the mentoring performed.

Practice 3 Each mentoring program is communicated to affected individuals and workgroups.

Information about each mentoring program to be communicated may include the following:

- Program objectives and structure
- The positions, individuals, or workgroups covered in the program
- Procedures for volunteering to act as a mentor
- Procedures for being included as an individual or workgroup receiving mentoring
- Orientation or training requirements
1. Methods are selected to invite participation in the mentoring program based on the objectives established for the mentoring program.

   Examples of methods that could be used to invite participation in the mentoring program range from active personal solicitation to passive announcements of the program’s availability.

2. Individuals or workgroups are invited to participate in the mentoring program.

3. A responsible individual is available to answer questions about each mentoring program.

   **Practice 4**

   **Mentors are selected and matched with individuals or workgroups to be mentored.**

1. Criteria are defined for selecting mentors.

   Examples of criteria for selecting mentors include the following:

   - Commitment to developing knowledge, skills, and process abilities in others
   - Commitment to developing and guiding others
   - Interpersonal and communication skills, such as the ability to listen, trustworthiness, and objectivity
   - Ability to provide a successful role model
   - Experience required to mentor various competencies, positions, individuals, or workgroups
   - Knowledge required to mentor various competencies, positions, individuals, or workgroups
   - Business and organizational judgment
   - Availability requirements
   - Ability to assess development or career needs
   - Ability to provide guidance on performance or career enhancement
   - Ability to provide personal support
   - Ability to work with workgroups
   - Commitment to initial and ongoing mentor training
2. Candidates who have applied for mentoring assignments are evaluated against the criteria, and those who are qualified are selected to act as mentors.

3. Selected mentors are prepared to perform their mentoring responsibilities.

Refer to Ability 3 of this process area for information regarding preparation of mentors.

4. Selected mentors are assigned to individuals or workgroups, based on defined criteria for:
   - maintaining organizational or managerial distance between the mentor and the individual or workgroup to be mentored,
   - matching mentors with individuals or workgroups,

Examples of criteria for matching mentors with individuals or workgroups include the following:
   - Task, position, or career experiences
   - Knowledge and skill needs of the individual or workgroup to be mentored
   - Personal development needs of the individual to be mentored
   - Workgroup or team development needs
   - Common backgrounds
   - Career aspirations of the individual or workgroup to be mentored
   - Ability to match schedules for meetings
   - Personalities or interests
   - Level of mentoring involvement
   - Exposure to the breadth of the organization
   - Geographical considerations

- ensuring successful transfer of competency-based assets to the individual or workgroup being mentored,

Refer to the Competency-Based Assets process area for information regarding the use of competency-based assets.

- handling requests for specific mentoring assignments, and
Practice 5  

Mentors and those they mentor establish a mentoring relationship.

1. Both mentors and those they mentor receive appropriate training or orientation before establishing their mentoring relationship.

2. During their initial meetings, mentors and the individual or workgroup establish the basic agreements on which their relationship will develop.

   Examples of issues that they should reach agreement on include the following:
   - What they both expect to achieve from the mentoring relationship
   - Whether they will meet on a periodic or event-driven basis
   - Whether they will build and track a plan for their mentoring activities
   - A schedule for their meetings
   - Expected duration of the mentoring relationship
   - Specific exit criteria, related to the achievement of specific objectives for the mentoring relationship
   - How they will evaluate their progress
   - How they will conduct their meetings
   - How they will communicate between meetings

3. Mentors and the individual or workgroup determine the specific objectives to be accomplished through the mentoring relationship.

4. If competency development is a focus of the mentoring relationship, they evaluate and agree on what knowledge, skills, and process abilities the individual or workgroup needs to develop.

5. When establishing a relationship where competency development is an objective, mentors or coaches arrange their responsibilities to ensure that the documented knowledge, skills, and process abilities are:
   - learned sufficiently to allow those being mentored to perform competency-based activities at the intended level of capability,
   - imparted on a timely schedule, and
   - demonstrated in performing business activities.
6. The mentor provides feedback and guidance to those they mentor in a timely manner.

7. The mentor and those they mentor continually discuss the job performance or behavior of the individual or workgroup, and plan for future development needs.

```
Examples of issues that might be handled during mentoring sessions include the following:

- Evaluation of current performance and behaviors
- Use of time
- Setting priorities
- Self management
- Interpersonal style and skills
- Replaying the handling of situations or the making of decisions
- Identifying strengths and areas needing development
- Analyzing barriers to job performance or career growth
- Identifying needed changes in attitude or style
- Analyzing the processes, resources, and operations of the organization relevant to the individual or workgroup being mentored
- Analyzing career options and needed skills
- Identifying actions and plans to support development needs
```

Practice 6  Mentors assist individuals or workgroups in developing capability in workforce competencies.

1. Mentors maintain awareness of developments in the workforce competencies relevant to the individuals or workgroups they mentor.

2. Mentors evaluate gaps between the current capability and the capability levels established in the mentoring objectives of the individuals or workgroups they mentor.

3. Mentors assist individuals or workgroups in improving their capability relative to their:
   - mentoring objectives,
   - individual development objectives, if appropriate, and
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- workgroup development objectives, if appropriate.

4. Mentors assist individuals or workgroups in adopting and improving their capability in using competency-based processes.

An example of a mentor assisting a workgroup in adopting a competency-based process would be the use of a TSP® Launch Coach to help a software team initiate a project using the software development processes incorporated in the Team Software Process® [Humphrey 00]. This example of mentoring involves a person who has been certified by an external entity (the Software Engineering Institute at Carnegie Mellon University authorizes TSP Launch Coaches) to assist individuals or workgroups in developing or improving their capability in specific competency-based processes.

5. Mentors provide feedback to those they mentor on their capability and rate of development in workforce competencies and other skills relevant to their mentoring objectives.

6. Mentors use competency-based assets in conducting their mentoring activities.

7. Mentors assist those they mentor in learning how to leverage or benefit from competency-based assets in performing their business activities.

8. When appropriate, mentors can assist individuals or workgroups in using and interpreting data during quantitative management activities.

Mentors are especially valuable to individuals or workgroups who are attempting to manage their competency-based processes quantitatively. The concept of mentor used in the People CMM is broad, and one form of mentor would be a Six Sigma Blackbelt or similarly qualified expert in quantitative process analysis and improvement who assists individuals or workgroups in analyzing and improving their operating processes. Refer to the Quantitative Performance Management process area for information regarding quantitative management practices.
Practice 7  
Mentoring relationships are reviewed to ensure that they satisfy their intended objectives.

1. The mentor and those they mentor review the progress they are making toward their agreed-upon objectives on a periodic or event-driven basis.

Examples of reasons for conducting this review could include the following:

- Normal period for review, as established in the basic agreements on the mentoring relationship that were established between the mentor and those they mentor
- A change in the competency of the those being mentored
- Change in work assignments that cause mentoring to be difficult
- Problems in the mentoring relationship
- Attainment of the goals of the mentoring relationship
- Assigning a new mentor to the individual or workgroup being mentored

2. When problems with mentoring relationships are identified, corrective action is taken to resolve the problem.

Examples of corrective actions include the following:

- Reestablishing the basis for the specific mentoring relationship
- Planning more effective meetings or actions
- Getting additional advice or training on conducting an effective mentoring relationship
- Assigning a new mentor to the individual or workgroup

3. The mentor and individual or workgroup can agree to discontinue their mentoring relationship at any time.
Practice 8  Mentors support the development and improvement of competency-based assets.

1. Mentors identify opportunities to capture lessons from their mentoring activities that can be incorporated into developing or improving competency-based assets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples of contributions that mentors can make to developing or improving competency-based assets include additions or improvements to the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• competency-based processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• competency development materials or methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• lessons learned or other information in a knowledge repository</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• measures of competency-based processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• any competency-based asset(s) relevant to a workforce competency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Mentors contribute to the development or improvement of competency-based assets through mechanisms that are appropriate for the specific type of asset.

Refer to Practices 4, 5, and 6 of the Competency-Based Assets process area for information regarding the development and maintenance of competency-based assets.

Practice 9  Mentors participate in performance management and related workforce activities, as appropriate.

1. Mentors hold continuing discussions with the individuals or workgroups they coach on the performance of their work.

2. For the individuals or workgroups they mentor, mentors may provide input for:
   - formal performance feedback,
   - training and development needs,
   - personal development plans,
   - performance improvement plans,
   - workgroup staffing and composition,
Practice 10  The organization’s workforce practices support mentoring activities, as needed.

1. Workforce practices are adjusted, as necessary, to achieve the objectives of the organization’s mentoring programs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples of areas where workforce practices may need to be adjusted to support mentoring activities include the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Performance management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Training and development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Recognition and rewards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Compensation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Competency analysis and development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Career development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Work environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Workgroup development and role definitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Quantitative performance management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Organizational capability management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Objectives of the mentoring relationship are confidential and should not be revealed without the agreement of the individual.

3. Objectives and progress in their mentoring relationships are not used in performing any workforce activities without the agreement of the individuals affected.
4. Mentors are recognized for successful mentoring activities.

Examples of recognition for successful mentors include the following:

- Awards
- Public recognition in meetings or newsletters
- Privileges
- Financial considerations
- Acknowledgment for success in mentoring-related performance or career objectives

Measurement and Analysis

Measurement 1

Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of Mentoring activities.

Examples of measurements include the following:

- The number of mentoring relationships established
- The rate at which candidates apply to become mentors
- The rate at which new mentors are trained and assigned
- The efficiency with which new mentoring relationships are established
- The frequency with which mentors and those they mentor interact
- The evaluation of mentoring activities by those being mentored
- The number of problems identified and improvements made in mentoring relationships
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Measurement 2 Measurements are made and used to determine the effectiveness of Mentoring activities.

Examples of measurements to determine the effectiveness of Mentoring activities include the following:

- The growth of workforce competencies in individuals or workgroups being mentored
- The ability of individuals or workgroups being mentored to use the resources of the organization
- The performance of individuals or workgroups being mentored on their tasks
- The career development of individuals being mentored
- The alignment of individual and workgroup motivations with the objectives of the organization

Verifying Implementation

Verification 1 A responsible individual(s) verifies that Mentoring activities are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.

These reviews verify that:

1. Mentoring activities comply with the organization’s policies and stated values.
2. Mentoring activities comply with relevant laws and regulations.
3. Mentoring activities are performed according to the organization’s documented practices and procedures.
4. Noncompliance issues are handled appropriately.

Verification 2 Executive management periodically reviews Mentoring activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.
These reviews verify:

1. The appropriateness of Mentoring activities.
2. Progress in performing Mentoring activities.
3. Results from reviews of Mentoring practices and activities.

Refer to Verification 1 for practices regarding reviews of Mentoring activities to ensure adherence to the following:

- Relevant laws and regulations
- Organizational policies, practices, and procedures

5. Trends related to Mentoring.
**People**  
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**The Optimizing Level — Maturity Level 5**

Process Areas at the Optimizing Level focus on continually improving the organization’s capability and workforce practices. Individuals continually improve the personal work processes they use in performing competency-based processes. Workgroups continuously improve their operating processes through improved integration of the personal work processes of their members. The organization evaluates and improves the alignment of performance among its individuals, workgroups, and units both with each other and with the organization’s business objectives. The organization continually evaluates opportunities for improving its workforce practices through incremental adjustments or by adopting innovative workforce practices and technologies. The process areas at Maturity Level 5 include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process areas</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Continuous Capability Improvement</td>
<td>551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Performance Alignment</td>
<td>583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous Workforce Innovation</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
Continuous Capability Improvement

A process area at Maturity Level 5: Optimizing

Purpose

The purpose of Continuous Capability Improvement is to provide a foundation for individuals and workgroups to continuously improve their capability for performing competency-based processes.

Description

Continuous Capability Improvement involves enterprise-wide support for individuals and workgroups as they focus on improving their capability in the performance of competency-based processes. The organization establishes a voluntary framework for continuously improving personal work processes and workgroup operating processes. Within each competency community, actions are taken to continually improve the capability and performance of competency-based processes.

Individuals focus on the capability of their personal methods for performing competency-based processes. Individuals analyze the capability of their personal work processes, identify opportunities for improvement, and establish measurable improvement objectives. Individuals engage in learning activities to continuously improve the capability and performance of their personal work processes.

Workgroups focus on improving the capability and performance of their operating processes by continuously improving the integration of the personal work processes performed by workgroup members. Workgroups analyze the capability of their operating processes to identify opportunities for improvement. Workgroups set measurable objectives for improvement and continuously improve their capability and performance. The organization adjusts the application of workforce practices to support continuous competency improvement.
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Within competency communities, recommendations from improvements in personal work processes or workgroup operating processes are reviewed to determine if they should be incorporated into defined competency-based processes. Capability objectives are established for competency-based processes based on the organization’s business objectives. Improvement objectives are established for competency-based processes whose capability is insufficient to achieve these capability objectives. Within some competency communities, responsible individuals identify opportunities for improving competency-based processes and evaluate potential improvements. Improvements that demonstrate their value are incorporated into competency-based processes and made available for use. The organization’s workforce practices are adjusted to support continual improvement at all levels of the organization.

Goals

Goal 1 The organization establishes and maintains mechanisms for supporting continuous improvement of its competency-based processes.

Goal 2 Individuals continuously improve the capability of their personal work processes.

Goal 3 Workgroups continuously improve the capability of their workgroup’s operating processes.

Goal 4 The capabilities of competency-based processes are continuously improved.

Goal 5 Continuous Capability Improvement practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as defined organizational processes.
Commitment to Perform

Commitment 1  The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for continuously improving individual and workgroup capability.

Issues typically addressed in the policy include:

1. Continuous Capability Improvement activities serve the business objectives and stated values of the organization.
2. Individuals and workgroups are encouraged to continuously improve their capability.
3. Individuals and workgroups set measurable objectives for improving their capability.
4. Support is provided for assisting individuals and workgroups in continuously improving their capability.
5. All individuals and workgroups are able to voluntarily participate in continuously improving their capability.
6. The organization proactively investigates improvements to competency-based processes and deploys those that prove most promising.
7. Continuous Capability Improvement practices and activities comply with relevant laws, regulations, and organizational policies.
Commitment 2 An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for coordinating Continuous Capability Improvement activities across the organization.

Examples of individuals who might coordinate Continuous Capability Improvement activities across the organization include the following:

- Operational managers and executives
- Knowledge officers or managers
- Quality, efficiency, or performance experts
- Human resources or other appropriate professionals
- Training or development groups
- Competency ownership groups
- Measurement or process improvement groups

Ability to Perform

Ability 1 Within each unit, an individual(s) is assigned responsibility and authority for ensuring that members of the unit participate in Continuous Capability Improvement activities, as appropriate.
Ability 2  

Within selected workforce competencies, responsible individual(s) coordinate activities to improve its competency-based processes.

Refer to Ability 1 in the Competency Analysis process area and Ability 2 in the Competency-Based Assets process area for information regarding those who are involved in maintaining and improving competency-based processes and competency-based assets.

Examples of individuals who might coordinate Continuous Capability Improvement activities within a workforce competency include the following:

- Competency ownership group, or an organizational competency definition or competency management group, for the workforce competency
- Knowledge officers or managers
- Human resources or other appropriate professionals
- Training or development groups
- Committee of representatives from ownership teams for each workforce competency
- Measurement or process improvement groups

Ability 3  

Adequate resources are provided for continuously improving individual and workgroup capabilities.

1. Experienced individuals who have expertise in capability improvement are available for coaching individuals and workgroups.

Examples of individuals with appropriate expertise include the following:

- Subject matter experts
- Process improvement professionals
- Measurement experts
- Mentors
- Coaches
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2. Resources for supporting Continuous Capability Improvement activities are made available.

Examples of resources to support Continuous Capability Improvement activities include the following:

- Data collection tools
- Statistical analysis packages
- Tools to support representation and analyses of workflow and processes
- Databases and other repositories
- Intranet and other means of electronic access
- Knowledge management tools
- Reporting and communication tools

3. The organization’s strategic workforce plan allocates a recommended amount of time for individuals to participate in continuous capability improvement activities.

4. Each unit’s workforce planning allocates a portion of each individual’s time for participation in continuous capability improvement activities.

Ability 4  
Mentoring support is offered to improve the capability and performance of individuals and workgroups.

In the context of Continuous Capability Improvement, mentoring is providing primarily in the form of detailed coaching in the knowledge, skills, and process abilities involved in the personal and workgroup processes undergoing improvement. Although some authors distinguish between mentoring and coaching, the People CMM treats coaching as a special form of mentoring that focuses on detailed expertise in the knowledge, skills, or process abilities of one or more workforce competencies. The use of mentors in Continuous Capability Improvement implies using an experienced individual(s) with expert capability in the competency-based processes on which these personal and workgroup processes are based. Refer to the Mentoring process area for information regarding selecting and preparing mentors and for information regarding establishing and maintaining a mentoring relationship.
1. Improvement opportunities are evaluated to determine whether they justify the investment in mentoring.

   Mentors providing detailed coaching are made available in situations where performance improvements are expected to contribute most strongly to achieving unit or organizational performance objectives. Examples of factors to be considered in evaluating the benefits of providing a mentor include the following:
   - The impact of the processes being coached on meeting unit or organizational performance objectives
   - The marginal improvement in work performance to be achieved through coaching
   - The number of individuals and workgroups affected
   - The rate at which capability can be increased
   - The opportunity to transfer unique knowledge, skill, or process abilities
   - The ability to increase unit and organizational capability or performance

2. Opportunities to provide detailed coaching are prioritized based on factors such as the following:
   - value to unit or organizational performance objectives,
   - the number of people available qualified to provide detailed coaching,
   - the balance between performing work and coaching, and
   - the value of raising staff capability in targeted areas.

3. Mentoring relationships are established in those situations where the enhancement in performance will justify the investment in coaching support.

Refer to Practices 4, 5, 6, and 7 of the Mentoring process area for information regarding selecting and assigning mentors and establishing and maintaining a mentoring relationship.
Ability 5  Individuals and workgroups develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to perform their responsibilities in applying techniques for continuously improving their capabilities.

Examples of learning opportunities to support Continuous Capability Improvement include the following:

- Measurement and analysis of personal work processes and performance
- Measurement and analysis of workgroup processes and performance
- Process engineering techniques
- Advanced knowledge, skills, or process abilities underlying relevant competencies
- Statistical analysis
- Change management

Ability 6  The practices and procedures for performing Continuous Competency Improvement are defined and documented.

1. Practices and procedures are defined and documented at the organizational or unit levels, as appropriate.

2. Guidelines for tailoring the practices and procedures for use in different circumstances are documented and made available, as necessary.

3. The individual(s) assigned responsibility for coordinating Continuous Competency Improvement activities across the organization ensures that defined practices and procedures are:
   - maintained under version control,
   - disseminated through appropriate media,
   - interpreted appropriately for different situations, and
   - updated through orderly methods.

4. Experiences, lessons learned, measurement results, and improvement information derived from planning and performing Continuous Capability Improvement practices are captured to support the future use and improvement of the organization’s practices.
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Practices Performed

Practice 1  Individuals and workgroups are empowered to continuously improve their capability for performing competency-based processes.

1. Support for continuous capability improvement is communicated throughout the organization.

2. Practices and activities for supporting continuous capability improvement are included in the organization’s strategic workforce plan.

3. Units include support for continuous capability improvement in planning their workforce activities.

4. Participation in continuous capability improvement is voluntary.

5. Where appropriate, activities for continuous capability improvement are supported in the personal development plans of those participating in improvement activities.

Practice 2  Individuals characterize the capability and performance of their personal work processes.

1. Competency-based processes provide a framework for describing personal work processes.

Competency-based processes are typically defined at a level of abstraction higher than the elementary tasks performed by individuals when participating in these processes. In many cases, competency-based processes are defined only to the level of the interactions among people required to accomplish a business activity. Individuals may differ substantially in how they perform the elementary tasks that constitute a component of a competency-based process. For instance, salespeople may use different techniques in closing a sale or designers may perform their activities in different orders based on their preferred design philosophy, experience, or area of greatest knowledge.
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**Personal work processes** refer to how single individuals perform the elementary tasks constituting the competency-based processes involved in their work.

The purpose of this practice is for individuals to characterize these personal work processes at a more detailed level than provided in the definitions of the competency-based processes included in the organization’s set of standard processes. Refer to the Competency Analysis, Workgroup Development, and Competency Integration process areas for information regarding defining competency-based and workgroup processes.

2. Individuals analyze their work activities and describe how they uniquely perform the competency-based processes involved.

**Examples of process descriptions include the following:**

- Textual listings of work activities
- Flowcharts or other graphical depictions of work activities
- Procedural descriptions of work activities
- Highlighted points of contribution in processes at the workgroup, unit, or organizational levels

3. Measures defined during Quantitative Performance Management activities provide a framework for measuring the capability and performance of personal work processes.

Refer to the Quantitative Performance Management process area for information regarding defining measures of performance at the unit and workgroup level. If the measures used in quantitatively managing performance have been defined at the workgroup level, then measures characterizing the capability of personal work processes will have to be defined. However, if performance is being quantitatively managed at the individual level, these measures may be sufficient if they provide the insight required to continuously improve the capability of personal work processes.
4. Individuals define measures that can be used in analyzing their personal work processes.

To the extent that individuals can tailor standard measures of competency-based processes, they can benefit from the comparison of existing capability baselines and results. However, the primary purpose of the measures established in this practice is to gain insight into personal performance and guide personal improvement actions. The most important attribute of these measures is their accuracy in characterizing individual capability in performing competency-based processes. Examples of issues to consider in defining measures of personal work processes may include the following:

- Relationship to individual, workgroup, or unit performance objectives
- Relationship to measures of competency-based, integrated competency-based, or workgroup processes
- Ability to characterize individual contribution to the workgroup or unit
- Accuracy of characterizing unique aspects of assigned responsibilities
- Relationship to personal development or improvement objectives
- Likelihood of providing insight into personal styles, habits, or sources of mistakes
- Difficulty of collection or interpretation

Practice 3  Individuals evaluate the capability of their personal work processes to identify opportunities for improvement.

1. The strategies and methods employed in Quantitative Performance Management activities provide a framework for evaluating the capability of personal work processes.

If the unit of analysis for Quantitative Performance Management activities is the workgroup, then additional quantitative analysis methods will have to be defined for analyzing the capability of personal work processes. However, if quantitative performance management has been implemented at the individual level, then these measures and analyses may be sufficient if they provide the insight needed to support continuous capability improvement.
2. Individuals collect and retain measures characterizing the capability and performance of their personal work processes.

The capability of a personal work process is the range of outcomes that occur when an individual performs it repeatedly. Examples of capability measures may include the following:

- Time to perform the process
- Mistakes made in performing the process
- Effectiveness of coordination with processes performed by others
- Number of work products produced per unit of time
- Quality of work products produced by the process

3. Individuals continuously refine measures of their personal work processes to improve their analyses and insight.

4. Individuals determine the capability of their personal work processes.

Typically, capability is described quantitatively, most often using statistics. Example statistical representations for the capability of a work process include the following:

- Descriptive statistics of central tendency and dispersion
- Frequency distributions or probability density functions
- Statistical process control charts
- Curve-fitting techniques

5. Individuals identify the root causes of inefficiency or defects in their personal work processes.

6. The capabilities of personal work processes are analyzed to determine their potential for improvement.

7. Individuals maintain records of their capability and performance.

Practice 4

Individuals establish measurable improvement objectives and plans for improving the capability of their personal work processes.

1. Personal work processes are prioritized according to the potential they present for improving work performance.
2. Individuals set measurable improvement objectives for the personal work processes most likely to improve the performance of their committed work.

3. Individuals identify the knowledge, skills, or process abilities that need to be improved to accomplish their improvement objectives.

4. Individuals plan the improvement actions that will be taken to improve the capability and performance of their personal work processes.

Examples of issues to be resolved in planning to achieve measurable improvement objectives include the following:

- What knowledge needs to be acquired
- Which skills need to be improved
- What process abilities need to be developed
- Which competency-based assets can be used to improve capability
- How these knowledge, skills, process abilities, or competency-based assets relate to the performance of their personal work processes
- The order in which different skills or process abilities will be addressed
- How improvement will be measured
- How much capability needs to be developed and at what rate

Planned improvement activities would normally be recorded in the individual’s personal development plan. Refer to the Career Development process area for information regarding the development and use of personal development plans.

5. Individuals review their improvement objectives and plans with their workgroup, mentor, career counselor, manager, or other appropriate individuals.

Practice 5  **Individuals continuously improve the capability and performance of their personal work processes.**

1. Individuals engage in timely learning activities to improve the capability and performance of their personal work processes.
The learning activities employed to continuously improve individual capability extend beyond the typical competency development activities referred to in the Competency Development process area at the Defined Level. The learning activities that are appropriate for capability development are focused much more closely on understanding and improving an individual’s personal work processes. Examples of learning activities that would support continuous capability improvement for individuals include the following:

- Six Sigma-type activities performed on personal work processes
- Personal Software Process® [Humphrey 95, Humphrey 97]
- Working with a personal mentor or coach on improved methods for performing personal work processes

2. When appropriate, individuals use mentors to guide improvements in their capability and performance. Mentors or coaches assist individuals in:
   - defining their work processes and performance measures,
   - evaluating the capability of their personal work processes,
   - identifying sources of inefficiency or defects in their personal work processes,
   - providing detailed guidance and advice for improving their personal work processes,
   - evaluating the effectiveness of their improvement activities,
   - making continued improvements, and
   - taking corrective actions when improvement activities do not have their intended effect.

Refer to the Mentoring process area for information regarding preparing for, and establishing, a mentoring or coaching relationship.

3. Individuals eliminate the sources of inefficiency or defects from their personal work processes.

4. When appropriate, individuals use competency-based assets to improve the capability of their personal work processes.

Refer to the Competency-Based Assets process area for information regarding using the organization’s competency-based assets.
5. When appropriate, individuals practice the skills and process abilities that will improve the capability and performance of their personal work processes.

6. Individuals apply their improved personal work processes to their committed work and measure the results.

7. Individuals continuously evaluate the performance of their personal work processes to assess improvements in capability and progress against improvement goals and plans.

8. When improvement progress deviates significantly from goals and plans, individuals take corrective actions as appropriate.

   Examples of actions to address deviations from expected improvement progress include the following:
   
   - Evaluating the effectiveness of the improvement activities
   - Evaluating whether sufficient time has been committed to improvement activities
   - Identifying and engaging in alternate improvement activities that may be more appropriate
   - Pursuing expert advice or coaching
   - Revising improvement goals or plans

9. When individuals achieve their improvement goals, they:
   - capture lessons learned from the improvement activities,
   - propose improvements to competency-based processes or their integration across workforce competencies, if appropriate,
   - contribute material for inclusion in competency-based assets, if appropriate, and
   - establish new improvement goals and plans.

The repeated performance of Practices 4 and 5 form a continuous improvement cycle.

10. Individuals use the capability of their personal work processes as the basis for estimating and planning their committed work.

11. Individuals continuously improve their ability to estimate and plan their personal work processes by evaluating their estimates against improved capability and performance results.
Practice 6  Workgroups evaluate the capability and performance of their operating processes to identify opportunities for improvement.

1. The personal work processes through which individuals perform competency-based processes provide a framework for improving the workgroup’s capability for performing competency-based processes.

Workgroups typically tailor competency-based processes for use in their work settings. A workgroup’s operating process refers to all the tailored versions of competency-based processes, integrated competency-based processes, and common workgroup methods and procedures. Since individuals have their own personal work processes by which they perform these competency-based processes, each workgroup will find differences in how these personal work processes are most effectively integrated. Workgroup performance will be enhanced to the extent the workgroup can capitalize on individual strengths, compensate for individual weaknesses, and blend individual styles and characteristics into a smooth workgroup process. For workgroups that are relatively long-lived, continuous improvement of its capability for performing these processes may substantially benefit unit and organizational performance objectives. The workgroup-related practices in this process area build on the practices established in the Quantitative Performance Management process area.

2. Workgroups analyze how their members perform and integrate their personal work processes.

This practice builds on the analysis of personal work processes accomplished in Practice 2 of this process area. The workgroup analyzes how integrate the personal work processes of its members to form a workgroup process.

3. Measures defined during Quantitative Performance Management activities provide a framework for measuring the capability and performance of a workgroup’s operating process.

Refer to the Quantitative Performance Management process area for practices involved in defining measures of performance at the unit and workgroup level.
4. Workgroups define additional measures needed to analyze and improve how they integrate personal work processes into an overall workgroup operating process.

The primary purpose of the measures established in this practice is to gain insight into how workgroup performance emerges from the integration of personal work processes, and into how to use this insight to guide improvements at the workgroup level. The most important attribute of these measures is the insight they provide into the factors that determine the workgroup's capability in performing competency-based processes. Examples of issues to consider in defining measures of workgroup measures may include the following:

- Relationship to individual, workgroup, or unit performance objectives
- Relationship to measures of competency-based, integrated competency-based, or workgroup processes
- Ability to characterize the integration of individual work processes into a workgroup operating process
- Likelihood of providing insight into workgroup characteristics, inefficiencies, or sources of mistakes
- Difficulty of collection or interpretation

5. Workgroups identify the root causes of inefficiency or defects in their operating processes.

6. The workgroup evaluates its capability in performing competency-based processes to determine opportunities for improvement.

Refer to the Quantitative Performance Management process area for practices involved in determining the capability of the competency-based processes performed by a workgroup.

Practice 7

Workgroups establish measurable objectives and plans for improving the capability of their operating processes.

1. The competency-based processes performed by the workgroup are prioritized according to the potential they present for improving workgroup performance.

2. The workgroup sets measurable objectives for improving their capability and performance in high priority processes.
3. Workgroups identify the knowledge, skills, or process abilities of their members that need to be improved to accomplish their improvement objectives.

   This practice extends the training and development needs analysis activities initiated in the Training and Development, Competency Development, and Workgroup Development process areas.

4. Workgroups identify improvements that need to be made to how personal work processes are organized and integrated into an overall workgroup process.

   Workgroups may be capable of accurately analyzing their own performance. However, this analysis is often best performed by an outside party, such as a coach, who can provide impartial analysis of how effectively personal work processes are being integrated into a workgroup process, and what adjustments need to be made to personal work processes to improve workgroup coordination and performance.

5. Workgroups analyze the root causes of inefficiency or defects in their work.

6. When appropriate, workgroups use competency-based assets to improve the capability of their operating processes.

7. Workgroups plan the improvement actions that will be taken to meet their improvement objectives and incorporate these actions into their workgroup and personal development plans.

   Workgroups need to add an element into their planning for completing the tasks required to improve their capability and performance. Individuals, who need to undertake specific improvement activities to either improve their performance or adjust their personal work processes to improve workgroup coordination, should incorporate these actions into their personal development plans.

8. Workgroups review their improvement objectives and plans with:
   - other workgroups with whom they share dependencies,
   - mentors or coaches, as appropriate, and
   - those responsible for their performance.
Practice 8  Workgroups continuously improve their capability and performance.

1. Workgroups engage in timely improvement activities that satisfy their improvement objectives and plans.

2. When appropriate, workgroups use mentors to guide improvements in their capability and performance. Mentors assist workgroups in:
   - defining their work processes and performance measures,
   - analyzing the coordination of their work processes,
   - evaluating the capability of their operating processes,
   - identifying sources of inefficiency or defects in their operating processes,
   - providing detailed guidance and advice for improving their operating processes,
   - evaluating the effectiveness of their improvement activities,
   - making continued improvements, and
   - taking corrective actions when improvement activities do not have their intended effect.

   Although the coaching provided to a workgroup may be provided by the individual(s) who is responsible for its performance, coaching will more often be provided by an expert in the competency-based processes performed by the workgroup. A workgroup may have several mentors, especially if its members are involved in performing or integrating competency-based processes from several different workforce competencies. Refer to the Mentoring process area for information regarding preparing for and establishing a mentoring or coaching relationship.

3. Workgroups eliminate the sources of inefficiency or defects in their work.

4. When appropriate, workgroups use competency-based assets to improve their capability and performance.

5. When appropriate, workgroups practice performing the competency-based processes that will improve their capability and performance.

6. Workgroups apply their improvements to their committed work and measure the results.

7. Workgroups continuously evaluate their capability and performance to assess progress against improvement goals and plans.
8. When improvement progress deviates significantly from goals and plans, workgroups take corrective actions as appropriate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples of actions to address deviations from expected improvement progress include the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Evaluating the effectiveness of the improvement activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Evaluating whether sufficient time has been committed to improvement activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Identifying and engaging in alternate improvement activities that may be more appropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Pursuing expert advice or coaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Revising improvement goals or plans</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9. When workgroups achieve their improvement goals, they:

- capture lessons learned from the improvement activities,
- propose improvements to competency-based processes or their integration across workforce competencies, if appropriate,
- contribute material for inclusion in competency-based assets, if appropriate,
- adjust capability baselines and other quantitative models that characterize their capability or predict their performance, and
- establish new improvement goals and plans.

The repeated performance of Practices 7 and 8 form a continuous improvement cycle.

10. Workgroups continuously improve their ability to estimate and plan their operating processes by evaluating their estimates against improved capability and performance results.
Practice 9  Recommendations resulting from improvements in personal work processes or workgroup operating processes are reviewed to determine if they should be incorporated into competency-based processes.

1. Individuals and workgroups are encouraged to recommend improvements to competency-based processes that result from their efforts to improve capability.

Refer to Practice 5 of this process area for information regarding capturing lessons learned and proposing improvements to competency-based processes by individuals participating in Continuous Capability Improvement activities. Refer to Practice 8 of this process area for information regarding capturing lessons learned and proposing improvements to competency-based processes by workgroups participating in Continuous Capability Improvement activities.

2. Individuals with responsibility for making improvements to competency-based processes evaluate improvement recommendations from individuals and workgroups.

Refer to Practices 13 and 14 of this process area for information regarding evaluating and implementing improvements to the organization’s critical competency-based processes.

3. Individuals and workgroups are informed of the disposition of their improvement recommendations.

Practice 10  Within each critical workforce competency, capability objectives are defined for critical competency-based processes.

Refer to the Practice 7 of the Organizational Capability Management process area for information regarding identifying the critical competency-based processes in each critical workforce competency.

1. The organization’s performance objectives are analyzed to determine:
   - the business activities that must be performed to achieve them,
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- the quantitative results required of these business activities if they are to achieve the organization’s performance objectives,
- which competency-based processes are most critical to achieving these quantitative results and how they interact, and
- the performance capability required for each of these critical competency-based processes to satisfy the organization’s performance objectives.

2. The capability required of each critical competency-based process is:
- defined to an extent sufficient to be incorporated into the organization’s Quantitative Performance Management activities,
- communicated to those responsible for managing or developing the affected workforce competencies,
- established as a target performance objective and communicated to those in the affected competency communities, and
- used in setting performance objectives for individuals, workgroups, and units performing the competency-based process, as appropriate.

Refer to the Quantitative Performance Management process area for information regarding using process capability objectives in setting performance objectives for performing competency-based processes.

3. The capability objectives for competency-based processes are refined and adjusted, as necessary, based on:
- changes in business strategy, conditions, or objectives,
- the results of capability analyses, or
- improvements in the performance of competency-based processes.

Capability objectives for competency-based processes should be based on analysis of capability and performance data. Examples of factors to be considered in developing quantitative objectives include the following:

- Capability compared to industry benchmarks
- Customer specified capability levels
- Cost-benefit tradeoffs for levels of improvement
- Required capability for improving integration or coordination with other competency-based processes
- Capability required to support business objectives
Practice 11  
Within each critical workforce competency, capability objectives for competency-based processes are compared to process performance baselines to identify improvement objectives.

Refer to Practice 7 of the Organizational Capability Management process area for information regarding establishing process performance baselines.

1. Capability objectives for critical competency-based processes are compared to their process performance baselines to identify gaps between current capability and the capability required to satisfy business objectives.

   Examples of factors to be considered in developing quantitative objectives include the following:
   - Capability compared to industry benchmarks
   - Customer specified capability levels
   - Cost-benefit tradeoffs for levels of improvement
   - Required capability for improving integration or coordination with other competency-based processes
   - Capability required to support business objectives

2. Significant gaps between current and required capability levels for critical competency-based processes are used to establish improvement objectives for competency-based processes.

   Refer to Practices 7 and 8 of the Organizational Capability Management process area for information regarding quantifying organizational capability in each of the organization’s critical competency-based processes and the quantitative management of capability in each of the organization’s critical competency-based processes.

3. Improvement objectives for critical competency-based processes are prioritized and submitted to involved in improving relevant competency-based processes.
Practice 12 Within each critical workforce competency, responsible individuals identify opportunities for improving the capability and performance of competency-based processes.

1. The organization identifies the workforce competencies where committing responsible individuals to proactive continuous improvement of competency-based processes are determined to have sufficient business benefit.

   Committing proactive resources for improving competency-based processes for some workforce competencies may not be judged to have sufficient business benefit to justify the commitment of effort and funds. Thus, proactive activities for continuous improvement may be targeted to selected workforce competencies where continual improvement activities are determined to have sufficient business benefit. In each of these affected workforce competencies, responsible individuals coordinate continual improvement activities.

   Continual improvement activities for competency-based processes are generally specific to each workforce competency, but may also involve improvement of multidisciplinary, integrated competency-based processes among several workforce competencies.

2. Data on the capability and performance of competency-based processes are analyzed to determine which competency-based processes are most in need of improvement.

   Refer to Practices 7 and 8 of the Organizational Capability Management process area for information regarding quantifying organizational capability in each of the organization’s critical competency-based processes and the quantitative management of capability in each of the organization’s critical competency-based processes.

3. Root cause and similar analytic techniques are applied to identify systems of causes that affect the capabilities of critical competency-based processes with the highest priorities for improvement.

4. The causal systems underlying these critical competency-based processes are analyzed to identify the types of improvements from which these processes would most benefit, including candidate improvements to:
5. The results of these analyses are used to guide investigations of potential improvements to critical competency-based processes.

6. When these analyses indicate that the actual impact of workforce practices and activities on the capability and performance of critical competency-based processes deviates significantly from expectations or capability objectives, corrective actions are taken.

Refer to Practices 10 and 11 of the Organizational Capability Management process area for information regarding the measurement and analysis activities on which analyses of the impact of workforce practices on performance alignment can be built.

These actions may include:

- correcting problems in the performance of workforce activities,
- adjusting capability objectives for competency-based processes,
- adjusting expectations regarding the impact of workforce practices and activities on the capability and performance of competency-based processes,
- redesigning or adjusting workforce practices to improve their impact, and
- altering the performance of workforce practices and activities under different conditions to improve their impact.
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Practice 13  Within selected workforce competencies, responsible individuals identify, evaluate, and select improvements to competency-based processes.

In addition to improvements that emerge from continuous improvement of individual or workgroup capability and performance, an individual(s) within each workforce competency should proactively investigate improvements in methods or technologies that can be adopted from sources outside the organization.

1. Responsible individuals investigate methods or technologies that have the potential to approach or achieve quantitative improvement objectives.

Examples of sources of improved methods or technologies include the following:

- Best practices from industry-leading companies
- New offerings from technology or method vendors
- Recent developments at universities
- Demonstrations at trade and industry conferences
- Results from research laboratories
- Prototypes from advanced development groups
- Lessons learned from continuously improving individual or workgroup capability

2. Candidate improvements to competency-based processes are evaluated to determine their anticipated benefits.

Examples of techniques for evaluating improvements to competency-based processes include the following:

- Analytic studies of the method or technology’s anticipated change in a competency-based process’s performance or results
- Data from uses external to the organization
- Simulations
3. When appropriate, trial implementations are conducted to determine the suitability of improvements to competency-based processes.

Examples of reasons for conducting trial implementations include the following:

- Validate anticipated improvements in the capability or performance of competency-based processes
- Evaluate conditions under which capability results differ from those expected
- Identify the learning and support necessary to successfully deploy the improvement

4. Improvements to competency-based processes are selected for deployment based on appropriate criteria.

Criteria for evaluating and selecting improvements to competency-based processes may differ among workforce competencies. Examples of criteria that may be used in evaluating improvement recommendations include the following:

- Results from an analytic study, simulation, or implementation trial
- Anticipated impact on the capability of competency-based processes
- Breadth of individuals or workgroups that would benefit from the improvement
- Extent to which the improvement can be applied to situations other than the one in which it was first applied
- Cost or difficulty of implementing the improvement
- Extent to which the improvement provides a reasonable alternative to standard competency-based processes
- Extent to which the improvement contains elements that are specific to the individual or workgroup making the recommendation.
Continuous Capability Improvement

Practice 14

Selected improvement recommendations are incorporated into competency-based processes and made available for use.

1. Improvements selected for inclusion are incorporated into the descriptions of competency-based processes.

Refer to Practice 5 in the Competency Analysis process area for practices involved in defining and updating competency-based processes.

2. Improvements selected for inclusion are incorporated into the relevant competency-based assets.

Refer to Practices 5 and 6 in the Competency-Based Assets process area for practices involved in updating competency-based processes and their integration into competency-based processes and related technologies.

3. Individuals and workgroups are informed of improvements to competency-based processes.

4. Improved competency-based processes are deployed for use by individuals and workgroups.

Examples of issues to be handled in deploying improvements to competency-based processes include the following:

- Updating descriptions of competency-based processes
- Incorporating changes into competency development activities
- Adjusting or redefining measures of competency-based processes, as required
- Ensuring other workforce competencies engaged in integrated competency-based processes are made aware of potential changes or impacts, if they are anticipated
- Adjusting individual or workgroup performance objectives, if appropriate
- Adjusting workforce practices or activities if appropriate
5. Information is gathered and evaluated on the use and benefits of improved competency-based processes.

6. Lessons learned in improving competency-based processes are incorporated into the criteria for evaluating and selecting improvement recommendations.

Practice 15 The organization’s workforce practices are adjusted, as needed, to accommodate continuous improvement activities by individuals and workgroups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples of areas where workforce practices may need to be adjusted, based on continuous improvement activities, include the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Performance management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Training and development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Recognition and rewards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Compensation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Competency analysis and development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Career development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Work environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Workgroup development and role definitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Quantitative management of performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Quantitative management of capability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Individual improvement objectives and data on personal work processes are confidential and should not be revealed without the agreement of the individual.

2. Objectives and data for improving personal or workgroup performance are not used in performing any workforce activities without the agreement of the individuals affected.

3. Improvements in workgroup capability are incorporated into the organization’s capability baselines.
Measurement and Analysis

Measurement 1  Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of activities for Continuous Capability Improvement.

Examples of measurements include the following:

- Trends in participation in Continuous Capability Improvement activities
- Number of individuals trained in techniques for continuously improving personal work processes
- Number of individuals and workgroups actively engaged in Continuous Capability Improvement activities
- The number of coaching relationships established
- The rate at which coaches have helped the individuals and workgroups they coach achieve performance goals
- Number and types of adjustments made to workforce practices
- Rate at which goals for individual or workgroup improvements are being accomplished
- Number of methods and technologies selected for evaluation
- Number, level of effort, and results for trial implementations of new methods and technologies
- Number of improvements made to competency-based processes
- Schedule adherence and level of effort for deploying improvements to competency-based processes
Measurement 2  
Measurements are made and used to determine the effectiveness of activities for Continuous Capability Improvement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples of measurements for determining the effectiveness of Continuous Capability Improvement activities include the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Improvements in individual performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Growth in workforce competencies of individuals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Improvements in workgroup or unit performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Improvements in workgroup capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Quality improvements in the products or services to which individuals and workgroups contribute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Improvement in the coordination within workgroups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Improvements to the capability of competency-based processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Improvements reported by customers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Enhanced accomplishment of the performance objectives for individuals, workgroups, units, or the organization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Verifying Implementation

Verification 1  
A responsible individual(s) verifies that the activities for Continuous Capability Improvement are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.

These reviews verify that:

1. The activities for Continuous Capability Improvement comply with the organization’s policies and stated values.
2. The activities for Continuous Capability Improvement comply with the relevant laws and regulations.
3. Continuous Capability Improvement activities are performed according to the organization’s documented practices and procedures.
4. Noncompliance issues are handled appropriately.

**Verification 2**

Executive management periodically reviews the Continuous Capability Improvement activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.

These reviews verify:

1. The appropriateness of the activities for continuous capability improvement.

2. Progress in performing the activities for continuous capability improvement.

3. Results from reviews of Continuous Capability Improvement practices and activities.

Refer to Verification 1 for information regarding reviews of Continuous Capability Improvement activities to ensure adherence to the following:

- Relevant laws and regulations
- Organizational policies, practices, and procedures


5. Trends related to Continuous Capability Improvement.

6. Effectiveness of Continuous Capability Improvement activities in achieving improvements in capability of individual or workgroup processes.
Organizational Performance Alignment

A process area at Maturity Level 5: Optimizing

Purpose
The purpose of Organizational Performance Alignment is to enhance the alignment of performance results across individuals, workgroups, and units with organizational performance and business objectives.

Description
Organizational Performance Alignment builds on the analyses of competency-based processes initiated in the Quantitative Performance Management and Organizational Capability Management process areas. Where those analyses focused narrowly on process performance, analyses of performance alignment expand this focus to evaluate how the various components of performance fit together across workgroups, units, and the entire organization. Practices within this process area knit together a complete picture of performance within the organization and how the integration of its various business activities are affected by workforce practices and activities. These analyses allow management to integrate the entire enterprise and use workforce activities strategically to achieve organizational business objectives.

Workgroups improve the alignment of performance among their members. Units improve performance alignment among the individuals and units that compose it. Organizations improve performance alignment among their units with organizational business objectives. The organization evaluates the impact of its workforce practices and activities on performance alignment and manages these impacts quantitatively.
Goals

Goal 1 The alignment of performance among individuals, workgroups, units, and the organization is continuously improved.

Goal 2 The impact of workforce practices and activities on aligning individual, workgroup, unit, and organizational performance is continuously improved.

Goal 3 Organizational Performance Alignment practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as defined organizational processes.

Commitment to Perform

Commitment 1 The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for aligning performance across individuals, workgroups, units, and the organization.

This policy typically specifies that:

1. The organization is committed to continuously aligning performance results at the individual, workgroup, unit, and organizational levels.

2. The organization’s performance alignment activities serve the business objectives and stated values of the organization.

3. Measurable objectives are defined for aligning performance at the individual, workgroup, unit, and organizational levels.

4. Measurable objectives for aligning performance are reviewed and revised, if necessary, based on changes in the organization’s stated values or strategic business objectives.

5. Performance measures are defined and collected at the individual, workgroup, unit, and organizational levels.
6. Progress toward performance alignment objectives is quantitatively analyzed, reported, and monitored.

7. Responsibilities for performance alignment activities are defined and assigned to appropriate organizational roles.

8. Results of performance alignment analyses are used in managing performance and adjusting workforce practices and activities.

9. Organizational Performance Alignment practices and activities comply with relevant laws, regulations, and organizational policies.

   Human resources or other appropriate professionals are consulted to ensure that collection, use, and access to the data and analyses from performance alignment activities comply with all relevant laws, regulations, and organizational policies.

Commitment 2 An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for coordinating performance alignment activities across the organization.

   Examples of individuals who might coordinate performance alignment activities include the following:
   - Operational managers and executives
   - Quality, efficiency, or performance experts
   - Human resources or other appropriate professionals
   - Competency ownership groups
   - Measurement or process improvement groups

Ability to Perform

Ability 1 Within each unit, an individual(s) is assigned responsibility and authority for ensuring the unit’s involvement in the organization’s performance alignment activities.
Examples of responsibilities to be performed within units include the following:

- Providing performance capability data to an organizational group for storage and analysis
- Obtaining and using organizational capability baselines in planning and other relevant workforce activities within the unit
- Providing information or data on workforce activities performed within the unit for use in analyzing the impact of workforce practices and activities on performance
- Ensuring appropriate security for, and use of, performance data

Ability 2

Adequate resources are provided for performing Organizational Performance Alignment activities.

1. Strategic and operational business objectives are made available for performance alignment activities.
2. Measures of performance are collected and made available for analysis.
   
   The initial measures required to support this practice were defined in the Performance Management, Competency-Based Practices, Workgroup Development, Empowered Workgroups, Quantitative Performance Management, and Organizational Capability Management process areas at the Managed, Defined, and Predictable maturity levels. As performance alignment activities mature, additional or refined measures can be defined.

3. Experienced individuals who have expertise in analyzing performance data are available to assist with analyses of performance alignment.
4. Experienced individuals with appropriate expertise are available to help use the results of performance alignment analyses to adjust performance-based practices and activities.
5. Resources for supporting performance alignment activities are made available.
Examples of resources to support performance alignment activities include the following:

- Statistical analysis packages
- Spreadsheets
- Performance assessment instruments
- Databases and other repositories
- Textual and graphical reporting tools

6. The organization’s strategic workforce plan and planned workforce activities in each unit allocate resources for Organizational Performance Alignment activities.

**Ability 3**

Individuals performing Organizational Performance Alignment activities develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to perform their responsibilities.

1. Those who collect performance data receive orientation on the definitions and use of performance data in analyses.

2. Those who analyze and report performance results have developed the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to apply statistics, data analysis and reporting, and other relevant topics needed to perform their responsibilities.

**Ability 4**

Individuals and workgroups participating in Organizational Performance Alignment activities receive appropriate orientation in Organizational Performance Alignment practices.

Individuals and workgroups receive the orientation required to interpret and use performance alignment results if they have responsibilities for:

- using performance alignment results for planning and managing business activities,
- adjusting workforce practices and activities based on performance alignment results, and
- using performance alignment results to understand or improve performance among individuals, workgroups, units, or the organization.
Ability 5

The practices and procedures for performing Organizational Performance Alignment are defined and documented.

1. Practices and procedures are defined and documented at the organizational or unit levels, as appropriate.

2. Guidelines for tailoring the practices and procedures for use in different circumstances are documented and made available, as necessary.

3. The individual(s) assigned responsibility for Organizational Performance Alignment activities across the organization ensures that defined practices and procedures are:
   - maintained under version control,
   - disseminated through appropriate media,
   - interpreted appropriately for different situations, and
   - updated through orderly methods.

4. Experiences, lessons learned, measurement results, and improvement information derived from planning and performing Organizational Performance Alignment practices are captured to support the future use and improvement of the organization’s practices.

Practices Performed

Practice 1

Workgroups continuously improve the alignment of performance among individuals and across the workgroup.

1. Workgroups define their methods for evaluating performance alignment, including:
   - adjustments to Quantitative Performance Management practices required to evaluate performance alignment,
   - analyses to be conducted,
   - methods for using the results, and
   - additional performance data required to support the analyses.
Examples of performance data to be analyzed include the following:

- Individual performance results
- Performance results for competency-based and interdisciplinary processes
- The quality of intermediate or final products and services
- Performance against commitments
- Contribution to the unit’s measurable performance objectives

2. Workgroups analyze performance data to identify misaligned performance among individuals or across the workgroup.

Examples of misaligned performance to be managed at the workgroup level include the following:

- Unrecognized conflicts among individual or workgroup performance objectives or commitments
- Performance problems caused by those processes whose performance impedes the performance of other processes
- Timing and coordination problems among individuals or across the workgroup
- Work products that satisfy the exit criteria of processes that produced them, but do not satisfy the needs of other individuals, workgroups, or units to whom they are delivered
- Effort that exceeds the requirements for achieving performance objectives, yet fails to add value
- Conflicts between self-managed workforce activities within the workgroup and workgroup performance objectives
- Improvements or corrective actions that have unintended side effects on other aspects of performance

Refer to the Quantitative Performance Management process area for information regarding establishing quantitative control over competency-based processes to achieve a unit’s measurable performance objectives.

3. The root causes of misaligned performance are identified.

4. Measurable objectives for aligning performance are included in the performance objectives of misaligned individuals and workgroups.
Examples of measurable objectives for aligning performance include the following:

- Individual performance against workgroup performance objectives
- Contributions by individuals or workgroups to the achievement of performance objectives of other individuals or workgroups
- Contributions by individuals or workgroups to improvements in the work environment or culture of workgroups
- Individual or workgroup development against capability development objectives
- Individual or workgroup performance against continuous improvement objectives

5. Improvement actions for aligning performance among individuals or within the workgroup are identified and implemented.

6. Performance data are monitored and evaluated to determine if performance:
   - has become more aligned,
   - satisfies the alignment objectives, or
   - requires additional actions to improve alignment.

Practice 2  
**Units align performance among individuals, workgroups, and other entities within the unit.**

1. Units define their methods for evaluating performance alignment, including:
   - adjustments to Quantitative Performance Management practices required to evaluate performance alignment,
   - analyses to be conducted,
   - methods for using the results, and
   - additional performance data required to support the analyses.
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Examples of performance data to be analyzed include the following:

- Performance results for competency-based and interdisciplinary processes
- Performance results aggregated across workgroups or units
- The quality of intermediate or final products and services
- Performance against commitments
- Contribution to the unit’s measurable performance objectives

2. Units analyze performance data to identify misaligned performance among individuals, workgroups, or other entities composing the unit.

When individuals work independently and are not part of a workgroup, misalignments in their performance must be managed at the unit level by a responsible individual(s) at the unit level. A unit may be composed of other units and is therefore responsible for aligning performance among these subordinate units.

Examples of misaligned performance to be managed at the unit level include the following:

- Individuals working independently whose performance is not sufficiently synchronized with the performance of other individuals, workgroups, or units with whom they share dependencies
- Timing and coordination problems among workgroups or units
- Workgroups whose commitments or business activities interfere with the business activities or commitments of other workgroups or units
- Timing and coordination problems that develop among individuals or workgroups who are achieving their measurable performance objectives
- Work products that satisfy the exit criteria of processes that produced them, but do not satisfy the needs of other individuals, workgroups, or units to whom they are delivered
- Work that fails to add value
- Conflicts between workforce activities and unit performance objectives
- Improvements or corrective actions that have unintended side effects on other workgroups or units
Organizational Performance Alignment

Level 5: Optimizing

Refer to Practice 2 of the Quantitative Performance Management process area for information regarding establishing measurable performance objectives that most contribute to organizational business objectives.

3. The root causes of misaligned performance are identified through methods that involve all misaligned individuals, workgroups, and units.

4. Measurable objectives for aligning performance are included in the performance objectives of misaligned individuals, workgroups, and units.

This subpractice builds on practices already established in the Performance Management process area at the Managed Level, the Competency-Based Practices and Workgroup Development process areas at the Defined Level, and the Empowered Workgroups and Quantitative Performance Management process areas at the Predictable Level.

Examples of measurable objectives for aligning performance include the following:

- Individual performance against workgroup, unit, and organizational performance objectives
- Workgroup performance against unit and organizational performance objectives
- Unit performance against organizational performance objectives
- Contributions by individuals, workgroups, or units to the achievement of performance objectives of other individuals, workgroups, or units
- Contributions by individuals, workgroups, or units to improvements in the overall work environment or culture of workgroups, units, or the organization
- Individual and workgroup development against workgroup, unit, and organizational objectives for capability development
- Individual, workgroup, unit, and organizational performance against continuous improvement objectives

5. Actions for aligning performance among individuals, workgroups, or units are identified and implemented. These actions may involve:

- improving the performance of one or more individuals, workgroups, or units,
- improving coordination among several individuals, workgroups, or units,
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- tailoring existing processes or defining new processes to improve alignment in the performance of several workgroups or units,
- changing or adjusting performance objectives or commitments at the individual, workgroup, or unit level, or
- clarifying confusing or conflicting processes or objectives.

6. Performance data are monitored and evaluated to determine if performance:
   - has become more aligned,
   - satisfies the alignment objectives, or
   - requires additional actions to improve alignment.

Practice 3 The organization aligns performance across units and with the organization’s business objectives.

Examples of misaligned performance to be managed at the organizational level include the following:

- Misalignment of performance or objectives among units
- Misalignment of unit performance or objectives with organizational business strategies and objectives
- Mismatches between current or strategic levels in workforce competencies and organizational business objectives
- Conflicts between workforce practices or activities and organizational business objectives
- Mismatches between organizational process performance capabilities and business objectives
- Products or services that are misaligned across units or with organizational objectives

1. Responsible individuals define methods for evaluating performance alignment at the organizational level, including:
   - adjustments to Organizational Capability Management practices required to evaluate performance alignment,
   - analyses to be conducted,
   - methods for using the results, and
   - additional performance data required to support the analyses.
2. Organizational performance data is analyzed to identify misaligned performance among units.

Refer to the Practice 10 of the Continuous Capability Improvement process area for information regarding establishing the organization’s capability objectives for critical competency-based processes. Also refer to Practices 1, 2, and 3 of the Quantitative Performance Management process area for information regarding establishing measurable performance objectives at individual, workgroup, unit, and organizational levels.

Examples of performance data or measures to be analyzed include the following:

- Performance against commitments
- Contribution to the unit’s measurable performance objectives
- Performance results aggregated across units or at the organizational level
- Trends in capability baselines and process performance baselines
- Quality measures or customer response to products and services
- Performance in meeting organizational business objectives
- Measures related to customers, the organization’s workforce, the organization, or to the community and society in which the organization operates
- Financial measures, such as Return on Capital Employed (ROCE), Residual Income (RI), or cashflow return on investment (CFROI)
- Balanced Scorecard [Kaplan 92] measures
- Value-based metrics, such as Economic Value Creation (EVC), Economic Value Added (EVA®) [Ehrbar 98], or shareholder value analysis (SVA)
3. The root causes of misaligned performance are identified through methods that involve all misaligned units and other affected parties.

This subpractice builds on practices already established in the Workgroup Development process area at the Defined Level and the Organizational Capability Management process area at the Predictable Level. That is, performance objectives and capabilities for individual units need to be evaluated for the effect of their interactions and coordination on mutual business objectives. Performance data from within and across units is analyzed to identify root causes for misaligned performance.

Examples of other affected parties may include the following:

- Customers
- Labor unions or other organizations representing the workforce
- Directors or stockholders
- Professional or regulatory organizations
- Executive management

4. Actions for aligning performance among units and with organizational business objectives are identified and implemented. These actions may involve:

- improving the performance of one or more units,
- improving coordination among several units,
- tailoring existing processes or defining new processes to improve alignment in the performance of units,
- changing or adjusting performance objectives or commitments at the unit or organizational level,
- clarifying confusing or conflicting processes or objectives.

This subpractice builds on practices already established in the Performance Management process area at the Managed Level, the Competency-Based Practices and Workgroup Development process areas at the Defined Level, and the Quantitative Performance Management process area at the Predictable Level.
5. Performance data are monitored and evaluated to determine if performance:
   - has become more aligned,
   - satisfies the alignment objectives, or
   - requires additional actions to improve alignment.

Practice 4  
**The impact of the organization’s workforce practices and activities on aligning performance is understood quantitatively.**

1. Performance alignment results at the workgroup, unit, and organizational levels are quantified and recorded, based on analyses of performance data. These results serve as baselines (or recurring observations) for performing trend analyses. Refer to subpractices 1 and 2 in Practices 1, 2, and 3 for the analyses from which these baselines can be established.

2. Trends in the impact of workforce activities on aligning performance at the individual, workgroup, unit, and organizational levels are established quantitatively.

Refer to Practices 10 and 11 of the Organizational Capability Management process area for information regarding the measurement and analysis activities on which analyses of the impact of workforce practices on performance alignment can be built.
Examples of analyzing the impact of workforce practices and activities may include the following:

- The impact of performance management activities on aligning performance
- The impact of mentoring on understanding how to align performance
- The impact of salary adjustment criteria and bonus determinations, if applicable, on aligning performance
- The impact of individual, workgroup, unit, and organizational rewards for aligning performance
- The impact of strategies for career development on aligning performance
- The impact of including performance alignment material in training and competency development
- The impact of participatory commitment procedures on reducing over-commitment
- The impact of work environment factors on aligning performance
- The impact of workgroup factors, such as development or empowerment of the workgroup, on aligning performance

3. Results of these analyses are made available for use in managing and improving performance-related workforce activities.

Examples of individuals or entities who receive analyses of the impact of workforce practices and activities on organizational performance alignment could include the following:

- Those responsible for coordinating workforce practices and activities across the organization
- Those responsible for performing and reporting workforce activities
- Those with management responsibilities for units
- Executive management
Practice 5  

**The impact of workforce practices and activities on performance alignment is managed quantitatively.**

1. Responsible individuals use quantitative analyses of the impact of workforce practices and activities to evaluate:
   - the impacts of workforce practices and activities on aligning performance across individuals, workgroups, units, and the organization,
   - conditions under which the impacts of workforce practices and activities vary, and
   - needs for corrective action.

2. Corrective actions are taken when quantitative evaluations indicate that the actual impact of workforce practices and activities on performance alignment deviates significantly from expectations or performance objectives. These actions may include:
   - correcting problems in the performance of workforce activities,
   - redesigning or adjusting workforce practices to improve their impact on alignment,
   - altering the performance of workforce practices and activities under different conditions to improve their impact, or
   - altering the performance or capability objectives that workforce practices and activities were intended to support.

Practice 6  

**Evaluations of the impact of workforce practices and activities on performance alignment are used in performing other business and workforce activities.**

1. Evaluation results are used in strategic business and workforce planning to evaluate or predict such factors as:
   - the potential of workforce practices and activities to improve performance alignment at the individual, workgroup, unit, or organizational levels,
   - the rate at which the organization can approach and achieve strategic performance objectives for the business, or
   - the return-on-investment for expenditures of time or financial resources on performance alignment activities.
2. Evaluation results are used to guide such actions as:
   - designing more effective workforce practices for aligning performance,
   - redesigning, replacing, or eliminating workforce practices that cause misaligned performance, or
   - setting or allocating more realistic or effective quantitative performance objectives.

Measurement and Analysis

**Measurement 1**  Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of the organization’s performance alignment activities.

Examples of measurements include the following:

- The number and frequency of analyses being conducted at the workgroup, unit, and organizational levels
- The number of instances of misaligned performance identified in these analyses
- Frequency distributions of the types or causes of misaligned performance
- Number and type of corrective actions taken to remedy misaligned performance
- Number and type of adjustments made to workforce practices and activities to improve performance alignment
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Measurement 2

Measurements are made and used to determine the effectiveness of the organization’s performance alignment activities.

Examples of measurements to determine the effectiveness of performance alignment activities include the following:

- Improvements in performance at the individual, workgroup, unit, or organizational levels
- Improvements in the process performance baseline results for competency-based processes
- Increases in the organization’s ability to correct misaligned performance or other results needing corrective action
- Increases in the speed with which the organization or its units can deploy and align new performance objectives
- Increases in the organization’s ability to align its performance objectives and results over time

Verifying Implementation

Verification 1

A responsible individual(s) verifies that the organization’s performance alignment activities are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.

These reviews verify that:

1. Organizational Performance Alignment activities comply with the organization’s policies and stated values.
2. Organizational Performance Alignment activities comply with relevant laws and regulations.
3. Organizational Performance Alignment activities are performed according to the organization’s documented practices and procedures.
4. Noncompliance issues are handled appropriately.
Verification 2

Executive management periodically reviews the organization’s performance alignment activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.

These reviews verify:

1. The appropriateness of performance alignment activities at the individual, workgroup, unit, and organizational levels.

2. Progress in performing Organizational Performance Alignment activities.

3. Results from reviews of Organizational Performance Alignment practices and activities.

Refer to Verification 1 for information regarding reviews of Organizational Performance Alignment activities to ensure adherence to the following:

- Relevant laws and regulations
- Organizational policies, practices, and procedures


5. Trends related to Organizational Performance Alignment.

6. Effectiveness of the organization’s performance alignment activities in achieving alignment of performance across the individual, workgroup, unit, and organizational levels.

Verification 3

The definition and use of measures of individual, workgroup, unit, and organizational performance are periodically audited for compliance with organizational policies.
Continuous Workforce Innovation

A process area at Maturity Level 5: Optimizing

Purpose
The purpose of Continuous Workforce Innovation is to identify and evaluate improved or innovative workforce practices and technologies, and implement the most promising ones throughout the organization.

Description
Continuous Workforce Innovation involves establishing mechanisms for proposing improvements in workforce activities, identifying needs for new practices, surveying and evaluating innovative practices and technologies, conducting exploratory trials of new practices and technologies, and implementing the most beneficial ones across the organization.

Innovative workforce practices and technologies include new channels for recruiting, new selection techniques, innovative ways to manage performance, innovative technologies for communication, creative compensation schemes, introducing new media and methods for developing knowledge and skills, alternative career choices, and new ways of organizing and empowering the workforce.

Effort toward implementing innovative workforce practices is included in the strategic workforce plans. The group assigned responsibility for coordinating continuous workforce innovation stays aware of the current effectiveness of the organization’s workforce activities. A procedure for proposing improvements to workforce activities is developed and communicated to the workforce. Recommendations for adopting innovative or improved workforce practices can result from suggestions from the workforce or from analyzing best practices at other organizations. The coordinating group continually reviews internal proposals and external developments in workforce practices and technology to determine which innovations offer the greatest opportunity...
Continuous Workforce Innovation

Level 5: Optimizing

to improve the competency and performance of the organization. The most promising innovations can be tried and, if successful, they are implemented across the organization. The effectiveness of these improved practices is evaluated quantitatively and the results are communicated to the workforce.

Goals

Goal 1  The organization establishes and maintains mechanisms for supporting continuous improvement of its workforce practices and technologies.

Goal 2  Innovative or improved workforce practices and technologies are identified and evaluated.

Goal 3  Innovative or improved workforce practices and technologies are deployed using orderly procedures.

Goal 4  Continuous Workforce Innovation practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as defined organizational processes.
Commitment to Perform

Commitment 1  The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for conducting Continuous Workforce Innovation activities.

This policy establishes organizational expectations for identifying improvements in workforce practices and technology innovations that measurably improve the organization’s workforce capability and process performance.

Issues typically addressed in the policy include:

1. The continuous improvement and innovation of workforce practices:
   • serves the business objectives and stated values of the organization, and
   • complies with all relevant laws, regulations, and organizational policies.

2. The organization sets and tracks measurable goals for improvement to be achieved through the adoption of innovative workforce practices.

3. Improvements in workforce activities are directed toward:
   • improving the organization’s capability in its workforce competencies;
   • aligning performance at the individual, workgroup, unit, and organizational levels; or
   • improving the efficiency of workforce activities.

4. The organization maintains an awareness of:
   • new developments in workforce practices and technologies, and
   • trends in workforce attitudes and needs.

5. The organization evaluates promising new workforce practices and technologies and adopts the most effective ones for ordinary use.

6. All members of the workforce are able to participate in continuously improving workforce activities.
Commitment 2  An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for coordinating the continuous innovation and improvement of workforce practices across the organization.

Although everyone in the organization may submit improvement proposals (and broad participation should be encouraged), the responsibility and authority for collecting, evaluating, selecting, and coordinating the deployment of innovative improvements is usually assigned to a group or team having responsibility for coordinating continuous improvement activities. Several such groups may exist within the organization, with each group focused on a different area of workforce practices. Examples of how continuous innovation and improvement of workforce practices might be coordinated across the organization include the following:

- A committee reviewing improvement recommendations submitted by individuals or groups
- Specialists in each area of workforce practices working to improve practices or adopt innovations in their area
- A team of experts working together to develop or deploy innovative practices in their area of expertise
- Workforce experts working independently or as a team with technologists to develop innovative workforce technologies in such areas as training or workgroup communication

The role(s) coordinates and helps to:

1. Review suggested improvements in workforce practices submitted by individuals or groups.
2. Identify needed improvements in workforce practices.
3. Explore potential applications of innovative workforce practices and technology.
4. Select and plan for the implementation of innovative or improved workforce practices and technologies.
5. Acquire, customize, install, and evaluate new workforce practices and technologies.
6. Communicate and coordinate with researchers on new developments in workforce practices and technologies that may have potential benefit within the organization.
7. Communicate with suppliers of workforce technology on problems and enhancements.

**Ability to Perform**

**Ability 1**

Within each unit, a responsible individual(s) coordinates actions regarding proposals for improving workforce practices and activities and manages deployment of improvements or innovations.

**Ability 2**

Adequate resources are provided for continuously improving workforce practices and activities.

1. Data are available for evaluating the needs for continuous workforce improvements or innovations.

Refer to the Communication and Coordination, Quantitative Performance Management, Organizational Capability Management, Organizational Performance Alignment, and Continuous Capability Improvement process areas regarding sources of data that can be used to evaluate the needs for continuous improvement.

2. Experienced individuals with expertise in specialized areas are available to help in evaluating, planning, and supporting initiatives for innovating or improving workforce practices and technologies.
Examples of specialized areas for continuous workforce innovation include the following:

- Traditional workforce functions, such as selection or training
- Resources to support ongoing work, such as computers and software
- Advanced communication technology
- Computer-aided training and learning technologies
- Groupware and team coordination technologies
- Knowledge assessment and knowledge management methods
- Performance enhancement methods
- Computer-supported cooperative work
- Organizational design strategies

3. Resources for supporting continuous improvement of workforce practices and activities are made available.

Examples of resources to support continuous improvement include the following:

- Workstations and software
- Workgroup software and other groupware technologies
- Instructional design technology
- Communication technology
- Resources to support scanning the external environment for improvement opportunities, such as benchmarking or subscriptions to on-line databases and external research services

4. Funding and resources are available for:
   - acquiring advanced workforce technologies for evaluation and for running trial projects,
   - supporting the facilities and infrastructure needed to install and maintain advanced workforce practices and technology, and
   - establishing the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to use improved workforce practices.

5. Time and support are made available for evaluating suggestions and conducting trial implementations.
Ability 3  Those responsible for continuously innovating and improving workforce practices and activities develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to perform their responsibilities and to apply relevant evaluation methods and continuous improvement techniques.

Examples of relevant methods and techniques include the following:

- Advanced workforce practices
- Continuous improvement techniques
- Change management
- Field experimentation
- Technology evaluation
- Usability analysis
- Workforce performance analysis

Ability 4  Individuals receive orientation or preparation in the innovative or improved workforce practices and technologies adopted by the organization.

1. Individuals who are responsible for performing new workforce activities have developed the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to perform their new responsibilities.

2. Individuals who will be subject to new workforce practices and activities are provided orientation to the new activities.

3. Individuals who will use new workforce technologies receive required training in the use of these technologies.

4. Consulting support is available on a continuing basis in the use of new workforce practices and technologies.

Ability 5  The practices and procedures for performing Continuous Workforce Innovation are defined and documented.

1. Practices and procedures are defined and documented at the organizational or unit levels, as appropriate.
2. Guidelines for tailoring the practices and procedures for use in different circumstances are documented and made available, as necessary.

3. The individual(s) assigned responsibility for coordinating Continuous Workforce Innovation activities across the organization ensures that defined practices and procedures are:
   - maintained under version control,
   - disseminated through appropriate media,
   - interpreted appropriately for different situations, and
   - updated through orderly methods.

4. Experiences, lessons learned, measurement results, and improvement information derived from planning and performing Continuous Workforce Innovation practices are captured to support the future use and improvement of the organization’s practices.

## Practices Performed

### Practice 1

The organization establishes a framework for continuously improving its workforce practices and activities.

1. The organization identifies a group of responsible individuals with organization-wide responsibility for continuous improvement within each area of workforce practices and activities

   Examples of those with organization-wide responsibility for continuous improvement of workforce practices include the following:

   - Staff functions, such as human resources or training, that incorporate continuous improvement responsibilities into their committed work
   - Competency ownership teams
   - Task forces composed of those responsible for specific workforce practices and those who represent other relevant areas of the organization
2. Those with organizational responsibility for continuous improvement within an area of workforce practices and activities, establish for their area:
   - organizational priorities for improvements, if any,
   - approaches and guidance for identifying and implementing improvements,
   - high-level plans for pursuing improvement activities,
   - funding and other resources required to support planned improvement activities, and
   - how improvement activities will incorporate both suggestions from the workforce and structured improvement activities guided by quantitative objectives and analyses.

Practice 2

**Individuals and workgroups are empowered to continuously improve their performance of workforce activities.**

1. The workforce is informed of:
   - their ability to continuously improve the competency-based processes that they perform,
   - their ability to continuously improve the workforce activities that they perform, and
   - methods available to them for participating in improvement activities.

2. Those who perform workforce practices and activities are encouraged to identify improvements in performing their responsibilities.
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Practice 3

A continuous improvement program is established to encourage individuals and workgroups to propose improvements to workforce practices and activities.

1. Based on their experience in implementing improved workforce practices or activities, individuals and workgroups are encouraged to submit improvement proposals for possible adoption across their units or across the organization.

Refer to Practices 5 and 8 of the Continuous Capability Improvement process area for information regarding capturing lessons learned from continuous improvement of personal and workgroup processes.

2. Improvement proposals can:
   - be submitted by any individual or workgroup, and
   - address any area of workforce practices or activities.

3. Proposals concerning workforce practices or activities at the organizational level are reviewed by those coordinating improvements in the relevant area of workforce practices for the organization.

4. Proposals concerning workforce activities within a unit are reviewed by the person(s) responsible for workforce activities within the unit, with advice from an appropriate person at the organizational level, if appropriate.

5. Improvement proposals are evaluated by appropriate individuals or groups responsible for improving the area of workforce practices relevant to the proposal.

6. When the implementation of a proposal is localized to a unit and does not require changes to policies or procedures at the organizational level, the unit is empowered to implement the improvement with appropriate review and guidance.

7. Decisions regarding proposals that affect practices and activities at the organizational level are evaluated in the context of other proposed improvements or innovations.
8. Individuals and workgroups are informed of decisions regarding their improvement proposals.

**Practice 4**  
**Workforce opinions about their working conditions are periodically evaluated to identify areas that would most benefit from innovative or improved practices.**

1. Based upon data collected regarding employee opinions about their working conditions, identify and document employee needs, requirements, and priorities.

Refer to Practice 4 of the Communication and Coordination process area for information regarding the gathering of employee opinions.

Example techniques for gathering employee opinions include the following:

- Focus groups
- Interviews
- Surveys
- Satisfaction feedback
- Exit interviews

2. The employee needs, requirements, or priorities emerging from these analyses provide inputs for use in:
   - identifying workforce practices needing improvement, and
   - selecting among improved workforce practices for trial use and deployment.

**Practice 5**  
**Data regarding the impact of the organization’s workforce practices and activities are analyzed to identify areas that would most benefit from innovative or improved practices.**

1. Data on the capability of the organization’s competency development activities are analyzed to determine:
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- which of the organization’s workforce competencies would most benefit from innovative or improved competency development practices or activities,

Refer to Practices 2 and 3 of the Organizational Capability Management process area for practices quantifying organizational capability in each of the organization’s critical workforce competencies and the quantitative management of capability in each of the organization’s critical workforce competencies.

- within each workforce competency, which competency development activities have been most effective and which are in most in need of improvement, and

Refer to Practices 5 and 6 of the Organizational Capability Management process area for information regarding quantitative management of those competency development activities that have impacts on the capability of critical workforce competencies.

- within each workforce competency, which workforce practices have been most effective and which are most in need of improvement.

Refer to Practices 5 and 6 of the Organizational Capability Management process area for information regarding quantitative management of those workforce practices and activities that have impacts on the capability of critical workforce competencies.

2. Data on the impact of workforce practices and activities on the capability of competency-based processes are analyzed to determine:

- which competency-based processes are most in need of improvement, and

Refer to Practices 7 and 8 of the Organizational Capability Management process area for information regarding quantifying organizational capability in each of the organization’s critical competency-based processes and the quantitative management of capability in each of the organization’s critical competency-based processes.
within each area of competency-based processes, which workforce practices have had the most beneficial impact and which are most in need of improvement.

Refer to Practice 10 of the Organizational Capability Management process area for information regarding quantitative management of those workforce practices and activities that have impact on the capability and performance of competency-based processes.

3. Data on the impact of workforce practices and activities on the alignment of performance are analyzed to determine:

which areas of performance are most in need of improved alignment, and

Refer to Practices 1, 2, and 3 of the Organizational Performance Alignment process area for information regarding analysis of data on the alignment of performance across the organization.

within each area of misaligned performance, which workforce practices have had the most beneficial impact and which are most in need of improvement.

Refer to Practices 4 and 5 of the Organizational Performance Alignment process area for information regarding analysis of data concerning the impact of workforce practices and activities on the alignment of performance across the organization.

Practice 6 Quantitative objectives are established for improving the impact of workforce practices and activities.

Quantitative objectives for improving workforce practices may be established at several levels. They may be established globally across all workforce practices, or they may be established separately for each area of workforce practices, such as staffing practices, compensation practices, and competency development practices. They may be established for specific needs within each workforce competency, or they may be established at the organizational level to affect all workforce competencies. They may be established separately within an organizational unit based on the need to address specific business conditions within that unit.
Quantitative objectives should be set at a level where sufficient control is exercised over the performance of the workforce practice to achieve the targeted result. Quantitative objectives are typically based upon needs for:

- Improving capability in workforce competencies
- Aligning performance
- Anticipated current and future workforce needs

1. Quantitative objectives for improving the impact of competency development practices and activities are based on:
   - the organization’s strategic objectives for developing capability in each of its workforce competencies compared to the impact of its competency development practices and activities, and
   - the opportunities for improvement identified in analyzing data on the impact of competency development practices and activities.

2. Quantitative objectives for improving the impact of workforce practices and activities on competency-based processes are based on:
   - the current capability of competency-based processes compared to the capability required to achieve organizational business objectives, and
   - the opportunities for improvement identified in analyzing data on the impact of workforce practices and activities on the capability and performance of competency-based processes.

3. Quantitative objectives for improving the impact of workforce practices and activities on the alignment of performance are based on:
   - the current level of performance alignment across individuals, workgroups, and units compared to that needed to achieve organizational business objectives, and
   - the opportunities for improvement identified in analyzing data on the impact of workforce practices and activities on the alignment of performance.
Practice 7  The organization continuously investigates innovative workforce practices and technologies.

Those responsible for coordinating the continuous innovation and improvement of workforce practices and technologies across the organization:

1. Maintain awareness of:
   - quantitative objectives for improving the impact of competency development practices and activities,
   - quantitative objectives for improving the impact of workforce practices and activities on competency-based processes,
   - quantitative objectives for improving the impact of workforce practices and activities on the alignment of performance,
   - analyses of the organization’s competency and capability management data,
   - evaluations of the organizations proposals for improvements to workforce practices,
   - results of assessments of the organization’s workforce practices and activities,
   - opinions and concerns of the workforce, and
   - other relevant information about the business conditions affecting the organization.

2. Search for innovations and other developments in workforce practices and technologies through such means as:
   - reading relevant journals and periodicals,
   - attendance at relevant seminars and conferences,
   - benchmarking with other organizations known to innovate in relevant areas of workforce practices, and
   - use of consultants or other external sources of expertise in the state of the art.

3. Determine the feasibility of implementing promising workforce practices and technologies by:
   - gathering information from vendors and consultants on previous implementation and maintenance costs,
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- estimating the cost of implementing and maintaining any communication, information, or other technology required to support the innovative practice,
- evaluating the training and other implementation and maintenance costs involved, and
- assessing the potential disruption and learning curve associated with introducing the innovative practice.

4. Recommend which innovations in workforce practices and technologies would provide the greatest potential benefit to the organization.

Practice 8

Innovative and improved workforce practices and technologies are evaluated and selected for implementation.

1. Those responsible for coordinating the continuous innovation and improvement of workforce practices and technologies review improvement proposals and information on innovative practices or technologies in their area and select the most promising for further evaluation.

2. Preliminary cost-benefit analyses are performed for the anticipated impact of proposed innovations or improvements and those with the highest potential benefits are selected for implementation.

3. The potential risks to effective implementation or potential benefits of selected innovations or improvements are evaluated.

4. Innovative and improved workforce practices and technologies that are evaluated to have few risks to effective implementation or expected benefits are approved for organization-wide implementation.

For an innovative or improved practice or technology to be evaluated as having few risks, its effective implementation or expected benefits should have already been demonstrated within a unit or in other organizations whose conditions are similar to those under which it will be implemented. When there is uncertainty about a practice or technology, it is evaluated in a trial before being implemented throughout the organization.

5. When significant risks to effective implementation or potential benefits are identified, the innovation or improvement is proposed for trial implementation.
Practice 9 When appropriate, innovative or improved workforce practices or technologies are evaluated in trials to evaluate their benefits and most effective methods for implementation.

The trial is designed to show the strengths and weaknesses that an innovative or improved practice or technology would exhibit in use throughout the organization. Therefore, the trial should identify risks to successful implementation and expected benefits by exposing the practice or technology to the typical conditions under which it will be implemented throughout the organization.

1. The objectives and evaluation criteria for the trial are documented.

2. A plan for conducting one or more trials is developed which covers:
   - the unit(s) to be involved in the trial,
   - resources needed to conduct the trial,
   - the schedule of activities involved in the trial,
   - the training for those who will implement the practice or use the technology,
   - the orientation of those who are affected by the trial,
   - the criteria for evaluating the trial,
   - the data and other information that will be collected for evaluating the trial,
   - how the evaluation will be performed, and
   - the steps to be taken if the trial demonstrates that the practice or technology is beneficial.

3. The plan for the trial is reviewed by all affected parties.
Examples of affected parties for trials include the following:

- Those responsible for administering innovative or improved workforce practices
- Those affected by innovative or improved workforce practices or technologies
- Those who must use innovative or improved workforce practices or technologies
- Those who must provide support for innovative or improved workforce practices or technologies

4. Those responsible for innovative or improved workforce practices or technologies provide consultation and assistance to the trial.

5. The trial is conducted and evaluated according to the plan.

6. The results of the trial effort are collected, analyzed, and documented, including:
   - documentation of any lessons learned and problems encountered during the trial,
   - estimates of the benefits and impacts of broader use in the organization, and
   - assessment of risks in moving to broader implementation.

7. Adjustments to a proposed workforce practice or technology are made and documented during the trial effort to optimize its effective implementation and benefits.

8. Based on trial results, a decision is made to either:
   - terminate the further work with the practice or technology because it has proven ineffective,
   - proceed with full implementation, or
   - make adjustments to the practice or technology, based on lessons learned, and then replan and continue with additional trials.

**Practice 10** The deployment of innovative or improved workforce practices or technologies is planned and prepared.

1. The scope of the organization to which the innovative or improved practice or technology is to be deployed is identified.
The scope to which an innovative or improved practice or technology may be applied can include the entire organization or it may be restricted to a specific component of the organization, such as the following:

- Specific workforce competencies
- Specific segments of the workforce
- Specific units
- Specific locations

2. A plan is developed for deploying innovative or improved workforce practices or technologies that have been approved for organization-wide use. The plan typically covers:

- resources needed for deployment,
- the schedule for deployment across units,
- the activities involved in deployment within a unit,
- the training or other preparation for those who will deploy the practice or use the technology,
- the orientation of those who are affected by the practice or technology,
- how to mitigate risks involved in the deployment,
- steps in reviewing deployment status and effectiveness, and
- any changes required for deploying the practice or technology.

Examples of actions that should be taken in implementing an innovative or improved workforce practice or technology might include changes to the following:

- Organizational policies or procedures
- The measurement or verification of workforce practices and activities
- Descriptions of workforce competencies
- Competency development methods
- Competency or capability management activities

3. Before implementing a workforce practice or activity, those responsible for deploying it should review it with:

- those affected by the practice or activity to identify unanticipated problems or effects,
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- those who have expertise in the area of the practice to determine if the improvement is likely to prove beneficial,
- a human resources professional, if they believe the improvement may conflict with organizational policies or procedures, or
- a human resources or legal professional, if the practice or activity is governed by laws or regulations.

Examples of those with whom innovative or improved workforce practices or technologies can be discussed include the following:
- Those responsible for coordinating specific workforce practices and activities across the organization
- Human resources or other appropriate professionals
- Trainers in the relevant area
- Experts in performing the activity

4. The strategy for collecting data to measure and track the impact of an innovative or improved workforce practice or technology is documented, reviewed by all affected parties, and agreed to.

5. Training and other methods for preparing responsible individuals to perform innovative or improved workforce practices or to use new technologies are developed.

Practice 11 Innovative or improved workforce practices and technologies are implemented according to their deployment plans.

1. Innovative or improved workforce practices and technologies are implemented across all segments of the organization within the deployment scope.

2. Consulting and other facilitative support is provided to those implementing innovative or improved workforce practices and technologies.

3. Progress in deploying innovative or improved practices or technologies is tracked against the plan.

4. When progress in deploying innovative or improved practices or technologies deviates significantly from plan, corrective actions are taken, which may include:
   - re-planning the deployment,
resolving shortfalls in resources, training, or other preparations for deployment,

 correcting inefficiencies in the method of deployment, or

 adjusting innovative or improved workforce practices and technologies to improve their integration into unit activities.

5. Problems in deploying innovative or improved workforce practices and technologies are identified and adjustments are defined for use in future deployments.

Practice 12  The effectiveness and benefits of innovative or improved workforce practices and technologies are evaluated quantitatively.

1. A strategy for evaluating the effectiveness and benefits of innovative or improved workforce practices and technologies is developed.

2. Appropriate methods for evaluating the effectiveness and benefits of innovative or improved workforce practices and technologies are identified, and analyses are planned.

3. Data concerning the effectiveness and benefits of innovative or improved workforce practices and technologies are collected, analyzed, and reported.

4. Results of these analyses are used to improve the selection and implementation of innovative or improved workforce practices and technologies.

Refer to the Organizational Capability Management process area for practices regarding the evaluation of the effectiveness and benefits of workforce practices and technologies.

Practice 13  The status and results of the organization’s Continuous Workforce Innovation activities are periodically reviewed and communicated across the organization.

1. Responsible individuals periodically review the progress in implementing improved or innovative workforce practices and technologies.
Examples of issues to be covered in status reviews include the following:

- Level of suggestions or improvement proposals being made and accepted for broader implementation
- Progress in achieving quantitative objectives for improvement in different areas of workforce practices
- Alternatives considered and those selected for implementation
- Progress or results of trial implementations
- Progress against deployment plans
- Effectiveness and benefits of improved practices and technologies

2. The workforce is kept informed of the organization’s activities for continuously innovating or improving its workforce practices and activities.

Refer to Practice 2 of the Communication and Coordination process area for examples of organizational communications mechanisms. Examples of information that are to be communicated include the following:

- The organization’s plans and schedules for deploying improved workforce practices and technologies
- Status and disposition of deployment efforts
- Status of the improvement proposals and associated workforce practice improvements
- Significant accomplishments, innovations, and actions taken for workforce practice improvement
- Measured results of deploying the workforce practice improvements
- Recognition of the contributions of the people and teams who are involved in improvement or deployment activities
- Summary information describing the organization’s improvement and deployment activities and their results
Measurement and Analysis

Measurement 1

Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of activities for continuously innovating and improving workforce practices and activities.

Examples of measurements include the following:

- The number of improvement proposals submitted in total and for each area of workforce practices
- The response time for handling improvement proposals
- The percentage of workforce improvement proposals accepted
- The number of innovative workforce practices and technologies evaluated in total and for each area of workforce practices
- The number of innovations or improvements in workforce practices and technologies evaluated in trial implementations
- The number of improved or innovative workforce practices and technologies implemented across the organization

Measurement 2

Measurements are made and used to determine the effectiveness of continuously innovating and improving workforce practices and technologies.

Examples of measurements to evaluate the effectiveness of innovative or improved workforce practices and technologies include the following:

- Their impact on individual, team, unit, or organizational performance
- The impact of each workforce innovation or improvement on the efficiency of workforce activities
- The impact of each workforce innovation or improvement on increasing the organization’s capability in one or more of its workforce competencies
- The impact of each innovation or improvement on aligning performance
- The effect of implementing each workforce innovation or improvement compared to its defined goals
- The effect of workforce innovations or improvements on team, unit, or organizational performance
Verifying Implementation

Verification 1
A responsible individual(s) verifies that the activities for continuously innovating and improving workforce practices are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.

These reviews verify that:

1. The activities for Continuous Workforce Innovation comply with the organization’s policies and stated values.
2. The activities for Continuous Workforce Innovation comply with relevant laws and regulations.
3. All innovative or improved workforce practices and their implementations are reviewed to ensure they comply with relevant laws and regulations.
4. Continuous Workforce Innovation activities are performed according to the organization’s documented practices and procedures.
5. Noncompliance issues are handled appropriately.

Verification 2
Executive management periodically reviews the Continuous Workforce Innovation activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.

These reviews verify:

1. The appropriateness of the continuous evaluation, innovation, or improvement activities.
2. Progress in evaluating or implementing continuous improvements.
3. Results from reviews of Continuous Workforce Innovation practices and activities.

Refer to Verification 1 for information regarding reviews of Continuous Workforce Innovation activities to ensure adherence to the following:

- Relevant laws and regulations
- Organizational policies, practices, and procedures


5. Trends related to Continuous Workforce Innovation.

6. Effectiveness of Continuous Workforce Innovation activities in continuously innovating and improving workforce practices and technologies.
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## Appendix B: Acronyms

Acronyms used in the People CMM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>Ability to Perform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADA</td>
<td>Americans with Disabilities Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBA IPI</td>
<td>CMM-Based Appraisal for Internal Process Improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFROI</td>
<td>cashflow return on investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMM</td>
<td>Capability Maturity Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMMI</td>
<td>Capability Maturity Model Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMMI-SE/SW</td>
<td>Capability Maturity Model-Integrated for Software Engineering and Systems Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>Commitment to Perform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COBRA</td>
<td>Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMU</td>
<td>Carnegie Mellon University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoD</td>
<td>Department of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEO</td>
<td>Equal Employment Opportunity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFQM&lt;sup&gt;®&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>European Foundation for Quality Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVA&lt;sup&gt;®&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Economic Value Added</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVC</td>
<td>Economic Value Creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFRDC</td>
<td>federally-funded research and development center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIPAA</td>
<td>Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDEAL</td>
<td>Initiating, Diagnosing, Establishing, Acting, Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPPD</td>
<td>Integrated Product and Process Development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MBNQA</td>
<td>Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBWA</td>
<td>management by walking around</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>Measurement and Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTS</td>
<td>Member of the Technical Staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSHA</td>
<td>Occupational Safety and Health Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-CMM</td>
<td>People CMM&lt;sup&gt;®&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>process area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAIS</td>
<td>Process Appraisal Information System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCAR</td>
<td>People CMM&lt;sup&gt;®&lt;/sup&gt; Assessment Repository.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSP&lt;sup&gt;SM&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Personal Software Process&lt;sup&gt;SM&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QWL</td>
<td>quality of work life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>Residual Income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCE</td>
<td>Return on Capital Employed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA-CMM</td>
<td>Software Acquisition CMM&lt;sup&gt;®&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCAMPI</td>
<td>Standard CMMI Assessment Method for Process Improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE-CMM</td>
<td>Systems Engineering Capability Maturity Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEI</td>
<td>Software Engineering Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEIR</td>
<td>Software Engineering Information Repository (<a href="http://seir.sei.cmu.edu">http://seir.sei.cmu.edu</a>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEPG</td>
<td>software engineering process group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEPM</td>
<td>Software Engineering Process Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVA</td>
<td>shareholder value analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW-CMM</td>
<td>Capability Maturity Model&lt;sup&gt;®&lt;/sup&gt; for Software</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TQM</td>
<td>total quality management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSP</td>
<td>Team Software Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE</td>
<td>Verifying Implementation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Acronyms used for the People CMM process areas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Competency Analysis (process area)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBA</td>
<td>Competency-Based Assets (process area)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBP</td>
<td>Competency-Based Practices (process area)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCI</td>
<td>Continuous Capability Improvement (process area)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>Competency Development (process area)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
<td>Competency Integration (process area)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMP</td>
<td>Compensation (process area)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM</td>
<td>Communication and Coordination (process area)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRD</td>
<td>Career Development (process area)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWI</td>
<td>Continuous Workforce Innovation (process area)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWG</td>
<td>Empowered Workgroups (process area)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTR</td>
<td>Mentoring (process area)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCM</td>
<td>Organizational Capability Management (process area)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPA</td>
<td>Organizational Performance Alignment (process area)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>Participatory Culture (process area)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM</td>
<td>Performance Management (process area)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QPM</td>
<td>Quantitative Performance Management (process area)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STF</td>
<td>Staffing (process area)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD</td>
<td>Training and Development (process area)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WE</td>
<td>Work Environment (process area)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFP</td>
<td>Workforce Planning (process area)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WGD</td>
<td>Workgroup Development (process area)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix C: Glossary

Definitions

Ability to Perform
A category of institutionalization practices within a process area that describes the preconditions that must exist in the unit or organization to implement practices competently. Ability to Perform typically involves resources, organizational structures, and preparation to perform the practices of the process area.

activity
Actions taken by responsible individuals or workgroups to implement workforce practices. (See also *practices*.)

activities
See *workforce activities*.

affected individuals
Those affected by the performance of a workforce activity or by a decision. Also may imply that a workforce practice is conducted only with individuals in selected positions, job types, or units.

assignable cause of process variation
An extraordinary event outside the bounds of the normal execution of the process.

assignment
The tasks involved in one or more roles whose performance constitutes an individual’s committed work.

capability baseline
A statistically-based description of the performance or results of a process that has been performed repeatedly. Capability baselines can quantify either attributes of the process (e.g., effort or duration) or of the product produced by the process (e.g., amount or quality). Control charts used in statistical process control are one form of capability baseline. However, other statistical representations may be more appropriate, depending on the nature of the data being characterized. The purpose of a capability baseline is for predicting future outcomes and for interpreting the results of process performance. See also *process performance baseline*. 
### capability maturity model
A capability maturity model (CMM) is an evolutionary roadmap for implementing the vital practices from one or more domains of organizational process. It contains the essential elements of effective processes for one or more disciplines. It describes an evolutionary improvement path from an ad hoc, immature process to a disciplined, mature process with improved quality and effectiveness.

### capability of the workforce
See *workforce capability*.

### coaching
The use of an experienced and capable individual(s) to increase the knowledge, skills, and process abilities of individuals or workgroups. Coaching is a form of mentoring that involves expert knowledge and skill in the subject matter being coached.

### commitment
A pact that is freely assumed, visible, and expected to be kept by all parties involved.

### Commitment to Perform
A category of institutionalization practices within a process area that describes the actions an organization must take to ensure that the activities constituting a process area are established and will endure. Commitment to perform typically involves establishing organizational policies (to set expectations for performance), executive management sponsorship, and assigned responsibilities for advising on and coordinating the implementation of workforce practices.

### committed work
An agreement concerning the scope of work to be performed and the work products or services to be produced.

### common workgroup methods and procedures
Common methods and procedures for performing standard activities that occur in most workgroups, such as problem-solving or conducting meetings.

### compensation
Compensation includes all forms of inducements or remuneration offered to employees for work performed, most commonly pay and guaranteed benefits. Pay includes any guaranteed fixed rate of salary or hourly wages provided to individuals, plus any variable amounts that are provided based on an existing agreement between the organization and the individual on how it is administered.

### compensation strategy
An organization's philosophy and method for compensating its workforce.
<p>| <strong>competency</strong> | An underlying characteristic of an individual that is causally related to effective and/or superior performance, as determined by measurable, objective criteria, in a job or situation [adapted from Spencer 93, p. 9]. (See also workforce competency.) |
| <strong>competency-based asset</strong> | A bundle of information or an artifact that has been prepared in a standard format and made available for widespread use. It captures knowledge, experience, or artifacts developed in performing competency-based processes within an organization. As an organizational asset, it becomes a component of one of more workforce competencies. |
| <strong>competency-based process</strong> | Defines how individuals within a specific workforce competency apply their knowledge, perform their skills, and apply their process abilities within the context of an organization’s defined work processes. At Maturity Levels 4 and 5 of the People CMM, “competency-based processes” also may also include integrated competency-based processes (or multi-disciplinary processes). The organization’s defined processes are often described in terms of the processes performed by different workforce competencies, such as the software development process, the sales process, or the customer training process. Competency-based processes are documented, trained, performed, enforced, measured, and improved over time. The competency-based processes associated with a single workforce competency may represent only part of a defined organizational process, since other elements of the defined process may be performed by individuals with different workforce competencies. |
| <strong>competency community</strong> | Members of a workforce who share and practice a workforce competency; those who share the common knowledge, skills, and process abilities of a particular workforce competency. They are also sometimes referred to as “communities of practice” [Brown 00, Wenger 98, Wenger 00]. |
| <strong>competency development plan</strong> | Identifies the current and future needs of a workforce competency. These plans can either be produced as separately documented plans for each workforce competency, or they can be integrated together in the organization’s strategic workforce plan. |
| <strong>competency information</strong> | Typically describes an individual’s level of capability in relation to the list of knowledge, skills, and process abilities contained in relevant workforce competency descriptions. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Glossary</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>competency management</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>concern</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>core competency</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>corrective action</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>critical competency-based processes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>critical positions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>critical skills</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Glossary</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>critical task</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>critical workforce competency</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>defined process</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>development objectives</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>empowered workgroup</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>establish and maintain</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>equity</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>term</th>
<th>definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>executive management</td>
<td>Management roles whose primary focus is the long-term vitality of the organization, rather than short-term production or service concerns. Executive management provides and protects resources for long-term improvement of workforce practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expected model component</td>
<td>A model component which is meant to guide in implementing improvements or performing assessments. Either the practices, as described, or acceptable alternatives to them must be present with a frequency appropriate to a reasonable implementation of the practice before goals can be considered achieved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>goal</td>
<td>An organizational state to be achieved by implementing the practices of a process area. Goals are requirements for implementing CMM-based improvements. The organizational state described by each goal within a process area must be achieved to consider the process area to be achieved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>graduated career opportunities</td>
<td>An arrangement of positions or work responsibilities that require increasing levels of capability in one or more workforce competencies. Graduated career opportunities include not only promotion opportunities upwards within the organization such as career ladders or paths, but also career lattices that provide broadening or lateral assignments to gain experience or increase the individual’s capabilities in additional workforce competencies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>group</td>
<td>A cluster of individuals organized into a structure that is convenient for managing. This term is used only at Maturity Level 2, and makes no assumption about the level of dependency among their work activities. A high level of interdependency among people in a group might justify their being developed into a workgroup at Maturity Level 3.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**human resources**  
The collection of individuals (both managers and staff) comprising the unit(s) within an organization that focuses on devising practical, effective ways to manage employer-employee relations. Their responsibility is directed toward, but not limited to, the recruiting, selection, hiring, training, compensating, and well-being of employees and the formulation of policies, practices, and procedures that affect employees.

**IDEAL**  
The IDEAL™ model is an organizational improvement model that serves as a roadmap for initiating, planning, and guiding improvement actions. It is called the IDEAL model after the first letters in each of its five phases: Initiating, Diagnosing, Establishing, Acting, and Learning.

**implementation practices**  
The practices and procedures implemented by the organization to satisfy the implementation goals of a process area. These are the practices that collectively constitute the area of practice denoted by the title of the process area. (See institutionalization practices for contrast.)

**individual development objectives**  
An individual’s intentions for meeting their training and development needs to develop critical skills required by their current assignment or to prepare for future assignments and career opportunities.

**individuals**  
A person who performs an assignment required to execute the business activities of the organization. The term “individuals” is normally used in reference to those affected by the performance of a workforce practice or activity.

**informative model component**  
A model component that provides details that help explain or elaborate approaches to implementing and institutionalizing a practices or goals.

**institutionalization**  
The building and reinforcement of an organizational culture that sustains the performance of workforce practices as standard, ongoing business activities, even after those who originally defined them are gone.
| **institutionalization practices** | The practices and procedures implemented to ensure that the organization has a continuing commitment to and capability for performing the organization’s workforce practices and activities. Institutionalization practices support accomplishment of an institutionalization goal in each process area. Institutionalization practices can be categorized as:

- Commitment to Perform
- Ability to Perform
- Measurement and Analysis
- Verifying Implementation

(See implementation practices for contrast.) |
<p>| <strong>integrated competency-based processes</strong> | Processes that have been interwoven from separate competency-based processes to achieve a more seamless, process-based interaction among people possessing different workforce competencies. For instance the interweaving of a mechanical design process and a manufacturing design process into a single product design process. Also called a multidisciplinary process. Throughout Maturity Levels 4 and 5, the use of the term “competency-based processes” implies the inclusion of integrated competency-based processes. |
| <strong>integrated product and process development</strong> | Integrated Product and Process Development provides a systematic approach to product development that achieves a timely collaboration of relevant stakeholders throughout the product life cycle to better satisfy customer needs. |
| <strong>knowledge</strong> | The information and understanding that someone must have to perform a task successfully. Knowledge provides the basis for performing a skill. |
| <strong>managed process</strong> | A performed process that is planned and executed in accordance with policy, employs skilled people having adequate resources to produce controlled outputs, involves stakeholders, and is reviewed and evaluated for adherence to requirements. |
| <strong>maturity level</strong> | A maturity level represents a new level of organizational capability created by the transformation of one or more domains of an organization’s processes. It is an evolutionary plateau on an organization’s improvement path from ad hoc practices to a state of continuous improvement. All CMMs contain 5 levels of maturity. (See also process area.) |
| <strong>Measurement and Analysis</strong> | A category of institutionalization practices within a process area that describes the actions the organization must take to ensure that workforce practices are evaluated for performance and effectiveness. Measurement and Analysis typically involves measuring the status of the practices performed, aggregating some measures from the unit to the organizational level, and evaluating the effectiveness of the practices performed. |
| <strong>mentoring</strong> | The process of transferring the lessons of greater experience in a workforce competency to improve the capability of other individuals or workgroups. |
| <strong>method</strong> | A reasonably complete set of rules and criteria that establish a precise and repeatable way of performing a task or practice and arriving at a desired result. |
| <strong>multi-disciplinary processes</strong> | A process that has been interwoven from separate competency-based processes to achieve a more seamless, process-based interaction among people possessing different workforce competencies. One example of a multi-disciplinary process is the interweaving of a mechanical design process and a manufacturing design process into a single product design process. Also called an integrated competency-based process. Throughout Maturity Levels 4 and 5, the use of the term “competency-based processes” implies the inclusion of multi-disciplinary processes. |
| <strong>optimizing process</strong> | A quantitatively managed process that is continually improved to increase its capability. These continuous improvements can be made through both incremental and innovative improvements. (See quantitatively managed process and defined process for contrast.) |
| <strong>organization</strong> | A collection of units for which an executive management is responsible. An organization could constitute an entire company or agency, or it could constitute only a component of a larger organizational entity, such as a division or branch. |
| <strong>organization's business objectives</strong> | Strategies devised by executive management to ensure an organization's continued existence, and to enhance its profitability, market share, and other factors influencing the organization’s success. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Glossary</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>organization's set of standard processes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>organizational maturity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>organizational policy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>organizational role</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>participatory culture</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>performance alignment</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>performance improvement plan</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>performance management</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>performance objective</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>perquisites</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>personal development plan</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>personal work processes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>policy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>position</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>practice</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>practices</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Glossary**

**Practices Performed**
The implementation practices within a process area that describes the practices and procedures that an organization would ordinarily be expected to perform in order to achieve the implementation goals of a process area. These practices constitute the area of concern represented in the title of the process area. (See *implementation practices*. See also *process area*.)

**preparation**
Activities undertaken to ensure that responsible individuals have the skills required to perform their responsibilities. Preparation could involve mentoring, classroom training, self-study, or any other activity that ensures the affected individual has the required level of knowledge and skill to perform the practices and activities allocated to them.

**procedure**
A written description of a course of action to be taken in performing a task or workforce practice.

**process**
A set of tasks or activities performed to achieve a given purpose or a specified result.

**process ability**
The capacity to perform individual skills in the specific sequencing or method used in the organization to coordinate activities among individuals or groups, and to adjust the performance of skills, as necessary, to maintain an orderly flow of work.

Process abilities represent an individual’s capacity to apply their knowledge and perform their skills within the context of the organization’s defined, competency-based processes. It includes the ability to adjust the performance of skills in ways that maintain an orderly flow of work. Possessing a process ability indicates that an individual is able to perform the competency-based processes appropriate for someone at their level of development in the workforce competency.

**process area**
A cluster of related practices that, when performed collectively, satisfy a set of goals that contribute to the capability gained by achieving a maturity level.

**process area goal**
See *goal*.

**process asset**
Anything that the organization considers useful in attaining the goals of a process area.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>process capability</td>
<td>The range of expected results that can be achieved by following a process. The ability of a process to meet its objectives or requirements or to perform within specified limits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>process capability baseline</td>
<td>A documented characterization of the range of expected results that would normally be achieved by following a specific process under typical circumstances.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>process description</td>
<td>A documented expression of a set of activities performed to achieve a given purpose that provides an operational definition of the major components of a process. The documentation specifies, in a complete, precise, and verifiable manner, the requirements, design, behavior, or other characteristics of a process. It also may include procedures for determining whether these provisions have been satisfied. Process descriptions may be found at the activity, personal, workgroup, unit, or organizational levels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>process element</td>
<td>A unitary component of a process description, usually at task or activity level which would not be defined into more elementary components. A process may be defined in terms of subprocesses or process elements. A subprocess can be further decomposed; a process element is not decomposed into finer-grained descriptions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>process group</td>
<td>A collection of specialists that facilitate the definition, maintenance, and improvement of the process(es) used by the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>process improvement</td>
<td>A program of activities designed to improve the performance and maturity of the organization's processes, and the results of such a program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>process maturity</td>
<td>The extent to which an organization’s processes are defined, managed, measured, controlled, and continually improved. Process maturity implies continued improvement in the organization’s capability for performing its business activities, and indicates consistency in performing its processes throughout the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Glossary</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>process owner</strong></td>
<td>Those responsible for defining and maintaining a process. At the organizational level, the process owner is the individual(s) responsible for the description of a standard process or set of related practices. Within a workforce competency, the process owner is the individual(s) responsible for defining and maintaining the competency-based processes associated with that workforce competency. A process may have multiple owners at different levels of responsibility. (See also <em>defined process</em>.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>process performance</strong></td>
<td>A measure of the actual results achieved by performing or following a process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>process performance baseline</strong></td>
<td>A documented characterization of the actual results achieved by following a process, which is used as a benchmark for comparing actual process performance against expected process performance. (See also <em>process performance</em>.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>process tailoring</strong></td>
<td>To make, alter, or adapt a process description to make it fit for use in a particular situation. For example, the organization tailors its defined processes to adapt them for use with different competencies at Maturity Level 3. Similarly, competency-based processes may be tailored for use within a specific workgroup (See also <em>process description</em>, <em>competency-based process</em>, and <em>defined process</em>.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>quantitatively managed process</strong></td>
<td>A defined process that is evaluated and controlled using statistical and other quantitative techniques. The product quality, service quality, or process performance are measured to determine if results are within expected or predicted bounds, and needs for corrective action are assessed. (See <em>optimizing process</em> and <em>defined process</em> for contrast.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>recognition</strong></td>
<td>Special acknowledgments made to an individual or group for accomplishments of value to the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>required model component</strong></td>
<td>A model component of a process area that is considered an essential contributor to the organizational capability achieved at the maturity level where the process area is located.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>resource profile</strong></td>
<td>A quantitative representation of the capability of the workforce within a selected workforce competency. At a minimum, a resource profile presents the number of individuals available to the organization at each level of capability within the workforce competency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reward</td>
<td>Special recognition outside of the compensation system for accomplishments of significant value to the organization. Usually consists of variable amounts of money, stock, or other considerations provided to individuals or groups at appropriate times without any prior agreement as to conditions of receipt. Rewards are distinguished from recognition in that rewards typically involve financial considerations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>role</td>
<td>A defined set of work tasks, dependencies, and responsibilities that can be assigned to an individual as a work package. A role describes a collection of tasks that constitute one component of a process, and would normally be performed by an individual.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skills</td>
<td>The behaviors that an individual must be able to perform in order to accomplish committed work. Skills may involve behaviors that directly accomplish the task or that provide the support of, or coordination with, others involved in accomplishing tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>staffing</td>
<td>The process by which talent is recruited, selected, and transitioned into assignments in the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>staged representation</td>
<td>A capability maturity model structure wherein attaining the goals of a set of process areas establishes a maturity level; each level builds a foundation for subsequent levels. (See also process area and maturity level.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stakeholder</td>
<td>A group or individual that is affected by or is in some way accountable for the outcome of an undertaking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stated values</td>
<td>A set of documented principles intended to guide behaviors or decisions about how the organization conducts its business, how it treats its workforce, how it interacts with its environment, and other important issues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strategic workforce plan</td>
<td>Identifies the current and future workforce competency needs of the organization, based on anticipated current and future developments in the business and its products, services, markets, technologies, and business processes. This plan integrates the planned development activities for the organization’s workforce competencies, which are necessary to provide the needed competencies over time. The strategic workforce plan sets long-term objectives for workforce activities at the organizational and unit levels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subpractice</td>
<td>The component elements of a numbered practice in a process area that are elaborated to guide its effective implementation. Subpractices describe tasks or activities that may be implemented in implementing the practice. Subpractices are provided for informational purposes only (i.e., are informative model components), and are intended to provide clarification of the practice or ideas for guiding implementation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subprocess</td>
<td>A process that is part of a larger process. (See process description.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>succession plans</td>
<td>Plans produced for critical positions within the organization to ensure that qualified individuals with the required knowledge, skills, and process abilities are always available to perform a position’s responsibilities. (See also critical positions.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tailoring</td>
<td>The activity of elaborating, adapting, or completing the details of a practice, process, or role for use in a particular situation or set of circumstances.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>team</td>
<td>The People CMM does not use the term “team” in order not to confuse the reader with the many meanings that have been attached to this word in the literature on team building. The People CMM uses the term “workgroup” and describes some workgroups as “empowered”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>training</td>
<td>Activities undertaken to ensure that all individuals have the skills required to perform their assignments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unit</td>
<td>A single, well-defined organizational component (e.g., a department, section, or project) within an organization. The term “unit” is used to refer to any organizational entity that is accountable to a specified individual(s) (usually a manager) responsible for accomplishing a set of performance objectives that can only be met through collective action. A workgroup may constitute the lowest level unit, but the lowest level units often consist of several workgroups. “Unit” is a recursive concept, since units may be composed from other units cascading down the organization. For instance, a division is a unit consisting of departments, each of which may be a unit consisting of programs, each of which may be a unit consisting of projects, and so on.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>unit training needs</strong></td>
<td>The aggregated requirements for development of knowledge, skills, and process abilities among the individuals within a unit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>values</strong></td>
<td>Ideas held by individuals about ethical behavior or appropriate behavior, what is right or wrong, desirable or undesirable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Verifying Implementation</strong></td>
<td>A category of institutionalization practices within a process area that describes the actions the organization must take to ensure that it is complying with its policies regarding workforce practices. Verifying Implementation typically involves assuring that practices are being performed in compliance with policies, stated values, plans, laws, and regulations; and that executive management maintains awareness of the level of compliance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>work commitment</strong></td>
<td>An agreement concerning work to be accomplished. The commitment is made to the responsible individual for whom the work is being performed or to whom the result is being delivered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>workforce</strong></td>
<td>The people an organization needs to perform its business activities. Used especially when workforce practices and activities are to be applied to the people in the organization collectively rather than as single individuals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>workforce activities</strong></td>
<td>Actions taken to implement a workforce practice. Therefore, workforce activities are what responsible individuals actually do when performing a workforce practice. These actions are taken by individuals, in workgroups or units, or by the organization to implement workforce practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>workforce capability</strong></td>
<td>The readiness or preparedness of an organization’s workforce to perform its business activities. Specifically, the level of knowledge, skills, and process abilities available to the organization in each critical workforce competency for performing committed work. The capacity of the workforce for performing work or for achieving specified levels of performance. Workforce capability is often measured for each workforce competency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>workforce competency</strong></td>
<td>The People CMM refers to workforce competencies as a cluster of knowledge, skills, and process abilities that an individual should develop to perform a particular type of work in the organization. A workforce competency can be stated at a very abstract level, such as a need for a workforce competency in software engineering, financial accounting, or technical writing. Workforce competencies can also be decomposed to more granular abilities, such as competencies in designing avionics software, testing switching system software, managing accounts receivable, preparing consolidated corporate financial statements, or writing user manuals and training materials for reservation systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>workforce improvement activities</strong></td>
<td>Activities that improve the level of knowledge, skills, process abilities, motivation, and coordination of an organization’s workforce.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>workforce improvement proposal</strong></td>
<td>A documented suggestion for change to a workforce process or practice that will improve workforce capability and performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>workforce planning</strong></td>
<td>The process of matching workforce capability with business needs by planning the workforce activities required to meet current and future business needs at both the organizational and unit levels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>workforce practices</strong></td>
<td>Processes, procedures, or guidelines for implementing the organization’s workforce policies. Practices provide guidance for complying with the organization’s workforce policies. A workforce practice specifies documented procedures, guidelines, and content for performing workforce activities in any people-related area (e.g., compensation, performance management, workgroup development, coaching). Workforce practices are typically documented and maintained by the human resources function or another appropriate group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>workgroup</strong></td>
<td>A collection of people who work closely together on tasks that are highly interdependent to achieve shared objectives.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**workgroup’s operating process**

All the tailored versions of competency-based processes, integrated competency-based processes, and common workgroup processes used by a workgroup.

A workgroup’s operating processes at the Defined Level are composed from the collection of tailored competency-based processes and common workgroup methods and procedures selected for use within the workgroup. A workgroup’s operating processes at the Predictable Level are composed from the collection of tailored competency-based processes, integrated competency-based processes, and common workgroup methods and procedures selected for use within the workgroup. A workgroup’s operating processes at the Optimizing Level refer to all the tailored versions of competency-based processes, integrated competency-based processes, and common workgroup methods and procedures.

Each workgroup’s operating process may be slightly different based on their tailoring of competency-based processes, and their unique integration of the personal work processes of its members.
Appendix D: Practice-to-Goal Mappings for People CMM Process Areas

Purpose

This appendix describes the People CMM, the maturity levels and the process areas that correspond to each maturity level of the P-CMM, and the goals and practices in each process area.

Structure of the People CMM

The People CMM consists of five maturity levels that lay successive foundations for continuously improving talent, developing an effective workforce, and successfully managing the people assets of the organization. Each maturity level is a well-defined evolutionary plateau that institutionalizes a level of capability for developing the workforce within the organization.

Each maturity level provides a layer in the foundation for continuous improvement of an organization’s workforce practices. In maturing from the Initial to the Managed Level, the organization installs the discipline of performing basic workforce practices. In maturing to the Defined Level, these practices are tailored to enhance the particular knowledge, skills, and work methods that best support the organization’s business. In maturing to the Predictable Level, the organization develops competency-based, high-performance workgroups, and empirically evaluates how effectively its workforce practices are meeting objectives. In maturing to the Optimizing Level, the organization looks continually for innovative ways to improve its workforce capability and to support the workforce in their pursuit of professional excellence.

Process Areas

The following figure displays the twenty-two process areas in the five maturity levels in the People CMM. Each process area (PA) identifies a cluster of related activities that, when performed collectively, achieve a set of goals considered important for enhancing workforce capability. Process areas have been defined to reside at a single maturity level.
Practice-to-Goal Mappings

Continuously improve and align personal, workgroup, and organizational capability

Empower and integrate workforce competencies and manage performance quantitatively

Develop workforce competencies and workgroups, and align with business strategy and objectives

Managers take responsibility for managing and developing their people

Level 5 — Optimizing
- Continuous Workforce Innovation
- Organizational Performance Alignment
- Continuous Capability Improvement

Level 4 — Predictable
- Mentoring
- Organizational Capability Management
- Quantitative Performance Management
- Competency-Based Assets
- Empowered Workgroups
- Competency Integration

Level 3 — Defined
- Participatory Culture
- Workgroup Development
- Competency-Based Practices
- Career Development
- Competency Development
- Workforce Planning
- Competency Analysis

Level 2 — Managed
- Compensation
- Training and Development
- Performance Management
- Work Environment
- Communication and Coordination
- Staffing

Level 1—Initial

Figure A.1 — People CMM Process Areas
Process areas identify both:

- the capabilities that must be institutionalized to achieve a maturity level, and
- the practices that an organization should implement to improve its workforce capability.

The process areas at the Managed Level (Maturity Level 2) focus on instilling basic discipline into workforce activities. At Maturity Level 2, managers take responsibility for managing and developing their people. The process areas at Maturity Level 2 are Staffing, Communication and Coordination, Work Environment, Performance Management, Training and Development, and Compensation.

The process areas at the Defined Level (Maturity Level 3) address issues surrounding the identification of the organization's primary competencies and aligning its people management activities with them. At Maturity Level 3, the organization identifies and develops the workforce competencies required to accomplish its business strategy and objectives. The process areas at Maturity Level 3 are Competency Analysis, Workforce Planning, Competency Development, Career Development, Competency-Based Practices, Workgroup Development, and Participatory Culture.

The process areas at the Predictable Level (Maturity Level 4) focus on stabilizing predictable workforce capability. Opportunities enabled by developing workforce competencies are exploited. Workforce capability and performance become predictable through quantitative management. The process areas at Maturity Level 4 are Competency Integration, Empowered Workgroups, Competency-Based Assets, Quantitative Performance Management, Organizational Capability Management, and Mentoring.

The process areas at the Optimizing Level (Maturity Level 5) focus on continuous improvement of workforce capability and practices. These practices cover issues that address continuous improvement of methods for developing competency, at both the organizational and the individual level. The process areas at Maturity Level 5 are Continuous Capability Improvement, Organizational Performance Alignment, and Continuous Workforce Innovation.

**Practices**

This appendix contains an abridged version of the P-CMM practices, which provides a high-level overview of the practices within each process area. This appendix contains the purpose of each process area, its goals, and the practice statements from the process area. These items are extracted verbatim from the detailed descriptions of each process area.
Each process area lists the implementation practices mapped to their respective goals. Institutionalization practices (i.e., Commitment to Perform, Ability to Perform, Measurement and Analysis, and Verifying Implementation) are mapped to an institutionalization goal in each process area. These practices must be in place to ensure that the process area is implemented appropriately and effectively, is solidly established, will be maintained and not erode over time, and can be effectively applied in future situations. To appropriately establish a process area, the full set of practices should be used.

Commitment to Perform typically involves establishing organizational policies, executive management sponsorship, and assigned responsibilities for advising on and coordinating the implementation of workforce practices. Ability to Perform typically involves resources, organizational structures, and preparation to perform the practices of the process area. Measurement and Analysis typically involves measuring the status of the workforce practices performed, aggregating some measures from the unit to the organizational level, and evaluating the effectiveness of the workforce practices performed. Verifying Implementation typically involves assuring that practices are being performed in compliance with policies, stated values, plans, laws, and regulations; and that executive management maintains awareness of the level of compliance.

Goal Mappings

The following process area tables map the practices to the relevant process area goals in each of the twenty-two process areas in the People CMM. The goals of a process area summarize the states that must exist for that process area to have been implemented in an effective and lasting way. The extent to which the goals have been accomplished is an indicator of how much capability the organization has established at that maturity level. The goals signify the scope, boundaries, and intent of each process area.

These practice-to-goal mappings can be used for comprehending the structure of the model, for guiding the implementation of improvement activities, and for evaluating the satisfaction of goals during an assessment. These mappings are suggestive of the strongest relationships between practices and goals. However, relationships may exist between practices and goals to which they are not mapped in these tables. SEI-authorized People CMM Lead Assessors must use their professional judgement in guiding assessment team members to make appropriate mappings of practices to goals under the organizational circumstances being assessed.
Staffing

The purpose of Staffing is to establish a formal process by which committed work is matched to unit resources and qualified individuals are recruited, selected, and transitioned into assignments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STAFFING</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>Responsible individuals plan and coordinate the staffing activities of their units in accordance with documented policies and procedures.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Each unit analyzes its proposed work to determine the effort and skills required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Individuals and workgroups participate in making commitments for work they will be accountable for performing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P4</td>
<td>Each unit documents work commitments that balance its workload with available staff and other required resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P6</td>
<td>Position openings within a unit are analyzed, documented, and approved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P7</td>
<td>Position openings within the organization are widely communicated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P8</td>
<td>Units with open positions recruit for qualified individuals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P9</td>
<td>External recruiting activities by the organization are planned and coordinated with unit requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P10</td>
<td>A selection process and appropriate selection criteria are defined for each open position.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P11</td>
<td>Each unit, in conjunction with its human resources function, conducts a selection process for each position it intends to fill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P12</td>
<td>Positions are offered to the candidate whose skills and other qualifications best fit the open position.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P15</td>
<td>Representative members of a unit participate in its staffing activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Individual work assignments are managed to balance committed work among individuals and units.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P13</td>
<td>The organization acts in a timely manner to attract the selected candidate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P14</td>
<td>The selected candidate is transitioned into the new position.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P16</td>
<td>Workforce reduction and other outplacement activities, when required, are conducted according to the organization’s policies and procedures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P17</td>
<td>Discharges for unsatisfactory performance or other valid reasons are conducted according to the organization’s policies and procedures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P18</td>
<td>Causes of voluntary resignation from the organization are identified and addressed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STAFFING</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 5</strong></td>
<td>Staffing practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as managed processes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CO1</strong></td>
<td>The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for conducting its Staffing activities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CO2</strong></td>
<td>An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for assisting and advising units on Staffing activities and procedures.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB1</strong></td>
<td>Within each unit, an individual(s) is assigned responsibility and authority for ensuring that Staffing activities are performed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB2</strong></td>
<td>Adequate resources are provided for performing Staffing activities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB3</strong></td>
<td>Individuals performing Staffing activities receive the preparation in methods and procedures needed to perform their responsibilities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB4</strong></td>
<td>Individuals participating in Staffing activities receive appropriate orientation in Staffing practices.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ME1</strong></td>
<td>Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of Staffing activities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ME2</strong></td>
<td>Unit measures of Staffing activities are collected and maintained.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VE1</strong></td>
<td>A responsible individual(s) verifies that Staffing activities are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VE2</strong></td>
<td>Executive management periodically reviews the Staffing activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Practice-to-Goal Mappings**

**Communication and Coordination**

The purpose of Communication and Coordination is to ensure timely communication across the organization and that the workforce has the skills to share information and coordinate their activities efficiently.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal 1</th>
<th>Information is shared across the organization.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>The workforce-related policies and practices of the organization are communicated to the workforce.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Information about organizational values, events, and conditions is communicated to the workforce on a periodic and event-driven basis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Information required for performing committed work is shared across affected units in a timely manner.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal 2</th>
<th>Individuals or groups are able to raise concerns and have them addressed by management.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>Individuals’ opinions on their working conditions are sought on a periodic and event-driven basis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Individuals or groups can raise concerns according to a documented procedure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>Activities related to the resolution of a concern are tracked to closure.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal 3</th>
<th>Individuals and workgroups coordinate their activities to accomplish committed work.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>The interpersonal communication skills necessary to establish and maintain effective working relationships within and across workgroups are developed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>Interpersonal problems or conflicts that degrade the quality or effectiveness of working relationships are handled appropriately.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>Individuals and workgroups coordinate their activities to accomplish committed work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>Individuals and workgroups monitor and coordinate the dependencies involved in their committed work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>Meetings are conducted to make the most effective use of participants’ time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal</td>
<td>Communication and Coordination practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as managed processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO1</td>
<td>Executive management establishes and communicates a set of values for the organization regarding the development and management of its workforce.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO2</td>
<td>The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for conducting its Communication and Coordination activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO3</td>
<td>An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for assisting and advising units on Communication and Coordination activities and procedures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB1</td>
<td>Within each unit, an individual(s) is assigned responsibility and authority for ensuring that Communication and Coordination activities are performed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB2</td>
<td>Adequate resources are provided for performing Communication and Coordination activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB3</td>
<td>Individuals responsible for facilitating or improving Communication and Coordination activities receive the preparation needed to perform their responsibilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME1</td>
<td>Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of Communication and Coordination activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME2</td>
<td>Unit measures of Communication and Coordination activities are collected and maintained.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE1</td>
<td>A responsible individual(s) verifies that the Communication and Coordination activities are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE2</td>
<td>Executive management periodically reviews the Communication and Coordination activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The purpose of Work Environment is to establish and maintain physical working conditions and to provide resources that allow individuals and workgroups to perform their tasks efficiently and without unnecessary distractions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal 1</th>
<th>The physical environment and resources needed by the workforce to perform their assignments are made available.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>The physical environment and resources required to perform committed work are identified in each unit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>The physical environment required to perform assigned work is provided.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Individual workspaces provide an adequate personal environment for performing assigned work responsibilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>The resources needed to accomplish committed work are made available in a timely manner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Improvements are made to the work environment that improve work performance.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal 2</th>
<th>Distractions in the work environment are minimized.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>Environmental factors that degrade or endanger the health or safety of the workforce are identified and corrected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>Physical factors that degrade the effectiveness of the work environment are identified and addressed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>Sources of frequent interruption or distraction that degrade the effectiveness of the work environment are identified and minimized.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal</strong></td>
<td><strong>Practice-to-Goal Mappings</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Work Environment</strong></td>
<td><strong>CO1</strong> The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for conducting its Work Environment activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>CO2</strong> An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for assisting and advising units on work environment-related activities, and for assuming appropriate organizational responsibilities for the physical work environment and work resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>AB1</strong> Within each unit, an individual (s) is assigned responsibility and authority for ensuring that Work Environment activities are performed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>AB2</strong> Within prudent limits, adequate resources are provided for performing Work Environment activities, implementing the physical environment and resources necessary to perform assigned work, and making improvements to the work environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>AB3</strong> The workforce receives the preparation needed to maintain an effective work environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>AB4</strong> Those responsible for improving the work environment receive the preparation in relevant methods and procedures needed to perform their responsibilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>ME1</strong> Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of Work Environment activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>ME2</strong> Unit measures of Work Environment activities are collected and maintained.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>VE1</strong> A responsible individual(s) verifies that Work Environment activities are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>VE2</strong> Executive management periodically reviews the Work Environment activities, status, and results, including improvements to the work environment; and resolves issues.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The purpose of Performance Management is to establish objectives related to committed work against which unit and individual performance can be measured, to discuss performance against these objectives, and to continuously enhance performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 1</strong> Unit and individual performance objectives related to committed work are documented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1 Measurable performance objectives based on committed work are established for each unit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2 The unit’s performance objectives are periodically reviewed as business conditions or work commitments change, and, if necessary, they are revised.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4 Performance objectives based on committed work are documented for each individual on a periodic or event-driven basis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5 Performance objectives for each individual are reviewed on a periodic or event-driven basis, and, if necessary, they are revised.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 2</strong> The performance of committed work is regularly discussed to identify actions that can improve it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3 Those accountable for the accomplishment of unit performance objectives track and manage unit performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6 Those responsible for performance management activities maintain ongoing communication about the performance of committed work with those whose performance they manage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7 Those responsible for managing the performance of others maintain an awareness of accomplishments against performance objectives for each of the individuals whose performance they manage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8 Potential improvements in process, tools, or resources, which could enhance an individual’s performance of committed work, are identified, and actions are taken to provide them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9 The accomplishments of individuals against their performance objectives are documented and discussed on a periodic or event-driven basis according to a documented procedure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 3</strong> Performance problems are managed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10 If performance problems occur, they are discussed with the appropriate individual(s).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11 Performance improvement plans are developed for resolving persistent performance problems according to a documented procedure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12 Progress against a documented performance improvement plan is periodically evaluated, discussed, and documented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 4</strong> Outstanding performance is recognized or rewarded.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13 Guidelines for recognizing or rewarding outstanding performance are developed and communicated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P14 Recognition or rewards are made on an appropriate basis as events occur that justify special attention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Training and Development

The purpose of Training and Development is to ensure that all individuals have the skills required to perform their assignments and are provided relevant development opportunities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 1</strong></td>
<td>Individuals receive timely training that is needed to perform their assignments in accordance with the unit’s training plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P1</strong></td>
<td>In each unit, the critical skills required for performing each individual’s assigned tasks are identified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P2</strong></td>
<td>Training needed in critical skills is identified for each individual.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P3</strong></td>
<td>Each unit develops and maintains a plan for satisfying its training needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P4</strong></td>
<td>Individuals or groups receive timely training needed to perform their assigned tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P5</strong></td>
<td>Training is tracked against the unit’s training plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 2</strong></td>
<td>Individuals capable of performing their assignments pursue development opportunities that support their development objectives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P6</strong></td>
<td>A development discussion is held periodically with each individual.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P7</strong></td>
<td>Relevant development opportunities are made available to support individuals in accomplishing their individual development objectives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P8</strong></td>
<td>Individuals pursue development activities that support their individual development objectives.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Practice-to-Goal Mappings

#### TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal 3</th>
<th>Training and Development practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as managed processes.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CO1</strong></td>
<td>The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for conducting its Training and Development activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CO2</strong></td>
<td>An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for assisting and advising units on Training and Development activities and procedures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB1</strong></td>
<td>Within each unit, an individual(s) is assigned responsibility and authority for ensuring that Training and Development activities are performed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB2</strong></td>
<td>Adequate resources are provided for performing Training and Development activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB3</strong></td>
<td>Training time is made available to each individual according to the organization’s training policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB4</strong></td>
<td>Individuals performing Training and Development activities receive the preparation needed to perform their responsibilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ME1</strong></td>
<td>Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of Training and Development activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ME2</strong></td>
<td>Unit measures of Training and Development activities are collected and maintained.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VE1</strong></td>
<td>A responsible individual(s) verifies that Training and Development activities are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VE2</strong></td>
<td>Executive management periodically reviews the Training and Development activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Practice-to-Goal Mappings

Compensation

The purpose of Compensation is to provide all individuals with remuneration and benefits based on their contribution and value to the organization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPENSATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 1</strong> Compensation strategies and activities are planned, executed, and communicated.</td>
<td>P1 An organizational compensation strategy is developed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P2 The organization’s compensation strategy is periodically reviewed to determine whether it needs to be revised.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P3 When appropriate, the workforce provides inputs for developing or revising components of the organization’s compensation strategy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P4 A documented compensation plan is prepared periodically for administering compensation activities needed to execute the compensation strategy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P6 The organization’s compensation strategy is communicated to the workforce.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 2</strong> Compensation is equitable relative to skill, qualifications, and performance.</td>
<td>P5 The compensation plan is designed to maintain equity in administering the compensation strategy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P10 Responsible individuals periodically review compensation packages for those whose compensation they administer to ensure they are equitable and consistent with the organization’s compensation policy, strategy, and plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P11 Action is taken to correct inequities in compensation or other deviations from the organization’s policy, strategy, and plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 3</strong> Adjustments in compensation are made based on defined criteria.</td>
<td>P7 Each individual’s compensation package is determined using a documented procedure that is consistent with the organization’s compensation policy, strategy, and plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P8 Compensation adjustments are made based, in part, on each individual’s documented accomplishments against their performance objectives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P9 Decisions regarding an individual’s compensation package are communicated to the individual.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Compensation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal 4</th>
<th>Compensation practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as managed processes.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO1</td>
<td>The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for conducting its Compensation activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO2</td>
<td>An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for performing or coordinating Compensation practices at the organizational level and for assisting and advising units on Compensation activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB1</td>
<td>Within each unit, an individual(s) is assigned responsibility and authority for ensuring that Compensation activities are performed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB2</td>
<td>Adequate resources are provided for Compensation activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB3</td>
<td>Individuals performing Compensation activities receive the preparation needed to perform their responsibilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME1</td>
<td>Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of Compensation activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME2</td>
<td>Unit measures of Compensation activities are collected and maintained.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME3</td>
<td>Aggregate trends in compensation activities and decisions are measured and reviewed on a recurring basis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE1</td>
<td>A responsible individual(s) verifies that Compensation activities are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE2</td>
<td>Executive management periodically reviews the Compensation activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Practice-to-Goal Mappings

Competency Analysis

The purpose of Competency Analysis is to identify the knowledge, skills, and process abilities required to perform the organization’s business activities so that they may be developed and used as a basis for workforce practices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPETENCY ANALYSIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 1</strong> The workforce competencies required to perform the organization’s business activities are identified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P2</strong> Each of the organization’s workforce competencies is analyzed to identify the knowledge, skills, and process abilities that compose it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P3</strong> Workforce competency descriptions are documented and maintained according to a documented procedure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P4</strong> Workforce competency descriptions are updated on a periodic and event-driven basis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 2</strong> The work processes used within each workforce competency are established and maintained.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P6</strong> Information about the use of competency-based processes is captured and made available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 3</strong> The organization tracks its capability in each of its workforce competencies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P8</strong> Current resource profiles for each of the organization’s workforce competencies are determined.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P9</strong> Competency information is updated on a periodic and event-driven basis.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Practice-to-Goal Mappings

### COMPETENCY ANALYSIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal 4</th>
<th>Competency Analysis practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as defined organizational processes.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>CO1</strong> The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for conducting its Competency Analysis activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>CO2</strong> An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for coordinating Competency Analysis activities across the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>AB1</strong> A responsible individual(s) coordinates the Competency Analysis activities for defining, developing, and maintaining each workforce competency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>AB2</strong> Adequate resources are provided for performing Competency Analysis activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>AB3</strong> Individuals performing Competency Analysis activities develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to perform their responsibilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>AB4</strong> The practices and procedures for performing Competency Analysis are defined and documented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>ME1</strong> Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of Competency Analysis activities within each unit and across the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>ME2</strong> Measurements are made and used to determine the quality of workforce competency descriptions and competency information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>VE1</strong> A responsible individual(s) verifies that Competency Analysis activities are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>VE2</strong> Executive management periodically reviews the Competency Analysis activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>VE3</strong> The definition and use of competency descriptions and competency information are periodically audited for compliance with organizational policies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Workforce Planning

The purpose of Workforce Planning is to coordinate workforce activities with current and future business needs at both the organizational and unit levels.

| WORKFORCE PLANNING |  
|-------------------|--- |
| **Goal 1** | Measurable objectives for capability in each of the organization’s workforce competencies are defined. |
|  | P1 | The current and strategic workforce needs of the organization are documented. |
|  | P2 | Measurable objectives are established for developing the organization’s capability in each of its selected workforce competencies. |
| **Goal 2** | The organization plans for the workforce competencies needed to perform its current and future business activities. |
|  | P3 | A competency development plan is produced for each of the organization’s selected workforce competencies. |
|  | P4 | Competency development plans are reviewed and revised on a periodic and event-driven basis. |
|  | P5 | The organization establishes and maintains a strategic workforce plan to guide its workforce practices and activities. |
|  | P8 | The organization develops succession plans for its key positions. |
|  | P9 | The organization’s performance in meeting the objectives of its strategic workforce plan is tracked. |
|  | P10 | Progress in meeting the objectives of the competency development plan for each of the organization’s workforce competencies is tracked. |
| **Goal 3** | Units perform planned workforce activities to satisfy current and strategic competency needs. |
|  | P6 | Units plan workforce activities to satisfy current and strategic competency needs. |
|  | P7 | Units review and revise plans for workforce activities on a periodic and event-driven basis. |
|  | P11 | Each unit’s performance in conducting its planned workforce activities is tracked. |
### WORKFORCE PLANNING

**Goal 4**  Workforce Planning practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as defined organizational processes.

| CO1 | The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for conducting its Workforce Planning activities. |
| CO2 | An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for coordinating Workforce Planning activities across the organization. |
| AB1 | Within each unit, an individual(s) is assigned responsibility and authority for ensuring that Workforce Planning activities are performed. |
| AB2 | A responsible individual(s) coordinates the Workforce Planning activities for each workforce competency. |
| AB3 | Adequate resources are provided for performing Workforce Planning activities. |
| AB4 | Individuals performing Workforce Planning activities develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to perform their responsibilities. |
| AB5 | The practices and procedures for performing Workforce Planning are defined and documented. |
| ME1 | Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of Workforce Planning activities. |
| ME2 | Unit measures of workforce planning are collected and aggregated at the organizational level. |
| VE1 | A responsible individual(s) verifies that Workforce Planning activities are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance. |
| VE2 | Executive management periodically reviews the Workforce Planning activities, status, and results; and resolves issues. |
The purpose of Competency Development is to constantly enhance the capability of the workforce to perform their assigned tasks and responsibilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal 1</th>
<th>The organization provides opportunities for individuals to develop their capabilities in its workforce competencies.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Competency development activities are based on the competency development plans within each workforce competency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Graduated training and development activities are established and maintained for developing capability in each of the organization’s workforce competencies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>The organization makes available descriptions of workforce competencies and information about development opportunities related to them.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal 2</th>
<th>Individuals develop their knowledge, skills, and process abilities in the organization’s workforce competencies.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>Competency-based training and development activities are identified for each individual to support their development objectives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Individuals actively pursue learning opportunities to enhance their capabilities in the organization’s workforce competencies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal 3</th>
<th>The organization uses the capabilities of its workforce as resources for developing the workforce competencies of others.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>Capable individuals within a competency community are used to mentor those with less capability in the competency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>The organization supports communication among those comprising a competency community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>Competency-based experience and information is captured and made available to those within a competency community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal 4</td>
<td>Competency Development practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as defined organizational processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO1</td>
<td>The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for conducting its Competency Development activities to develop the core competencies required to perform its business processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO2</td>
<td>An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for coordinating Competency Development activities across the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB1</td>
<td>Within each unit, an individual(s) is assigned responsibility and authority for ensuring that Competency Development activities are performed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB2</td>
<td>A responsible individual(s) coordinates the Competency Development activities for each workforce competency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB3</td>
<td>Adequate resources are provided for performing the planned organization-wide and unit-specific Competency Development activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB4</td>
<td>Individuals performing Competency Development activities develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to perform their responsibilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB5</td>
<td>Individuals who participate in Competency Development activities receive appropriate orientation in Competency Development practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB6</td>
<td>The practices and procedures for performing Competency Development are defined and documented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME1</td>
<td>Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of Competency Development activities within each unit and across the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME2</td>
<td>Measurements are made and used to determine the quality of Competency Development activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE1</td>
<td>A responsible individual(s) verifies that Competency Development activities are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE2</td>
<td>Executive management periodically reviews the Competency Development activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE3</td>
<td>The definition and use of data on competency development are periodically audited for compliance with organizational policies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Practice-to-Goal Mappings

Career Development

The purpose of Career Development is to ensure that individuals are provided opportunities to develop workforce competencies that enable them to achieve career objectives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAREER DEVELOPMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P3</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P4</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P5</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P6</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P7</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P8</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### CAREER DEVELOPMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal 3</th>
<th>Career Development practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as defined organizational processes.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CO1</strong></td>
<td>The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for conducting its Career Development activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CO2</strong></td>
<td>An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for coordinating Career Development activities across the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB1</strong></td>
<td>Within each unit, an individual(s) is assigned responsibility and authority for ensuring that members of the unit participate, as appropriate, in Career Development activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB2</strong></td>
<td>A responsible individual(s) coordinates the Career Development activities for each workforce competency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB3</strong></td>
<td>Adequate resources are provided for implementing Career Development activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB4</strong></td>
<td>Individuals responsible for Career Development activities develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to perform their responsibilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB5</strong></td>
<td>Individuals who participate in Career Development activities receive appropriate orientation in career development opportunities and activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB6</strong></td>
<td>The practices and procedures for performing Career Development are defined and documented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ME1</strong></td>
<td>Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of Career Development activities within each unit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ME2</strong></td>
<td>Unit measures of Career Development status are collected and aggregated at the organizational level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ME3</strong></td>
<td>Measurements are made and used to determine the effectiveness of Career Development activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VE1</strong></td>
<td>A responsible individual(s) verifies that Career Development activities are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, and procedures; and addresses noncompliance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VE2</strong></td>
<td>Executive management periodically reviews the Career Development activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The purpose of Competency-Based Practices is to ensure that all workforce practices are based in part on developing the competencies of the workforce.

### COMPETENCY-BASED PRACTICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal 1</th>
<th>Workforce practices are focused on increasing the organization’s capability in its workforce competencies.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Recruiting activities are planned and executed to satisfy the organization’s requirements for workforce competencies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Selection processes are enhanced to evaluate each candidate’s potential for contributing to organizational and unit objectives for capability in workforce competencies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Staffing decisions are made, in part, to achieve the competency development objectives of the organization and the career objectives of qualified candidates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>Transition activities provide orientation to workforce competencies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P14</td>
<td>As the definition or requirements of its workforce competencies change, the organization re-evaluates its workforce policies and practices and adjusts them, as needed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal 2</th>
<th>Workforce activities within units encourage and support individuals and workgroups in developing and applying the organization’s workforce competencies.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Work assignments are designed, in part, to enhance personal and career development objectives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>Each unit documents performance objectives for developing workforce competencies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>Each individual documents performance objectives for developing additional capability in the organization’s workforce competencies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>Ongoing discussions of work performance include feedback on an individual’s development and application of relevant workforce competencies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>Each individual’s performance is assessed, in part, against the objectives of their personal development plan.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal 3</th>
<th>Compensation strategies and recognition and reward practices are designed to encourage development and application of the organization’s workforce competencies.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>The compensation strategy is established and maintained, in part, to increase the organization’s capability in its workforce competencies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>Compensation practices are defined to support capability objectives within each workforce competency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>Adjustments to compensation are partly determined by each individual’s development and application of relevant workforce competencies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>Recognition and rewards for developing or applying workforce competencies are provided, when appropriate, at the individual, workgroup, or unit levels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal 4</td>
<td>Competency-Based Practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as defined organizational processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CO1</strong></td>
<td>Relevant organizational policies promote increased capability in the organization’s workforce competencies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CO2</strong></td>
<td>An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for coordinating adjustments in workforce practices designed to increase the organization’s capability in its workforce competencies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB1</strong></td>
<td>Within each unit, an individual(s) is assigned responsibility and authority for ensuring that workforce practices and activities are designed to motivate individuals and workgroups to develop and apply workforce competencies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB2</strong></td>
<td>A responsible individual(s) coordinates the competency-based practices and activities for each workforce competency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB3</strong></td>
<td>Adequate resources are provided for ensuring that workforce practices and activities are designed to increase the organization’s capability in its workforce competencies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB4</strong></td>
<td>Those responsible for competency-based workforce activities develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to perform their responsibilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB5</strong></td>
<td>The practices and procedures for performing competency-based workforce practices are defined and documented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ME1</strong></td>
<td>Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of workforce practices to increase capability in the organization’s workforce competencies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ME2</strong></td>
<td>Measurements are made and used to determine how effectively competency-based workforce practices are increasing capability in the organization’s workforce competencies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VE1</strong></td>
<td>A responsible individual(s) verifies that competency-based workforce practices are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VE2</strong></td>
<td>Executive management periodically reviews the activities implementing competency-based workforce practices, their status and results, and resolves issues.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The purpose of Workgroup Development is to organize work around competency-based process abilities.

### WORKGROUP DEVELOPMENT

**Goal 1** Workgroups are established to optimize the performance of interdependent work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P1</th>
<th>The committed work within a unit is analyzed to identify its process dependencies.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Committed work is structured to optimize the coordination and performance of interdependent work within workgroups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Each workgroup is formed to perform a defined set of business activities and to accomplish defined objectives.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goal 2** Workgroups tailor defined processes and roles for use in planning and performing their work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P4</th>
<th>Methods and procedures for performing common workgroup functions are defined and maintained for use by workgroups.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>Workgroups tailor competency-based processes for performing their business activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>Roles for performing the workgroup’s operating processes are defined and allocated to individuals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>Workgroup members establish mechanisms for communicating information and coordinating dependencies among roles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>Skills needed to perform jointly as a workgroup using the workgroup’s operating processes are developed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>Workgroups that share dependencies define interfaces through which their activities and commitments are coordinated.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goal 3** Workgroup staffing activities focus on the assignment, development, and future deployment of the organization’s workforce competencies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P5</th>
<th>The competencies required to perform a workgroup’s business activities are identified.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>Staffing processes are performed to ensure that workgroups are staffed with individuals whose competencies match those needed to perform the workgroup’s business activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P14</td>
<td>Workgroups are disbanded through an orderly performance of workforce activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>A responsible individual(s) tracks and manages workgroup performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15</td>
<td>When workgroups disband, their assets are captured for redeployment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goal 4** Workgroup performance is managed against documented objectives for committed work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P9</th>
<th>Workgroup activities and commitments are planned.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>A responsible individual(s) tracks and manages workgroup performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15</td>
<td>When workgroups disband, their assets are captured for redeployment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal 5 Workgroup Development practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as defined organizational processes.</td>
<td><strong>CO1</strong> The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for conducting Workgroup Development activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CO2</strong> An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for coordinating Workgroup Development activities across the organization.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CO3</strong> Workgroup Development activities are incorporated into the organization’s strategic workforce plan and the planned workforce activities within units.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB1</strong> Within each unit, an individual(s) is assigned responsibility and authority for ensuring that members of the unit participate in Workgroup Development activities, as appropriate.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB2</strong> Adequate resources are provided for performing Workgroup Development activities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB3</strong> Responsible individual(s) to whom the members of a workgroup are accountable develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to manage workgroups.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB4</strong> Workgroup members receive appropriate guidance or training in workgroup skills.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB5</strong> The practices and procedures for performing Workgroup Development are defined and documented.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ME1</strong> Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of Workgroup Development activities across the organization.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ME2</strong> Measures of workgroup development are collected and aggregated at the organizational level.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ME3</strong> Measurements are made and used to determine the effectiveness of Workgroup Development activities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VE1</strong> A responsible individual(s) verifies that Workgroup Development activities are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and plans; and addresses noncompliance.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VE2</strong> Executive management periodically reviews the Workgroup Development activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The purpose of a Participatory Culture allows the organization to exploit the full capability of the workforce for making decisions that affect the performance of business activities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goal 1</td>
<td>Information about business activities and results is communicated throughout the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Information about organizational and unit performance is made available to individuals and workgroups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Individuals and workgroups are made aware of how their work performance contributes to unit and organizational performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Individuals and workgroups have access to information needed to perform their committed work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>Information and communication systems support the information needs of individuals and workgroups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal 2</td>
<td>Decisions are delegated to an appropriate level of the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>The structure of decision-making processes within the organization is analyzed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>Decision-making processes and roles are defined.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>Responsibilities for decisions are delegated to appropriate levels and locations in the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>Decisions made by those empowered to make them are supported by others in the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal 3</td>
<td>Individuals and workgroups participate in structured decision-making processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>Individuals and workgroups use defined decision-making processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>Individuals and workgroups are involved in making decisions that affect their work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>Individuals and groups participate in decisions concerning their work environments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>Defined mechanisms are used for resolving conflicts and disputes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Practice-to-Goal Mappings

### Participatory Culture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal 4</th>
<th>Participatory Culture practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as defined organizational processes.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO1</td>
<td>The organization’s stated values encourage open communication and participation in decision making by individuals and workgroups, when appropriate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO2</td>
<td>The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for its activities that supports the development of a participatory culture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO3</td>
<td>An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for coordinating the organization’s activities for developing a participatory culture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB1</td>
<td>Within each unit, an individual(s) is assigned responsibility and authority to ensure that the performance of business and workforce activities within the unit contributes to developing a participatory culture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB2</td>
<td>Adequate resources are provided for performing activities that support development of a participatory culture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB3</td>
<td>Managers develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to perform their responsibilities regarding communication and participatory management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB4</td>
<td>Individuals and groups who participate in Participatory Culture activities receive the preparation in problem-solving and decision-making processes, methods, and skills appropriate to the types of decisions they will participate in making.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB5</td>
<td>The practices and procedures for developing a participatory culture are defined and documented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME1</td>
<td>Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of participatory activities and trends within the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME2</td>
<td>Measurements are made and used to determine the effectiveness of the participatory practices adopted in the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE1</td>
<td>A responsible individual(s) verifies that communication and decision-making activities within the organization are conducted in an open and participative manner according to the organization’s values and policies; and addresses noncompliance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE2</td>
<td>Executive management periodically reviews the level of participatory behavior and resolves issues.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Competency Integration

The purpose of Competency Integration is to improve the efficiency and agility of interdependent work by integrating the process abilities of different workforce competencies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPETENCY INTEGRATION</th>
<th>Goal 1</th>
<th>The competency-based processes employed by different workforce competencies are integrated to improve the efficiency of interdependent work.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Business activities involving dependencies among multiple workforce competencies are identified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Dependencies and interfaces among multiple workforce competencies are analyzed to identify opportunities for integrating their competency-based processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Integrated competency-based processes are defined and made available for use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P12</td>
<td>The performance of integrated competency-based processes is evaluated to identify needed adjustments and updates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal 2</td>
<td>Integrated competency-based processes are used in performing work that involves dependencies among several workforce competencies.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P4</td>
<td>Work is designed to incorporate integrated competency-based processes, where appropriate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P6</td>
<td>Skills needed for performing integrated competency-based processes are developed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P10</td>
<td>Workgroups performing integrated competency-based processes tailor and use them for planning committed work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P11</td>
<td>Workgroups use integrated competency-based processes for work involving multiple workforce competencies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal 3</td>
<td>Workforce practices are designed to support multi-disciplinary work.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Organizational structures support multi-disciplinary work that integrates competency-based processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P7</td>
<td>The work environment supports work by individuals or workgroups using integrated competency-based processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P8</td>
<td>Workforce competency descriptions are revised to incorporate integrated competency-based processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P9</td>
<td>Workforce practices and activities are defined and adjusted to support integrated competency-based activities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### COMPETENCY INTEGRATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal 4</th>
<th>Competency Integration practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as defined organizational processes.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO1</td>
<td>The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for conducting Competency Integration activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO2</td>
<td>An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for coordinating Competency Integration activities across the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB1</td>
<td>Within relevant organizational units or other entities, an individual(s) is assigned responsibility and authority for ensuring that Competency Integration activities are performed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB2</td>
<td>A responsible individual(s) coordinates the activities for defining, developing, and maintaining each integrated competency-based process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB3</td>
<td>Adequate resources are provided for performing Competency Integration activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB4</td>
<td>Those involved in defining integrated competency-based processes develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to perform process analysis and definition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB5</td>
<td>Affected individuals and workgroups develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to perform the integrated competency-based processes involved in their work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB6</td>
<td>The practices and procedures for performing Competency Integration are defined and documented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME1</td>
<td>Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of Competency Integration activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME2</td>
<td>Measurements are made and used to determine the effectiveness of Competency Integration activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE1</td>
<td>A responsible individual(s) verifies that the Competency Integration activities are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE2</td>
<td>Executive management periodically reviews the Competency Integration activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Empowered Workgroups

The purpose of Empowered Workgroups is to invest workgroups with the responsibility and authority for determining how to conduct their business activities most effectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EMPOWERED WORKGROUPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 1</strong> Empowered workgroups are delegated responsibility and authority over their work processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P2</strong> Empowered workgroups are formed with a statement of their mission and authority for accomplishing it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P3</strong> The individual(s) or organizational entity to which an empowered workgroup is accountable provides business objectives and negotiates responsibilities and commitments with the empowered workgroup.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P4</strong> Empowered workgroups are delegated the responsibility and authority to determine the methods by which they will accomplish their committed work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P5</strong> Empowered workgroups use appropriate methods for making decisions on their commitments and methods of operation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 2</strong> The organization’s workforce practices and activities encourage and support the development and performance of empowered workgroups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P7</strong> The organization’s workforce practices are tailored for use with empowered workgroups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P12</strong> Adjustments to the compensation of members of empowered workgroups are based, in part, on issues related to workgroup performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 3</strong> Empowered workgroups perform selected workforce practices internally.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P9</strong> Empowered workgroups tailor workforce activities delegated to them and plan for their adoption.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P10</strong> Empowered workgroups perform the workforce activities delegated to them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P11</strong> Empowered workgroups participate in managing their performance.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## EMPOWERED WORKGROUPS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal 4</th>
<th>Empowered Workgroups practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as defined organizational processes.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>CO1</strong> The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for conducting Empowered Workgroups activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>CO2</strong> An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for coordinating empowerment activities and tailoring workforce practices to support empowered workgroups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>AB1</strong> Each empowered workgroup has an individual(s) or organizational entity that is assigned responsibility as its sponsor and to whom it is accountable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>AB2</strong> Adequate resources are provided for performing Empowered Workgroups activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>AB3</strong> All affected parties develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to develop effective relationships with empowered workgroups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>AB4</strong> Individuals responsible for tailoring or administering workforce practices for empowered workgroups develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to perform their responsibilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>AB5</strong> The practices and procedures for performing Empowered Workgroups are defined and documented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>ME1</strong> Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of workforce practices for empowering workgroups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>ME2</strong> Measurements are made and used to determine the effectiveness of workforce practices for empowering workgroups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>VE1</strong> A responsible individual(s) verifies that the organization’s workforce practices for empowering workgroups are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>VE2</strong> Executive management periodically reviews the organization’s Empowered Workgroups activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>VE3</strong> The definition and use of empowered workgroup performance data are periodically audited for compliance with organizational policies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Competency-Based Assets

The purpose of Competency-Based Assets is to capture the knowledge, experience, and artifacts developed in performing competency-based processes for use in enhancing competency and performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPETENCY-BASED ASSETS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P3</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P4</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P5</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P6</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P7</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P8</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 3</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P9</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P10</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P11</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P12</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Practice-to-Goal Mappings

#### COMPETENCY-BASED ASSETS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal 4</th>
<th>Competency-Based Assets activities are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as defined organizational processes.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO1</td>
<td>The organization’s stated values encourage knowledge sharing between individuals and workgroups, when appropriate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO2</td>
<td>The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for developing and using competency-based assets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO3</td>
<td>An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for coordinating across the organization the activities involved in capturing and reusing competency-based assets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB1</td>
<td>Within each unit, an individual(s) is assigned responsibility and authority for ensuring that members of the unit participate in capturing and using competency-based assets, as appropriate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB2</td>
<td>A responsible individual(s) coordinates the activities for capturing and using competency-based assets within each workforce competency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB3</td>
<td>Adequate resources are provided for capturing and using competency-based assets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB4</td>
<td>Those responsible for various tasks involved in developing and deploying the organization’s competency-based assets develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to perform their responsibilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB5</td>
<td>Individuals involved in capturing or using competency-based assets develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to perform their responsibilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB6</td>
<td>The practices and procedures for capturing or using competency-based assets are defined and documented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME1</td>
<td>Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of activities for contributing to and using competency-based assets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME2</td>
<td>Measurements are made and used to determine the effectiveness of competency-based assets on improving competencies and performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE1</td>
<td>A responsible individual(s) verifies that the organization’s activities for developing and using competency-based assets are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE2</td>
<td>Executive management periodically reviews the Competency-Based Assets activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE3</td>
<td>The definition and use of competency-based assets measures and information are periodically audited for compliance with organizational policies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Quantitative Performance Management

The purpose of Quantitative Performance Management is to predict and manage the capability of competency-based processes for achieving measurable performance objectives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUANTITATIVE PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P3</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P4</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P5</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P6</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P7</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P8</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P9</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## QUANTITATIVE PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal 3</th>
<th>Quantitative Performance Management practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as defined organizational processes.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO1</td>
<td>The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for conducting Quantitative Performance Management activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO2</td>
<td>An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for coordinating Quantitative Performance Management activities across the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB1</td>
<td>Within each unit, an individual(s) is assigned responsibility and authority for ensuring that Quantitative Performance Management activities are performed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB2</td>
<td>Adequate resources are provided for performing Quantitative Performance Management activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB3</td>
<td>Individuals who participate in Quantitative Performance Management activities develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to perform their responsibilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB4</td>
<td>The practices and procedures for performing Quantitative Performance Management are defined and documented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME1</td>
<td>Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of the organization’s Quantitative Performance Management activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME2</td>
<td>Measurements are made and used to determine the effectiveness of Quantitative Performance Management activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE1</td>
<td>A responsible individual(s) verifies that Quantitative Performance Management activities are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE2</td>
<td>Executive management periodically reviews the Quantitative Performance Management activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE3</td>
<td>The definition and use of performance measures at the individual, workgroup, and unit levels are periodically audited for compliance with the organization’s policies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Organizational Capability Management

The purpose of Organizational Capability Management is to quantify and manage the capability of the workforce and of the critical competency-based processes they perform.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal 1</th>
<th>Progress in developing the capability of critical workforce competencies is managed quantitatively.</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>The organization identifies the workforce competencies that are critical to its business strategies and objectives.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P2</td>
<td>The organization quantifies its capability in each of its critical workforce competencies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P3</td>
<td>The organization’s capability in each of its critical workforce competencies is managed quantitatively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal 2</td>
<td>The impact of workforce practices and activities on progress in developing the capability of critical workforce competencies is evaluated and managed quantitatively.</td>
<td>P4</td>
<td>Measurable objectives for contributing to capability growth in critical workforce competencies are established for workforce practices and activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P5</td>
<td>The organization quantitatively evaluates the impacts of workforce practices and activities on capability in each of its critical workforce competencies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P6</td>
<td>The impacts of workforce practices and activities on the organization’s capability in each of its critical workforce competencies are managed quantitatively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal 3</td>
<td>The capabilities of competency-based processes in critical workforce competencies are established and managed quantitatively.</td>
<td>P7</td>
<td>Process performance baselines are developed and maintained for critical competency-based processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P8</td>
<td>The capability of critical competency-based processes is managed quantitatively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P9</td>
<td>The organization uses its capability data and process performance baselines in developing quantitative models of performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal 4</td>
<td>The impact of workforce practices and activities on the capabilities of competency-based processes in critical workforce competencies is evaluated and managed quantitatively.</td>
<td>P10</td>
<td>The impact of workforce practices and activities on the capability and performance of competency-based processes is evaluated and managed quantitatively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P11</td>
<td>Evaluations of the impact of workforce practices and activities on the capability and performance of competency-based processes are used in performing other business and workforce activities, as appropriate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal 5</td>
<td>Organizational Capability Management practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as defined organizational processes.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO1</td>
<td>The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for conducting Organizational Capability Management activities.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO2</td>
<td>An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for coordinating Organizational Capability Management activities across the organization.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB1</td>
<td>Within each unit, an individual(s) is assigned responsibility and authority for ensuring the unit’s involvement in Organizational Capability Management activities, as appropriate.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB2</td>
<td>A responsible individual(s) coordinates the quantitative capability management activities within each critical workforce competency.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB3</td>
<td>Adequate resources are provided for performing Organizational Capability Management activities.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB4</td>
<td>Those responsible for Organizational Capability Management activities develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to perform their responsibilities.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB5</td>
<td>Individuals who participate in Organizational Capability Management activities receive appropriate orientation in the purposes and methods for the organization’s quantitative capability management activities.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB6</td>
<td>The practices and procedures for performing Organizational Capability Management are defined and documented.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME1</td>
<td>Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of Organizational Capability Management activities.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME2</td>
<td>Measurements are made and used to determine the effectiveness of Organizational Capability Management activities.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE1</td>
<td>A responsible individual(s) verifies that Organizational Capability Management activities are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE2</td>
<td>Executive management periodically reviews the Organizational Capability Management activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE3</td>
<td>The definition and use of measures at the individual, workgroup, and unit levels are periodically audited for compliance with organizational policies.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mentoring

The purpose of Mentoring is to transfer the lessons of greater experience in a workforce competency to improve the capability of other individuals or workgroups.

| MENTORING |
|------------------|-------------------------------------------------|
| **Goal 1** Mentoring programs are established and maintained to accomplish defined objectives. | **P1** Opportunities for using the experience of the workforce to improve performance or achieve other organizational objectives are identified. |
| **P2** The objectives and structure of each mentoring program are defined. |
| **P3** Each mentoring program is communicated to affected individuals and workgroups. |
| **P8** Mentors support the development and improvement of competency-based assets. |
| **P10** The organization’s workforce practices support mentoring activities, as needed. |
| **Goal 2** Mentors provide guidance and support to individuals or workgroups. | **P4** Mentors are selected and matched with individuals or workgroups to be mentored. |
| **P5** Mentors and those they mentor establish a mentoring relationship. |
| **P6** Mentors assist individuals or workgroups in developing capability in workforce competencies. |
| **P7** Mentoring relationships are reviewed to ensure that they satisfy their intended objectives. |
| **P9** Mentors participate in performance management and related workforce activities, as appropriate. |
### MENTORING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal 3</th>
<th>Mentoring practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as defined organizational processes.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO1</td>
<td>The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for conducting Mentoring activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO2</td>
<td>An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for coordinating Mentoring activities across the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB1</td>
<td>Within each unit, an individual(s) is assigned responsibility and authority for ensuring that members of the unit participate in Mentoring activities, as appropriate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB2</td>
<td>Adequate resources are provided for performing Mentoring activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB3</td>
<td>Individuals selected to act as mentors develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed in relevant mentoring objectives, techniques, and skills to perform their responsibilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB4</td>
<td>Affected individuals receive appropriate orientation in Mentoring practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB5</td>
<td>The practices and procedures for performing Mentoring are defined and documented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME1</td>
<td>Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of Mentoring activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME2</td>
<td>Measurements are made and used to determine the effectiveness of Mentoring activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE1</td>
<td>A responsible individual(s) verifies that Mentoring activities are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE2</td>
<td>Executive management periodically reviews Mentoring activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Continuous Capability Improvement

The purpose of Continuous Capability Improvement is to provide a foundation for individuals and workgroups to continuously improve their capability for performing competency-based processes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONTINUOUS CAPABILITY IMPROVEMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 1</strong> The organization establishes and maintains mechanisms for supporting continuous improvement of its competency-based processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 2</strong> Individuals continuously improve the capability of their personal work processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 3</strong> Workgroups continuously improve the capability of their workgroup’s operating processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 3</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 3</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 4</strong> The capabilities of competency-based processes are continuously improved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 4</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 4</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 4</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Practice-to-Goal Mappings

### Continuous Capability Improvement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Goal 5</strong></th>
<th>Continuous Capability Improvement practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as defined organizational processes.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CO1</strong></td>
<td>The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for continuously improving individual and workgroup capability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CO2</strong></td>
<td>An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for coordinating Continuous Capability Improvement activities across the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB1</strong></td>
<td>Within each unit, an individual(s) is assigned responsibility and authority for ensuring that members of the unit participate in Continuous Capability Improvement activities, as appropriate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB2</strong></td>
<td>Within selected workforce competencies, responsible individual(s) coordinate activities to improve its competency-based processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB3</strong></td>
<td>Adequate resources are provided for continuously improving individual and workgroup capabilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB4</strong></td>
<td>Mentoring support is offered to improve the capability and performance of individuals and workgroups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB5</strong></td>
<td>Individuals and workgroups develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to perform their responsibilities in applying techniques for continuously improving their capabilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB6</strong></td>
<td>The practices and procedures for performing Continuous Competency Improvement are defined and documented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ME1</strong></td>
<td>Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of activities for Continuous Capability Improvement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ME2</strong></td>
<td>Measurements are made and used to determine the effectiveness of activities for Continuous Capability Improvement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VE1</strong></td>
<td>A responsible individual(s) verifies that the activities for Continuous Capability Improvement are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VE2</strong></td>
<td>Executive management periodically reviews the Continuous Capability Improvement activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Organizational Performance Alignment

The purpose of Organizational Performance Alignment is to enhance the alignment of performance results across individuals, workgroups, and units with organizational performance and business objectives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOVERNMENT PERFORMANCE ALIGNMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P3</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Goal 2** | The impact of workforce practices and activities on aligning individual, workgroup, unit, and organizational performance is continuously improved. |
| **P4** | The impact of the organization’s workforce practices and activities on aligning performance is understood quantitatively. |
| **P5** | The impact of workforce practices and activities on performance alignment is managed quantitatively. |
| **P6** | Evaluations of the impact of workforce practices and activities on performance alignment are used in performing other business and workforce activities. |
### ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE ALIGNMENT

**Goal 3** Organizational Performance Alignment practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as defined organizational processes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO1</td>
<td>The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for aligning performance across individuals, workgroups, units, and the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO2</td>
<td>An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for coordinating performance alignment activities across the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB1</td>
<td>Within each unit, an individual(s) is assigned responsibility and authority for ensuring the unit’s involvement in the organization’s performance alignment activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB2</td>
<td>Adequate resources are provided for performing Organizational Performance Alignment activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB3</td>
<td>Individuals performing Organizational Performance Alignment activities develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to perform their responsibilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB4</td>
<td>Individuals and workgroups participating in Organizational Performance Alignment activities receive appropriate orientation in Organizational Performance Alignment practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB5</td>
<td>The practices and procedures for performing Organizational Performance Alignment are defined and documented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME1</td>
<td>Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of the organization’s performance alignment activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME2</td>
<td>Measurements are made and used to determine the effectiveness of the organization’s performance alignment activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE1</td>
<td>A responsible individual(s) verifies that the organization’s performance alignment activities are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE2</td>
<td>Executive management periodically reviews the organization’s performance alignment activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE3</td>
<td>The definition and use of measures of individual, workgroup, unit, and organizational performance are periodically audited for compliance with organizational policies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Continuous Workforce Innovation

The purpose of Continuous Workforce Innovation is to identify and evaluate improved or innovative workforce practices and technologies, and implement the most promising ones throughout the organization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONTINUOUS WORKFORCE INNOVATION</th>
<th>Goal 1</th>
<th>The organization establishes and maintains mechanisms for supporting continuous improvement of its workforce practices and technologies.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td></td>
<td>The organization establishes a framework for continuously improving its workforce practices and activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Individuals and workgroups are empowered to continuously improve their performance of workforce activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td></td>
<td>A continuous improvement program is established to encourage individuals and workgroups to propose improvements to workforce practices and activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td></td>
<td>Quantitative objectives are established for improving the impact of workforce practices and activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Innovative or improved workforce practices and technologies are identified and evaluated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td></td>
<td>Workforce opinions about their working conditions are periodically evaluated to identify areas that would most benefit from innovative or improved practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Data regarding the impact of the organization’s workforce practices and activities are analyzed to identify areas that would most benefit from innovative or improved practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td></td>
<td>The organization continuously investigates innovative workforce practices and technologies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td></td>
<td>Innovative and improved workforce practices and technologies are evaluated and selected for implementation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td></td>
<td>When appropriate, innovative or improved workforce practices or technologies are evaluated in trials to evaluate their benefits and most effective methods for implementation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal 3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Innovative or improved workforce practices and technologies are deployed using orderly procedures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td></td>
<td>The deployment of innovative or improved workforce practices or technologies is planned and prepared.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td></td>
<td>Innovative or improved workforce practices and technologies are implemented according to their deployment plans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td></td>
<td>The effectiveness and benefits of innovative or improved workforce practices and technologies are evaluated quantitatively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td></td>
<td>The status and results of the organization’s Continuous Workforce Innovation activities are periodically reviewed and communicated across the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 4</strong></td>
<td>Continuous Workforce Innovation practices are institutionalized to ensure they are performed as defined organizational processes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CO1</strong></td>
<td>The organization establishes and maintains a documented policy for conducting Continuous Workforce Innovation activities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CO2</strong></td>
<td>An organizational role(s) is assigned responsibility for coordinating the continuous innovation and improvement of workforce practices across the organization.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB1</strong></td>
<td>Within each unit, a responsible individual(s) coordinates actions regarding proposals for improving workforce practices and activities and manages deployment of improvements or innovations.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB2</strong></td>
<td>Adequate resources are provided for continuously improving workforce practices and activities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB3</strong></td>
<td>Those responsible for continuously innovating and improving workforce practices and activities develop the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to perform their responsibilities and to apply relevant evaluation methods and continuous improvement techniques.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB4</strong></td>
<td>Individuals receive orientation or preparation in the innovative or improved workforce practices and technologies adopted by the organization.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB5</strong></td>
<td>The practices and procedures for performing Continuous Workforce Innovation are defined and documented.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ME1</strong></td>
<td>Measurements are made and used to determine the status and performance of activities for continuously innovating and improving workforce practices and activities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ME2</strong></td>
<td>Measurements are made and used to determine the effectiveness of continuously innovating and improving workforce practices and technologies.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VE1</strong></td>
<td>A responsible individual(s) verifies that the activities for continuously innovating and improving workforce practices are conducted according to the organization’s documented policies, practices, procedures, and, where appropriate, plans; and addresses noncompliance.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VE2</strong></td>
<td>Executive management periodically reviews the Continuous Workforce Innovation activities, status, and results; and resolves issues.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Practice-to-Goal Mappings
Appendix E: Change History

Summary of Changes in Version 2 of the People CMM

Version 2 of the People CMM has been designed to correct known issues in Version 1, which was released in 1995; to add enhancements learned from five years of implementation experience; and to integrate the model better with CMMI and its IPPD extensions. The primary motivation for updating the People CMM was the error in Version 1 of placing team-building activities at Maturity Level 4. The authors made this placement based on substantial feedback that it should not be placed at Maturity Level 3, as it had been in early review releases.

Experience has indicated that many organizations initiate formal development of workgroups while working toward Maturity Level 3. This, Version 2 of the People CMM initiates process-driven workgroup development at Maturity Level 3. This change is consistent with the placing of integrated teaming activities at Maturity Level 3 of the CMMI-IPPD.

In addition, the authors have made other improvements in Version 2 to bring the People CMM closer to its maturity framework roots in process-driven organizational improvement. An institutionalization goal has been added to each process area to better align the goal structure with that used in the CMMI. Many of these improvements will make it easier for organizations to integrate People CMM-based improvements with CMMI-based improvements.

Version 2 of the People CMM is being produced only in a staged representation. After lengthy review of the literature and experience gathered from implementers on programs to improve workforce practices, the authors determined that these programs often fail when workforce practices are not introduced as a system of practices or in reinforcing bundles, but rather are deployed in isolation. For instance, efforts to install empowered teams are likely to fail if compensation practices continue to reward individual performance without recognizing contribution to team performance and team success.
## Change History

### Change History of the People CMM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Change Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>August 1990</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>Conceptual model published [Curtis90].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 1993</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>Version for review by Advisory Board.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 1994</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>Draft for public review. Version 0.2 distributed to the P-CMM Correspondence Group for review and comments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 1995</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>Draft for public review. Version 0.3 distributed to the P-CMM Correspondence Group for review and comments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 1995</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>Baseline Version 1 for public release [Curtis 95].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 1998</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>People CMM-Based Assessment Method Description, Version 1.0 released [Hefley 98].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 2001</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>Baseline Version 2 for public release [this document].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Change Request Form for the People CMM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change Request – People Capability Maturity Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Product:</strong> P-CMM V2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Name of Submitting Organization:

Organization Contact: _________________________  Telephone:

Mailing Address:

Date: ______________  Short Title:

Change Location Tag:
(use section #, figure #, key process area ID, practice ID, etc.)

Proposed Change:

Rationale for Change:

Note: For the SEI to take appropriate action on a change request, we must have a clear description of the recommended change, along with a supporting rationale.

Send US mail to: P-CMM Change Requests, Software Process Program, Software Engineering Institute, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA 15213-3890.

Send packages to: P-CMM Change Requests, Software Process Program, Software Engineering Institute, Carnegie Mellon University, 4500 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15213-2691.

Send via Internet to: p-cmm-change@sei.cmu.edu